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Abstract

This doctoral thesis examines the challenges to co-management in the Tanzania part of Lake Victoria. The thesis mainly addresses the Nile perch fishery and uses the fishing communities of Bukoba Rural district, Tanzania
as a case study. Co-management in Lake Victoria is defined as the sharing of
the management responsibilities between the state and the fishing communities. Thus, reducing the role of the state and enhancing that of the communities was seen as a solution to the problems of poverty and illegal fishing that
are threatening the sustainability of the fishery and the fishers dependent on
it. In spite of these proclaimed efforts, studies are consistently showing that
poverty and illegal fishing are on the increase, a fact that is raising questions
on the efficacy of co-management in Lake Victoria. Such questions have
particularly focused on the co-management model and the assumptions that
underlie it. The central argument in this thesis, however, is that comanagement in Lake Victoria has been decontextualized and dehistoricized.
Therefore, this study takes as its premise the fact that the context in which
co-management is implemented and in which the problems of poverty and
illegal fishing are embedded, to a certain extent is a constraint to its performance. For analysis, the thesis applies a multi-level approach and draws
insights from the common pool resources theory, the actor-oriented approach, the entitlement framework, and the theory of the state. Detailed interviews across scale, secondary data, policy documents, and laws, supported
by quantitative data are the methods applied in this study. Analysis of the
context reveals gross incongruence between rhetoric at the higher levels and
what is feasible on the ground. In particular, the international and national
politics behind the Nile perch fishery, supported by neo-liberal policies, are
exacerbating the problems of poverty and illegal fishing in the studied fishing communities.

Key words: Lake Victoria, co-management, Nile perch fishery, poverty, illegal fishing, multi-level analysis, neo-liberal policies, Bukoba, Tanzania.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
“Catch in Lake Victoria has almost halved in two years from about 750,000
tons in February 2006 to 375,000 tons in February 2008 and the ministry is
considering shutting down 18 fish landing sites.”1
“Over 800 dragnets involved in illegal fishing have been destroyed in one
area alone in Mwanza and the President of Tanzania has inaugurated an ultra
modern fish processing plant with the capacity to process 60 metric tons of
Nile perch a day in Mwanza and has challenged Tanzania that owns almost
50% of the lake to strive to export more Nile perch fillet than Kenya where
the lake is only 6%.”2
“The whole scenario in the fishing industry calls for a satisfactory top-down
fisheries policy that will enforce sustainable fishing of inshore as well as offshore tropical multi-species fish….”3

1.1 Study Background
Co-management4 was adopted in the Tanzania fisheries sector as a reform to
address the shortcomings of the state-led top-down approach in addressing
the challenges in the sector, particularly in the Lake Victoria Fishery (LVF)5.
Co-management was implemented through the Tanzania fisheries policy of
1997 (TFP).6 Poverty and illegal fishing were identified and considered the
major challenges to the management of the LVF. Given the magnitude of
these problems, it became apparent that the state alone could not address
them without the involvement of the fishing communities recognized as re1

A statement by the Ugandan Fisheries State Minister quoted in The Monitor, 29th August
2008.
2
President‟s speech made in Mwanza, quoted in The Citizen (Tanzania newspaper),Thursday,
8th May 2008
3
The Editor, the Citizen (Tanzania Newspaper), Thursday, 8th May, 2008
4
Co-management is broadly defined as a collaborative and participatory process of regulatory
decision-making between representatives of user groups, government agencies and other
stakeholders (Jentoft, 2003:3). In Tanzania, the term is identified as “a community-based
fisheries collaborative management (co-management) see Operational manual on comanagement available at http://www.tzonline.org/
5
The Tanzania Fisheries Act, article 2 (2003) states: „fishery‟ means every locality or place or
stations in or which fishing gear is used, set or placed or located and also the area, tract or
stretch of water in or from which fish may be taken by such fishing gear
6
TFP is available at http://www.tzonline.org/
17

source users (TFP, 1997: section, 2.3. p.4). Thus, co-management was
adopted and implemented lakewide largely for its perceived capacity to provide an environment in which the fishing communities could be empowered
to participate in the management of their resource base.7 It was anticipated
that these processes would have led to poverty reduction in the fishing communities and therefore to sustainable resource exploitation at community
level.8 However, as the newspaper quotes above show and the scientific findings below show, the problems of poverty and illegal fishing in Lake Victoria are growing, rather than decreasing. Addressing a news conference in Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania, the Minister for Livestock and Fisheries reported that
the Nile perch (Lates Niloticus) stock (the dominant fish in the lake) has
fallen from a biomass of 1.2 million tonnes by 2000 figures to 331,000 tons
in 20099 (these figures refer to the whole lake, including the parts in Kenya
and Uganda. It is important to note here that the crisis in the fishery is a
well-known problem. Given the existing scenario in the state of the fishery,
voices of discontent are growing regarding the efficacy of co-management in
Lake Victoria. This has led the concerned parties to acknowledge that comanagement in the lake LVF is not performing as expected and that ways
should be explored to enhance its performance. 10
Thus, this study addresses these concerns and is an attempt to contribute
to the understanding of the challenges to co-management in Lake Victoria.
Studies addressing the LVF management crises are many.11 However, the
tendency in these studies has been to focus on the co-management model
itself, which in this context I refer to as a model-oriented approach12. This
study takes a different approach and addresses the challenges to comanagement performance in Lake Victoria from what I call a contextoriented approach, which will be fully explained in the problem section 1.2.
In this approach, focus partly shifts from the co-management model and
pays attention to the context in which it is implemented. Co-management is a
cross-scale model (Berkes, 2008; Armitage, 2008); therefore its problems
manifest themselves at different levels. Thus, the context-oriented approach
enables one to make a distinction between the visible stated objectives of comanagement (poverty reduction and resource sustainability) and the invisible
unstated objectives which usually tend to reflect the interests of particular
groups of users in policy formulation and implementation (see also Young,
2002). The study addresses only the Tanzanian part of the lake, and uses the
7

See the National Fisheries Sector Policy and Strategy Statement (TFP), 1997 section 3.3.8 p.
13
8
TFP, 1997: section 2.4.p.5
9
The Guardian, 11th November 2009 - www.ippmedia.tz - visited 11th November, 2009
10
For example LVFO, (2008) Report of the LVFO stakeholders‟ meeting held in Kampala
August, 2008 available at http://www.lvfo.org/ visited on 3rd January, 2009
11
FAO- Lake Victoria fisheries Data base- available at www.fao.org
12
An approach that challenges the assumptions that undergird the co-management model (my
definition in the context of this study)
18

fishing communities of Bukoba rural district as loci in which these issues are
explored.
Lake Victoria13 is categorized as a common pool resource (CPR).14 Today,
the governance challenges in these resources, also known as the commons, is
one of the topical issues at the international and national levels (Ostrom,
2005). In this regard, the problems in Lake Victoria are not unique, but are
part of the broader challenges faced in many small-scale fisheries categorized as CPRs. Lake Victoria and its fishery has been going through ecological and social crises for a number of decades. Addressing the fisheries sector, the TFP, acknowledges that the sector is faced by many short and longterm problems (TFP, 1997:sect. 2.2 p.3). Among the major problems cited,
environmental degradation15 is one- if not the main problem (ibid). Today,
illegal fishing is considered the greatest threat to the Lake‟s ecosystem and
fishing industry.16 Thus, the above quotes are a microcosm and a reflection of
the many challenges faced in the governance of the LVF.
Lake Victoria fishery was state managed through a top-down approach
until 1997 when co-management was adopted in the fishery. By 1998, 511
beach management units (BMUs)17 had been established in Tanzania alone
(LVEMP, 2005). From this perspective, LVF is not open access, but is governed under the partnership of the state and the communities of users. Therefore, the problem in Lake Victoria is not absence of governance. Cowx et al.
(2003) point out that it is the poor management in Lake Victoria, which is a
problem. Apart from the outcry of the public at large, there is a consensus
among researchers that the fishery is in management crisis. For example, the
frame surveys18 carried out in 2003 lake wide indicated that more than
30,000 illegal seine nets or dragnets19 were in operation (Cowx et al.,
2003:26). Subsequent surveys continued to show the increase in this trend.
For example, the number of gillnets20 in Lake Victoria increased from
13

the second largest lake in the world with an area of about 69,000square kilometers and
shared by the three East Africa states- Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda (see chapter 2)
14
Broadly defined, CPRs are resources to which more than one individual has access, but
where each person‟s consumption reduces availability of the resource to others (Dietz et
al.2003).
15
environmental degradation in the broad context it covers destructive fishing practices
invasion of noxious aquatic plants ,especially the water hyacinth
16
Statement by the Minister for Livestock Development and Fisheries to a news conference in
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania on 11th November 2009 (the Guardian, 11th November 2009www.ippmedia.tz ) visited 11th November, 2009
17
BMUs are fishermen‟s organizations established with the help of the state through which
co-management could be implemented (LVEMP, 2005). The Fisheries Act (article 2 on definitions) states that BMU means a group of devoted stakeholders in a fishing community
whose main function is management conservation and protection of fish in their locality in
collaboration with the government
18
Frame surveys among other things provide scientific information on the composition and
magnitude of fishing effort- that is the number of fishing boats and nets operating in a particular location.
19
Refer to chapter 8 for clarification
20
Common nets for fishing the Nile perch
19

650,653 in 2000 to 1,233,052 in 2004 (Mgaya, 2005). The 2003 frame surveys indicate that about 17% of the total gillnets operating in Lake Victoria
were below the legal mesh sizes of 12 centimetres.
Mahatane and others (2005:179-200) in their study based on the Tanzania
part of Lake Victoria conclude that in spite of implementing co-management
in Lake Victoria, and conducting expensive patrols as well as confiscating
illegal fishing gear, illegal fishing is still a major problem in Lake Victoria.
They found that beach seines had doubled from about 800 in 1998 to about
1600 in 2004. Gillnets with less than 12 centimetres mesh-size had increased
from 11,771 to 57,376 during the same period. Given the vastness of the
lake, these figures are an approximation of the magnitude of the problem.
The authors‟ main conclusion was that poor implementation of fisheries
regulations at community level and poverty among fishermen were some of
the factors behind illegal fishing in Lake Victoria. This conclusion has been
reached by other studies in Lake Victoria (for example, Geheb and Sarch,
2002; and FAO, 1999; 2000; 2002), joining the growing chorus that is calling into question the relevance of co-management in the LVF in relation to
poverty reduction and sustainability.
The importance of the above findings lies in the fact that they reveal the
growing trend in the use of illegal fishing gear despite having comanagement in Lake Victoria. However, informative as these findings are,
they reveal little in terms of why co-management in Lake Victoria seems to
be in a state of inertia when it comes to addressing these problems. This
seems to imply that despite implementing co-management in the LVF for
some time now, little is known of the dynamics shaping its performance in
this particular fishery. This picture- in a way- opens up space in which challenges to the performance of co-management in Lake Victoria can be further
explored. This forms a point of departure for this study.
Studies on the performance of co-management have tended to focus
solely on the assumptions underlying the model or on the implementation
process of the model (Wilson, et al., 2003). While I acknowledge these approaches and the purpose they serve in the understanding of co-management
in the LVF, my proposition is that focusing on the model itself masks the
role played by the context in which it is implemented. In other words, in this
study focus shifts from problematizing the model itself, to addressing the
environment or context in which it is implemented. My conviction in this
study is that, while exploring this environment as a constraint or challenge, I
also believe that it is within this very environment that the opportunities for
co-management in Lake Victoria lie.

20

1.1.1 The path to co-management - overview
In order to better define the research problem this study intends to address, it
is worthwhile presenting an overview first of the path to the co-management
model in CPRs. As already indicated, governance of CPRs is a global challenge. The over-exploitation and degradation of CPRs, is a well-known
problem that has occupied the minds of social thinkers for at least two millennia and probably even longer (Olson, 1965). Early formal analyses of this
problem can be traced back to Warming (1911)21 and later to Gordon (1954).
They both studied the special case of open-access (my emphasis) and concluded that users of commons under open-access regime22 will continue to
exploit the resource until marginal benefit equals the marginal cost of the
last entrant. Their main thrust was that individual resource users, when not
restrained by an external force may have strong incentive to act in ways detrimental to the group as a whole. Based on these findings, subsequent scholars suggested either privatization or central government control as a solution
to the challenges of over-exploitation in the commons. Notably is Pigou
(1920), who suggested that only the central authority has the capacity to
formulate and enforce regulations in the commons.
In contrast, Coase (1960) pointed out that the solutions to the commons
dilemma as proposed by Pigou and Gordon above are pure theoretical constructions that can only work well in theory. He was of the opinion that the
solutions suggested disregarded transaction costs23 that are present in all
forms of governance. Thus, in Coase‟s view, any viable solution for managing the commons should be able to take into account the transaction costs
involved. Indeed, with respect to LVF, transaction costs were one of the
problems encountered in the top-down approach, because the state lacked the
capacity to adequately monitor and enforce the fisheries regulations (part of
the transaction costs) without involving the communities (TFP, 1997: 3.3.8
p.13).
Further to the above arguments, the case for privatization and central government control was strengthened by Hardin (1968) in his influential essay
“The Tragedy of the Commons‖. In his thesis, Hardin arrived at the same
conclusion and suggested that to avert the tragedy; the commons should
either be privatized or placed under central government (Hardin, 1968:314).
Hardin‟s thesis justified the continued control of the formerly communally
owned commons by states- especially in the context of the commons in Africa.
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Quoted in Topp, N-H. 2008)
Warming defines open access as a form of property regime where the entry of users is
unlimited
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North (1990:28) defines transaction costs as “the costs of defining, protecting, and enforcing property rights”.
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Within the context of Tanzania, the post-colonial state inherited colonial
political structures based on centralized control and exploitation. The state
maintained the heavily centralized political and economic institutions, because of socialist ideologies, which favoured state‟s direction of the economy and ownership of valuable resources (covered in chapter 7). The LVF
was part of this process whose ownership was transferred from the traditional fishing structures and institutions by the colonial regime to the state
and remained so up to 1997 when co-management was adopted.
As a response to Hardin‟s article, studies started to emerge during the
1980s and 1990s that challenged the governance of the commons through
state control (especially studies by Wade, 1988; Ostrom, 1990; Baland and
Platteau, 1996). These various authors argued that the instituted top-down
regime was leading to the degradation of the commons. They objected to the
presumption that common property regime implies a “tragedy”. Basing on
numerous studies of user-managed commons, they concluded that users
themselves had successfully managed their CPR, sometimes for centuries,
through designed rules and enforcement mechanisms that had enabled them
to sustain tolerable outcomes. Furthermore, they pointed out that governmentally imposed restrictions are counterproductive as central authorities
lack knowledge of local conditions (transaction costs) and have often insufficient legitimacy. Indeed, Ostrom (cf. 1990:8-10) points out many cases in
which central government intervention has created more chaos than order.
The major result of these studies is that they created a new space for the
re-emergence of the community approach to the governance of the commons. The findings were further enhanced by the new thinking that was
gaining momentum at the international level regarding the governance of
CPR. This new thinking- driven by neo-liberal ideals of decentralization,
participation, and accountability- put emphasis on scaling up the role of
communities in natural resources management and the rolling back of the
state. The central argument within this new thinking was that where the state
alone has failed to bring about positive results, local participation could contribute to greater efficiency, better and more cost-effective natural resources
management (Ribot, 2002). Similar ideas were echoed at the Earth Summit
in 1992 in Rio (Agenda 21, 1992)24 and then ten years later at the Johannesburg Summit in 2002. At both summits, the consensus was that the crises
facing the planet were interlocking and needed the active participation of all
sectors of society.
With respect to fisheries, The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
a United Nations specialized agency in charge of the global fisheries, was
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Agenda 21 is a program run by the United Nations (UN) related to sustainable development. It is a comprehensive blueprint of action to be taken globally, nationally and locally by
organizations of the UN, governments, and major groups in every area in which humans
impact on the environment.
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already in 1985 sending out alarms regarding global overfishing.25 FAO
argued that the prevailing top-down management system was ineffective at
sustainably managing fish resources; instead, it was leading to their degradation. Consequently, co-management was put forward as a compromise between the weaknesses of pure state regulation and of pure community-based
governance in small-scale fisheries. Co-management was fervently promoted
because it was showing positive result where it was being implemented at
the time.26 As a result, and with the help of the international donor community, co-management was adopted in many small-scale fisheries throughout
sub-Saharan Africa during the 1990s (FAO, 1999). It is within this context
that co-management was adopted in the Lake Victoria fishery in 1997. Having reviewed the path to co-management in Lake Victoria, the study presents
a brief overview of the specific problems that led to the adoption of comanagement in the fishery.
1.1.2 A case for co-management in the LVF- overview
The fishery was under central government control until 1997 when the
state introduced co-management after realizing that it could not successfully
manage the fishery using the top down approach. The problems in the LVF
have their roots in the changes that took place in the fishery over the last five
decades and continue to unravel today (see chapter 2). Within these
changes,27 the fishery was transformed from a multi-species fishery of about
250 species to a three-species fishery dominated by the Nile perch. The
changes in the dynamics of the lake as a result of this manipulation coupled
with the emergence of the Nile perch and its subsequent change into an export fishery, generated social and economic problems that were deemed beyond the state or communities‟ management capacity (see Bagachwa, et al.;
1992, cf. Cowx et al, 2003; Kulindwa, 2001).
These problems were also partly attributed to the proliferation of the fish
processing industries around the lake that provided a profitable market for
the abundant Nile perch. While initially, the majority of fishermen benefited
from these changes in the fishery, the changes induced a scramble for the
fish and the marginalization of artisanal fishermen28which in the long run
resulted in the widespread use of illegal fishing gear by many who could not
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Statistics from a 1994 FAO World Fisheries Report indicated that one-quarter of the global
fish stocks were overfished beyond sustainable levels and half were fully exploited with no
potential for increased production. FAO argued that the prevailing state-led top-down fisheries management system was ineffective at sustainably managing fish resources; instead was
leading to their degradation.
26
For example, in the Norwegian Lofoten fishery see Jentoft (1989)
27
marked by the introduction of the Nile perch by the British colonial administration in the
1950s
28
The Tanzania Fisheries Act 2003 defines artisanal fishing as traditional small-scale fishing
using simple fishing gear
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access the fishery legally (cf. Cowx, 2003). Thus the change in the structure
of the fishery and the export of the Nile perch are considered to have benefited some and negatively affected many fishermen who were dependent on
it for livelihood. FAO (1999:32) declared that the twin problems of illegal
fishing and poverty are the major threats to the sustainability of the fish resources in Lake Victoria.
Because of the above wider processes outlined in section 1.1.1, and the
specific problems indicated in this section, Tanzania adopted comanagement as a management approach in the LVF in the Tanzanian part of
the lake. This was achieved through the repeal of the 1970 Fisheries Act and
the formulation of the 1997 Tanzania fisheries policy (TFP), which states in
part:
“Existing planned national policies for conservation, management and development of natural resources face…. problems……Thus, the present (fisheries) policy and strategy statement addresses these problems. The (policy)
statement focuses on the promotion of sustainable exploitation, utilization
29
and marketing of fish resources to provide food, income ….. ”

The adoption and implementation of co-management in the LVF presumed
to create an environment in which communities of resource users could be
empowered to participate in the “planning, development, and management of
fish resources through their relevant institutions.”30 This was expected to
lead to sustainable resource use and reduction in poverty.31 It is through the
persistence of illegal fishing and poverty that the relevance of comanagement is queried.
Having outlined the case for co-management in the LVF, the study now
turns to a brief overview of the Tanzania fisheries policy that undergirds the
implementation of co-management in the LVF (full discussion in chapter 7).
I regard this as important because the 1997 fisheries policy is the foundation
on which co-management is built and the point around which the study revolves. From this point of view, it is useful from the outset to understand
how co-management is articulated in the TFP (1997).
1.1.3 Co-management within the 1997 TFP
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The TFP was developed in 1997 to reflect- among other things- the new
reforms that were adopted towards the management of the country‟s smallscale fisheries. Particularly, it reflects a shift from a state-led top-down approach towards a co-management approach that involves other stakeholders
including the fishing communities. The TFP largely is driven by the neo29

TFP (1997:p.1)
See TFP, 1997, section 3.3.8 p. 14
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See TFP, 1997, section 2.4 p.5
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Referred to as “National Fisheries Sector Policy and Strategy Statement”
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liberal ideals. Section 2.3 p.4 states in part: “…….the private sector, the
community, non-governmental organizations and other non-state actors have
a useful role to play….” The key here is that the state stepped back from
being the only actor (my emphasis) in the management of the fishery to involving other non-state actors. This is in line with the neo-liberal ideals discussed in section 1.1 of this chapter.
Furthermore, the overall aim of the policy, which is: “to regulate, protect,
promote, conserve, develop, and sustainably exploit and utilize fish and
other fishery products to provide food, employment, income, and earn foreign exchange through export of fish” (section 3.3.1 on page 8) is part of the
discourse within the broader goals defined in the sustainability and development discourses (Our Common Future, 1982). By providing for the adoption and implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria, TFP also recognizes and acknowledges the limitations of the state to manage the fishery
and promotes the participation of fishing communities, particularly in the
areas of monitoring and surveillance where the state lacks the financial- and
work-force capacity to implement the policy‟s aims (cf. TFP, 1997: 1). The
main purpose of involving fishing communities (see sect. 3.3.8: p 13), as
well as other actors in the management of the fishery is the belief that fishermen live near the resource and therefore possess local knowledge of the
resource: “they possess diverse experience, expertise, and capacity……
relevant to the fisheries sector. Therefore, their full potential have to be
tapped, enabled, and strengthened in support of the efforts to achieve the
sector objectives”(TFP, 1997: Sect. 2.3 p.4). This is in line with the importance of local knowledge/institutions and fishing practices, that comanagement expects to draw on in its implementation at community level.
Gender in fishing is also another important issue addressed in TFP. The
policy proposes, in part to ―…encourage gender equity at all levels of fisheries development‖ (Section 3.3.10:p. 15). Poverty alleviation is specifically
addressed in section 2.4:p.5 in the policy. The state also recognizes the fact
that under co-management arrangements, the state is expected to provide the
necessary legal environment in which the different actors- from the state to
the community level- can freely interact. This is provided for in the Tanzania
Fisheries Act of 2003. The other relevant sections will be cited in the course
of the study analysis. In the next section, the research problem is defined in
the light of what has been discussed above.

1.2 Problem definition within the context
approach
The understanding and implementation of co-management with respect to
African small-scale fisheries is guided by the neo-liberal ideals, narrowly
defined to include devolution, participation, empowerment, and accountability. These are from the good governance perspective. From the sustainability
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and development aspect, they include conservation, sustainability and development. Nevertheless, in spite of having these guiding principles spelt out,
studies show that from region to region and indeed, within regions, comanagement is defined and understood differently (Jentoft, 2003, Wilson,
2003). This means that it is shaped and perceived in various ways. This is
borne out of the fact that co-management is implemented in a variety of ecological, economic, social and policy contexts which shape the profile of its
specific manifestations (Murphree and Taylor, 2009:105). Furthermore, the
authors point out that these contexts involve a myriad number of challenges
or constraints, which cannot be captured in one or just a handful of studies
(ibid: 19). This implies that, each co-management program is context and
content specific and no two are identical. This fact points to the danger of
over-generalizing co-management experiences and findings. In addition,
evidence shows that in co-management projects, there are losers and winners
(cf. Jentoft, 2003). Common to these cases is the fact that a trajectory of
failure or success is not uniform, but rather varies.
My study of the challenges to co-management performance in the LVF is
not by any account a new venture. However, if I may borrow from the above
arguments, no two empirical studies can be the same in terms of focus, content, and context. This means that each study of the same phenomenon
makes a contribution unique to that particular study. Furthermore, challenges
are not static because the world is not static. Frequent changes that are taking
place in and outside the fishery generate new challenges and opportunities
that call for renewed studies to address them as they emerge. This means that
this study acknowledges and builds on existing studies to explore challenges
to co-management performance, but from a different perspective, as will be
explained in section 1.2.1.
Starting from the above premise, co-management performance in the LVF
is generating pessimism rather than optimism regarding its efficacy in the
fishery. This position, I believe, points to the need to take a closer look at the
dynamics of co-management in the LVF. This need is pertinent because comanagement is still regarded as the only viable model for managing smallscale fisheries. For example, because of the size of Lake Victoria (69,000 sq
km), and the magnitude of the problems involved, Cowx (2005: 22) suggests
that co-management arrangements are so far the most appropriate options for
managing the lake. This observation is in line with the policy aims for adopting co-management in Lake Victoria. At a more general level, Jentoft, (cf.
2003:10), who is considered to be one of the leading scholars on comanagement, stresses that co-management holds promise when it is compared to other management systems”33. Others have argued that in a globalized world where local systems are linked to global processes; neither the
state nor the communities can successfully manage CPRs individually (Pi33

Other management options include state regulation, privatization or community-based
management
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erre and Peters, 2000; Pinkerton, 1989; FAO, 2006; cf. Armitage, 2008).
Thus, the general observation in these few examples points to the fact that
the relevance of co-management in Lake Victoria cannot be overemphasized.
I agree with the authors (for example, cf. Jentoft, 2003; cf. Berkes, 2009)
who suggest that in the absence of other alternatives, focus should be on
exploring the means of how to make co-management work in any particular
setting. In particular, Jentoft and McCay (2003:11) argue that:
“We should not shy away from advocacy of the co-management model, as
long as it is firmly rooted in empirical research. Importantly, we should not
see ourselves as experts with curing medicine, but as contributors to the comanagement process….”

It is within such argument that the study argues for co-management in the
LVF.
Questioning the efficacy of co-management in the LVF is not unique to
Lake Victoria. Experience shows that in practice, many efforts aimed at increasing local participation can be contested, and frequently proven difficult
to realize (Rondinelli, 1993; Fergusson, 1990). In fisheries, evidence
abounds that shows co-management arrangements do not necessarily ensure
the empowerment of local communities or/and resource sustainability in the
context of African small-scale fisheries (see cf. Wilson et al. 2003; Béné and
Neiland, 2006). The fear is that co-management performance in the LVF can
be hastily judged in the light of these failed cases and overlook the lessons
that exist in those that have succeeded. This emphasizes the point made earlier that each case merits attention and is to be measured by its own yardstick. Thus, understanding the challenges to the performance of comanagement in Lake Victoria is an effort to contribute to the understanding
of how co-management works.
Some may argue that a decade or so of co-management in the LVF maybe
a too short a period in which to raise these issues. Arguments concerning
time frame in project evaluation are not unfounded. Their roots can be traced
in the literature on social learning and adaptation in environmental management (Pah-Wostl and Hare 2004; Keen and Mahanty, 2006; Armitage et al.,
2008). In this literature, emphasis is on the fact that environmental management is not a search for optimal solutions- such as poverty reduction or resource sustainability- but an ongoing learning process. For example, Berkes
(2008) in relation to co-management- emphasizes the fact that comanagement is a learning process and that it is evolving into adaptive comanagement. In this case, I argue that choice of time is contextual and dependent on the issues addressed and the particular focus.
Long (2001) notes that in certain instances, time frame considerations
may serve certain ends. For example, he points out that policy-makers and/or
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project implementers warm to such arguments especially when projects are
externally funded. In these instances, the fear is that scrutiny of project performance sometimes draws unnecessary attention to the weaknesses in the
implementation process, which may in turn affect project funding. Under
this scenario, implementers may prefer that the project remains on a permanent learning path. With respect to this study, time is important but of little
consequence. The focus is on the context or environment in which comanagement in the LVF is implemented and the study specifically examines
the potential challenges and opportunities within this environment that may
be shaping the performance of co-management in this particular fishery, and
hence it‟s learning process. Further discussion of the context is presented in
1.2.1 below.
The myriad of fisheries contexts in which co-management is implemented
in Africa also yields myriads of reasons for the poor performance in many of
these fisheries. For example, Hara and Nielsen (2003:82) observe that governments in general perceive co-management as an alternative strategy to
pursue the same old conservation measures by co-opting users into the processes without relinquishing decision-making powers. 34 The absence of will
to devolve power is the problem identified. Gehab and Crean (2000) point
out that total dependency on fishing in Lake Victoria was one of the key
drivers of fish over-exploitation. The problem here is lack of employment
outside the fishing sector. Jul-Larsen et al (2003) conclude that the open
access (my emphasis) in many Southern Africa small-scale fisheries was a
major problem. The main problem here is the unlimited entry of users holding fishing licenses. Again, in Lake Victoria, Cowx et al. (2003) and Hara
(2001) observe that the state retains the power to decide on how the fishery
should be managed.
Allison and Badjeck, (2004) particularly points out that the open access
conditions in Lake Victoria pose management problems. This is the problem
of managing access. Donda (2001) notes that lack of the communities‟ capacity to participate in fisheries management is one of the major constraints
to co-management performance in Malawi. Abraham and Platteau (2000)
observe that in some cases elite capture is a problem where customary authority is still strong. This is the case of recentralizing devolved power at the
local level. The following elements have been identified as contributing to
the poor performance of co-management:
Devolution of power
Lack of employment outside the fishery sector
Unlimited access
Access management
Local institutional capacity
Elite capture
34

See also Lele, 2000; Gelcich et al. 2006; Nayak and Berkes, 2008
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These findings are not exhaustive. The important observation in these findings is that they are common to almost all small-scale fisheries in Africa
where co-management is implemented- including the LVF. With due respect
to these findings, they still do not tell the whole story- especially the context
in which they arise. In other words, they remain at the descriptive level. For
example, Béné and Neiland (2004:43) note from the 162 co-management
cases in Africa they reviewed, that many of the findings remain descriptive
and prescriptive. In using the context approach, not only does one manage to
uncover the factors and processes involved in the implementation of comanagement, but also the context in which they arise. From this perspective,
one can judge co-management performance based on what it can do or not
do basing on the context in which it is implemented.
1.2.1 The context approach
The context approach to studying co-management in Lake Victoria is not a
new approach. The inconsistence in attaining its stated objectives has led
even the co-management adherents to acknowledge that co-management is
not a panacea; and that it may not work in all settings. The following quote
by Jentoft (2003:10) underscores this point:
“We are not living in an ideal world, and we should not expect that comanagement would bring us there. Neither should co-management be criticized for this. Undoubtedly, co-management holds promises, but just as democracy has its shortcomings, so does co-management. As democracy can be
improved, co-management can also be improved by addressing its concrete
problems in real situations. Co-management is a way forward, despite its
risks and problems.”

In this quote, the importance of context is made clear. By suggesting that comanagement can be improved by addressing its concrete problems in real
situations, Jentoft, is indicating that co-management should not only be
viewed from the abstract, but in concrete terms as well. He further points out
that in many instances, the problems that arise in the implementation of comanagement are not inherent to the co-management model, but are caused
by its context specific designs that can also be altered and improved. Thus,
understanding the context in which the model is implemented not only has a
bearing but also provides an understanding of the performance and outcomes
of co-management (ibid). Carlsson and Berkes (2005:65) point out that the
other way of understanding co-management is to acknowledge the fact that
the state and the communities have many faces. In this regard, context analysis provides the opportunity to explore these faces. Murphree and Taylor
(2009:105) suggest that the poor understanding of a context in which a development project is implemented may lead to wrong conclusions regarding
its performance.
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All the above suggestions attach priority to context and bring it to the fore
from where it was marginalized in favour of the model-oriented approach
mentioned above. Noteworthy here is the fact that although these authors
bring out the importance of context in the understanding of co-management
performance, the exact context to be addressed is not automatically given.
This provides for different perspectives to emerge from which the question
of context in co-management can be addressed. Writing from the Tanzania
political scene perspective, Hyden (2005:9) provides the different ways in
which context can be analyzed: in terms of political regimes, in terms of
institutional settings, or in terms of major actors and arenas. He concludes
that the choice of context to be analyzed largely depends on the phenomenon
under study. It is from this perspective that I draw insights to formulate a
context that embraces three interrelated dimensions: the local level institutional dimension, the political process dimension; and the problems/goals
(poverty and illegal fishing) dimension.
The local level institutional dimension
From the institutional setting context, Hyden (2005:6) observes that:
“A study of development policy in Tanzania cannot effectively externalize
historical and cultural variables without causing serious distortions in what is
important and matters when it comes to policy implementation and outcomes.”

Here Hyden emphasizes the embeddedness of the society in its cultural and
historical contexts and that any policy implementation should take this into
serious consideration. Particularly, Jentoft cautions against dogmatism when
it comes to the implementation of co-management (cf. Jentoft, 2003:10), and
suggests that social, cultural, and ecological settings should be appreciated.
Other authors have gone far and suggested that the implementation of comanagement presents continuity from the past because it rests largely on the
existence of traditional fishing communities and their institutions (Jentoft
and Kristoffersen, 1989; Jentoft, McCay & Wilson 1998). In line with these
observations, TFP recognizes the importance of local context and acknowledges the fact that the lack of understanding of the local context in which comanagement is implemented is as one of the major constraints facing the
fisheries sector (cf. TFP, 1997:2.2).
In line with the above reflections, before the establishment of comanagement in the LVF, a survey was taken to establish the existence of
traditional fishing communities and their institutions and practices that can
support the implementation of co-management in the Tanzania part of Lake
Victoria (SEDOWAG, 2000). Results from this survey confirmed that such
communities exist among the Haya, Luo, Sukuma, Kerewe and Jita societies.
However, it was only in the Luo, Sukuma, Kerewe and Jita societies that
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traditional institutions and practices were explored (see Onyango, 2004;
Geheb, 1997). The traditional fishing institutions and practices within the
Haya fishing communities (my study area) were not explored. This implies
that co-management in this area is implemented in a local context whose
historical dynamics are not properly understood. This is true because the
TFP (1997 section 2.2 p.3), points out that the “scanty information on the
traditional/local knowledge of fisheries resources is one of the long-term
problems facing the sector.”
Onyango (2005:130) in his study of poverty in the Tanzania part of Lake
Victoria suggests, “effort should be devoted to understanding the society in
which the fishery is operating; the communities‟ contradictions; and potential synergies for a successful implementation of co-management”. This
points to the fact that the local context in which co-management is implemented in many areas largely remains unproblematized.
The political process dimension
Co-management, regardless of the form it takes, remains a political process
Pomeroy (2003:259). Central to the idea of a politicized co-management is a
recognition that its problems (where they arise) cannot be understood by just
focusing on the local level. They need to be scaled up and analyzed from the
political and economic contexts within which they arise. This point is underscored by Mahfuzuddin et al. (2006:20):
“To be able to develop effective policies, fisheries management should be
understood as first and foremost political processes in which people are making decisions about how to relate to resources, and secondarily as the technical process that produces the information on which decisions should be
based. Politics is not a problem for management; management is politics”

Shafqat (1999: 12) defines political process in natural resources management
as a process that involves power relations between various actors and stakeholders. He points out that a political process does not only influence agenda
building, policy formulation, implementation, and evaluation, but deals with
the allocation of resources as well. Thus, to describe the problems of poverty
and illegal fishing is simultaneously to consider the political and economic
processes that generate and exacerbate these problems. Therefore, to overlook this dimension when analyzing the challenges to co-management in the
LVF is to omit the role played by different actors (from the international
organizations to the fisher) in shaping its outcomes. As it will be explained
in chapter 5, decentralization in co-management is criticized for masking the
role of the state, the actors involved, and the power relations at different
levels in the implementation process (Béné and Neiland, 2006). For example, the TFP (1997, Annex 1 p.19) lists the actors involved in the implemen31

tation of co-management and their positions; however, the dynamics between them and their possible implications on the performance of comanagement are not so apparent. The political processes involved in the
implementation of co-management are only viewed from policy statements.
However, how they are translated at any particular local level is a contextual
and place specific issue. Different localities are impacted differently depending on their historical and cultural specifics. The political process links up
the local level to the international and national levels in which it is naturally.
The problems/goals dimension
Development projects are generally goal-oriented. However, in the case of
co-management and other donor-funded projects, the goals are defined
within the international development discourse- and indeed policy goals in
many cases reflect what donors think should be funded (Fergusson, 1990).
Examining co-management experiences in Africa, Hara and Nielsen
(2003:84) concluded that the failure of co-management to achieve its intended goals or solve the problems it was adopted for, is partly because goals
and the problems are in many cases defined and driven by donors. Adams et
al. (2002) observe that the general assumption in natural resources management is that the problems to be solved and goals to be attained are so selfevident that there is no need to analyze the context in which they are embedded. The authors argue that this situation arises because most common pool
resources management situations do not operate in isolation, but within a
wider context of international and public policy where goals and problems
are predefined for financing and implementation. (ibid: 8). From this perspective, the Tanzania fisheries policy of 1997 that undergirds comanagement in Lake Victoria is not operating in seclusion; it is couched
within the wider international development policy, with its commitment to
the objectives of economic, social, and ecological sustainability. For example, co-management in Lake Victoria is donor-funded partly through the
integrated fisheries management program (IFMP) (LVFO, 2006). The main
donors are the European Commission, World Bank, NORAD, SIDA,
USAID, ADB, FAO and IUCN. The main of objectives of IFMP are stated
below:
“The main objective of the project (IFMP) is to contribute to sustainable
growth, resource use, and development in Lake Victoria. The assistance is in
line with the European Commission policy terms of providing assistance to
35
reduce poverty and stimulate growth in the East African Partner States.”

IFMP Report available at the LVFO official website www.lvfo.org accessed, September
2007
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From this perspective, the goals for co-management are in line with donors‟
expectations regardless of the reality on the ground. In the case of Tanzania,
the policy‟s main objectives for adopting co-management fall under the umbrella of sustainability, which encompasses poverty and illegal fishing. It
specifically, states that: “thus, the development efforts in the fisheries sector
have to consider the valid objective to eradicate /alleviate poverty” (section
2.4: p.5). Thus, the problems to be addressed within the co-management
framework were already implicitly formulated from above, rather than
emerging from the bottom where they are better understood. In other words,
the context in which they arise is assumed away. The controversies surrounding the co-management model in Lake Victoria are about its performance in relation to these goals for which it was adopted. Applying a contextapproach, I draw attention to the context in which these problems (poverty
and illegal fishing) are embedded. As already mentioned above, these problem are not neutral, but have a context in which they are embedded which
the context approach attempts to address in this study.

1.3 The research objectives and questions
In light of the above arguments, this study is about the governance challenges in the Lake Victoria fisheries focusing on the challenges to the comanagement model. The main objective of this study is to explore and understand how the context in which co-management is implemented is a challenge to its performance in the LVF. The context is defined from three interrelated dimensions: the local dimension, the political process dimension and
the problems dimension. The study addresses the following main research
question: “How and in what way is the context in which co-management is
implemented a constraint to its performance in Lake Victoria? To answer
this question four interrelated research questions are investigated:
(1) From the local/traditional institutions and practices
dimension
How and why are the local/traditional institutions a challenge to comanagement performance in the study area? Culture never dies- but evolves
and adapts. The local/traditional institutions are investigated and analyzed
from the historical perspective in the study area. The aim is to understand
how the traditional/local fishing institutions and practices worked through
generations; how they have evolved over time; and what are their significance - if any- to co-management performance in the study area. This implies tracing these institutions from the pre- colonial society (-1886) through
and up to the end of the colonial period (1886-1961). Within the pre-colonial
period, the study explores how fishing was traditionally organized, the practices involved and the institutional setting. The second part addresses the
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colonial period, focusing on how the period affected these institutions and
practices and how they evolved and adapted or failed to adapt. This is an
attempt to uncover their significance to co-management in the study area.
(2) The political dimension
How and why is the political process of implementing co-management shaping its performance in the study area? Social changes did not end with the
colonial period. Investigating the political processes links up the changes
that were set in motion by the colonial period to the postcolonial state. This
links up the local context to the broader international and national context in
which co-management is implemented. Examining the political process as a
context in which co-management is embedded also implies investigating the
role of different actors involved in the implementation process including the
state. Within these actors, their relative position is examined, the power between and within them is investigated, the resources (financial, political and
social) they access to be able to exercise power and how they influence the
implementation of co-management at the local level are investigated. The
relevance of co-management in Lake Victoria is its ability to provide space
in which different actors can interact, articulate and address the problems of
the governance of the LVF. Thus, the next question investigates the challenges to this objective.
(3) The problems dimension - poverty
How and why the context in which poverty is embedded a constraint on the
performance of co-management in the study area? This question is addressed through exploring the processes that are considered to shape poverty
in the study area. The aim is to understand how these processes are shaping
the capacity of co-management to provide space in which to address these
problems. This question is linked to the next question where –among other
things- the relationship between poverty and illegal fishing is also explored.
(4) Illegal fishing dimension
How and why is the context in which illegal fishing is embedded shaping comanagement performance in the study area? This question explores the dynamics behind illegal fishing as a context in which it is embedded and the
challenge posed by this context to co-management in the study area.
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1.4 Delimiting the study
1.4.1 Scale
Although co-management is implemented in all the fishing communities lake
wide, this study only covers the Tanzanian part of the lake. Still, it is not
feasible, in such a time and size-constrained study, to cover the whole of the
Tanzania side of the lake. In this regard, I chose two fishing communities
and two fishing villages located on the western part of the lake in Bukoba
Rural district of Kagera Region Tanzania (refer to chapter2). The justification for this choice is covered in chapter 3. However, it is important to point
out that definitely, a broader geographical coverage of the fishing communities would have revealed broader findings, but then the findings would have
lacked the necessary depth. In this regard, a focused study on carefully chosen communities provides findings based on a deeper analysis of the phenomenon under study. It is from this perspective that I opted for deeper
analysis over broader geographical coverage. If I may add, this approach
does not minimize the relevance of the findings to communities outside the
study area. The findings serve as an indicative of the kind of challenges that
co-management is facing in the LVF. Furthermore, a multi-level analysis
adopted in this study (see chapter 4) provides for this endeavour.
1.4.2. Social vs. ecological investigation
There are many challenges to the performance of co-management in the
study area and no one study can capture them all. One can only contribute.
My study is a socio-economic study that is addressing the challenges to the
enhanced performance of co-management in the LVF. It is therefore outside
the scope of this study to address the scientific aspects of the ecology of the
lake and the fish stocks. The scientific data provided in this study is secondary data and care is taken to provide the relevant sources. There are three
dominant species in Lake Victoria: the Nile perch, the dagaa and the Nile
tilapia. The focus of this study is on the Nile perch while the other species
are referred to whenever it is necessary to do so. I chose the Nile perch fishery because it embodies the main factors that are relevant to this study. For
example, the fishery is unique in a sense that it is not indigenous to the lake,
it is a global fishery, and it is threatened by overfishing.
1.4.3 The historical analysis
The study is not about the history of the study area or its chiefdoms. This
history is well covered by many historians. This part only provides a context
and its importance comes from the fact that it is not feasible to analyze and
understand how fishing was organized and the institutions involved as well
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as their subsequent evolution outside this history. My study is only about
how fishing was organized historically within the broader history of Bukoba.
The period covered is from the pre-colonial period up to today
1.4.4 General comments
The study does not claim to address all the challenges or constraints to the
performance of co-management in the study area- let alone in the whole of
Lake Victoria. Rather, I have focused on the issues that are of interest to the
current debate on co-management and which are of relevance to the LVF.
The outcome of this study should be taken as a contribution to the understanding of the governance challenges in the LVF. Similarly, poverty and
illegal fishing are complex phenomena and their dynamics are not easy to
capture in one approach in one study. What the findings and lessons can do
is to open up avenues for further inquiries. Noteworthy here is the fact that
there are several types of illegal fishing in Lake Victoria; this study has focused only on beach seining.

1.5 The Limitations of the study
Access to some fishing communities was difficult because of their remoteness and lack of reliable water transport. This fact had a bearing on the
choice of the study area.
Fisheries data is notoriously inconsistent and this fact has been brought up
in the various FAO reports on fisheries. Where fish data is used care has
been taken to minimize inconsistencies through crosschecking with the Lake
Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) databases, which are considered reliable. The more problematic area was fish data in the studied fishing communities. Although
BMUs are supposed to keep records of all fish landed and sold, I did not find
any and if I did, they were too poorly kept to be of any use. Some of the data
provided by the department of fisheries come from the fish processing
plants, thus making its reliability questionable.
Access to data and information in the fish processing plants was another
problem encountered in the field. Despite having a permit from the department of fisheries and the regional office, camera, pen, and paper were not
allowed on the plants‟ premises and permission to interview line workers
was not granted. Only trusted Tanzania officials (gatekeepers of the management) were allowed to sit for interview. There is a culture of secrecy at
these plants. It is for this reason that the study has limited information concerning fish processing plants.
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1.6 The Study Outline
The study is divided into two parts.
Part I provides the background information to the study and incorporates
five chapters.
Chapter 1 covers the introduction to the problem, the problem definition,
objectives of the study and the research questions. The delimitation and limitation of the study is also covered.
Chapter 2 is about the study area and is divided into two sections: Section 1
is the description of the study area. Section 2 provides data on Lake Victoria,
its fish, and the history of the socio-economic and ecological problems that
are posing governance challenges in the LVF.
Chapter 3 is the methodology chapter and covers epistemological and ontological context; the study strategy, the choice of study area; the research
process; and the various methods used in collecting data.
Chapter 4 Presents the theories adopted for this study. Although the study
draws on different strands of literature, it is mainly supported by the actororiented approach; the agency theory; the entitlement approach, and the theory of the state with specific reference to natural resources. The different
theories complement each other and guide the analysis of the phenomenon
under study.
Chapter 5 is the literature review of the main concepts and terms that define
the co-management model and its implementation.
Part II covers the empirical findings and discussions and is divided into four
chapters.
Chapter 6 presents the traditional/local fishing institutions and practice in
the study area from the pre-colonial period and the ways in which they were
impacted by the social changes that took place as a result of the two colonial
periods (German period from 1886-1918 and the British period from 1918 to
1961).
Chapter 7 addresses the political and economic context in which comanagement is being implemented. The chapter traces the political and economic development of the state of Tanzania from independence up to the
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adoption and implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria. The aim
is to show the impact of these developments on the implementation of comanagement in the Tanzania part of Lake Victoria, and in the study area in
particular
Chapter 8 Analyzes the context in which poverty in the study area is embedded and brings to the fore the complex processes that generate and sustain poverty, and the challenges they pose for the successful implementation
of co-management.
Chapter 9 is about the context in which illegal fishing arises and flourishes.
Like poverty, the study exposes the drivers of illegal fishing in the study area
and counters the myth that poverty drives illegal fishing and vice versa
Chapter 10 presents the summary and the conclusions

Summary
In this chapter, I have introduced the study. The background to the problem
has been presented within the CPR literature. The aim was to trace how comanagement came to be a compromise between the pure state and the pure
community approach to the governance of CPRs and the problems it is encountering in the specific case of the LVF. I also explained the justification
for studying the governance challenges in the LVF. A brief summary of the
Tanzania fisheries policy is presented to provide a reader with the overview
of the aims. However, full discussion is in chapter 6.
The ecological and social problems that led to the adoption of comanagement in Lake Victoria are presented in brief, as they are further covered in chapter 2. The aim was to provide the context in which to define the
research problem. In the problem definition, studies on co-management were
used as a platform and the gaps in the studies that I shall attempt to address
were highlighted. I have stated the main objectives of the study and the research questions that will lead to the attainment of these objectives. The
questions are generated from the contexts that form the backbone of this
study. I then presented what I am studying and what I am not in the delimitation section. Finally, the limitation of the study was presented
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Chapter 2 – Study Area
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the study area, the lake, and a brief history of the Lake
Victoria fisheries. The study area is made up of four localities: Igabiro fishing community, Kaagya Village, Kaarwazi and Ibosa Village. The relationship between the fishing communities and the villages is explained in the
chapter. The study area is located in Bukoba Rural district in Kagera region
Tanzania. The political and economic development of Tanzania since independence is presented in chapter 7. In this chapter, Tanzania is only introduced briefly. The study area is a small part of Bukoba rural district; thus,
the physical and socio-economic description of Bukoba rural district should
be taken to include the study area. The historical description of Bukoba rural
district is found in chapter 6. In this chapter the physical features are presented, the people, political organization of the area, the fishing communities
and their location on the shore of Lake Victoria is indicated. The Political
structure of Tanzania designates the level from the district to the community
level as the Local level –which is where the study area is located. The central
government structure ends at the regional level, as it will be shown in this
chapter and chapter7.
The Lake Victoria fishery is defined as the lake, the fish, the fishermen
and the activities related to fishing (Tanzania Fisheries Act, 2003). In chapter one, the study briefly touched on the reasons behind the adoption of comanagement in Lake Victoria. In this chapter, the physical feature of the
lake is described together with the structure of the fish stocks, how they have
evolved over time, and the social and ecological impacts of these changes.
These changes are reviewed in light of the manipulation of the Lake‟s system that started during the colonial period.
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2.2 Tanzania

Figure 2.1 Map of Tanzania

Tanzania was formed by the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar in 1964.
Tanganyika became known as Tanzania Mainland and Zanzibar remained
known as Zanzibar. Tanzania mainland became independent in 1961 after
more than fifty years of colonial rule. Tanzania Mainland has an area of 945,
000 square kilometres and Zanzibar is 1,658 square kilometres. The commercial capital is Dar es salaam (see figure 2.1) and the administrative capital is Dodoma. The country shares borders with Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda,
Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Malawi, Zambia, and Mozambique. The Mainland is made up of 21 regions of which Kagera where the
study area is located is one of them. Population distribution in Tanzania is
extremely uneven. Density varies among arid regions, the Mainland's wellwatered highlands, and Zanzibar. The climate varies from tropical to arid to
temperate. The physical features include coastal plains, the central plateau
and the main lakes of Victoria, Tanganyika, and Nyasa. About half of the
country is forest. Mount Kilimanjaro is 5,895 m high and is the highest
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mountain in Africa. Agriculture constitutes the most important sector of the
economy, providing about 27% of GDP and 80% of employment. Cash
crops include coffee, tea, cotton, cashews, sisal, cloves, and pyrethrum,
which account for the vast majority of export earnings. Current population in
Tanzania stands at around 41million people and the majority of the people
are found in rural areas. The population consists of more than 120 ethnic
groups. Tanzania is a multi-party state and Kiswahili is the national language.

2.3 Kagera Region

Figure 2.2: Kagera Region on the shore of Lake Victoria (source: GoT) Bottom:
physical features
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Kagera region is flanked by Lake Victoria to the east, Uganda to the North
and Rwanda and Burundi to the west. Kigoma, Mwanza and Shinyanga regions in the south of Tanzania, border Kagera region. The regional and administrative center, Bukoba town is located in the North at the mouth of the
Kanoni River, on the shore of Lake Victoria. It is believed that Emin Pasha
the first German administrator of Bukoba gave the name to the town. The
name is related to the fishermen of the Bukoba clan (mainly from Bugabo)
that resided around the landing site who flocked the area at the time of the
first German visit (Tibazarwa, 1994). Since then the town and the hinterland
share the common name Bukoba. Formerly the area was also known as Buhaya (ibid).
Kagera region is divided into three physical features (fig 2.2): the coastal
plateau on the shores of Lake Victoria, the central valley, and the Karagwe
plateau. It is in the coastal plateau that the fishing communities are located.
The coastal plateau averages 1219.2 m to 1828.8 m above sea-level and rises
almost perpendicularly to the lake shore on the east. The central valley separates the coastal and the Karagwe plateaus and has lower rainfall (800-1000
mm per annum) and is mainly marshy with limited agricultural activities.
The Karagwe highlands are the extension of the Rwanda and Ankole mountain ranges. The Karagwe plateau stands on average at a height of 1219.2 m 1524 m above sea level. Kagera River is the main river flowing into Lake
Victoria. The sources of the river are traced in the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), Burundi, Rwanda, and Uganda, before it crosses the central
valley in the northern part of the Kagera Region. It is joined by Mwisa and
Ngono rivers, before flowing into Lake Victoria. The Mwisa river drains the
Burigi while the Ngono River drains the Ikimba basins, respectively (see
figure 2.2).
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2.4 Bukoba Rural district

Figure 2.3: Bukoba rural district in Kagera region on the shore of LV

The study area covers two fishing communities (Igabiro and Kaarwazi) and
two fishing villages (Kaagya and Ibosa) in which the two fishing communities are administratively located. The study area lies on the western shore of
Lake Victoria in Bukoba rural district, in Kagera Region situated in the west
corner of Tanzania (figure 2.3). Bukoba Rural district is one of the five districts of Kagera region.36. Bukoba district is about 1,000 km north-west of
Dar es Salaam, the commercial capital city of Tanzania37 and lies between
latitude 1° 6′ and 1° 4′ south of the Equator and 31° 16′ east of the Greenwich line. It is approximately 1100 meters above sea level, linked to the rest
of the country mainly by steamer services across the lake, by road and by
air.38
Records at the meteorology office in Bukoba, describe Bukoba to have
mild temperatures averaging 20°C. Although the variations from month to
month are insignificant, there is considerable difference between the day‟s
and night‟s maxima and minima from noon to midnight. July tends to be the
driest and the coolest month of the year. Weather pattern is generally stable
with rainfall well- distributed throughout all the seasons with the heaviest
36

Other districts include: Karagwe, Muleba, Biharamulo and Ngara
The administrative capital is Dodoma
38
Topographically, Tanzania is divided into three zones: the coastal belt including Zanzibar,
the central plateau, which includes the central highlands and the rift valley, and the western
highlands, where Kagera region and Bukoba rural district is situated.
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precipitation occurring in March/April and October/November, averaging
2032 mm a year. The ecology of Bukoba is largely determined by the rainfall, which is well-above average for Tanzania. Typically, the area is evergreen with thick forests on the hilltops and valleys and tall grass on the
slopes. Due extensive forest clearing for cultivation, homestead construction
and firewood for domestic use, most of the forest cover has vanished.39 As a
result, the overall topology is now dominated by banana/coffee farms, interspersed with grassland. Except for planted tree lots, the natural forests remain in small isolated foci in some valleys and marshlands.

2.5 The people of Bukoba
A village in Bukoba is made up of stretches of individually owned farmsteads consisting of banana plantations, averaging 0.5 hectares, inter-planted
with coffee trees, yam, beans and vegetables and a homestead.

Figure 2.4: A typical Homestead in Rural Bukoba (above) and a farmer picking
coffee berries (below).
39

Personal interview, Regional Agricultural Officer, Bukoba, July 2005
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The resulting scene is that of banana farms (ebibanja) dotted with dwelling
houses, which gives this area its unique economic and ecological characteristics. Banana cultivation is central to the economic and social activities of the
inhabitants of the region. A household is ranked high or low according to the
quality of its banana plantation (Mutembei, 1993). Social organization and
most of the economic activities are centred on banana production and coffee
growing. Land is mainly allocated to these two purposes. During the precolonial and colonial periods, agriculture was based on a feudal system,
which was abolished after independence. The fishery sector, which is the
focus of this study played a major role before the colonial era (chapter 6),
and was- and still is- an important distinct industry in this area, especially for
communities living along the lakeshore.
The people from Bukoba are known as Bahaya. The local language is Luhaya that has been preserved in print and its grammar has been studied
mainly due to the efforts of the missionaries (ibid: 10). The age-old wisdom
of Haya culture is to be found in the proverbs, which constitutes a whole
treasury of oral traditions.40 Proverbs form a bigger part of daily communication because it is assumed that every proverb is known by all and will respond to it (Sundkler, 1980:3). This tradition will become apparent in chapter 6. The people in Bukoba never formed a single ethnic group under one
ruler in the pre-colonial times. They were divided into small kingdoms
(chapter 6).
Bukoba rural district has a total population of about 400,00041 and occupies about 50 sq km. therefore being one of the most densely populated districts in Tanzania, at 80 persons/ha against the national average of about 25
persons/hectare. Because of the numerous fishing villages that dotted the
Lake Victoria shoreline, at one time Buhaya, as Bukoba is known locally,
was referred to as the fishing villages on the shoreline of Lake Victoria (La
Fontaine and Richards, 1959:177). The literature available shows that the
communities along the shoreline of Lake Victoria practiced a mixed economy over the past hundred years or so (Schmidt, 1997). This consisted of an
iron industry, fishing, hunting, grazing and agriculture. As it will be noted,
successive social and political changes in Bukoba, have led to the extinction
or near extinction of many aspects of this traditional mixed economy.
Weiss (2003) notes that industrial development before the colonial era rallied around the manufacture of agriculture implements such as hoes, sickles
and other similar items such as diggers (ebihosho) and the production of
tools such as spears, arrows, and machetes. There was also copper industry
producing ornaments, principally rings worn by men and women (emilinga
and enyelele). Woodwork, especially boat building and pottery were also
important. Being located on the main slave caravan route from Rwanda,
40
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Known as emigani in Luhaya
The Tanzania 2002 Census available at www.tanzania.org.tz
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Burundi, Ankole, and Buganda, Bukoba had its own share of the slave trade
(Oliver, 1952).
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2.6 The Political Administration of the Study
Area
Figure 2.5 is the political administration structure in which the fishing villages and communities are located. The structure also defines the local level
which begins at the district and ends at the level of the fishing communities.
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Figure 2.5: The local-level organization structure

The local government administration structure is covered in chapter 7.This
section provides only a brief summary of the structure and responsibilities in
relation to the study area. Figure 2.4 above shows how the local level is politically structured. The arrows show how information is supposed to flow
between the different levels. In theory, information is supposed to flow from
the top to the bottom and from the bottom up. However, and as it will be
demonstrated later, in practice there is little information flowing from the
bottom up. At the level of the communities, it is a top down process and
hence the arrows in one direction. In 1982, the Government of Tanzania
introduced the Local Government (District Authorities) Act (GoT, 1982).
This Act established local government as a representative system, and still
constitutes the main legal basis for local government in Tanzania. The Act
recognizes the district council as the focal level of local government in Tanazi
zania but also provides for councils at ward
level and village levels and vil42
lage assemblies (GoT, 1982). Bukoba rural district is under the district
council headed by the district executive director (DED). Under the 1999
42

The 1999 Local Government Reforms increased the autonomy of local government on
behalf of the regional administration (Mniwasa and Shauri, 2001)
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local government reforms, DED is senior civil servant under the ministry for
local government. Administratively he/she is accountable to the Prime Minister‟s Office. Under the 1982 legislation, the district council (District Authority) Act No. 7 of 1982, the district council has authority to make bylaws. It also has specific functions relevant to the protection and management of the environment in DED‟s jurisdiction. In this regard, the fishing
communities and the fisherman‟s organizations- the beach management units
(BMUs), are under the district authority jurisdiction. Together with the district councillors, the district authority is also empowered to review and has
the right to overrun any by-law passed by the village committees. However,
the final say on whether a by-law should or should not be passed remains
with the minister for local government. In many cases, it is observed that
these by-laws are rarely endorsed and when they are, they are outdated.
Mniwasa and Shauri (2001), point out that the process is long and cumbersome.
The Bukoba Rural district is divided into six administrative wards. Under
the district is a division. The divisions have no locally elected councils, only
government officers. As already mentioned, Bugabo is one of the divisions
in Bukoba Rural district. Below the division is a ward. A ward is a political
unit made up of several villages, depending on the size of the area. Each
ward is represented by an elected councillor at the district council level. In
addition, five women councillors are elected to each district council to represent women (GoT, 1982). There are 11 councillors representing six wards in
Bukoba Rural district (six male and five women ward councillors). Councillors are expected to be people with wisdom accumulated through age and
local experience rather than those with administrative expertise. Political
observers comment that the district councillors, representing one ward each,
have had very little to discuss as the administrative and political guidelines
from above prevents them having decision-making power. Especially in the
case of major budget lines of health and education, the central government
earmarks the money allocations for specific purposes. Many commentators
regard the district councillors as a rubber-stamp at the end of a decisionmaking process (Semboja and Therkildsen, 1994).
Their position is exacerbated by the fact that they are placed between two
forces: they are supposed to support their constituents but at the same time,
they have to fulfil the demands of their employer, the local district authority
who pays their salary. In other words, they get their mandate from the electorates, but they are accountable to their employer- the district authority
(ibid). Each ward has a development committee (WDC) responsible for development activities in the respective ward. These committees decide on the
budget of each village as presented by the village chairperson. The secretary
of the committee is a ward executive officer (WEO) who is responsible for
the implementation of the programs at village level. Extension officers- including the fisheries extension officers- play an advisory role to the commit48

tee. However, development budget is hardly given priority at the district
level. Thekildsen (1994) observe that a large part of the district budget goes
to cover recurrent expenditure for the elite at the top (transport, housing,
entertainment). The lack of voice in matters of budget allocation by the
Councillors leaves the village very little to work with in terms of development.
The village councils comprises all residents of a village who are eighteen
years of age or above, and is “the supreme authority on all matters of general
policy making in relation to affairs of the village as such” (GoT, 1982). The
Village Land Act of 1999 establishes that the village council has the authority to make and implement its own bylaws for the better management of
village land within its jurisdiction. However, bylaws formulated at the village level, requires the approval of the village assembly as well as the district council through the ward residents (GoT, 1999; 1982). Under the Local
Government (District Authority) Act No. 7 of 1982, the village is empowered to form village development committees. Furthermore, villages are
divided into sub-village units. Each unit is represented in the village council.
The councillors, the WEO, and the village chairperson (VC) are elected by
their constituents but their salaries are paid by the district office of the local
government. The heads of the village development committees are unpaid
officers, including the BMU chairperson.
Noteworthy is the fact that, Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM), the ruling
party, used to be a fully integrated part of the local government system. Now
the party has structures parallel to local government. However, party representatives are in reality members of the district council. The ten-cell system,
which organizes every 10 households, is still functioning and efficient at
organizing villages in the study area. Within this governance structure,
Kaagya is a village within Kaagya ward as is Ibosa. In other words, the study
areas (Kaagya and Ibosa) are two of the villages that make up Kaagya ward.
As already mentioned, a division is made up several wards, and Kaagya
ward is part of the above mentioned Bugabo division. Igabiro fishing community is equivalent to a sub-village of Kaagya village and the BMU is one
the village development committees, headed by the BMU chairperson. Its
main responsibility is the implementation of fisheries management through
co-management.
The structure above is applicable to the decentralization process in comanagement. The implementation of co-management calls for the devolution
of power and responsibility from the centre to the lowest unit, which is the
village in this case. The question raised is how this structure is affecting the
devolution of power to the local level in relation to what power relations
exist at every level, the type of power evolved, to whom and to what implications. These questions are addressed in Chapter 7. Hyden (2005) observes
that Tanzania portrays a picture of downward accountability of its political
units, but in practice, vertical accountability is practiced informally at all
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levels. He further observes that there is typically a marked discrepancy between what official documents say and what happens on the ground.

2.7 The fishing communities

Figure 2.6 The fishing communities on the shore of Lake Victoria in Bukoba rural
district

Fig 2.7 Mental map of the fishing communities and villages

Igabiro, which means “a place for sacrifices” and Kaarwazi are geographically isolated fishing communities located on the shore of Lake Victoria. As
it will be elaborated in chapter 6, these communities used to be traditional
fishing camps in the pre-colonial era up to the appearance of the Nile perch
when they were restructured into fishing communities. Equally, the fishing
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villages of Ibosa and Kaagya were former traditional fishing villages (communities, as they were known) in the chiefdom era before the colonial period. The villages have evolved over a hundred years into what they are today, in response to the social and political changes that have been taking
place. However, many residents are descendants of the fishing families recognized by the fishing canoe that each household keeps as a signification of
having once been a member of the fishing family.
Igabiro is about 25 km north of Bukoba town and Ibosa about 45 km. Igabiro fishing community is part of Kaagya village and is about 5 km from the
village. Kaarwazi on the other hand, is part of Ibosa village and is about 7
km from the village. The two communities and villages are separated by a
distance of about 20 km. The smaller squares in the figure 2.9 indicate
smaller fishing communities that dot the shore but are administratively part
of Igabiro, and Kaarwazi, which means they do not have BMUs offices of
their own. The trees drawn denote what was once a dense forested area that
separated the fishing camps from the fishing communities in the preindependence period. The forests served as an area for sacrifices to spirits
and gods of the lake (see chapter 6). Today, the area is marked by short
shrubs and barren rocks after the whole area was deforested completely
partly due to growth in population, loss of meaning of the forests and camps,
and from Nile perch smoking in the 1980s.
Igabiro is the largest fishing community in Bukoba rural district, with a
population of about 1,000 people at the time of this study (2005).43 The
population is made up local fishermen, migrant fishermen, service providers,
crewmembers (who make up the majority of the community), fish mongers,
and boat owners. Others are fishermen who sold their agricultural land and
took permanent residence in the community to make a living out of fishing.
Kaarwazi, which means “a sheet of rock”, is the third largest fishing community in Bukoba rural after Igabiro and Rubafu (see figure 2.8). Both
communities are geographically isolated and are mainly accessed by boat
during the rainy season and by footpaths in the dry season. Kaarwazi has an
estimated population of about 500 adults also made up of boat owners, migrant fishermen, agents, dagaa dryers, service providers and crewmembers.
Like Igabiro, the population is fluid depending on the fishing season. Transport is by boat and mainly by porters as indicated in figure 2.10. During the
dry season, cars, motor cycles and bicycles, can find their way up to the top
of the escarpment. Before the Nile perch, fishing was seasonal mixed with
farming. It is after the Nile perch fishery that they became permanent communities.
The communities are the lowest units in co-management arrangements,
just below the village government. The level of development- in terms of
basic need is poor- something that will be analyzed in chapter 8. Here, how43

The number of people in the communities is fluid depending on the fishing season
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ever it suffices to say that only one toilet with running water exists; there is
no health centre, no school for the children, no place of worship, no burial
ground, no police post, just to mention a few. Although the community is
permanent, there are no signs of permanency in the area. All the services are
supposed to be obtained in the village more than five kilometres away.

Fig 2.8: Porters carrying provisions - own picture, 2006.

It is for the above reasons that Igabiro and Kaarwazi are studied together
with their corresponding villages. It is for the need of capturing their cojointed dynamics. This is something that is rarely done. The close historical
link of the places is hardly investigated and therefore poorly understood. The
tendency has been to study the fishing communities in isolation, which in
many cases has led to partial analysis and conclusions (Wilson, 1993; Geheb
et al, 2008; Harris et al.1995). The social-historical and cultural aspects of
the fishing communities and villages are so closely linked that any attempt to
delineate them is to distort the whole picture.
In terms of fishing, Igabiro is predominantly a Nile perch fishing community and Kaarwazi is mainly a dagaa fishing community. It is for this reason
that Igabiro landing site is developed to handle the Nile perch for export
whereas other smaller communities supply fish to agents but have no acceptable landing sites for handling the Nile perch. This noticeable difference
made them an ideal choice for the study.
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2.8 Lake Victoria

Figure 2.9 Map of Lake Victoria

2.8 1. The physical features of Lake Victoria
Lake Victoria is the second largest freshwater body in the world. It has a
surface area of about 69,000 sq. km of which about 35,000 sq km (51%) is
in Tanzania, 29,000 sq km (43%) in Uganda, and 4,000 sq km (6%) in
Kenya. The shoreline is about 3,450 km long, of which 1,750 km (51%) is in
Tanzania, 1,150 km (33%) in Uganda, and 550 km (16%) in Kenya. The
shoreline is characterized by numerous sheltered bays and gulfs which gives
it a highly irregular shape (see map 1 above).The lake‟s bottom is covered
by a thick layer of organic mud, with patches of hard substrata, sand, or rock
(Scholtz et al.,1991). It lies at an altitude of about 1135 km above sea level
and is situated between the great plateau stretching between the eastern and
western rift valley. Much of the lake is relatively shallow and has a gentle
slope in some places and a very steep one in others. For example in Igabiro
and Kaarwazi, the slope is very steep and rocky, whereas Bukoba town is on
the flat side of the lake‟s shore. The lake has a mean depth of about 40 meters, and the deepest part stands at about 80 meters. It has a total catchment
of about 194,000 sq km distributed as follows: Tanzania 44%, Uganda, 16%,
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Kenya 22%, Rwanda 11%, Burundi, 7%.( GoT/GoU/GoK, 1996 quoted in
Mgaya, 2005)
The drainage basin on the Tanzanian part of Lake Victoria is characterized by shallow satellite water bodies, which include Lake Malimbe and the
lower Kagera lakes complex and flood swamps, the Masirori swamp, and
the Kirumi ponds (Katunzi, 1998). Water balance in the lake is dominated by
evaporation and rainfall in the lake, with minor contributions from rivers
inflows and outflows. The outflow of water into the Nile River through the
Owen Falls Dam account for only 20% of water lost from the lake. The remaining 80 % is taken by evaporation. Similarly, the inflow from many rivers from the catchment area, contribute only 15% – 29%, while rainfall on
the lake accounts for 80% - 88%. Of the inlets, River Kagera, which flows
from Rwanda, contributes about 46%, while Kenya‟s River Nzoia and
Sondu/Miriu River contribute about 15% and 8% respectively. Tanzania‟s
Mara River contributes about 10% -15%. Lake Victoria and its inflowing
rivers contribute considerably towards ecological, biophysical, cultural and
socio-economic development along its shoreline, catchment area, the islands
as well as livelihoods of the communities far and beyond its catchment area.
2.8.2 The fish stocks
Fish stocks in Lake Victoria are a sad story. The wide variety of cichlids that
existed in the lake was an interesting phenomenon to fish biologists and fish
evolutionists. The abundance of fish in the Lake was captured by Graham in
1929 in his writings:
“……So great are their numbers that I have contemplated suggesting trawl44
ing them, in order that they may be used for manure in Kenya colony.”

Interestingly, the remark is similar to the one made by John Cabot, a sailor
who commented that there were so much cod stocks in the North Atlantic
Ocean that they blocked his ship.45 The fate of the cod fishery is well known
and eight decades after Graham‟s comment, the Lake Victoria fishery is
taking the same path the cod took.
Fish biologists are still arguing about how more than 200 species of Haplochromine cichlids could have evolved in Lake Victoria from a single founder in less than 12,000 years (Barel, 1986.) In addition, they wonder how so
many diverse species unique to these waters could have evolved in so uniform environment. On the other hand, evolution biologists speculate that
some 15,000 years ago the lake may have dried up into a series of smaller
lakes causing the cichlids to evolve differently. However, they point out that
44

Graham, 1929 cited in Goudswaard et al, 2004
Cabot, J. 1497 quoted in William, K.W. 1984: pp.viii.
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there is no clear information about the species that recolonized the new lake
or those that remained in the drainage area (Nagl et al., 1982). Until their
believed disappearance in the 1980s, the nature and origins of the Lake Victoria Haplochromine cichlids was still not known- and maybe never will be.
Fishing pressure in Lake Victoria began to appear in 1905 when the Germans first introduced modern fishing nets, which came to be used alongside
local gear (Graham, 1929). Overfishing was noticed as early as 1929 because
the more efficient gear was used in shallow waters that led to a dramatic
drop in adults species. By 1950, the native tilapia (Oreochromis esculent).or
ngege- family of the Nile tilapia was already overfished and the Labeo was
not far behind (ibid). To compensate for the loss of species, the British colonial administration decided to stock the lake with new species. Thus, around
the 1950s the Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) was introduced in Lake
Victoria, immediately followed by the Nile perch (Lates Niloticus). Their
brief taxonomy is provided below.

2.8.3 The Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus)
Nile tilapia is a tropical species that prefers shallow water. The lower and
upper lethal temperatures for Nile tilapia are 11-12 °C and 42 °C, respectively, while the preferred temperature ranges from 31 to 36 °C. It is an omnivorous grazer that feeds on phytoplankton, aquatic plants, small invertebrates, benthic fauna, detritus and bacterial films associated with detritus.
Nile tilapia can filter feed by entrapping suspended particles, including
phytoplankton and bacteria, on mucous in the mouth cavity, although its
main source of nutrition is obtained by surface grazing on periphyton mats.
Sexual maturity is reached at an age of 5-6 months. Spawning generally
begins when the water temperature reaches 24 °C. The breeding process
starts when the male establishes a territory, digs a craterlike spawning nest
and guards his territory. The ripe female spawns in the nest, and immediately
after fertilization by the male, collects the eggs into her mouth and moves
off. The female incubates the eggs in her mouth and broods the fry after
hatching until the yolk sac is absorbed. Incubating and brooding is accomplished in 1 to 2 weeks, depending on temperature. After fry are released,
they may swim back into her mouth if danger threatens.
Being a maternal mouth brooder, the number of eggs per spawn is small
in comparison with most other pond fishes. Egg number is proportional to
the body weight of the female. A 100 g female will produce about 100 eggs
per spawn, while a female weighing 600-1 000 g can produce 1 000 to 1 500
eggs. The male remains in his territory, guarding the nest, and is able to fertilize eggs from a succession of females. If there is no cold period, during
which spawning is suppressed, the female may spawn continuously. While
the female is brooding, she eats little or nothing. Nile tilapia can live longer
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than 10 years and reach a weight exceeding 5 kg. The relevance of these
biological and habitat features will become apparent in chapter 6 and 9.

2.8.4 The Nile perch (Lates Niloticus)
The Nile perch is one of the largest freshwater fish, which can reach a
maximum length of nearly two meters and weigh more than 100kg at full
maturity, although many are caught before they grow this large. Adult Nile
perch occupy all habitats of a lake with sufficient oxygen concentration,
while juveniles are restricted to shallow or near shore environments. The fish
is a fierce predator that dominates its surroundings, the Nile perch feeds on
fish, including its own species, crustaceans, and insects, the juveniles also
feed on 200 plankton. The Nile Perch becomes sexually mature when it is
around 3 years of age, and since it can live for up to 16 years each individual
Nile Perch is capable of spawning numerous times and produce an abundance of offspring. They also spawn most of the year and a female Nile
Perch can produce up to 16 million eggs at a time. The female Nile Perch
commence spawning when she has grown to 50-80 centimetres. When the
female has deposited the eggs and they have been fertilized by the male, the
eggs are left alone. The Nile Perch do not guard eggs or raise fry. 46 Further
discussion on the Nile perch in chapter 9
Different versions exist that try to explain the motive behind the introduction of the new species in Lake Victoria. Some argue that the species were
introduced as a means of utilizing the abundant Haplochromine, which were
regarded as “trash fish” by the British colonial government (Graham, 1929).
Others, for example Anderson (1961) note that the move to introduce foreign
species further were aimed at managing the fishery. He argues that this was
achieved through the extension of the fishing grounds into deeper offshore
waters, which permitted the use of a wider variety of gear for fish exploitation. This was considered a way relieving fishing pressure on the threatened
native Oreochromis whose habitat was in the shallow inshore areas of the
lake. Whatever the motive, the result of the manipulation of the fishery that
started with the German period culminated into a dramatic decrease in the
contribution of haplochromine (cichlids) to fish biomass from 83% during
the 1970s to less than 1% by the mid 1980s (Cowx et al., 2003). Witte et al.,
(1992) believe that over 60% of Lake Victoria‟s endemic fish species became extinct between 1970 and 1986, with the remaining species reduced to
insignificant levels. It is argued amongst fish biologists that the introduction
of the Nile perch into Lake Victoria led to the largest mass extinction of fish
46

Full details on Nile perch can be obtained from Pringle, R. 2005. “The Nile perch in Lake
Victoria: Local responses and adaptations”
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_hb3103/is_4_74/ai_n29239362/ retrieved 2009-05-18
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species in modern history (Witte et al., 1992; Goldschmidt et al., 1993;
Balirwa et al. 2003). Within a period of about seven decades of colonial rule
in Tanzania, the Lake Victoria fishery underwent a regime shift47 manifested
in a change from a complex multispecies fishery, to one dominated by three
species, mainly the Nile perch (L. niloticus). Also quickly vanishing from
the lake is the famous native species of tilapia, the ngege (Oreochromis
Esaculent). The ngege, which very much resemble the Nile tilapia, is superior in taste and texture to the Nile tilapia, but it does not grow as fast, or as
big and produces far less eggs. It survives in small swamp ponds and lakes
that dot the Lake Victoria basin. However, its natural habitat is highly
threatened by agriculture encroaching the lake‟s remaining wetlands.
The abundant native stock is now almost extinct and only pockets of
some species may be found in bays and inlets acting as refugia (Witte et al.,
1992). The dominant species in the lake now are the Nile perch, which forms
more than 60% of the fish landed, the Nile tilapia and dagaa (Rastriniebola
Argentea) making up the rest. Of the three species, only the Nile perch is
exported and the rest are consumed locally. The initial high returns on the
Nile perch catches are now diminishing due to poor management of the lake
and fish resources (Tanzania Economic Survey 2008)48
2.8.5 The socio-economic dynamics of the Nile perch
Nile perch took decades to become evident in Lake Victoria and then burst
into the huge biomass in the late 1980s and mid 1990s. It rose to become the
main fishery species in the lake in the late 1990s and the basis of a huge
export industry. The immediate and major observable result of introducing
the Nile perch in Lake Victoria was the increase in total fish yield to unprecedented levels in the history of Lake Victoria. It is noted that after the
introduction of the Nile perch, Lake Victoria became the most productive
freshwater fishery in Africa (FAO, 2002). In Tanzania, the quantity of fish
landed increased from approximately 72,000 tonnes in 1983 to 500,000 tonnes in 1990. Nile perch landings alone in Tanzania increased from 274 tonnes in 1981 to 120,000 tonnes in 1990.49 Nile perch landings alone in Tanzania increased from 274 tonnes in 1981 to 120,000 tonnes in 1990. Figure 2.2
shows the growth of the fishery after the introduction of the Nile perch.
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A regime shift, represents a loss of resilience, in that former functions, structures, feedbacks, and therefore identities give way to new versions (Cumming and Collier 2005)
48
Available at the government of Tanzania website- www.got.tz visited December, 2008
49
For example, total fish landings in Kenya, increased from about 19,000 tonnes in 1977 to
approximately 220,000 tonnes in 1992. In Uganda, total fish yield increased from about
11,000 tonnes in 1977 to 120,000 tonnes in the early 1990s.
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Figure 2.10: Fish growth in the Tanzania part of the lake (source LVFO, 2005))

The figure shows how the fishery developed in the Tanzania part of the Lake
after the introduction of the Nile perch. Up to the late 1970s, the fishery was
insignificant in terms of fish landings (less than 20000 tons). However, after
the introduction of the Nile perch, there was a dramatic increase in Nile
perch landings reaching a peak in the early 1990s, followed by the dagaa
fishery. The introduced Nile tilapia (in yellow graph) failed to establish itself
as one of the dominant species because its low reproduction-rate and shallow
water habitat make it an easy prey to shallow water overfishing (Mgaya,
2005). On the other hand, it is argued that the ferocious feeding habits of the
Nile perch significantly altered the food chain structure in the lake. The restructuring of the chain left the dagaa with no natural enemy in the lake resulting into its near-dominance of the lake in the 1990s (lilac graph). However, because of the fall in growth of the Nile perch beginning in the mid
1990s, fishing pressure has shifted to the dagaa fishery affecting its growth
(ibid). Between 1998 and 1999 there was a marked growth in the Nile perch
fishery because of the export ban imposed by the EU countries on fish from
Lake Victoria. This fact to a certain extent indicates that export of the Nile
perch has impact on its growth and on the growth of other species in the
lake- an issue that will be taken up in chapter 9. Since then the fishery has
been in decline.
If one was to disregard the ecological consequences, the growth and increase in fish landings is one of the major and predicted successes of introducing the Nile perch into Lake Victoria. A fishery that was once considered
“trashy” suddenly was yielding valuable fish with the Nile perch capable of
growing up to 100kg. Initially, the appearance of the Nile perch in the 1980s
produced remarkable streams of economic and social benefits ranging from
expansion of artisanal fishing industry to abundant cheap source of protein,
not only in the fishing communities around the lake, but also to many people
beyond the lake‟s environs who before had limited access to the fish (Gibbons, 1997). The development of a multi-million dollar export industry of
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chilled and frozen Nile perch fillets created euphoria related to transfer of
knowledge in the region and technical know-how regarding fish processing.
In terms of employment, statistics show that more than 500,000 people
found employment in fishing and fishing related activities in Tanzania alone
(Onyango, 2005). Onyango still points out that this figure is a gross underestimation of the number of people employed in fishing. For example, he estimates that a kilo of Nile perch fish is handled by between 8-13 people up to
the point of export (ibid:114). The photograph on the cover of this book attests to the estimated number of people handling one boat at a landing site
(about 15-20 people). In Bukoba- the study area- women who were once
excluded from fishing as a matter of tradition and taboo (chapter 6), the Nile
perch industry provided space for them to participate in fishing as boat owners, processors, and traders. In terms of revenue, Tanzania earned $200 million in 1998 from fish export (DoF, 1999). In 2006/07 alone, the Nile perch
fishery generated $208 million in export earnings (Tanzania Budget Speech,
2007).50 The abundant fish was baptized “mkombozi”51, because of its social
and economic success for the economies of the three riparian countries (Gibbons, 1997).52
Few can dispute the fact that the development and growth of the Nile
perch industry was a positive social and economic development in the lake
region; however, deeper analysis shows that this success scenario does not
tell the whole story. The data quoted above reflect only a macro-scenario of
the success of the Nile perch fishery and reveals very little in relation to the
micro-realities faced by many whose lives and livelihoods were impacted by
the above developments in the Nile perch fishery. Studies show that although the former multispecies fishery had no international and national
economic importance, its loss negatively affected communities of artisanal
fishermen, socially and economically (ibid). Equally, the change of the Nile
perch from a locally traded and subsistence fishery into an export fishery
removed the abundant fishery from the hands of the majority of poor fishermen to those with resources to access and control it (Geheb et al, 2008)
A fish resource that was once considered marginal became political,
drawing actors across levels from the local to the international level in contestation over power to control the fishery. This means that in spite of the
success of the Nile perch fishery, the majority of the poor fishermen in the
fishing communities around the lake have not been able to benefit directly or
indirectly from the multi-million profits generated by the fishery. For example, the employment figures above do not reveal the kind of employment
opportunities available to the majority of fishermen, or where different actors in the fishery are placed in relation to the Nile perch value chain.
50

Tanzania Budget Speech, 2006/07 available at www.tanzania.go.tz/speech.html
in Swahili language the word means “the saviour”
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available data from LVFO indicated that Kenya earned $80 million in 1998 and Uganda
$77.13 million in 1994;
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Equally, the figures do not reveal how income from the fishery is distributed
along the chain- who benefits most and least and why. Although there is
paucity of baseline poverty data among fishermen, a good number of studies
reveal that the export of the Nile perch has not translated into improved wellbeing of many fishermen. For example, Onyango (2005: 122) demonstrates
from his findings that overall, his poverty indicators show that poverty is
markedly present in the fishing communities studied. Success of the Nile
perch fishery proved to be short-lived for the poor fishermen. The everexpanding fish processing facilities around the lake, the need for foreign
exchange, and the insatiable foreign demand for the fleshy fish have all converged to exert pressure on the fishery as seen today.
As the fish stock continues to decrease and the fish processing capacity
expanded, the response has been an increase in fishing effort; including resorting to illegal fishing by the use of undersize mesh gillnets, beach seines,
poison, and dynamite fishing. These responses have resulted in almost 70%
of the Nile perch legally fished to consist of immature fish of sizes smaller
than 50 cm (Mgaya, 2005). The challenge here is that these problems are
happening when the fishery is governed under co-management arrangements
under which the communities are assigned the surveillance and monitoring
responsibilities of in the fishery. The situation can be well captured from
Mahwood (1993) where he observes that many problems in the African context are not due to absence of governance, but poor governance.

Summary
The chapter has covered the description of the study area, which includes
Igabiro, Kaarwazi, Ibosa, and Kaagya. The relationship between the fishing
communities and the villages was elaborated, as well as the political structure at the local level. Lake Victoria and its fisheries have been presented
and the ecological and social-economic changes that took place because of
the change in species have been presented, as well as their impacts on the
society and the ecosystem. The next chapter three presents the methods applied in this study.
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Chapter 3 – Study Methodology
3. 1 Introduction
This chapter covers the methods adopted for the study, discusses briefly the
epistemological and ontological perspectives, presents the research strategy
and the research process, and finally the methods used to collect data. As the
objective of this study is to understand how and why the context in which
co-management is implemented, is a challenge to its performance, no single
method that can address the complex issues raised in attempting to achieve
this aim. Therefore, different methods are applied to achieve the intended
objective. Qualitative methods are the main methods used, supported by
quantitative methods whenever necessary. Strauss and Corbin (1990) note
that quantitative and qualitative methods are tools that complement each
other. Quantitative methods can be used to obtain patterns of various aspects
of interest to the study, whereas qualitative methods can provide means of
exploring perceptions and gaining deeper insights of specific issues. This
study employs both tools with the intention of gaining an understanding of
how contextual factors and processes shape the performance of comanagement in this particular fishery. The chapter starts by presenting a
brief epistemological and ontological context of this study and then goes on
to present the selection of the study area, and finally the different methods
for data collection.

3.2 Epistemological and Ontological
Contexts
Among researchers, there is little argument about equating methodological
preferences with the analyst‟s perspective on the nature of knowledge.
Therefore, it is important to point out from the start the implicit assumptions
that each method typically makes about the nature of reality and the best
ways of gaining access to that reality to formulate knowledge about it. This
will shed some light on the reasons behind the choice of the methodology,
because philosophical considerations partly drive methodological choices
(Strauss and Corbin 1990).
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The school of thought associated with quantitative approach is logical
positivism.53 This perspective argues that there exists a single, external reality and it is the analyst‟s task to capture it as closely as possible. Thus, the
analyst seeks to increase the likelihood of unbiased, objective answers, by
utilizing statistical principles in the study design and structure; standardization and quantification of data collection. This permits generalization of the
results and solves the problems of bias and variability in the interviewerinterviewee interaction. The analyst‟s role is limited to the provision of objective information to the decision makers.
Qualitative approach on the other hand, is associated with the interpretivist
and the constructivist traditions.54 These traditions take as their premise the
recognition of the existence of multitude of realities, and believe that objectivity and value-free science are simply impossible because reality is not
objective but socially constructed. They argue that to understand fully the
topic of interest within its context, the inquiry methods used seek to involve
many stakeholders and to obtain multiple perspectives on the subject of research and the meanings of the concepts. This is achieved through semi or
unstructured interview and exploratory data collection methods. The underlying assumption is that by placing people in their social context, there is a
greater opportunity to understand the perceptions they have of their own
activities. In the constructivist tradition, the analyst does not only aim to
provide and facilitate an understanding of the subject, but also seeks to bring
about change and empowerment of the stakeholders in the process.
Thus, choosing to use a particular methodology to explore the subject of
interest, one also tends to imply certain ontological assumption about that
reality. In this sense, the methodological debate is as much about the kind of
reality we want to discover, as it is about methodology. Therefore, the manner and the extent to which they are used and combined (qualitative and
quantitative approaches) affect the realities discovered.
In spite of this fundamental dichotomy at the philosophical level, in practice the line between epistemologies has become blurred. Some researchers
(for example, Pitman and Maxwell, 1992) argue that logical positivist and
interpretivist methods are both attempts to build logical opinions and related
theoretical claims to independently measured facts. Others such as Lee aim
to show that each perspective adds a meaningful layer without necessarily
contradicting the others (Lee 1991). What one needs to be alert about is the
fact that each methodology is typically better at revealing a particular kind of
reality and pay attention to the extent to what the use of a particular inquiry
methods confounds the findings about the reality that is actually wanted to
be obtained (ibid).
Therefore, the aim of this study is to present the findings in the best way
possible without preferring one perspective to the other. This gives the op53
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Constructivism is associated with Berger, P.L. and Luckaman, T. 1967.
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portunity not to only describe the events but to also to present the account of
how differing structures produce the events observed. In order to understand
how the context in which co-management is being implemented is influencing its performance, the search is for an individual, social process, mechanisms, and structures at the core of events that can be captured to provide a
causal description of the forces at work.

3.3 Research strategy - A multilevel
approach
Small-scale community based systems are rarely immune to the influence of
external drivers (Berkes, 2006:8). The Millennium Development Goals
(MDG) define drivers as any natural or human induced factors that directly
or indirectly cause a change in the ecosystem (MDG, 2003:10). Drivers can
be government‟s policies, global markets that cause change in a system.
Drivers and their impacts are complex and not easy to discern because several factors work together to produce an observed impact. In this regard,
identification of drivers depends on the viewpoint of the observer. From this
perspective they are contested because they are partly socially constructed
(Adger, et al., 2005). However, there is little argument that most if not all
cases of natural resources management are cross-level. Starting from this
premise, I argue that focusing only on the local in trying to understand the
challenges to the performance of co-management in the LVF, is not robust
enough to capture the dynamics shaping these challenges. This implies that
the challenges need to be explored in a dynamic manner between and across
scales.
Through the use of a multilevel approach, the findings at the local level
can be enhanced by information and perspectives from other levels. Furthermore, multilevel approach in this case helps to ensure that perspectives
or concerns generated at other levels are reflected in the analysis and conclusions from the local level. This study is involved in assessing the context in
which co-management is implemented at the local level and the political
processes involved in its implementation. These issues affect each other
across scale. Focusing on the outcome on the national level may obscure
winners and losers at the local scale. As focusing on the local one may miss
the impact at the higher level. From these perspectives, the study justifies a
multilevel approach, which addresses levels from the local to the global.
Perspectives on multilevel approach are presented below.
The importance of the national level is that it will enable me to explore
the contested nature of access to, and control over the Lake Victoria fisheries. Agrawal and Ostrom (2001) note that, the forms of outcome of the competition over property between states and rural people depend on the larger
political contexts in which they take place. Sikor (2005) notes that such conflicts are generally a result of competing claims between the state and the
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community over single resources; overlapping and nested claims; conflicting
sources of legitimacy; and negotiations over the meaning of resources. According to Olivier de Sardan (1999), the multi-level approach provides a tool
that may help in the understanding of the actions and impacts not only of
individual actors, but also of groups of social actors and the state, as they
compete with one another for power and wealth over a limited resource base.
This means that one has to look across social arenas55 into the ways microscale interactional settings and localized arenas are connected to wider
macro-scale phenomena and vice versa.
Peluso (1992) in her study of Java forestry management observed that the
competition over access to land and trees and the competition over the control of that access was the key determinant of property relations in the Java
forestry. She observes that states seek to control access to natural resources
and local people react to the state‟s claims through various forms of resistance, particularly where the state attempts to manage a natural resource
directly, through the relevant department. These attempts are negotiated and
contested by local communities, as the notions underlying these exercises of
state power are different from people‟s lived property relations (Sikor,
2004a). Lake Victoria has been state-owned and managed since colonial
times. Under co-management, the state is expected to lose some of this control and devolve power to the communities of users. It is through the multilevel approach that the contestation taking place between the state and other
actors can be captured.
Drawing on the concept of access, Ribot and Peluso (2003) argue that access is about the ability to benefit as opposed to property, which is about the
right to benefit. The usefulness of their approach is that it calls to attention
the actual benefits that people derive from natural resources. Peluso argues
that forest access (like fisheries access) reflects the influence of not only
political forces but also economic forces operating at a higher scale (Peluso,
1996). She gives examples of political forces such as the decentralization of
government authority and the influence of international organizations. The
relevant economic forces include demand for forest products (fish products),
commoditization of forest resources (commoditization of the Nile perch),
liberalization of trade, and macro economic crises. As shown in chapter 1,
the management and development of the LVF is largely donor-funded and
the Nile perch is an export fishery. This implies that access and control of
the LV fish resources is the centre of the management regime. These dynamics and the constellation of actors involved cannot be just examines at the
local level. From the above perspectives, it is clear that exploring the challenges to the performance of co-management in the LVF; a multilevel approach captures these dynamics. The problem of this approach is that many
challenges can be revealed and overwhelm the study. To control this, the
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Social arenas are social locations or situations in which contests over issues, resources, and
values and representations take place (Long 2001)
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strategy is supported and guided by theories underlying the research questions. This will be elaborated in chapter 4

3.4 Choice of Study Area
The process of selecting the study area started during the explorative fieldwork in 2005. The interest in the governance issues in the Lake Victoria
fisheries developed during fieldwork for my MBA research project in 2000.
One aspect of the research involved business investments in the Lake Victoria fisheries in the form of the processing factories for the export of the Nile
perch. At the end of the research, it became apparent that only part of the
Nile perch fishery sector– the export sector part was addressed. I became
curious to know how the lower sector- the harvesting sector is related to the
broader international community in which it was now linked through the
export of the Nile perch. I decided to study the governance of the Tanzania
part of Lake Victoria fisheries
Desk search on the governance of the Lake Victoria fishery revealed that
the fishery was going through management problems because of illegal fishing and poverty in the fishing communities. Co-management had been
adopted in 1997 in Lake Victoria as a solution to these problems that were
threatening the sustainability of the fishery. However, studies from smallscale fisheries in Africa south of the Sahara had concluded that comanagement as model was not working, mainly because it was based on
unrealistic assumptions and principles that do not obtain in these fisheries. I
took the decision to study co-management in Lake Victoria- not from a
model perspective, but from the perspective of the context in which it is implemented. Studying the context then implied- for the purpose of this study a
cross scale exercise that involved the local level, the national and the international level.
It became clear that the local level was mainly going to involve the fishing communities and the administrative area in which they are embedded,
while the national level was mainly going to focus on the department of fisheries, which is responsible for policy and overall fisheries management in
country. The international level was going to be about the role of the international donor agencies in the management of the Lake Victoria fisheries. Notable was the fact that the local level was going to take me to the heart of the
rural fishing communities where fishing takes place. The decision was based
on several factors: the history of fishing in the communities- In order to understand the local context, I needed to work with communities with a long
history of fishing. I found that many communities around the Tanzanian part
of the lake had a long history of fishing. Next, given the four years of study,
I needed to have some basics of the local communities I was going to work
with.
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From this perspective, the fishing communities in Bukoba rural district
were chosen on several grounds. The first practical advantage is that I come
from the neighbouring district within the same region. In this regard, I possess the taken-for-granted knowledge about the society-especially its history
and culture. In the long run, these aspects saved time of having to adapt to a
new culture, forming networks, thus making many of the practical aspects of
this research easier to handle. The second advantage was the knowledge of a
local language – Luhaya, which gave considerable advantages in terms of
understanding the complex nuances of interview discussions or textual
analysis (see Smith, F. M. 1996). The third advantage was that of being an
„insider.‟, I became privy to discussions with some interviewees and informants and I had the privilege of access to social situations that would be
closed to an outsider. This helped me gain understanding of the issues an
outsider would have difficulty grasping. The fourth advantage is that growing up near Bukoba, I have a lived through the changes in Lake Victoria
from a multi-species to a three species fishery.
Bukoba rural district has a long history of fishing. It is alleged that in the
past, approximately 70% of Bukoba rural district was made up of fishing
villages. This led to Bukoba being referred to as “the fishing villages on the
shoreline of Lake Victoria” (cf. La Fontaine and Richards, 1959: 177). Another advantage is that Bukoba rural fishing communities are remote and
sometimes accessible only by fishing boats during the rainy seasons. This
implies that they receive little attention in terms of long term research when
compared to other easily accessible fishing communities on the western side
of the lake. This provides the opportunity to find some issues that have remained unexplored.
The fishing communities in Bukoba are the lowest unit of the government
structure and the procedure to access them for research purpose was longwinded. This meant that before I could go to the fishing communities, research permission had to be obtained from the National Research Council,
and then endorsed by the department of fisheries (DoF) in Dar es Salaam. At
the regional level, the permit had to be approved by the regional administrative secretary (RAS) in Bukoba.56 RAS is responsible for all matters related
to regional administration. Since my research was not going to include fishing communities within the urban boundary (these fall under the jurisdiction
of the Bukoba Municipal Council), the permit to the rural fishing communities had to be issued by the Local Government District authorities. The Local
government structure is described in chapter 5.
With the help of the district fisheries officer (DFO)57 who also happens to
be the fisheries extension officer in Bukoba rural district. The fishing communities were identified from the map of the fishing villages and communi56

Bukoba is also the regional headquarters for Kagera region
Now known as assistant to the district executive director (DED) in matters of fisheries, for
the sake of consistence the old title DFO will be maintained
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ties in Bukoba district that was drawn for the Lake Victoria Environmental
Management Program for the implementation of co-management in Lake
Victoria. Government directive requires that all fishing communities in Lake
Victoria implement co-management. However, BMU offices are located
only in major fishing communities. Other minor fishing communities are
affiliated to these communities. Selection of the communities for BMU offices was based on the number of households, relatively well established
with large fish landing sites and reasonably accessible by paths from the
main roads. Accessibility was an important consideration because EU and
World Bank missions (major financiers of co-management in Lake Victoria)
need to visit landing sites from time to time to inspect the handling of fish
destined for export.58. At the time of this study in 2005, only four fishing
communities had full-fledged BMU offices in Bukoba rural district. These
were Igabiro, Kaarwazi, Malehe and Rubafu. All the four communities were
visited with the aim of sampling them and making a decision as to whether it
was necessary to study all the four communities and the capability to do that.
The extension officer has an inside knowledge of the communities because
he was responsible for the launching of co-management in these communities between 1998 and 2000.
At the end of the exercise, the two fishing communities- Igabiro and
Kaarwazi were selected for the following reasons: Igabiro is not only the
largest fishing community in Bukoba rural district, but also has a high profile
in many respects. It is considered to be a success story of co-management in
Bukoba rural district, and therefore is receiving disproportionate attention in
terms of project funding, and visitations from the European Union (EU) and
World Bank (WB) missions. The community‟s high profile made it an ideal
sample for investigating the problems of poverty and illegal fishing and how
they are considered in this „success story scenario‟. Kaarwazi was selected
on the basis that it had other aspects that could not be found in Igabiro. It is
mainly a dagaa and to a lesser extent a Nile perch fishing community. It also
has women engaging in dagaa fishing, drying, and trading. At the time of
the field work between 2005 and 2007, around twenty five women were
engaged in dagaa related fishing. The other two communities- Malehe and
Rubafu were dropped from the sample because they both had more or less
similar conditions to Igabiro and I could not find much in particular that
would have further contributed to the enrichment of this study.
During this preliminary field visit, it came to my attention that the fishing
communities identified were intrinsically connected to the villages which
were adjacent to them- Kaagya (Igabiro) and Ibosa (Kaarwazi). I also learnt
that these villages were the former fishing communities before social
changes took place in the colonial and post-colonial periods (chapter 6). I
then decided to include them in the study sample because they were the
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foundations of these fishing communities. It also came to my attention that
currently they are recognized as government administrative units; their importance as repositories of the history of fishing in Bukoba is completely
ignored. The major task during the initial field work in 2005 was to profile
the chosen fishing communities in terms of number of fishermen living in
the community (temporary, permanent, and migrants); the number of crew
that could be ascertained; boat owners (present and absent); agents; service
providers; and women fishermen. The wealth ranking exercise was also
taken during this period. The information obtained was important in the understanding among other things of who is considered to be a fisherman in
the local context; who are the appropriate actors to implement comanagement; and to define who is a resource user and what is considered to
be a fishing community.

3.5 Research process
3.5.1The exploratory stage
Field work was divided into three phases and a total of eleven months were
spent on field work. The firs field work took place between April and July
2005. This was an exploratory phase in which various institutions were visited and the study area was profiled. The institutes Visited included, the
Nordic Africa Institute in Uppsala Sweden with its extensive documentation
on research in Africa; the department of fisheries (DoF) in Dar es Salaam in
the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries (to acquaint myself with the overall
fisheries policy and approach towards Lake Victoria management); the University of Dar es Salaam library- East African collection; National Library of
Tanzania, Dar es Salaam; Library, Food and Agriculture Organization, Tanzania Office; REPOA- a non-governmental organization for poverty research
in Dar es Salaam; library, the Nyegezi Fisheries Research Institute (to find
out the different studies that have been carried on Lake Victoria fisheries and
the relevant scientific data); Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO) in
Mwanza (to equip myself with the overall management approach of Lake
Victoria adopted at the East Africa level); the regional headquarters in Bukoba (the offices of RAS and RFO); Bukoba municipal council (to obtain
permit to visit the fishing communities in the rural urban areas- for example
Nyamkazi and Mafumbo and also to get escort to processing factories). I
visited the Bukoba rural district headquarters in Rwamishenyi and met DED
and the district fisheries officer (DFO) who was assigned to me as my field
assistant because of his extensive knowledge of the fishing communities. At
the same time, I manage to visit all the fishing communities with BMUs
offices and to profile the villages. Between June and July 2005, the wealth
ranking of the selected study area was undertaken. Before meeting with offi68

cials, interview questions would be prepared before hand to guide the discussion with the various officials in offices. The documents reviewed include the various Tanzania Fisheries Legislation, fisheries policies, various
budget speeches, commissioned and non-commissioned studies, project reports, fish export data, revenue collection, and the various Lake Victoria
Environmental Management Program reports. It should be borne in mind
that fish data always needs careful consideration because it is very difficult
to interpret as different sources have different data

3.5.2 The main field work
The first main field work was carried out from June to October 2006. During
this period, question one which addresses the history aspect of the study area
was explored together with question three, which addressed the poverty (dimension). The first phase (June to August, 2006) was devoted to question
one. This was an involving exercise because most of the interviewees were
advanced in age. This made it difficult to meet on time or sometimes a meeting would be cancelled just like that. However, old as they were, they were
quite enthusiastic about telling their history and the exercise went well in
spite of the time it took to complete it. The gaps in between meetings also
gave me time to reflect on the data I already had and to generate more questions for the next meeting. So, all was not lost. The second phase (August to
October, 2006) was spent on exploring question three on poverty. In this
phase the main interviewees were in the fishing communities. The process
also had its ups and downs, especially with crew members. I had to keep the
schedule of my interviewees because many of them worked during the night
fishing and slept during the day. I had to make sure I catch them before going fishing again. The window of opportunity was only two to three hours.
The second main field work was from June to October 2007 and during
this period, question two (concerning the political dimension of the study)
was explored together with question four(the illegal fishing aspect). Between
June and August I explored the illegal fishing aspect of the study both in the
study area and across scale and between august and October the political
aspect of the study was investigate both in the study area and across scales.
This was the most difficult aspect of the study because it was sensitive and
involved different actors across different levels. A lot of time was spent
building trust, especially at the official level where some state officials decided to discuss the issues- not in their official but private capacity. Group
discussions helped in this regard but they also had to be held with different
groups where individuals felt comfortable to divulge information. It was also
difficult to get the women to talk at meetings where men were present because they are not considered fishermen but service providers. However, at
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separate women meetings they gave their insights on the issues that were
raised.
3. 5.3.Sampling techniques
Different sampling methods were used depending on the issue to be addressed. The households for interview concerning the history of the area and
the fishing practices were carefully identified by the village leaders (village
council) who have the knowledge of their residents in the areas. In any case,
these old people with their wealth of knowledge are to everyone because
many of them are clan heads. Out of these identified households, a group
was formed for group discussion indicated in the data collection section below. Because of their high profile role as leaders of the village government,
the village council was always contacted in this matter and played a useful
role in facilitating processes.
Subsequent sampling for the other three questions was based on fisherman‟s households that were identified and stratified in different categories
according to how poor or well-off they were in 2005. 595 households were
identified in the study area as fisherman‟s households. Registers of residents
kept in the fishing communities and in the villages made the whole exercise
very easy. Four groups of categories were identified as: very rich, medium
rich, poor and very poor. It was from these groups that subsequent groups
were formed for group interviews or household interviews. Through personal interactions with different groups of people, I managed to make my
own list of key informants at different levels. Some were assigned to me for
interview by virtual of their position, but others were granting me extended
interviews in their personal capacities. Such people‟s identities are purposefully. At the village level, the VC would identify key people with special
information about the issue to be discussed. Below is the full explanation of
each method used and the reason.

3.5.4 Data analysis
Information was collected in the form of hand written notes guided by some
pre-determined open ended questions as a guiding and binding tool. At the
end of each interview sessions there was always a day set aside between
sessions to give myself time to transcribe the notes from raw data into typed
reports. In the processes of transcribing the scribbled down information,
themes would emerge that I would note down and follow up the next day.
Each new report was read together with previous reports in order to capture
the flow of ideas in a systematic manner. This way, gaps and inconsistencies
were indentifies and taken care of. It was an iterative process of collecting
data, transcribing, going back to the field to address the emergent issues and
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collect more data. Care was taken to make sure that the necessary information regarding my research questions was collected noted and properly crosschecked before subsequent report writing. Final analysis was guided by the
theoretical insights chosen for this study. Data that needed numerical calculations was calculated using Microsoft excel program

3.6 Validity of data
In social science research, there is often a problem of validity of data. This
problem can be addressed at the data collection stage (Miles and Huberman,
1994:279). A major way to increase the validity of data is to use multiple
sources of data. In the case of this study, individual interviews were on many
occasions cross-checked with group discussions where contentious issues
were resolved through either agreeing with the answers or rejecting them
outright. Where it was possible, secondary sources were brought into use, or
information given by one interviewee would be reframed and crossed
checked with the next interviewee. This was very important especially when
the questions asked were sensitive questions that could generate a lot of exaggerations or recriminations. This was especially true when I was collecting
data on illegal fishing. Equally, I was aware that the historical account could
be laced with exaggerations. I took the precaution of using group interviews
to confirm or reject the information. Information also levelled on state agents
was cross- checked with the relevant offices and some informants to check if
they were aware of the situation presented. The final procedure was to discuss the final interview report with key informants to make sure my questions were answered as truthfully as possible and whether there was anything
that could be added. These procedures left me with data that was supported
by many sources.

3.7 Data collection methods
As already mentioned, a variety of methods and sources of information were
employed in this study. The main sources of data include: documentary and
internet research, interviews and observations through field visits. The different techniques or tools employed for each research question are presented
in table 3.1:
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Table 3.1: The different research tools employed in the study
Research question
Objectives
Research
methods
(1) How and why the
local historical and
institutional context in
which co-management is
implemented shaping the
performance in the study
area and why?

(2) What are the processes involved in the
implementation of comanagement from the
international to the local
level and how and why
are these processes
constraining or enhancing the performance of
co-management in the
study area?
(3) How and in what
ways is the context in
which poverty is embedded in the study area a
challenge to the performance of comanagement??
(4) How and in what
ways is the context in
which illegal fishing is
embedded shaping the
performance of comanagement in this
regard

Theoretical
base

To ground the implementation of co-management at
the local level in the traditional fishing institutional
context in which this level
is embedded and to understand how, why and
whether this particular
context is constraining or
enhancing the performance
of co-management in the
study area.
To link up the local lever
with the international and
national levels in which it
is embedded and to understand how and why the role
played by the different
actors in the implementation of co-management is
shaping its performance in
the study area

Oral traditions
secondary
sources, group
and individual
interviews,

CPR theory,

Policy analysis,
Documentary
search, individual interviews
group interviews

Actor oriented
approach
/structuration
theory/theory
of the state

To explore how far and
whether the dynamics of
poverty are articulated in
policy; and the implications
for co-management in
addressing this problem

Wealth ranking
interviews,
group discussion

Entitlement
approach /actor
approach
/structuration
theory

To understand the processes shaping illegal fishing in the study area and to
explore whether there is a
link or not between poverty
and illegal fishing and how
is co-management constrained in achieving the
objective of eradicating
illegal fishing in the study
area

Group interviews, individual interviews,
key informants

Entitlement
approach

Source: Own source, 2006

3.7.1 Oral traditions
The historical context of the fishing communities and villages are presented
through oral tradition. Oral traditions are defined as verbal messages which
are reported statements from the past beyond the present generation
(Vansina, 1985: 27). Emphasis is that the message must be oral statements
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spoken, sung, or called out on musical instruments only. The statements
should be commonly or universally known in a given culture. In the case of
this study, information was based on personal recollections, supported by
poems and proverbs. Poems and proverbs were powerful tools that have
managed to preserve the history through generations of fishermen. Some of
them still keep the old fishing canoes that were owned through generations
and which they keep as a signification of being of abaliimba ancestry (the
traditional fishing clan). Information from individual interviews was crosschecked during group discussions in order to validate the data collected.
During these meetings, areas of agreement, points of divergence of opinion,
and inconsistencies could be detected. Some data was discounted, corrected,
and some new insights were generated. Through this iterative process it was
possible to put together as much data as it was feasibly possible of the history of fishing in Bukoba which forms one of the contexts of this study.
I speak the local language of Luhaya; therefore, all interviews and group
discussions were carried out in Luhaya, the language the interviewees are
most comfortable with. My research assistant was also from Bukoba who
helped me to record the information. Later we would compare notes for consistency. Each interview session lasted for about two hours. Places for interviews were normally chosen by the interviewees to suit their convenience;
sometimes they would be picking coffee berries; or would be at the lake
shore; or for women, in the kitchen while cooking. Group meetings were
held at an agreed place or in an agreed household. The meetings were important to these fishermen because many saw it as an opportunity to give account of their past as they know and understand it.
A total of 48 individuals were selected for interview. Out of this group,
nine were women. A total of 33 interviews were carried out involving 27
individuals. Equally, a total of 14 group discussion sessions were carried
out- twelve with men and two with women. The samples for interview are
found in appendix I. The interviewees were identified by the members of the
two village governments. They are well known individuals- most of them
coming from a long lineage of fishermen (abaliimba.) and have lived in the
same area for generations, in spite of the changes that took place in the society. Most of them are retired, but their sons are fishers- either as boat owners
or crew.
According to the haya tradition, before records could be kept in written
format, birth records were maintained through naming infants after special
events that were happening at the time of their birth. One of the interviewees
was called Biita, which literally means “war”. This implied that he was born
during the First World War (1914-1918). Other interviewees had names that
denoted major events such as famine, draught, floods, or major disease outbreak. Through this process, I was able to approximate the age of many of
my interviewees.
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Oral traditions have limitations as sources for the truth of a past series of
events. Vansina (1985:186) notes that, “the lack of chronology and interdependence of sources are the limitations that are truly characteristics of tradition.” He suggests that oral traditions are not just sources about the past, but
a historiology of the past, an account of how people have interpreted it. He
argues that oral tradition should not be accepted literary and uncritically.
Effort should be made to pay attention to the meaning behind the meaning
and to search for it before endorsing them. However, he goes on to acknowledge the importance of oral traditions as irreplaceable sources, not only because information would otherwise be lost, but because they are sources
“from the inside” (ibid: 197). Without oral tradition little of the past would
be known about the past of large parts of the world, and we would not know
them from inside. Where there is no written record, oral traditions must bear
the brunt of historical reconstruction.

3.7.2 Archives
Archives are essentially records of the past which are no longer in active use.
According to Jennings (2005), archives are an invaluable and sometimes
essential source of information and knowledge. He notes that policies and
narratives have emerged over time in response to past failures and knowledge of the historical antecedents of current development practices. Archives
are important not only because of historical antecedents of current situations,
but also in supplying information that is vital to understanding why things
are done the way they are today, and how they might be done in the future.
In other words archival research allows the private voice to emerge from
behind the public face (Jennings, 2005). The difficulty of archival research is
the fact that archival documents may contain facts but facts that have been
filtered through the author and the organization of which the writer is a
member. Thus, all archival documents need to be interpreted through three
essential questions: how did the document come about? When was it prepared? And why was the document produced? All these questions were
taken into consideration while doing archival research in relation to the colonial period with a specific focus on Bukoba and Lake Victoria fisheries.
The National Archives (Nyaraka za Taifa) in Dar es Salaam and Bukoba
Museum were used to access documents on the history of the Lake Victoria
fisheries and its management; the history of Bukoba in particular during the
colonial, and post colonial periods.
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3.7.3 Poverty analysis
Participatory poverty assessment
PPA is a qualitative social research approach that is designed to find out
what perceptions the poor have toward poverty, the issue that concern them
and why they would like to see these issues resolved. Beginning with the
work of Chambers (1992), it was recognized that survey instruments associated with the more traditional socio-economic surveys were largely passive
in nature with local people treated as subjects to glean data from, rather than
as partners in the research process. In poverty research there is also a growing recognition that a careful combination of qualitative and quantitative
methods can help solve problems that are associated with each type of
method taken separately (Kanbur, 2002).
As indicated above, qualitative methods are often more appropriate for
capturing the social and institutional context of people‟s lives than quantitative methods The study of poverty in the fishing communities of Bukoba
rural district is a qualitative study with some results quantitatively interpreted in order to convey a clearer meaning in a brief format. In this regard
the PPA approach was used to rank households according to how well-off or
poor they were. It is an iterative process that seeks to understand poverty
from the perspectives of a range of stakeholders (Narayan et al, 2002). It
seeks to understand poverty in its local, social, institutional, and political
context and provides insights into multiple meanings, dimensions, and experiences of poverty. It provides unique insights into the complexity, diversity, and dynamics of poverty as a social, political and as well as an economic phenomenon (ibid). The approach has also been hailed for its ability
to allow for the emergence of issues and dimensions of poverty that are important to the community but not necessarily known to the researcher. It also
takes into account power inequality both within the households and within
the community by treating men and women as different social groups that
have distinct interests and experience.
However, the method is criticized for not taking into consideration the
power difference between the researcher and the participant and the subjective way of choosing the rankers and the way the rankers come to decide
what constitutes poverty or wellbeing (Agarwal, 1997). In spite of these
criticisms, the method is still the nearest one can get to understanding poverty from the perspectives of the poor themselves.
Wealth ranking
Wealth ranking as one of the PPA methods is an approach that can be used
to provide information about the socio-economic characteristics of local
people. Wealth ranking enables the researcher to utilize local perceptions
and criteria of wealth to capture significant differences in levels of economic
well-being among society members. In this study wealth ranking was used as
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a tool to enable the stratification and sampling of households for subsequent
interviews concerning poverty and illegal fishing in the area. Principally, it is
meant to lead to an understanding of how poverty is generated and maintained in the study area- its drivers and possible interrupters. The entitlement
approach entails characterizing the entitlements of different groups in a
given geographical area, such that each group comprises people with comparable situations or ownership, production and exchange.59 In this study, the
way to formulate such stratification was to allow fishermen involved in the
research to perform the wealth ranking based on their own local definition of
wealth and poverty. Stratification was thus based on local understanding and
perceptions of wealth and poverty rather than upon arbitrary survey indicators. Local wealth and poverty ranking include a range of non-quantifiable
variable that cannot be easily picked up by the formal surveys of assets and
income level, but that are nevertheless important in understanding the nature
of rural differentiation.
In this study the ranking exercise was preceded by the discussion with a
group of key informants identified by the villages‟ chairpersons from Ibosa
and Kaagya and the BMU chairpersons of the two fishing communities of
Igabiro and Kaarwazi. The following is the structure of key informants involved in the wealth ranking exercise:
Group I - Kaagya – 9 fishers
Group II- Igabiro – 9 fishers
Group III- Ibosa – 9 fishers
Group IV- Kaarwazi- 9 fishers
The fishermen who formed these groups were chosen according to the time
they have lived in their respective villages/communities and their knowledge
and integrity about the fishermen in their midst. Each group included at least
two women for the different perspectives they may have about wealth and
poverty. The group was also drawn from a group of fishermen who had undergone training before for the UNDP (2003) ranking exercise on food nutrition. This made it easier for me to explain to them what the whole exercise
entailed. Fisherman‟s households are listed at the BMU offices in each fishing community. Each village has a registered of all the people living in the
area and their occupation. That way it was easy to get the number of household in the whole study area. Each group was given a list of fisherman‟s
households in their respective areas. Each household was identified by the
name of the head of the household. Care was taken to make sure that the
fishermen in each group could identify all the households on their lists. Fisherman‟s households in the villages‟ and communities‟ registers categorized
59

Also, the entitlement approach requires that the identification of categories based on certain criteria of differentiation such as having different ownership of entitlements (Sen, 1981:
156).
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fishermen as those engaged directly in fishing and in fishing related activities and service provisioning in the fishing communities.
Before undertaking the exercise, a meeting was held with all the groups
together where the criteria for sorting out the households into different wellbeing groups were agreed upon. These were recorded. During this meeting,
four cards were issued to each group. Each card was labelled with the type of
groups of well-being that the rankers believed existed in their midst. The
groups indentified included: the well off (omugaiga), medium rich group
(omutungi); the poor (omunaku), the very poor (omwooro). The fishermen
themselves provided the identification and explanations of the different
wealth concepts reflecting the patterns of local socio-economic stratification.
Then, a list of households relating to the title of the card was placed beneath
that particular card. The processes revealed that the poor could still be differentiated into very poor households that otherwise could have been categorized as poor by an outsider or in any other conventional method. The problems were encountered at the beginning when some rankers thought the exercise was going to benefit the poor in terms of assistance. This problem was
identified early on in the exercise and rectified. Table 3.2 is the list of stratified households. From this stratification it became easier for me to select
samples for interviews. These categories are used throughout the analysis of
poverty and illegal fishing (chapter 7 and 8)
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Table 3.2 Categories of households from the wealth ranking exercise

FHH Categories
Area

Very Rich
(omugaiga)

Medium
Rich
(omutungi)

Poor
(omunaku)

Very Poor
(omwooro)

%Total

Kaagya (FV)
Ibosa (FV)
Igabiro (FC)
Kaarwazi(FC)
Total

21 (9.4%)
3 (2%)
14 (8.6%)
5 (9%)
43 (7.2%)

29 (12.9%)
9 (5.9%)
27 (16.7%)
7 (12.5%)
72 (12.1%)

97 (43.3%)
57 (37.2%)
48 (29.6%)
11(19.6%)
213 (35.8%)

77 (34.4%)
84(54.9%)
73(45.1%)
33(58.9%)
267(44.9%)

224 (37.6%)
153(25.7%)
162 (27.3%)
56 (9.4%)
595 (100)

FHH=Fisher‟s Household; FV= Fishing Village; FC=Fishing communities;
HH=house holds

3.7.4 Interviews
This study applied semi-structured of interviews in the attempt to answer the
research questions that involved interviews. Specifically, the semi-structured
interviews were used to provide the socio-economic profiles of the fishing
households. In some cases, the government officials demanded structured
interview questions beforehand. Semi-structured interviews were the main
interviews conducted because of their versatility in covering a wide range of
issues and allowing interviewees to bring up their own ideas and thoughts.
For example the questions covered included policy processes, perceptions
and motivations. Each method has its shortcomings and the combination of
both provides a counterbalance.
3.7.5 Household interviews
Each chapter 6-9 provides the methods applied in answering the relevant
research questions in that particular chapter. It is important to point here that
the dynamics of households were taken into consideration. People are highly
sensitized on the importance of women to participate in such discussions,
especially when the issue under discussion concerns a development project.
In any case, there were always separate schedules for group meetings for
men and for women. Anything that could not be discussed at household level
was brought up at such group meetings. For the household interviews, a
stratified sampling approach as described by Nachmias and Nachmias
(1996:188-190) was used. This requires that different groups of a population
be adequately represented so as to increase the level of accuracy when estimating parameters. The underlying idea is to use available information about
the population to divide it into groups such that the elements within each
group are more alike than are the elements in the population as a whole
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(ibid: 188). In this case stratification was achieved through wealth ranking
whereby household were placed into locally defined socio-economic groups.
A separate sample was then drawn from each stratum. In this regard, a sample of household for structured and semi-structured interviews was selected
on the basis of the wealth ranking exercise. Boyd et al. (1981) suggest that
under certain circumstances, such as resources and time constraints; at least
five percent of the population was enough to make a sample. However, for
the purpose of this study ten per cent of the population was considered sufficient together with other methods.
Household interviews were carried out having in mind the nature of the African households. Actually, some writers are questioning the appropriateness
of taking the household as a unit of analysis. Guyer and Peters (1969) point
out that a focus on the household is both exciting and dangerous. They point
out that the excitement comes from households having become the focus of
theorists, policy makers and development practitioners, and the danger lies
in the reification of a household. Like gender, they argue that the household
has sometimes become an end rather than a means. They point out that the
important thing to recognize when studying a household is that it is of variable structure- in both outcome and channel of the broader social processes,
and also a site of separable, often competing interests, rights and responsibilities. Thus, during interviews, these household dynamics were taken into
consideration.
3.7.6 Group interviews /discussions
Group discussion provides a forum for in-depth-discussions of issues arising
in interviews as well as clarification of the range of perceptions and opinions
found in the community. Separate groups were formed for men and women
to allow gender differences to be openly expressed. It was also meant to
solicit information that generally had a bearing on that particular group. For
example women as fishermen or women as fisherman‟s wives; service providers; boat owners; crew members. Each category was interviewed separately to provide for free discussion. Prior notice was given through the
beach management committees to ensure attendance. Groups consisted of 10
to 15 members who volunteered according to how familiar they were with
the topic to be discussed. To get a voluntary attendance, a register was
placed at the BMU office for those who wanted to be part of the group to
sign up. Some members of the community were specifically invited to attend
by virtue of their status, such as age or special knowledge. Sometimes group
members would indicate an individual not in attendance as a key person
having specific information they could not provide. Each chapter outlines
how group discussions were carried out.
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3.7.7 Key informants
Key informants at different levels- from national to community- were selected in accordance with the special knowledge they possess about specific
issues by virtue of their position in the office or in the communities where
they live. Some were assigned to me officially for personal interview and
some volunteered for interviews outside the official channels. They provide
specific information which they themselves could give and no one else was
able or willing to give. I was fortunate to get some people who were willing
to discuss some sensitive issues on condition that their identities are not revealed. At the village level, the implementation of the program was well
understood by the VC who was responsible for the launching of the program.
The problems of implementation at community level were well reflected on
by the various actors impacted by the reforms in the fishing communities.
The district fisheries officer and extension officer provided basic data
about the communities and fishermen, the relationship between the village
government and the district authorities, their relationship with the fishing
communities; and their perceptions of the management approach of participatory governance. Five prominent boat owners provided information about
their perceptions of the lake as key fishermenin the area, the state of the fishery from their perspective, the management, their relationship with the village government, district and regional officials and the other relevant ideas.
The interviews also covered the BMU committee as the relevant organizations through which fisheries governance is implemented. The aim was to
find out about their perceptions of the management approaches and the relations they have with other actors across levels. On the other hand, the regional fisheries advisor to the RAS is a representative of the department of
fisheries at the local level. The interview with him was mainly to find out the
problems he was facing in implementing fisheries policy measures, both at
the national and local levels
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Chapter 4 – Theoretical Perspectives
4.1 Introduction
It was pointed out in chapter 3, that the multilevel approach is an analytical
approach which is supported by various theories at each level where the
analysis is taking place. This chapter introduces the theories that are forming
a body of knowledge from which the study draws on, providing insights in
the investigations of the research questions outlined in chapter one. There is
no one theory that could provide the framework needed to explore the study
at different levels. This implies that different theoretical perspectives are
employed to provide for the issues that are addressed in this study across
levels- from the local level to the international level and back to the local
level. The usefulness and shortcomings of these theories in addressing these
issues is highlighted. These theories include the CPR theory as a meta-theory
in natural resources; the actor- oriented approach, as an approach that complements CPR in a sense that it brings into the analysis the role of actors.
Agency theory introduces the notion of power and resources within the actor-oriented approach. The entitlement framework introduces the concepts of
access and capability which locates different actors at different levels in
relation to access to power and resources. Finally is the theory of the state in
natural resources. This theory is important because in chapter one it was
made clear that natural resources are about politics and the implementation
of co-management is a political process. In this regard the analysis of challenges to co-management performance is also the analysis of the state in
natural resource.

4.2 The common pool resources (CPR)
theory
CPR theory emerged from a rich body of case studies that were seeking to
counter Hardin‟s (1968) The Tragedy of the Commons. In his thesis, Hardin
asserted that tragedy occurs when a man is locked into a system that compels
him to increase his herd without limit, in a world that is limited (Hardin,
1968:1244). He argues that those who choose to control their use of a CPR
lose out economically in comparison with those who continue with unre81

strained use. Hardin solution was the State coercion or privatization. In response to Hardin‟s influential article, results from case studies around the
world revealed that- contrary to Hardin‟s assertion, many local communities
have for centuries actively managed their resources; have detailed knowledge of the resource base; and employ a range of management practices (Ostrom, 1990; Wade, 1988; Baland and Platteau, 1996; Ruddle, 1998).
The above studies concluded that Hardin confused commonly owned
property with open access. These researches focused on the numerous community-level case studies that formed the basis for common-pool resources
theory building. For example, Ostrom (1990:29) suggests that her initial
strategy had been to study small-scale commons for it was easier to observe
self governance and self-organization in these types of situations than the
others. Applying institutional choice theory, the CPR theorists examined
what kinds of rules are necessary to facilitate collective action, and designed
a list of principles for long enduring self-governance of the commons
(Agrawal, 2002). The most prominent ones include design principles by
Ostrom (1990); facilitating conditions by Baland and Platteau (1996); and by
Wade (1988). In spite of the importance of the local level approach in developing CPR theory, concerns have been raised in relation to the theory‟s ability to address complex issues of multi-level and heterogeneity in natural
resources.
Two main limitations of CPR theory are identified: first is the complexity
at community level and second are the multi-level drivers of commons
change and degradation. Complexities at the community level are well captured by Agrawal and Gibson (1999) who point out that the term community
in natural resources management is a gloss for a complex phenomenon and
may hide a great deal of complexity such as heterogeneity in relation to gender, class, age, social economic endowments which may make a community
look like several communities. In relation to multi-level drivers of commons
change and degradation, small-scale community-based systems are rarely
free of the influence of external drivers 60 In particular, Berkes (2006) notes
that central government policies and global markets are some of the key
factors that cause change in the commons. In this regard, analysis of socialecological systems whether it is on a micro level or macro-level should recognize that the drivers of change are both internal and external (Folke et al.
2007). In this context, although governance may begin at the community
level, attention to the community level alone is not likely to be sufficient to
provide the whole management picture because of cross-linkages. Thus, the
emerging consensus among commons scholars is the recognition that governance of the commons is a complex systems problem (cf. Berkes, 2006; cf.
Agrawal, 2002) which involves scale and calls for a multi-level approach.
Berkes (2006) points out that although some of the principles from commu60

According to the millennium Assessment, external driver means any natural or humaninduced factors that directly or directly causes change in the ecosystem (MA 2003:210)
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nity based studies are likely to be relevant across scale, some new and different principles may be required to address complexities at different levels
In spite of its shortcomings in addressing scale and multilevel issues, the
CPR theory is still relevant to this study in several important ways. As already stated, co-management has its roots in CPR theory and therefore it
would not be easy to analyze and understand it outside the CPR theory. Furthermore, the design principles and the facilitating conditions identified at
the local level are relevant to this study in a sense that the study also includes
the analysis of the history of the local area in which co-management is implemented. CPR theory will direct me in analyzing whether sufficient conditions existed for collective action in the area and how why did these conditions evolve and what are their relevance today. The following facilitating
conditions are going to guide the investigation into traditional institutions for
resources management:61 (1) Resource system characteristics; (2) Group
characteristics; (3) Relationship between resource system characteristics and
group characteristics; (3) institutional arrangements; and (4) external environment. The argument for CPR in this study is based on the fact that without a proper understanding of the link between the ecosystem and the socialhistorical system in which it is embedded, it is impossible to move to the
challenges of sustainable development in its three interdependent dimensions: ecological, economic, and socio-cultural (cf. Folke et al, 2007). CPR
theory has a contribution to make in this regard. However, due to its shortcomings in addressing cross-scale issues such as actors the study draws on
the actor oriented approach presented below.

4.3 The Actor Oriented Approach
The actor oriented approach is an ethnographic understanding of the “social
life” of development projects from conception to realization, as well as the
responses and lived experiences of the variously located and affected actors
(Long 2001:14-15). In broad terms, the actors approach recognizes the central role played by human action and consciousness in bringing about
change. It facilitates understanding of the ways government bureaucracies
and development organizations operate and the difference between their
formal objectives and goals and those that emerge through practices and
strategies pursued by actors at different organizational levels (Lewis et al,
2003). It also considers relation of policy and practice not as an instrumental
or scripted translation of ideas into reality, but a messy free-for-all in which
processes are often uncontrollable and results are uncertain. Long thus argue
that the concept of intervention (such as co-management) needs deconstructing so that it is seen for what it is- an ongoing, socially constructed and negotiated process, not simply the execution of an already-specified plan of
61

Synthesis of facilitating conditions identified by Wade (1988) Ostrom (1990) and Baland
and Platteau (1996)
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action with expected outcomes (for example poverty and illegal fishing reduction).
The actor oriented approach also provides for the study of differently
placed actors operating at the interfaces of different world-views and knowledge and helps to reveal their importance in negotiating roles, relationships
and representation. Rather than seeing actors as victims of change from outside, the approach views actors as active and conscious agents impacting and
being impacted by change. Co-management of CPRs narrowly defined is an
arrangement between the state and community of users that involves power
sharing (cf. Jentoft, 2007). This picture is based on the ideal image of the
State as some kind of monolithic structure, and neglects the fact that not only
communities but also the state itself has many faces. Drawing on this approach, my intention is to move away from this ideal picture of comanagement and put emphasis on the role of actors in mediating the performance of co-management at the local level.
Criticizing the structuralist-functionalist approach, Long argues that the
separation of intervention analysis into discrete step by step processes of
policy formulation, implementation, and outcomes, simplifies a much more
complex recursive process that involves interpretation, reinterpretation, and
sometimes transformation of the intervention policy during the implementation process because there is no linear process to project implementations
(cf. Long, 2001:25). Thus, to understand the challenges to the implementation of co-management in the study area it is important to closely examine
not only the outcomes but also the context from which these outcomes
emerge. Within the actor-oriented approach, project implementation, such as
co-management, is viewed as a transactional process that involves negotiations over goals and means between disparate parties with conflicting or
divergent interests. Long (2001:241) argues that in the process of implementing external-formulated interventions, the lifeworlds of social actors62
are impacted and social actors in turn impact the interventions to suit their
strategic interests (ibid: 241). When social actors are viewed in this manner,
it reveals the extent to which an external intervention maybe contested, negotiated and sometimes transformed upon entering the existing lifeworlds of
the social actors concerned. It is these contestations that are forming part of
the context in which co-management is implemented.
The actor approach has been criticized mainly for its tendency to neglect
broader issues of power and structure by making the actors‟ strategies the
centre of the analysis at the expense of broader causal factors of politics and
economics (Gledhill 1994:134)63. However, it is pointed out that the issue for
Long was not to separate actor and structure but rather to confront the challenge of explaining differential responses to similar structural circumstances
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social entities that can be said to have agency in that they possess the knowledgeability and
capability to assess problematic situations and organize appropriate responses (cf. fn. 222)
63
Gledhill was referring to the earlier work of Long & Long, 1992
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(for example, Harris, 2000). The approach is further criticized for being narrow and repetitive in character, with its primary concepts unchanged since
the mid-1980s (Olivier de Sardan, 2005:12). In spite of the criticisms, the
consensus is that Long‟s actor oriented approach remains a touchstone in
anthropology of development. From this perspective, this study benefits
from the approach by not only focusing on co-management as shaping outcomes at the community level, but also on how it is contested, negotiated,
and sometimes transformed upon entering the existing lifeworlds of the social actors concerned. The actor-oriented approach wraps up what Béné and
Neiland (2006:1) point out in relation to fisheries governance:
“Governance is not simply decided from above…. Governance is shaped at
every level of society by stakeholders. It would be misleading, therefore to
consider these different stakeholders only as passive victims of governance
failure…..they are actors; they are part of the process.”

The actor-oriented approach will help to bring out all these complexities in
the study.
However, in order to understand the dynamics of the actors in the implementation of co-management, it is necessary to address the concepts of
agency, structure, and power which are not given enough importance in the
actor approach. .

4.4 Structuration theory- Agency, structure
and power
Structure and agency are part of the guiding concepts of the actor oriented
approach and are found in any social system because as agents, individuals
and organizations are surrounded by structures. These are a collection of
thoughts, practices and rules that are upheld, challenged or reconstructed by
individuals. Giddens (1984: 25) defines structure as: “rules and resources or
sets of transformation relations, organized as properties of a social system.”
In structuration theory, Giddens key insights in relation to structure and
agency concerns the concept of duality of structure. He argues against dualism, which conceives agents (social actors) and structure (rules and resources) as two independently given sets of phenomena. He instead presents
the duality of structure which aims at overcoming the aforementioned dualism of agency and structure and acknowledges the fact that the two are interdependent and interconnected (Giddens, 1984: p.38). This means that structures shape social practices and actions, but that, in turn, such practices and
actions can create and recreate social structures.
Giddens (1984: p.38-39) notes that since human agency involves interventions that alter or transform social events, there must be an aspect of so85

cial practices that refers to how this agency is exercised. To this end he introduces the notion of resources and its relationship to power.
“Resources are the facilities or bases of power drawn upon by actors in the
production of interaction, but are constituted as structures of domination. Resources are the media whereby power is employed in the routine course of
social action; but they are at the same time structural elements of social systems, reconstituted in social interaction.”

His argument is that in every social relation there is dialectic of control of
resources involving the asymmetrical access to and manipulation of resources through which agents influence the behaviour of others. In other
words, humans make rules which structure the deployment of resources and
the patterning of command over resources, which in turn shape the actions of
agents. From this perspective structure shapes agency, which means power
to act is constrained by social rules and the inequitable patterning of relations that ensures some individuals are better placed to deploy resources, to
shape rules, to exercise power than others ( Ibid: p.169-80). To clarify this
point, Giddens distinguishes two categories of resources: authoritative resources and allocative resources. He defines authoritative resources as capabilities that generate command over people. They include life chances, spatial and temporal positioning, and relations between human beings. On the
other hand, allocative resources are defined as capabilities that generate
command over material objects such as raw materials, means of production
and produced goods (Giddens, 1984:40-63)
Linking human agency to resources and power, Giddens argues that it is
not an intention people have in doing things, but the capability of doing
those things in the first place, which is why agency implies power (cf. Giddens, 1984:15). According to this argument, to be an agent is to be able to
deploy a wide range of causal powers, including that of influencing those
deployed by others. An agent ceases to be such if he or she loses the capability to exercise some sort of power. It is worth emphasizing here that although Giddens sees power as central to agency, he makes it clear that
power is not itself a resource; rather resources are the media through which
power is exercised, as a routine element of the instantiation of conduct in
social reproduction.(ibid:16)
Drawing insights from this approach to the concept of resources and their
relationship to power, this study examines the kind of resources (both authoritative and allocative) that differently positioned actors draw on; the
asymmetrical access to these resources; and the mechanisms employed to
reorient governance reforms outcomes in the context of the Lake Victoria
fisheries. The usefulness of combining Long‟s actors‟ approach and Giddens‟ structuration theory, is that they encompass the general relationships of
power, structures of inequality, unequal access to the physical resource,
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which makes them powerful tools in the analysis of my study. At the same
time, it would not be easy to analyze and apply the structuration theory
without bringing in the notion of entitlement as formulated by Sen (1981)

4.5 The Entitlement Approach
When addressing the question of poverty and illegal fishing in the study
area, focus is on access and how access to various resources enables or curtails access to fish resources. This approach largely originates from the work
of Amartya Sen (1981). By far the greatest attention by geographers has
been to his work on poverty and famine. The central argument of this famous work (Sen, 1981; Devereux, 2001b) is that famine is not caused by a
negative Malthusian relationship between population and food supply, but
the inability of famine-prone individuals to access food in times of great
need, even when food supplies are adequate. The implication here is that
famine can be construed as a food demand problem, not a supply problem.
Access to food is obtained when one has entitlement to it, and “Famine results where access to food is reduced because of processes denying or lessening entitlement to food” (Sen 1981). „Endowments‟ are the assets and
resources that people may theoretically access - “Entitlements” are those that
are available, and are therefore cognate with “acquisition power. Survivors
of serious famines have the power to acquire food - to grow it (production
based entitlement), to buy it (trade based entitlements), by selling their labour for cash or food (own labour entitlement), by being given food by others (inheritance and transfer entitlement), or through access to what Sen
terms „extended‟ entitlements‟ (Drèze and Sen 1995) - including looting.
Sen‟s entitlement theory has been applied in environmental studies
termed “environmental entitlements” developed by the Environment Group
at the Institute for Development Studies, Sussex in the 1990s (Leach et
al.,1997). Here entitlements and endowments thinking is re-oriented to refer
to natural resources, not food availability, with a specific focus on the role of
institutions in mediating differentiated resource access and entitlements. One
of Sen‟s concepts important to the analysis of poverty in this study is the
concept of human capability. Sen defines capability as “a set of functioning
bundles representing the various alternatives that a person can achieve with
his or her economic, social, and personal characteristics" (Drèze and Sen
1989; Sen 1986). Capability is “tantamount to the freedom of a person to
lead one kind of life rather than another …" (Nussbaum and Sen 1993:2). It
follows, therefore, that the individual‟s capability can be repressed – for
example by denying a person access to basic services (including food, education, land, freedom of expression, or health care), or realized - through a
person‟s own agency, but also through supportive actions by other individuals and a range of institutions.
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Attempting to define well-being among fishermen in the study area, I borrow Sen‟s insights from his work Development as Freedom (Sen 1999), in
which he defines human wellbeing as the enhancement of capabilities. He
notes that “Development consists of the removal of various types of unfreedoms that leave people with little choices and little opportunity of exercising
their reasoned agency” (Sen 1999 xii). Achieving development, then, requires the expansion and improvement of capabilities and entitlements for
the poor and underprivileged (education and health care). In addition to expanding capability to achieve well being, Sen also argues for the importance
of cultural values in this process (Sen 2004). The purpose of the expansion
of capabilities ought to be the enhancement of freedom itself, because the
purpose of development is ultimately, freedom.
Some criticisms of his work call for an extension of his analysis rather a
wholesale rejection of his work (Alkire, 2002). Some criticisms (see cf.
Devereux 2001b) have focused on Sen‟s failure to recognize individuals as
socially embedded members of households, communities and states, and
second, a failure to recognize that famines are political crises as much as
they are economic shocks or natural disasters. Devereux argues that the result is an elegant analytical framework that privileges the economic aspects
of famine and excludes the social and the political: the importance of institutions in determining entitlements (at intrahousehold or community level). He
concludes that without a complementary social and political analysis, the
entitlement approach can illuminate only a small part of a very complex
phenomenon. In spite of these criticisms, the study finds the approach useful
in revealing that the abundance of and the great value generated by the Lake
Victoria Nile perch has not had the desired impact on poverty among fishers,
confirming the fact that there is no direct link between the availability of the
valued resource and poverty reduction.

4.6 The State
The theoretical justification for the state generally revolves around a set of
assumptions concerning human behaviour, collective interests and the capabilities of the state to pursue such interests. Bryant and Bailey (1997:49)
point out that the origin of the state in natural resources management can be
attributed to the perceived failure of individuals to behave in a socially responsible manner in the use and control of natural resources. It is argued that
in pursuing individual interests, people inevitably become entangled in conflicts with one another over resources in the absence of a state capable of
imposing order in the collective interest. Justification of the state revolves
around a linked set of assumptions concerning human behaviour, collective
action and the capabilities of the state to pursue such interests
Hobbes (1651) in Leviathan is among the early philosophers who championed the role of the state. In his book he describes how in a stateless world
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people pursue their individual interest resulting in what he referred to as
social anarchy (my emphasis). He argues that this was so because of the
scarcity of environmental and social resources which forced people to acquire power over the labour and environments of others so as to achieve
social and economic wellbeing. He further observes that, since each person
sought power over others, a highly destructive process ensued in which extreme social and economic uncertainties were the norm. Drawing on social
contract theories, Hobbes argues that to avoid such a fate, rational individuals would recognize the need for a state to impose order on people, and that
people should surrender some of their liberty in order to allow the state to do
so. The price of order was therefore a State with a monopoly of the means of
coercion.
Lloyd (1833) is another philosopher who suggested in his book on population that when pastureland (the „commons‟) is available to all, cattle owners have a short-term interest in increasing size of their herds. But unchecked, the size of the herds in the commons will soon exceed its carrying
capacity. The commons will be doomed by overgrazing. The central argument in this early philosophical thinking is that in the absence of the state to
organize people around the commons, the end result is their overexploitation.
Later works of Gordon (1954) and Schaefer (1957) drew attention to the
economic factors in the management of fisheries. In what came to be known
as the Gordon-Schaefer Model,64 the authors introduced two important concepts- maximum sustainable yield and sustainable economic yield- that have
been central to fisheries management since the 1950s. Based on their analysis of the relationship between fishing effort, cost, and revenue, they concluded that there is a point- referred to as the maximum sustainable yieldbeyond which fish stocks cannot re-replenish. They argue that in the absence
of rules, individuals will continue to increase fishing effort and beyond this
point the fishery will collapse. Their suggestion is that fisheries would be
better managed through either private or government ownership, which
would be able to set the limits beyond which no fishing could be undertaken.
In fisheries co-management, some scholars stress the importance of the
state in fisheries management. In defining the role played by the state, institutionalists, for example, tend to view the state as parasitic on self-managing
communities, and thus fail to see the key role it plays. It is argued that government is the only body with the authority to protect the interests of the comanagers against other parties (Pinkerton, 2003:65). Even the communities
struggling for local control of the resource base, will at some point recognize
the need for government protection. The case for the State in natural resources management maybe nowhere so vividly advocated as in Hardin‟s
influential 1968 article in Science on the “Tragedy of the Commons.” The
64
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article has its intellectual roots in the above works, especially in Lloyd‟s
work. Hardin central argument is that the users of the commons are necessarily selfish, autonomous individuals trying to maximize short-term gains
(Hardin, 1968:1244). He points out that those who choose to control their
use of a common-pool resource lose out economically in comparison to
those who continue unrestrained use. Hardin‟s solution to the tragedy was
State‟s coercion (in line with Hobbes above), suggesting that nongovernment institutions cannot develop effective ways to prevent the situation that can lead to tragedy.
The convincing nature of Hardin‟s thesis led some scholars to argue for
the indispensability of the State in natural resources management (Heilbroner,1974).This argument was taken up by many States in the 1970s particularly the developing countries in Africa-that transferred their natural
resources from their previous property rights regime (communal) to government ownership. Emerging from colonialism, many of these countries had
inherited the colonial policy of excessive centralization of natural resources
management (Mamdani, 1996), and Hardin‟s thesis only served to endorse
and justify the already existing central management regime.
Critics of the State in natural resources management focus much on its
elevated position in relation to other actors (Hoffert, 1986; Hayward, 1995).
In particular, scholars have strived to show that Hardin‟s tragedy of the
commons metaphor lacked explanatory power in real-world situations. He is
particularly criticized for confusing resources that are managed under common property regime (or communally owned) with open pool resources (Ostrom, 1990: Wade, 1988). In some indigenous or traditional management
schemes, local groups of users have successfully controlled the reproduction
of renewable resources without external intervention Criticisms of Hardin‟s
article led many to question the theoretical justification of the state in natural
resources management (Dasgupta, P.1996; Ostrom et al. 2002). While the
historical rise of the state in natural resources management might seem to
confirm theoretical expectations about its general necessity, in practice, state
behaviour in as much as the environment is concerned, has been a disappointment, and rather than being an actor with possible solutions to environmental problems, the state has typically contributed to exacerbating those
problems (Walker, 1989).
To partly explain the disappointing performance by the state in natural resources, it is suggested that the failure should be scrutinized against the
backdrop of the economic realities faced by these countries (cf. Bryant and
Boyle 1997). Many third world states remain highly dependent on natural
resources for economic development, especially small countries that rely on
primary commodities as a basis of their economic development. In the case
of Tanzania, the leading sectors in foreign exchange earnings are natural
resources oriented sectors such as land, mining, tourism, and fisheries
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(Budget Speech, 2008).65 In the absence of alternative sources of national
income, many Third World states are left with little choice, but to perpetuate
practices that contribute to environmental degradation.
The debt crisis in many Third World countries has also been identified as
one of the drivers that reinforce environmental degradation (Reed, 2001).
This implies that Third World countries, especially in Africa, found themselves accumulating debts they could not repay forcing them to undertake
structural adjustment programs (SAPs) as a pre-condition for loan renewal.
Within these SAPs, states are required to promote activities consonant with a
given country‟s comparative advantage. This emphasis on comparative advantage, forms part of a much larger political and economic project associated with market triumphalism that has been linked, in turn, to the ascendancy of neo-classical economic thinking (Peet and Watts, 1993). The insistence on comparative advantage put on more pressure on third world states
to intensify natural resources exploitation, the mainstay of many Third
World states since colonial times.
Political factors have also been found to play a role in environmental degradation. The reluctance of many Third World states to implement environmental conservation measures is also attributed to the resistance of bureaucracies within the state itself which have benefited from the profits generated
by the natural resources. The World Bank (2005) states that corruption
among senior political leaders is a factor hindering a balanced approach to
environmental management in many Third world states. Furthermore, an
important reason why many leaders fail to promote environmental stewardship at anything other than rhetorical level is simply that it has not been in
either their political or economic interest to do so (See Schmink and Wood,
1987; Hetch and Cockburn, 1989; Hurst, 1990). It is within this discourse on
state on the role of the state in natural resources management that the challenges to co-management in Lake Victoria fishery are analyzed.
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Chapter 5 – Literature review of comanagement and its terms and concepts
5.1 Introduction
The study is about challenges or constraints to co-management in the LVF.
The study is investigating how and why the context in which comanagement is implemented is shaping its performance in the study area.
This chapter presents the literature review on co-management- what it is and
what it is not. It also reviews the terms and concepts that underpin comanagement. Co-management is a flexible model, which can be adopted in
accordance with the existing local conditions. However, there are basic principles that defined co-management in any given CPR, and it is these principles that are presented here. It is on these principles that co-management in
Lake Victoria will be gauged. The chapter is presented in the following
manner: first, co-management is part of the CPR literature and therefore this
literature is presented first. Second, co-management is governance because it
involves the state, the local, decentralized decision-making and accountability. From this perspective, the term governance and management are defined
to differentiate them. Third, co-management as a governance reform in CPR
management is presented. Fourth, decentralization as a means through which
the governance reforms (co-management) are conveyed to the local level is
presented. Fifth, participation as a mechanism through which comanagement is realized is presented and sixth community as an arena where
all the above processes converge and are actualize, is finally presented.

5.2 Common Pool Resources
Ostrom (1990) among others, broadly define common pool resources (CPRs)
or the commons as commonly-owned resources by a group of users. CPRs
may include among other things some fisheries, irrigation systems, forests,
water, and grazing areas. It is characterized by the difficulty of excluding
other users from using them and that the use by one individual or group
means that less is available for use by others The latter point distinguishes
CPRs from pure public goods which exhibit both non excludability and non
rivalry in consumption- such as air. The term common pool focuses on the
characteristics of the resource rather than on the human arrangements used in
managing it. Natural resources are generally regulated under various prop92

erty rights, which include: government ownership, private ownership, and
ownership by a community. When no property right exists to regulate a
common-pool resource, the resource is said to be under an open access regime.
LV is shared between three states, how is it regulated? The sovereignty of
a state extends to the land territory as well as internal waters (which includes
lakes and internal rivers). This sovereignty is subject to international agreements which regulate the rights of other states such as the Nile River which
is of interest to at least 8 states (Burundi, Rwanda, Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda, Sudan, Ethiopia and Egypt). Other lakes such as Lake Victoria,
Tanganyika and Nyasa (which Malawi calls Lake Malawi) are shared by
several states. In this context, Lake Victoria cannot be categorized as operating under an open -access regime, but under different regimes ranging from
states to international regimes. In the case of Tanzania, the state is managing
its part of the lake (in harmony with the other two states). At the moment,
the Lake Victoria fishery managed by the state through co-management arrangements.
The commons have long been central to environmental studies. The resources and institutions the term describes have long been recognized as
central to many environmental problems. The Committee on the Human
Dimension of Global Change of the National Research Council of the USA
(1986) has long recognized the practical importance of the commons in research. This is because nearly all environmental issues have aspects of the
commons in them (ibid: 121). Interest in research on the commons was
stimulated by Hardin‟s influential article The Tragedy of the Commons
(1968), which became a central concept in human ecology and the study of
the environment (McCay and Acheson, 1987). Challenges to the conceptual
underpinnings, the empirical validity, the theoretical adequacy, and the generalizability of Hardin‟s model were articulated throughout the 1970s and
early 1980s. A key challenge came from researchers familiar with the diverse common-property institutions in the field. They argued that Hardin had
seriously confused the concept of common property with open access conditions where no rules existed to limit entry and use. It is from this large body
of empirical work that the common-pool resource theory was developed.
Particularly, Ostrom (1990), Wade (1998), and Platteau and Baland (1996)
using a large body of empirical material, managed to show how under some
combinations of frequently occurring conditions, members of small groups
can design some institutional arrangements that help sustainable management of resources. They went further and identified the specific conditions
that are most likely to promote local self-management of resources, which
Wade refers to as facilitating conditions and Ostrom calls them design principles.66 The wide and prevalence of local-level commons institutions indi66

For the details of the facilitating/designer principles see Agrawal (2002)
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cate that they have been important for the survival of many societies and still
relevant for contemporary resource management (Johannes, 1998).
However, there are limitations to the lessons from these cases. Useful as
they are in advancing the understanding of the commons, they have been
found to be lacking. Particularly, Agrawal, (2002) argues that the multiplicity of causal variables, and the lack of attention to how the observed effects
of these variables depend on the state of the context, has created significant
gaps in explanations of how common property institutions work. It is observed that addressing these gaps is important because common property
institutions continue to frame how natural resources are governed in many
countries throughout the world (ibid: 38). In addition, national governments
in nearly all developing countries have been turning back to local-level
common property institutions in the past two decades or so as a new policy
drive to govern natural resources (see chapter 1). Particular to this new policy thrust is the realization that although many natural resources are community-based, they are not isolated from the rest of the world and are not immune from external influences (Berkes, 2007).
From the above arguments, co-management is a form of institutional arrangement by far the most widely discussed institutional form in dealing
with commons management at two or more levels (cf. Pinkerton, 1989). Comanagement is also seen as capable of overcoming the inertia of CPR‟s
community focus and incorporates the multi-scale and multi-level dynamics
in the governance of the commons (Berkes, 2006:3). Its usefulness is found
in its ability to provide an institutional environment in which different actors
can participate and contribute to the decision-making process that affects
them. However, there are divergent views regarding its efficacy in achieving
this goal. Agrawal (2002) is of the opinion that its efficacy largely depends
on the context in which it is implemented. It is this context which is the focus of this study. The following sections present the various components of
the co-management model

5.3 Governance, Government and
Management
Co-management is about natural resources governance and therefore it
should be understood as a form of governance. To understand comanagement as a form of governance, it is important to understand the three
interrelated concepts that it embodies- namely: governance, government and
management. Governance is a contested but widely applied concept adopted
by a large number of people in different situations (Ratner, 2003: p.61). The
contestation of the concept comes from the fact that the term is poorly defined. This has led some to argue that it is becoming a buzzword which can
mean anything or nothing (Jessop, 1998). Different authors offer different
definitions of what governance is. For example, Jessop (1998:29) defines
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governance in a broader sense as the mode of conduct of specific institutions
and organizations with multiple stakeholders, and concentrate in particular
on the role of public-private interdependent organizations. On the other hand
Manor (1999) defines governance as the sum of interactions between civil
society and governments. Emphasis is on the interrelationship between civil
society and government and how that interrelationship maybe changed in
ways that promote good governance. Other definitions are provided by the
international organizations (for example UNDP, 1997: 2; EC, 1998: 2;
OECD, 2003).
In spite of their diverse origins, most of these broad-based definitions
tend to emphasize two basic aspects of governance: the multi-actors dimension and the fact that the government is no longer the only actor to be involved in the governance process. While the governance concept has been
widely applied in different settings, it has also received criticisms. Notable is
the fact that the concept neglects politics and power relations that exist between actors when they interact (Sjögren, 1998) in any setting and their specific histories. Hyden (2005) draws attention to this fact and observes that
institutions do not function in the same way in all societies. The approach
adopted in this study is to see co-management as a form of governance in
Lake Victoria that is shaped by the historical, political, and economic contexts in which it is implemented.
Mearns (1996:333) points out the confusion between government and
governance when it comes to understanding governance issues outside the
arena of formal government administration, a category in which much locallevel natural resources management in developing countries maybe expected
to fall. In this regard, Healey and Robinson (1992:163) suggested the difference between governance and government is:
“….governance is the exercise of legitimate authority in transacting affairs,
and is broadly understood to refer to the maintenance of social order through
endogenously evolved and externally imposed rules sets, while government
by contrast can be defined as the exercise of influence and control, through
law and coercion, over apolitical community, constituted into a state within a
defined territory”.

Governance is differentiated from government in terms of its emphasis on
non-state actors and the different types of networks or partnership. Thus, the
difference between the two can be summed up into the nature of organizations, institutions, actors, policies, and relations between organizations.
Neiland and Béné (2003) suggest that the close association between governance and government may represent a useful way to realize the importance
of government, the nature of the state and the impact of these two important
elements on natural resources management. This is important because the
role of the state has become increasingly marginalized in natural resources
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management discourse because of the perceived inefficacy to deliver on
natural resources management (Ayres, 2000). Instead, a bottom-up approach
has become an acceptable way of managing natural resources. However, to
address the challenges of equity and poverty alleviation in natural resources
management, both the negative and positive roles of the state cannot be disregarded (Pinkerton, 2003). In this regard the role of the state in the management of the Lake Victoria fishery and its implication for co-management
is explored and presented.
With respect to fisheries, the definition of governance is taken from Kooiman et al (2005:53) and is referred to as the whole of public as well as private interactions taken to solve societal problems and create societal opportunities. It includes the formulation and application of principles guiding
those interactions and care for institutions that enable them to interact. The
definition encompasses two elements. First, emphasis is on the interactions
and multiplicity of actors involved in the governance of fisheries (in line
with Jessop above), and on how the ability of these actors to relate to each
other can be improved. Second, governance in this context highlights the
importance of institutions that provide spaces within which the actors negotiate rules, sanctions, and incentives. Jentoft (2003) thus notes that when comanagement is broadly defined beyond the state-fisherman relationship to
encompass a broader set of actors, then is considered to be of such an institutional design). Co-management is governance but is also about management.
This means that the two terms governance and management need to be addressed for clarity in their application. The two terms are also closely related
and have several overlapping and common elements. However, they are both
conceptually and operationally dissimilar and rely on different processes.
Béné and Neiland (2006:12) refer to management as the implementation of
decisions in a technical way in accordance to the rules; whereas governance
is about politics and the way power is distributed between different actors.
A broader distinction between governance and management in relation to
fisheries comes from the conceptual analysis of property rights and common
pool resources (Schlager and Ostrom, 1992). Here a distinction is made between three levels of rules: collective-choice level, the constitutional-choice
level, and the operational level. Each of these levels is associated with different rights. The right to management- defined as the right to regulate internal resource use patterns (for example, right of exclusion) - takes place at the
collective-choice level. At this level those having rights of management determine how, when and where harvesting from a resource may occur (ibid:
251). But the right to determine who holds these management rights belongs
to the constitutional-choice level. Therefore, the decisions taken at the constitutional choice level is called governance, that means the mechanisms and
processes by which power and decision-making are allocated amongst different actors.
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From the above definitions of governance and management, and the difference between them, it is clear that it is at the constitutional-choice level
(the national level), where collective choice rules are designed (who can
manage); while the management rights are designed and /or modified at the
collective-choice level (the community level). Hence, management and governance are exercised at different levels and through different processes. The
question is at what are different levels or rule located within the context of
the LVF. Having highlighted the different perspectives on the terms embodied by co-management concept (governance, government, and management),
focus now shifts to the term itself and its underpinnings.

5.4 Co-management
Co-management or collaborative management has been defined as the sharing of power and responsibility between the government and local resource
users (Berkes, et al., 1991:12). Singleton (1998:7) defines co-management as
the term given to governance systems that combine state control with local,
decentralized decision making and accountability. The World Bank
(1999:11) defines co-management as the sharing of responsibilities, rights,
and duties between the primary stakeholders and- in particular local communities and the nation states. Pinkerton (2003:61) discussing fisheries comanagement from a social perspective is of the opinion that that the concept
has become so broad that it risks losing important aspects of its original
thrust. Being one of the first scholars to use the term in fisheries management, Pinkerton (1989: 4) defines fisheries co-management as “the negotiated agreements and other legal or informal arrangements between communities of fishermen and the state”. Later, she provides a loose definition in
which she contends that co-management agreements may be more or less
comprehensive covering one or more aspects of fisheries management activities (Pinkerton: 1992:331). From this perspective, Pinkerton does not offer
any clear definition of what fisheries co-management is, leaving it open to
various interpretations by different users of the term.
To give it some degree of specificity, Pomeroy and Berkes (1997:466) define the concept as: “the sharing of responsibility and authority between the
government and community of local fishermen.” This bi-polar definition
reflects two main points: one, fisheries co-management is about the sharing
of responsibility and authority; and two, the sharing takes place between the
state and the community of users. This definition became dominant for some
time, but was later criticized for being rigid and simple because of just focusing on the state and the community of fishermen and ignoring other parties having a stake in the fishery. As a result, Pomeroy (2001:116) built on
the original bi-polar definition and defined fisheries co-management as “a
partnership arrangement in which government, the community of local re97

source users, external agents, and other stake holders share the responsibility
and authority for decision-making to manage the fishery”.
The difference between the first definition by Pomeroy and Berkes above,
and the second definition by Pomeroy is that the latter includes other actors
outside the fishing communities and the fishery. This latter definition by
Pomeroy reflects the fact that fisheries co-management, though commonly
defined as the partnership between the state and the communities of fishermen, the concept in its broad definition embraces other actors outside the
fisheries sector to take on the definition of fisheries governance rather than
the narrow definition of fisheries management which focuses only on resource management (my emphasis). Within the context of the governance
partnership, Jentoft (2003:4) asserts that the partnership between the state
and other actors should also be defined by the degree of power sharing. He
argues that co-management is neither a symbolic gesture on the part of the
state nor state abdication, but a real sharing of power. On the question of
power, Wilson (2003: 28) stresses that “fisheries co-management cannot just
aim at relieving the government of some of its burdens but none of its
power.” The central idea reflected here is that genuine participatory fisheries
governance or fisheries co-management must involve partnership (beyond
the state-community dichotomy) and real power sharing.
In the specific case of Lake Victoria fisheries, co-management is known
as community-based fisheries collaborative management (TFP, 1997).
Within this arrangement, the state together with the private sector, the community, NGOs and other non-state actors are sharing the responsibility of
managing the Lake Victoria fisheries (TFP, 1997 sect. 2.3 p.4). In this regard, co-management in Lake Victoria embraces the broader definition of
co-management by Pomeroy (2001) above. However, how power is shared
among actors in carrying out these responsibilities is not so clear. The question of power sharing also raises more questions in relation to what is power
and how it is shared amongst different actors. If power is really shared, what
are the mechanisms for sharing power? Who is entitled to receive the power
shared and how is he/she determined? From Foucault‟s (1980:98) notion of
power, power cannot be devolved by decree because it is not possessed by
individuals or institutions; power is relational and is everywhere. From his
perspective, focus should be on power relations among different actors and
not on defining what power is (see also Giddens 1984; Long, 2001 in chapter
4).
In co-management arrangements, power is supposed to devolve from the
state to the rest of the actors. In other words, the state is the custodian of
power and capable of dispensing it as it wishes. However, co-management
does not say much on the power relations that exist on different levels nor
the structures of power that exist amongst the different actors involved in the
partnership, and how these power relations shape co-management performance and outcomes. It is for this reason that co-management definition has
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been criticized for having problems of capturing the complexity, variations
and dynamic nature of contemporary systems of governance (Carlsson and
Berkes, 2005:67). Several complexities have been identified as not accounted for in the definition of co-management (Ibid): (1) the complexities
of the state; (2) complexities of the communities; (3) complexities of comanagement as a governance system; (4) complexities of the resource itself;
(5) complexities of the system.
Regarding the complexities of the state, these have already been discussed
in chapter 4 and will be taken up in chapter 7. It is enough to state here that
the relationship between co-management and the state may take several images, which are not defined in co-management. The complexities of the
communities will be discussed later in this chapter, and further explored in
chapter 6 to 9. Complexities of co-management arise out of the fact that comanagement is a political process that involves different actors having different access to sources of power and resources. Complexities of the system
means that all types of collaborative arrangements are highly dependent on
to what extent parties recognize the legitimacy of the other. This implies that
successful co-management depends on whether external circumstances are
conducive for developing such systems. These exogenous factors include
sense of security of resource tenure, their right to organize, financial resources, and facilitation support (Ostrom, 1990).
Finally, Jentoft (2003) argues that co-management concept although has
made its debut two decades ago in fisheries, as a practice it has existed for
centuries in many parts of the world- including Africa. From this point of
view, he asserts that co-management in fisheries management gives the opportunity to bring to the fore some form of traditional management practices
that would have otherwise been forgotten. Criticizing the assumption that comanagement could resurrect long-gone traditions in fishing, Holm (2000)
points out that in many small-scale fisheries, the traditional ways of managing small-scale fisheries no longer exist. First, he argues that the landscapes
that defined these fisheries have evolved and changed over time. Holm particularly argues that the so much talked about traditional successful fisheries
management systems that have been observed empirically, especially by
Ruddle (1998); Berkes (1989) and Jentoft and Kristoffersen (1989) are embedded in traditional, social, and ecological landscapes that are specific to
these fisheries
According to the central argument in this study, the above observations
support the need to understand the context in which co-management is implemented in any particular set up. How and under what circumstances the
context shapes co-management is place-specific. It is for this reason that the
definition of co-management- including the one adopted for Lake Victoria,
assumes a neutral environment so as to fit in all situations. In chapter 1 I
have pointed out how many of the problems of co-management arrangements in African small fisheries have been attributed to the model and as99

suming a neutral environment. Currently, co-management is considered to
have become collaborative in practice, combined with adaptive management
and evolving toward a common ground called adaptive co-management
(Berkes, 2009:1692). Adaptive co-management is defined as long-term management structures that permit stakeholders to share management responsibility within a specific system of natural resources, and to learn from their
actions (Olsson, et al. 2004: 75). From this perspective, knowledge and
learning have become central issues in such adaptive co-management. However, this may only be possible where the context provides an environment
in which co-management can grow, evolve, and eventually adapt to a higher
level of adaptive co-management. In Lake Victoria and in many small-scale
fisheries in Africa, co-management is still in its infancy facing complex contexts that constrain its performance. This fact brings in the notion of decentralization a governance reform tool in the implementation of comanagement.

5.5 Decentralization
Decentralization is a governance reform because it affects the system of
governance, in particular the structures of the institutions involved in governance and the distribution of power between the different actors (Béné and
Neiland, 2006:96). Since the early 1980s, decentralization has re-emerged as
an important political and economic goal in many developing countries (Ribot, 1999). According to a World Bank (2000) study, developing countries
with a population greater than five million people have all but twelve
claimed to have embarked on some form of transfer of power to local units
of government. In Tanzania, the decentralization process started immediately
after independence in 1961 and is still an ongoing process (Mwaniwasa and
Shauri, 2001).The main motivation underlying decentralization in many
instances is the desire to improve the efficiency of government administration and delivery of government services. Theorists agree that the efficiency
and equity benefits of decentralization come from the presence of democratic processes that encourage local authorities to serve the needs and desires
of their constituencies (Oyugi, 2000). Decentralization is therefore broadly
defined as any political act in which a central government formally cedes
power to actors and institutions at lower levels in a political-administrative
and territorial hierarchy (Mawhood, 1983; Smith, 1985).
According to the World Bank (1998), decentralization may take different
forms, which include: (1) deconcentration, which refers to a process where
authority and responsibility are transferred from the national government
departments and agencies to regional, district, and village offices. In this
case, the final authority is retained at the centre. (2) Delegation on the other
hand is the passing of some authority and decision making power to local
officials, but the central government retains the right to overrun local deci100

sions and can at any time take the power back. (3) The case of devolution
refers to the transfer of power and responsibility to the sub-national units
without reference back to the central government. And finally, privatization
is the divestiture, a process of selling off subsidiary businesses or investments.
In principle, the decentralization process in co-management takes the
form of devolution which involves the transfer of power to lower levels in a
political administrative and territorial hierarchy. Devolving of powers to
lower level involves also the creation of realms of decision-making in which
a variety of lower levels actors can exercise a certain degree of autonomy
(Smoke, 1993).With specific reference to natural resources, the plea for
devolution is usually grounded in three arguments: first, the inefficacy of
top-down management to ensure sustainable management practices at the
local level; second, the ability of local institutions to develop well-adapted
rules and regulations that enable them to effectively manage natural resources; third, the cost-effectiveness of devolution as a result of the reduction in costs associated with the management of common pool resources (cf.
Berkes, 1989; cf. Baland and Platteau, 1996:213).With respect to fisheries,
devolution is motivated by the assumption that local communities have a
broader understanding of the environment, in particular, of the specificities
of the local fish resources base. Ribot (2004) observes that when communities have the powers to make meaningful decisions over local matters, people are enfranchised and there is a reason to believe that greater equity and
efficiency will follow.67
Despite these positive aspects, of decentralization a great number of cases
show that the outcomes are poor. Particularly in fisheries, decentralization
has proved problematic or even disastrous (Beach, 2001; Campbell and
Shackleton, 2002). Critics argue that most reforms in the name of decentralization are not structured in ways likely to deliver the presumed benefits. In a
World Bank survey of thirty African countries, decentralization was seen to
have achieved moderate levels of implementation in only half of the cases
(World Bank, 1994). A Mamdani (1996:96) point out that poor implementation of decentralization is partly due to the governments‟ reluctance to decentralize. He argues that decentralization is confronting many governments
with contradictions of a century of extractive production oriented towards
rural communities left behind by colonial regimes.
Decentralization is also about power and politics. Ribot (2004:28) observes that a struggle over natural resources is at the centre of decentralization in natural resources and in many situations poses a threat to patronage
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Tanzania fisheries policy and strategy statement, which, in Annex 1 (p.19 of the policy
document) sets out the roles and responsiblities of the various participatint institutions and
stakeholders. It considers the devolution of powers from the central to the local government
by allowing local governments to issue licenses for artisanal and small-scale fisheries operations, law enforcement and surveillance, issuing By-laws, and revenue collection.
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patterns, the powerful, the local elite and the government administrators
already present in the area. In other cases, the decentralization objectives of
inclusion and enfranchisement, conflict with instrumental objectives of production targets of the central ministries and in some cases local choices are
inconsistent with central objectives (ibid). Decentralization in Lake Victoria
fisheries is silent about the political contestations that accompany decentralization. In other words, it assumes a political and power neutral environment.
This study is about bringing forth the contradictions, contestations, and negotiations involved in the decentralization process.

5.6 Participation
Participation like decentralization has become a key element in the discussion concerning almost every major issue in development- particularly in
natural resources management (Cooke and Kothari, 2001). Today, the concept is seen as a panacea by development agencies who are making participation one, if not the core element of development (Michener, 1998). As
Cleaver (1999; 2001; 2005) notes in her various studies on participation, the
drive for participatory approaches seems to stem from the perceived paradigm shift in development that supports participation as a way forward in
development. Advocates of participatory approaches perceive the traditional
top-down management style to be inefficient, corrupt, and exploitative as far
as the poor and the marginalized are concerned (for example, World Bank,
1998; 2000). As a result, participation is presented as a viable response to
these problems
From a broader perspective, participation has no specific definition; it depends on who is doing the defining and what the objectives are for participation. Wilson (2003: 18-19) is of the opinion that it is more informative to
speak of different types of participation than attempt to define it, while others propose to evaluate participation according to the nature and quantity of
benefits derived. For example Michener (1998) defines participation as a
process that lies on a continuum from a planner-centred to a people-centred
approach. A planner-centred approach focuses on administrative and financial efficiency. From this perspective, the motivation for promoting participation is that user involvement makes projects more likely to succeed in
meeting their objectives. It is also perceived by planners that this form of
participation increases local people‟s acceptance of new interventions promoted from outside.
By contrast, the people-centred participation is based on the perception
that participation is both a means and an end in itself. According to Chambers (1997), participation is supposed to be a means to meet locally-felt
needs and to redistribute scarce resources. It is also seen as having a practical value as a process that empowers the poor and the marginal by enhancing
local management capacity, increasing confidence of participants, and rais102

ing collective consciousness. In this regard, the people-centred participation
is closely related to the concept of „strong‟ participation, as initially promoted by Chambers (1983). From these perspectives, the people-centred
participation is seen as a way to foster emancipation to empower the deprived and the excluded to take their own decisions.
Although other classifications of participation have been developed (for
example Cohen, and Uphoff, 1980; Wilson, 2003: 19; Deshler and Sock,
1985), it is the people-centred participation that is highly promoted, by donors and development agencies. This is mainly because it embodies powerful
and appealing terms such as “community”, “empowerment”, and “poverty
reduction” (cf. Cleaver, 2001). Nevertheless, those who argue for the peoplecentred participation have been criticized for their simplistic approach to
society. For example, Brett (2000:11) argues that those who claim that mere
people‟s participation can fundamentally alter the nature of power structure
that sustains complex societies are simply ignoring the well-established insights of modern social science. In particular, leading authors of participatory approaches assert that participation has shown how local people understand the socio-political conditions under which they live and possess the
relevant knowledge for solutions to many local level problems (Narayan,
2002; Uphoff; 1992; Chambers, 1997). However, the authors point out that
in some cases, local people can become a ghostly presence within the planning process- visible, heard even, but ultimately only there because their
involvement lends credibility and legitimacy to decisions that have already
been made. It is also observed that people-centred participatory theorists
often make unrealistic assumptions about the ability of the poor to access
joint decision-making processes (McCay and Acheson, 1987).
The barriers to participation by the poor include among other things, gender, class, poverty or access to social, political and economic resources and
the fact that participatory processes can also be subverted by small groups
whose interests do not coincide with those of society as a whole (Agrawal
and Gupta, 2005). Studying forest management in India, Agrawal observes
that social status was a crucial point in determining who could and who
could not participate. Indeed, in light of the experiences in some literature, it
seems that in many development projects, the justification for participatory
programs has been relatively narrow and ignores the contextual issues that
remain out of control or influence of the beneficiaries of development projects. Literature reviews68 conclude that the key factor affecting the performance of governance is not the degree of participation as such; rather the nature of the institutional constraints that determine who can participate, how,
and when. Table 4.1 below is a typology of developed by Cohen and Up-

68

See Neiland and Béné (2003) in their review of 50 case studies of fisheries management
from developing countries and Wilson et al. (2003) global review of co-management experiences based on historical and regional perspective
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phoff (1980), which the study draws on in the analysis of co-management in
the Lake Victoria fisheries.
Table 4.1Cohen and Uphoff (1980) adopted from Béné and Neiland (2006:26)
Types of participation
Participation in decision making
Participation in implementation
Participation in benefits
Participation in evaluation
Who participates
Global actors
National- actors
District and regional actors
Local level actors- villages and fishing communities
How is participation occurring

Basis of participation- information sharing
Form of participation-consultation
Extent of participation- decision-making
Outcomes

The usefulness of the above typology is that it has an applied focus and includes not only different types of participation but also who participates and
how. The “who” dimension in the context of this study divides the actors
into multilevel actors, from national to the local level actors who include
regional, district actors, village leaders and the fishing communities. The
“how” dimension describes various mechanisms by which participation can
take place, its form, extent and impact
Participation also cannot be fully captured without addressing its spatial
perspective. Promoters of participation portray a picture of arenas where
actors come together to negotiate and discuss on equal terms. However, official spaces for participation do not exist in isolation from social and power
relations that appear in other unofficial spaces or the spaces of everyday life
(Nygren 2005). In this regard, Cornwall (2002:2) argues that participation
can be thought of as a process of creating spaces where there were previously none. It is also a process of making room for different opinions to be
heard where previously there were very limited opportunities for public involvement and enables people to occupy spaces that were previously denied
to them. In this regard, participation is seen as an act of bringing existing
spaces to life as well as carving out new ones and creating new social forms
with their own momentum and impetus (ibid). Thus, following Cornwall‟s
thinking of participation as a space creation process, one notes that in principle, efforts to bring about participation in natural resources management- in
this case, the Lake Victoria fishery- can be conceived as an act of producing
space where none existed before. Drawing on Lefebvre (1991), Cornwall
understands that spaces created through participation are socially constructed
spaces created with the purpose of providing an arena for public engagement
in the political sphere.
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Thus, understanding participation as an act of producing space is helpful
to this study in a sense that it draws attention to the power relations that produce these spaces, which largely remain invisible in the promotion, adoption,
and implementation of co-management in the Lake Victoria fisheries. It reveals the complexities involved when practitioners of co-management seek
to create arenas where actors in its implementation could come together to
negotiate on equal terms. In other words, the spatial aspect of participation
reveals that the implementation of co-management is likely to be shaped and
influenced by the social and power relations of which they are inevitably a
part but also aim to challenge. Understanding the spatial aspects of comanagement necessitates the understanding of the term community- to
which I now turn.

5.7 Community
Like decentralization and participation, community has become a buzzword
in the development discourse. The poor outcomes that followed decades of
state-led management approaches in Third World countries in general, and
Africa in particular, forced donor agencies to reconsider the role of community in natural resource management (Chambers, 1983; Wilson, 2003; Etzioni, 1998). In addition, the theory of common pool resources shows that
communities are sustainable alternatives to state and private management of
natural resources (Ostrom, 1990; Jentoft, McCay, & Wilson 1998; Pomeroy
and Viswanathan, 2003;). The importance of community is further summarized by Rivera and Newkirk (1997:74):
“The value and wisdom of community-based management lies in its recognition that communities, by whatever definition we use, are potentially the best
resource managers, since they have the biggest stake in the sustainability of
natural resources.”

The above quote shows that the central feature of the term community is the
emphasis put on the capacity of the community to use and care for the surrounding natural resources. Indeed, co-management, as with other social
institutions reflects the deeper cultural and social values that are nested in
human communities. Jentoft (2003:14) emphasizes that, “If fisheries comanagement- as an institution- fails to consider and integrate these values,
then its legitimacy will be questioned. Similar to the concepts of decentralization and participation, the term community is imbued with positive qualities that supposedly would enable and facilitate collective action.
However, in spite of its popularity and centrality in current development
discourse, the term community remains highly contentious. Agrawal and
Gibson (1999) note that typically, communities are assumed to be small,
homogenous, and using locally-evolved norms and rules to manage re105

sources sustainably and equitably. Other authors have argued that promoters
of community participation base their strategies on general assumptions regarding the community and local people rather than on analysis of contextual
and place-specific processes (Cooke and Kothari, 2001; Agarwal, 1997). The
community‟s popularity is deeply rooted in the belief that members of small
groups, within the proximity to the resources base, sharing the same geographical space and day to day interaction with the resource, have a generational knowledge of traditional natural resources management that can be
tapped into for the successful implementation of co-management fisheries
management. This vision of a community is what Cleaver (2001) and Cooke
and Kothari (2001) refer to as mythical images of a community and of the
people that inhabit them. Thus, the implementation of co-management is
based on the notions of collaboration among actors, mutual goals, and consensual decision-making. It is for this reason that co-management looks like
a one-size-fits-all model, where success in one place is assumed to work in
other places as well.
This romantic view of the community has not gone unchallenged. Basing
on a host of global small-scale fisheries management studies, Baland and
Platteau (1996) particularly point out the need to call into question the romantic view that sees members of communities being perfectly informed
about the resource base simply because of proximity. The studies show that
given the complexities of ecological systems, neither the state nor the communities are fully aware of the complex ecological processes at work. Others
point out that such a conception of the community permits easy contestation
of dominant narratives that favour state control or privatization of resources
and their management (Li 1996). When top-down approaches fail to manage
the resource because of the geographical distance, then the decentralization
of authority to the community is taken as a solution (ibid: 165).
Agrawal and Gibson (1999) further point out that idealized accounts of
community tends to mask the social political differentials and fragmentation
that exist in places, with the result that local social inequalities and power
relations are downplayed or ignored and in some cases reinforced. The authors point out that even if members of the community are similarly endowed (socially, economically, and politically), with similar characteristics
in terms of ethnicity, language, religion, and gender relations, they can‟t be
labelled homogenous. Societies are usually stratified in one form or another.
It is this stratification that should be the focus of any study on community
(ibid:165) Mohan and Stokke (2000) argue that shared norms and common
interests can exist in a community and can shape resource management outcomes; however, it all depends on how these norms and interests are perceived by members of the community. Either they can promote cooperative
decision-making within the community to enhance management, or they can
be a problem if they promote exploitation or perpetuate existing marginalization of certain groups such as women and children.
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In the African context, the concept of community is even harder. Community boundaries in the African sense are not defined by visible boundaries
but reside in people‟s minds. This complexity of the African fishing communities is well captured by Allison and Ellis (2001) and Jul-Larsen et al.
(2003) from their experiences in Eastern and Southern Africa inland fisheries. They observe that the concept of a fishing community within the African
context poses a fundamental problem that is rarely addressed. Although fisheries co-management is practiced in African small-scale fisheries and a
community is considered to be a platform to ensure local participation, they
found nothing that resembles a pure fishing community. Generally, communities in Africa smoothly merge into one another through networks and relationships (cf. Murphree, 2005). It is even more difficult to find full-time
fishermen because they have diverse activities and fishing is just one of
them.
Studies on fishing communities (for example Béné, 2003; Thorpe et al.
2006) reveal that people move in and out of fishing on a regular basis, and
even when they fish full time, they still run other activities alongside fishing
depending on their livelihood matrices. In addition, fishermen normally have
two homes; one at the lakeshore in the fishing camps and another one in the
village making it difficult to create boundaries between fishing and nonfishing villages and between fishermen and non-fishermen. As a result of
these dynamics, the pertinent questions are: what is a fishing community;
who are the legitimate fishermen to receive devolved management powers.
These questions are raised in the general context of African small-scale fisheries (Béné, 2003), but are also relevant to the specific case of the Lake Victoria fisheries. Although the advocates of community have tried to address
the ambiguities posed by the term community (Wilson, 2003), the term still
remains contentious especially when poor states with weak institutional capacity are inclined to uncritically implement fisheries co-management to
appease donor agencies and international financial institutions. In these cases
the complexities of the community remain poorly addressed.69 Of importance to this study is the fishing history of the communities in the study area
something that is not known, how it has evolved and its impact on the implementation and performance of co-management.
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In the policy document (on acronyms, abbreviations and definitions), ‟community‟ is defined as ‟a group of people sharing same interests in fisheries‟. ‟Community participation‟ is
defined as „the empowerment of the community to identify their own problems, seek their
own solution, and implement their own decisions‟. P.13 of the policy document (3.3.8 Community Participation) spells out the strategies to involve the fisherman communities in the
planning, planning, development and management of fishery resources.
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Summary
The chapter has presented a review of the concepts and terms that underpin
co-management. Questions raised are to be addressed in the coming chapters.
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Chapter 6 - Traditional fishing institutions
and practices: A historical perspective

Figure 6.1 Map of Bukoba chiefdoms.

6.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the traditional fishing institutions and practices in the
study area prior to co-management. To achieve this task, I carried out a historical analysis of the communities and villages. Focus was on how fishing
was organized, the institutions involved, and how they have evolved over
time. The ultimate aim was to explore what lessons and insights these traditional institutions and practices can inform the implementation of comanagement in the study area today. North (1990) defines institutions as
humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction and the way societies evolve through time. Institutions are made up of formal constraints
(rules, laws, constitutions), informal constraints (norms of behaviour, conventions, and self imposed codes of conduct), which shape incentives in
human exchange. Institutions such property rights, are mechanisms people
use to control their use of the environment and their behaviour toward each
other (Bromley, 1991). In the specific case of traditional institutions, Gyekye
(1997:122) provides a dynamic definition as “any cultural product that was
created or pursued, in whole or in part, by past generations and that, having
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been accepted and preserved, in whole or in part, by successive generations,
has been maintained to the present.
These traditional institutions could be outlooks on life, ways of relating or
of resolving disputes; and as such, traditional institutions are an important
channel through which social and cultural change can be realized. From the
point of view of a deep and fundamental conception of tradition, Gyekye
argues that in every society in our modern world is “traditional” inasmuch as
it maintains and cherishes values, practices, outlooks, and institutions bequeathed to it by previous generations (cf. Gyekye, 1997: 217). He points
out that, institutions in all cultures evolve over time as a result of lessons
garnered from experience, and occasionally through lessons learned as a
result of interactions with other cultures and good aspects of which are incorporated into a pre-existing culture. Thus, historical practices involve locally adapted resources management practices and adaptations. However,
modernist resource management- such as co-management- assumes away
these practices and adaptations or just regard them as redundant (Holm et al.,
2000) and declaring that western science as the only key to resource management (Berkes et al, 1998). Gyekye, 1997:122) notes that roots of traditional/local institutions maybe ancient; but they are also a repository of the
history and the collective experience of people, on which solid modern institutions and new concepts are built. This is a foundation which enables the
people to incorporate new ideas into their body politic.
It is for this reason that the TFP (1997 section 2.2 p.3) recognizes the fact
that in the implementation of co-management, “limited information on the
traditional/local knowledge of the fisheries is one of the long-term problems
facing the sector. In this regard, understanding the history of the fishing
communities in the study area, also means understanding the way culture
influences people‟s understanding of the situation they are in, and define
their views, goals, interests and action repertoires. Cultural beliefs are carried in minds of individuals (Scott, 1995:53); therefore, culture is community or society specific. As culture differs between societies and groups, it is
necessary to analyze the specific way of looking at each community‟s situation in order to understand their actions. This implies that to understand comanagement performance in the study area also entails understanding the
cultural context in which these communities are embedded and how this
context has evolved in response to social changes in the wider society. From
this perspective, a historical analysis of the communities and their fishing
practices and institutions is carried out in this chapter.
The chapter is divided into three parts: the first part is a brief history of
the organization of the society of Bukoba in general during the pre-colonial
period under chieftaincy rule. The second part analyzes how it was reorganized in the colonial period. These two parts form the background in
which the traditional fishing institutions and practices in the study area are
analyzed. The third part is the analysis of the traditional fishing institutions
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and practices within in the Bukoba society. The oral traditions method- as
articulated in Vansina (1985) and described in chapter 3- is used to collect
the data presented in this chapter. Vansina puts it clearly that for oral traditions to be called oral traditions should be reported statement from the past
beyond the present generations and that the message must be oral statements
spoken, sung, or called on musical instruments only (cf. Vansina, 1985:27).
This method was relevant in my case because- the information I was seeking
also covered past generations and no record could be traced that covers the
traditional fishing institutions and practices in detail. Fishing is generally
allured to in the various documents and history of Bukoba.
Thus, the information collected was made possible by individuals coming
from generations of fishermen who relied on their memory, recounted these
traditions as told and passed to them across generations. The recollections
were supported by group discussions, objects, music, poems, and landscape.
Group discussion was taken as a point of agreement and also a source of
information. It was through such discussions that views diverged, new ideas
emerged and consensuses reached. The short comings of this method are
covered in chapter 3. However, Vansina is of the opinion and I agree with
him that where there is no written record, oral traditions bear the brunt of
historical reconstruction (ibid: 199). A total of 33 individual interviews were
carried out involving 27 individuals and 14 group discussions were held with
a group of 21 carefully selected individuals who included 9 women (details
in chapter 3 and interview schedule in appendix I)

6.2 The chiefdoms and the chiefsinstitutions and social practices
Fortunately, Bukoba- formerly known as Buhaya- has many characteristics
that make it almost a single cultural entity. This is manifested in the common
origins (shared clans), a common language- Luhaya, traditional food- ebitoke
(bananas), traditional musical instruments such as enanga (trough zither) and
the enanga poetry tradition.70 It is these common traditional instruments that
played a big role as memory support in putting together the fishing traditions
and practices in Bukoba. Because of these common elements in the society,
to some extent a history of one area can be considered as a subset of a wider
history of Bukoba (Tibazarwa, 1994) and it is for this reason that the study
area is discussed within this wider context. Before the chiefdoms were abolished in 1962 (refer chapter 6), Bukoba was divided into seven chiefdoms:
Kiziba, Kihanja, Kyamtwara, Ihangiro, Bugabo, Missenyi and Maruku (figure 6.1). The study area (refer to chapter 2) is located in the former chiefdom
of Bugabo.
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For the Nanga tradition of Bukoba, refer to Mulokozi, M. M. 1987.
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The chiefdoms were establishments that governed and structured the daily
lives of people. The office of the chief was supreme and the chief was
deemed infallible. He represented the living, the dead, and the invisible. He
could command rain and wind; he was an intercessor and mediator between
his people and the unseen gods and spirits (Ishumi, 1980:34). In the precolonial period, the chiefs with their council of elders were judges as well as
rulers of their people and they exercised powers of life or death over their
subjects (ibid 46). In reviewing the literature, the role of women in governing the chiefdoms is given in Iliffe (1968), where it is noted that in Buhaya
there were two offices of Nyino omukama na kinynya engoma, (The chief
often consulted the two offices and they could act on their own to advise/warn the chief whenever they saw fit). In the colonial period Lumley
(1976: 160-162) also partly documents the role of women in a different light.
The chief was also accountable to his subjects in ways that created a bond
between him and his subjects. For example, the chief was expected to conduct himself in a way that did not anger the gods or the spirits of the land
(Ishumi, 1980:45-47). It is believed that anger manifested itself in drought
and/or famine, or through outbreak of a deadly disease. If this happened, it
signified the anger of the gods or spirits and an animal had to be slaughtered
to appease them. If it was established that through the conduct of the chief
the gods were angry, a council of ministers would break gourds (engunda)
before the chief to express the subjects‟ displeasure at his conduct (ibid) as a
reminder him that he was accountable to his subjects.

6.3 The organization structure – the clan
system 71
The importance of presenting the accountability of chiefs to their subjects
and the administrative organization in which they operated serves as a point
of reference when later I shall be examining the existing organizational
structure and institutions in the study area. Fishermen were members of
clans (in the coming sections); thus also the importance of the clan system in
this section.
A chief ruled through a decentralized structure of representation (see figure 6.2). To create linkages between the ruler and his subjects, Ishumi
(1980:47) in his study of Kiziba kingdom observes that members of the ruling class known as Abaami were responsible for the day to day administration of the chiefdom. The Abakungu were at the lowest level of the administrative hierarchy and were not necessarily of royal blood, but people of
proven loyalty to the king. The Abakungu were in charge of large villages,
several of which constituted a county (Gomborola).
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The study draws on the structure identified by Ishumi (1980), which is based on Kiziba
kingdom
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Chief (Omukama)
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Portifolio
ministers

Abaami

Villages
(abakungu)

Figure 6.2: The hierarchy of administration Adapted from Ishumi (1980:46)

At a general level, the society was divided into clans and each clan was represented at the royal court through representation by clan elders (abakuru
boruganda) who formed the council of elders. From the Bukoba perspective,
Tibazarwa, (1994:30) defines a clan as a group of people claiming the same
patrilineal ancestors. Kibira (1974:18) gives a more elaborate definition and
defines a clan as “a social grouping comprising of a number of households,
the heads of which claim descent from a common ancestor.” Various clans
were united by a clan symbols or totems and taboos, which were a legacy
from ancestors, and which were nurtured by succeeding generations and
served as emblems of security and solidarity (ibid:31). Each clan under the
clan leader shielded its members in one locality in matters of clan boundaries, marriage, disputes and the like.72 Description of the clan system in Bukoba refer to Ishumi (1980)
The clan organization served to unite the various clans into one homogeneous whole irrespective of their social and geographical origins. Each clan
was assigned responsibilities in the chiefdom and each clan leader was expected to organize the clan members in his locality. Such arrangements also
tied the clans together, and through them, each of the kingdom‟s subjects
was represented to the chief (cf. Ishumi, 1980:23) Within each clan there
were numerous sub clans all sharing the same totem (omuziro). The fishing
communities were Clan totems together with clan names formed part of the
collective naming of the people within one clan.
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A Good description of the clan system in Bukoba is found in Hans and Cory, (1945)
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6.4 Property rights and management - the
Nyarubanja system 73
This section shows that the society was not only grouped into clans but also
according to skills. Specialization through clear and elaborate division of
labour was one of the important aspects of the pre-colonial society in Bukoba. During this period, the main occupations included fire-making; iron
smelting and tool-making; fishing; hunting; cloth-making; and farming
(Schmidt, P. 1997). People with special skills, such as singers, drummers,
fortune-tellers, were assigned to the royal court. For example each royal
court had its own repertoire of performers.74
In all chiefdoms whose boundaries included water bodies, the chief
owned land and the adjacent waters, and all the natural resources on the land
and in the lake. As already pointed out above, the chief ruled all the living
and represented the unseen gods and spirits. Therefore, fish in the water adjacent to the kingdom also belonged to the chief. Water boundaries were
known and respected and trespassing was not tolerated. The chief owned
land through a complicated Nyarubanja system (a feudal system of land
lease). 75 This system was one of the sources from which the chiefs in Bukoba derived power and authority (cf. Ishumi 1980:49). The system worked
this way: Most land was “leased” to clans through clan heads by the chief.
There was reserve land administered directly by the chief through Abakungu. Clan heads allocated the land, rarely the farms, to clan members,
either as young couples or immigrant clan members. Unless land/farms were
confiscated by the chief as punishment to individuals or a clan, the user
rights remained in the family of the “lessee” or clan for eternity. Nyarubanja
covered a small part of the chiefdom‟s land area and was created, usually by
confiscation of individual farmsteads/clan land in order to provide for the
needs of close relatives of the chief, usually the sons and daughters of the
chief, as they were appointed to govern (in the case of former) the villages/sub-villages. Thus the Nyarubanja consisted of the farms that were
surrounding mulagira/mwana farms. The tenants (abatwarwa) not only were
expected to surrender part of the farm produce but also labour to the mulangira households as needed. The lake and fish resources were also part of
the Nyarubanja system and were divided between communities in a given
Gomborola or county within the Nyarubanja structure. However, it should
be remembered that the chief was the ultimate owner. This brief part has
covered the social organization under the pre-colonial period when only
traditional authority existed. The following section presents how the society
was re-organized under the colonial rule.
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A full description of Nyarubanja system see Tibazarwa (1994:59-64)
For a full account see Mulokozi, 1987.
75
See Cory and Hartnoll 1945 for further elaboration on the Nyarubanja system in Bukoba
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6.5 The Colonial period
The colonial period in Tanzania is divided into 2 parts: the German period
(1888-1918) and the British period (1918-1961). These periods are not so
significantly different from each other but had profound impact on Bukoba
rural district as anywhere else in the country. Regarding the chiefdoms, the
major impact was the change in relations between the chiefs and their subjects and the new form of relations that emerged between the colonial state
and the local chiefs. According to Rald and Rald (1975:18), the colonial
administration virtually took control of customary practices and fundamentally changed their nature by imposing formal mechanisms on communities
without any regard for local level processes and informal legal system.
Mamdani (1996) on colonial strategies, notes that by strategically assigning
duties to certain individuals outside the chief‟s authority, the colonial authorities distorted traditional lines of authority thus, fundamentally altering
the pre-existing balance of power between the chief and his subjects. He
notes that, the chiefs, instead of being autonomous, became a link between
their subjects in their jurisdictions and the colonial state. Smith (1963) also
observes that instead of a chief ruling with his people through the clan system, he became isolated from his subjects and served as a point of control to
the administration
6.5.1 The German period- direct rule (1886-1918
By the time the British took over from the Germans, there was scarcely any
trace of traditional rule through chiefs and council as indicated above. To a
large extent, the authority of the chiefs had been stamped out after the MajiMaji rebellion of 1905. This was a rebellion against German rule that
claimed many lives of Germans before it was suppressed.76 Lumley
(1976:14-15)77 records that the Germans took out a terrible revenge and
every chief and his followers who took part were hanged. It was not only the
chiefs and their followers who were killed, but also ordinary people in their
thousands. After what calls the “holocaust”, the Germans were not prepared
to leave any power in the hands of the surviving chiefs. Those who took no
part in the rebellion or were too important to the colonial administration to
be deposed were relieved of any ruling or judicial authority they previously
possessed; they were left with only their titles. Their executive functions
were taken over by the newly appointed akidas or abakungu (refer to figure
6.2) and all administrative control was vested in the German administrative
officers.
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see Kimambo and Temu, 1969
E. K. Lumley was one of the British colonial officials in Tanzania for 22years. He also
served briefly as a governor of Bukoba
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Chiefs in Bukoba were not part of the Maji-Maji rebellion but all the
same their authority over their subjects was removed and placed under the
abakungu. Cory and Hartnoll (1945) note that the Germans administered
Tanganyika (now Tanzania) up until their departure by what was known as
the akida system. The akida (the African term for headman) was a minor
African administrator, each one with a prescribed area who collected tax for
the central colonial government. He also ran a court for the trial of petty
cases based on African customary law His principal function was to see to it
that the orders of his German masters were obeyed. Akidas dealt only with
Africans. This was the direct rule that was left behind by the Germans. The
aspect of fishing re-organization under the German rule is covered in the
coming section.
6.5.2 The British period - Indirect Rule 1918-1961
According to Lumley (1976:15), indirect rule (ruling through the chiefs) was
established in Tanganyika by the governor who practiced and perfected it in
Nigeria- Sir Donald Cameron. Under this system, wherever there was a large
chiefdom with sufficient strengths in numbers, indirect rule was established.
Where chiefdoms were small and weak, they were encouraged either to form
a union with one another or join larger chiefdoms. It was also during this
period that kingdoms were converted into chiefdoms. The ruling authority
would be a council consisting of the chiefs of the unified chiefdoms, not a
single chief. Katoke (1970) notes that, in Bukoba such unification was not
achieved voluntarily, but by force through administrative authority. The
result was that a council of eight chiefs including Karagwe chiefdom was
formed in Bukoba.
Rumley (1976:15-16) points out that under the new British system of indirect rule, the chief appointed his own sub-chiefs and headmen. Each subchief governed a defined area and each headman under the sub-chief governed a group of villages. The chief‟s court was a first-class native court and
those of the sub-chiefs, were second-class. In criminal matters there was a
limit to the jurisdiction of the chief, whereas in ordinary African matters of
tribal customs or civil laws there was no limit of jurisdiction. The chief was
receiving salary like his sub-chiefs and officers of his administration. This
new dispensation of the indirect rule through tribal chiefs and their councils
was given legal effect by the Native authority Ordinance passed in the territory‟s Legislative council. The provincial and district commissioners became
advisers to the Native Authorities in their districts. However, the respondents
were of the opinion that any advice that was given by the D.C. was actually
an order to the chiefs and it was expected to be obeyed not challenged.78
Indirect rule was considered to be the most equitable way of guiding African
78

See interview schedule, group II, chapter 6.
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peoples in the management of their own affairs, giving them as much responsibility as they were fitted to bear. The chiefs were as demeaned as
much as their power was curtailed. Lumley (1976:18) who was a Bukoba
D.C. in 1943 had this to say of the chiefs:
“The African chiefs were either illiterate or of limited education. They were
primitive and reactionary in their outlook and resistant to change. They were
all steeped in witchcraft and usually the witch doctors were the powers behind the throne. This could be tolerated if it were simply a matter of allowing
the African to proceed along his time honoured course of laissez-faire and
stagnate in his unproductive village life, producing just enough for his daily
needs and living perilously close to famine and starvation. But if we were to
promote his economic and intellectual well-being by helping him to material
progress and teaching him the advantages of education then we would inject
energy into the Native Authorities”.

This sums up the description of the chiefs who had before the colonial rule
managed their chiefdoms and their subjects, through an elaborate system of
governance as indicated above. The social structure that was built on chieftainship over centuries was destroyed to suit the colonial administration.
Towards the final years, the colonial administration made attempts to democratize the system. Oyugi (2000) notes that the enactment of the Local
Government Ordinance (Cap 333) of 1953 was meant to introduce an electro
process at the local level and give political legitimacy to the local leaders.
This was the situation at independence.
Tibazarwa (1994: 64-72) is of the opinion that one of the major social and
economic transformations that took place during the colonial period was the
introduction of cash crop farming into the peasant mode of production. With
respect to Bukoba rural district, coffee farming was first introduced by the
Germans in the 1890s. Unlike in other areas where coffee was grown on
settlers‟ farms, in Bukoba there were no such farms and coffee was grown
on smallholder basis. Through hut tax and poll tax, 79 individual households
were forced to grow coffee on their banana farms to raise money to pay tax.
Every able-bodied African over the age of sixteen was obliged to pay poll
tax. The tax rate depended on how wealthy the society was. For example in
Bukoba tax was very high because it was a rich district as a result of the
coffee and cattle- keeping economy. Through the British indirect rule, the
chiefs were collecting tax on behalf of the colonial government and therefore
it was upon them to force their subjects to grow cash crops and pay tax. The
change in the mode of production also had profound impact on the traditional fishing practices in Bukoba to which I now turn.
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Hut tax referred to tax per household, while poll tax was head tax paid by all able-bodied
adults
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6.6 Fishing in pre-colonial societyinstitutional organization and practice
6.6.1 Who was a fisher?
Lake Victoria was traditionally known as Lweru, which stood for the shimmering lake80. It was John Speke who named it Lake Victoria, in honour of
Queen Victoria of England after he discovered it as the source of the river
Nile in 1861.81 As already indicated in the last part, one‟s position in the
Bukoba society was defined by his/her clan, occupation and connection to
the royal family. Within this the clan system, fishing was an occupation that
belonged to the sub-clan of abaliimba within the lower Abairu clans (commoners). This sub-clan of fishermen settled on the land next to the lakeshore.
Today, Kaagya, Ibosa, Kishanje, Malehe, and Mafumbo villages along the
shores of Lake Victoria are some of the former fishing communities of the
abaliimba in the pre-colonial period. It is for this reason that the study area
includes both the fishing communities- Igabiro and Kaarwazi- and the former fishing communities, now villages, Kaagya and Ibosa- They are historical interconnected (see chapter 2).
During the chieftainship era, the communities were classified into two
major groups: the agricultural communities and the fishing communities.
The purpose of this sharp classification was to ensure that the banana-based
feudal economy, which was more important to the chiefdoms than fishing
(Tibazarwa, 1994: 59), was not harmed by farmers switching to fishing.
Fishing was important for its contribution to the functioning of the society in
terms of food supply. One may note that traditional fishing communities
existed in the pre-colonial era. Fishermen engaged in both fishing and farming but in a defined area designated as “fishing communities”. Allison and
Ellis (2001) in chapter 5 pointed out the complexities of the current fishing
communities in southern Africa after they had been transformed into different communities from what they were before. The findings here indicate that
before outside contact there were traditional communities as studied by
Wade (1988), Ostrom (1990) and Baland and Platteau (1996) (refer to chapter 4).
Fishing was important occupation but was something looked down upon
in society as a whole. It is also for this reason that only clans from the abairu
clan engaged in fishing. Because of their low status in the society, they
hardly married outside their abaliimba clans. The following song sung by
one of the interviewees underscored this point:
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Interviewee no. 1: from group II (29 June 2006)
Tanganyika Notes and Records No. 62, Nordic Africa Institute, Uppsala, Sweden
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…“Otalishwerwa Bumbiire balya enfuru obushambara babweshweka …” 82
As indicated in chapter 3, Vansina (1985) insists that the oral traditions
method should also include poems and songs. Without being asked, the interviewees automatically used them as a verification of what they were saying. It should be remembered here that these songs and poems are common
knowledge to many people and therefore valid. In spite of being a low class
occupation, fishermen were known for their boldness and refusal to be unnecessarily subdued. The low status of fishermen was partly attributed to the
status of fish as food among the ruling class. The chiefs and the aristocrats
(abatwaale and abalangila) were not supposed to eat fish. Many reasons
were provided for this food culture; however, a consensus reached at a group
meeting was that fish was regarded as food for the commoners who were the
majority, while for the ruling class meat and milk was the preferred food.83
However, during the rainy season when fish was plentiful, young male royals were sent regularly to the fishing communities to eat as much fish as
possible before they became old enough to assume royal duties. This was
borne out of the belief eating fish head made one intelligent- especially when
eaten at a young age. 84
Despite its low status, fishing was regarded as a tough occupation as it involved great skills, knowledge of fish and the lake, and carried many risks. It
was believed that only the abaliimba possessed these skills and very seldom
could an outsider venture into fishing without first being co-opted into it
through extensive initiation rituals. Even the abaliimba were stratified. The
brave risk-takers, the ordinary fishermen and the cowards. The following
song at a group meeting illustrates the difference between them: “Abaliimba
emanzi lwatamayanja bajubira omumaizi‖85 (brave Abaliimba fishermen
fish in real waters). The meaning was that only the brave fishermen could
take the risk and fish far away in deep waters where others feared to go. One
such man today, retired fisherman Mr. Kiirukibi started fishing at the age of
ten, now in his late 80s was interviewed, and summarized his daring skills:
“I was known as simba wa majini (the water lion). My crew and I never
fished in shallow waters. We fished as far away as Ukerewe Island where no
one dared go during my time. There are no more water lions, but simple boat
owners hiring others to fish for them”

Fishing was a generational occupation; However, being a son of a fisherman
did not automatically make one a fisherman. Some sons who could not pass
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Interviewee no 1 from Group I ( 7 June, 2006) Literary translated, the words mean, “never
marry someone from Bumbiire,(one of the biggest islands in Lake Victoria) people there eat
only fish and cover themselves with fish scales”
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Group I (3 July 2006)
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Interiewee No. 10: Group II (3rd July, 2006)
85
Group I (1 July, 2006)
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the initiation tests were not allowed to fish. They had then to work as fish
smokers, boat makers, net makers and menders, and other fishing-related
occupations. The same arrangement was noted by Ruddle (1988) in his study
of fisheries in the Pacific Islands (refer to chapter 5). However, in Niger the
requirements were less stringent (Thomson, et al, 1986: 35). A son would
only be allowed to go fishing with his father after attaining a certain agenormally eighteen years- and having been confirmed to be a mature person
(married with a son).
Because of their marginal status, the fishing communities which were
designated by the feudal authorities (refer above in pre-colonial era), were
unproductive in cultivation and fishing alone offered a viable livelihood. It
was pointed out at a group meeting that this was a deliberate move to deny
fishermen fertile land in order to weaken them because they were tough and
refused to be unnecessarily subdued.86 Until today, the land in the former
Bugabo chiefdom (predominantly a fishing chiefdom) is poor and marginally
productive. This was evidenced by the following quote about Bugabo:

Bugabo area is one of the poorest areas in Bukoba with very poor marginal
land where only yams and enshoro (hard nuts) grow. Unfortunately the
changes that took place did not change the productivity of land. You can see
that people are still struggling to grow enough to eat. Those with money use
fertilizer to improve soil.87

Through this process, generations of fishermen were forced to depend on
fishing for livelihood.
6.6.2 Fisherman’s organization- the ikokooro88 institution
No one fisherman or group of fishermen could claim particular rights over
the community waters. Within their fishing communities, fishermen were
organized around fishermen‟s guilds known as Makokooro. The term makokooro is plural for ikokooro, the local type of fishing gear that was identical to modern-day dragnets or beach seines. Membership in each guild was
limited to fishermen born in that particular community and all were expected
to follow strictly the guild regulations. In this regard the guild operated on
the same principle as a clan89 . No new member could be co-opted into the
village before he/she was vetoed by the guild members in a particular community. The head of ikokooro was known as omukuru, which means elder.
This elder was responsible for organizing the functioning of the ikokooro.
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The idea behind the makokooro organization and fishing was to organize
fishermen in terms of how fishing was to be done in a given community. It
established fishing zones, set communal fishing days, set seasonal fishing
limits, and controlled the use of makokooro fishing nets. According to the
interviewees,90 before nylon nets were introduced, the ikokooro net was
made from banana fibres with wide meshes to allow the juvenile to escape.
Today, they observe, dragnets are more destructive because they are strong
with very small mesh sizes, which drag everything in their way.
When the elders91 were asked describe the how they worked, the recollection was very clear because ikokooro is one of the institutions that managed
to survive to today though in another form. From their recollections,
ikokooro organization also provided a forum where fishermen could express
themselves and where grievances could be aired. It organized and defined
who was to fish, where, how, when, and what. Ikokooro meetings were held
weekly or when necessary and most of the fishing conflicts were resolved at
this level. Ikokooro organization worked on the same principles as the modern day BMU organization in the fishing communities. The difference is that
the Ikokooro organization was rooted into the culture of the society as opposed to the BMU which is imposed from above. Notable also is the fact that
the management rights (as defined by Schlager and Ostrom, 1992) are at the
collective choice level- that is the fishing communities. Through their
Ikokooro organization, the fishermen were able to participate in making key
decisions about how, when where, how much, and by whom fishing will occur (cf. Pinkerton, 2003:63)It was also clear from the respondents why members of the fishing communities were strict on territorial ownership when there was plenty of fish.
The oldest interviewee92 suggested that it was a question of identity. This
fact can be related to what Crousse (1986:202)93 wrote about Niger, that
even if there was more land that could be cultivated, community members
felt they needed a place they could identify themselves with, having a symbolic function, and keeping its integrity through appropriate rituals.
In this regard one may say that fishing organization through the ikokooro
system was a management practice, conservation in nature and at the same
time a symbol of cultural territorial ownership. The management and conservation aspects are a contested terrain in the literature on traditional societies. Popular arguments indicate that traditional societies were conservationist by accident and not by design. They argue that for most of them it was the
cultural aspects of the resource that controlled over-exploitation and not the
concern for the future of the resource.
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However, other studies have gone on to show that some traditional restrictions were clearly designed to conserve stocks. For example, Ruddle
(1988:81), confirmed that the Pacific Islanders practiced almost every basic
form of modern fisheries conservation measures, long before the need for
marine conservation was even recognized in western countries. These included: the use of closed season (particularly during spawning), size limitation (bans on taking small fish), bans on destroying eggs, and taboos on certain fishing areas. Similar restrictions were practiced in Bukoba under the
ikokooro system. For example, a retired fisher94- Mr. Bajunanaki had this to
say:
“Spawning grounds were considered important and anyone caught fishing
there was severely punished in public. This was because fish reproduction
was viewed along the human reproduction process and it was accorded similar respect “

The ikokooro organization saw to it that the fishing communities were to a
certain extent occupationally and culturally homogenous, an identifiable
group living in specific geographical areas, sharing common interests and
bound by common norms. However, such attributes did not rule out disputes
between fishing communities or between fishermen within one community.
Minor conflicts such as trespassing were dealt with at the community level
where individuals of high social standing- like old retired fishermen, would
be called upon as mediators. These were respected members of the community who had the capacity to soothe social relations that had soured or festered for a long time. The serious conflicts were handled at a higher level, at
the council of fishermen known as Entegeka ya Bajubi. The heads of makokooro formed the council of fishermen together with other clan community elders. The cases handled at this level included gear theft and failure to
repay debts related to fishing. The maximum punishment was the expulsion
from the unit-thus from fishing. Any expelled member had a right to appeal
at the county or Gomborola for restitution.
It should be noted here that although the chief was the ultimate owner of
land and part of the lake adjacent to the chiefdom, management of the fishery was completely decentralized and community members had all the rights
and responsibilities for the lake and the fish resources. All that they were
required to do was to pay their dues to the chief through their clan elders.
One elder95 summarized the situation:
“We were told that the ikokooro organization was a perfect court; there was
no rich or poor fisher; justice was done to everyone without favouritism.
Fishermen did not need to worry about the chief; they had power to handle all
94
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the fishing problems. Higher authority was sought if all failed at the bottom.
We believe a fisherman was a fisherman then. Today poor fishermen have no
voice; it is the rich who are listened to.”

6.6.3 Fishing method and practices

Figure 6.3: Woven basket-emigono

Apart from the communal ikokooro fishing net, traditional fishing gear consisted of: fishing nets mainly made from papyrus, sisal, banana fibres
(ebigoye), paddled canoes (obwato bwengae), weaved baskets (emigono),
and spears (emihunda). Because of the abundance of fish, one fishing gear
could be used to fish a variety of species, for example, woven baskets, and
spears were mainly used in shallow waters and wetlands (ebifunjo). Nets and
fencing were used in deeper waters. All fishing gear was made by people
who specialized in that particular craft. The requirement was that they all
should be of standard mesh sizes- especially that they should be big enough
to allow the juveniles to escape96. Normally, fishing baskets (above) were
left out in the water with bait and fish would stay alive until they were collected. The young and the “pregnant fish” were returned into the water to
continue with the reproduction process.
When the fishermen 97were asked to explain how their ancestors could tell
a pregnant fish, it became clear that they were referring to ngege fish which
carry its fingerlings in the mouth. The spears were made from iron by blacksmiths outside the fishing communities. Makokooro fishing nets were not
individually owned but belonged to the communities. Other fishing gear was
owned individually or by several members of one family. However, each
family of fishermen belonging to abaliimba sub-clan had to own a paddled
canoe. That was the trademark of a fisherman in Bukoba. It is clear that during this time, fishermen were also boat owners and in many cases their family members were crew learning the fishing occupation. Upon „graduation‟,
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they became boat owners. It was an elaborate procedure from the apprentice
to a boat owner.
The importance of not fishing juveniles and pregnant fish was both cultural and for conservation as one respondent put it:98
“First of all, it was not respectful to the water spirit-Mugasha to kill juveniles
and pregnant fish. Second, young fish were like our young children; and
pregnant fish were like pregnant women. If you kill them where is the future
going to come from? They were the future so we had to protect them. Third,
there was also no need to fish juveniles because they were of no use then. No
one would have eaten them- not even the children. Unlike today, we are even
eating fish eggs for lack of fish.”

The above demonstrates the fact that norms and taboos, which are inculcated
through an elaborate procedure may have served as a substitute for modern
day monitoring devices- as long as each user abided by a set of rules regarding modes of accessing and using fish resources. Baland and Platteau,
1996:218) made the same observation in many of the case studies they reviewed. Conservation was achieved mainly through taboos about what not to
do. At the same time members of the communities were thinking far into the
future and felt the importance of the future of the fishery. The interviewees99
could not understand why the government was spending so much time and
resources trying to teach fishermen about sustainability of fish resources.
“What is this thing they call „uvuvi endelevu‟ (sustainable fishing)? Our
great-great grandfathers were doing that even before the white man came. We
were told a fisherman will always respect fish. May be they are trying to
teach the business people how to fish, but to somebody who considers himself a fisherman does not need to be reminded of his obligations towards .
We as elders, when we see that people are failing to care for the fish, we
know there are other reasons. Fish was protected for the future- for the children to fish- today for whom should the fish be conserved? Is it for future
generations or for the processing plants?

Baland and Platteau (1996) point out, if people can‟t properly articulate
ownership of the resources, interest to conserve starts to erode. In the above
quote fishermen are questioning the motivation for conserving the resource
since they can‟t articulate ownership.
Ikokooro organization also had in-built distributive arrangements.
Ikokooro fishing was carried out once or twice a week depending on the
needs of the community. Normally, it was big ceremonies and funerals that
necessitated the use of ikokooro. All able-bodied in the communities were
98
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invited to participate in the ikokooro fishing as community activity. The
catch would be distributed according to the needs of the community. In this
way ikokooro fishing was a way to ensure that everyone in the community
had access to the fish resources and felt a sense of ownership and participated in guaranteeing that it is protected for everyone‟s benefit. Several reasons were given why ikokooro fishing practice was not destructive to the
fishery: first, unlike the soft smooth nylon material used in dragnets today,
the ikokooro net was made from rough fibre, which made it difficult for fish
to tangle in. Second, the mesh size was made in such a way that only adult
fish could get caught. Third, ikokooro fishing was controlled and therefore
could not be used in spawning areas. One interview100 who is still fishing
summarized the ikokooro situation today:
“Ikokooro fishing today is about making money as fast as possible. It has no
resemblance to what we were told about the ikokoro system of our ancestors.
How can the fish be protected when the state is importing into the country
dragnets of 2cm mesh size?”

6.6.4 Beliefs and taboos - -fisheries management tools?
As already indicated, people were divided into clans. Each clan had what
was known as the „clan spirit‟. According to the respondents101, these spirits
were the long ago dead ancestors guarding the clans. These were different
from god. God was the creators of the spirits. Mugasha was the spirit of water and fish. Mugasha was the hero of the fishermen. They all had to invoke
Mugasha before and after a fishing expedition. This is the story of Mugasha
as told by one of the elders:102
“Mugasha wa one of the clan members who went to look for a wife across the
lake. On the way back with his bride, they were caught up in a storm in the
middle of the lake and drowned. After his death he became the spirit of the
water and fish”

The belief is that Mugasha is the guardian of the lake, and everything that is
found in the lake. His spiritual powers included control of the winds, rain,
and thunderstorms (see also Mutembei, 1993:15). With all the powers vested
in the chief, the understanding was that he ruled the waters and fish through
the benevolence of Mugasha. This meant that chiefs and their subjects depended on the power of Mugasha the water spirit. This accounts for the im100
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portance of Lake Victoria not only as a provider of fish, but as a cultural
symbol of the society as well. Poems and songs that praised Mugasha were
recited on several occasions during the group interviews indicating how this
cultural symbol has remained alive through generations of fishermen. Fishermen also had to make offerings to Mugasha to ask him to calm the lake
before going fishing. Some older fishermen still believe Mugasha is real
even today and insist that the rainbow is the sign of his presence in the specific context of Bukoba. 103
There is still a strong belief that when heavy storms strike in Bukoba,
some clan elders carry out rituals to appease the angry Mugasha. However, it
was pointed out that amongst the young generation of fishermen there is no
such thing and that it has no relevance in their lives today.104 The older generation attributes this change in attitude to the erosion of traditional values
and beliefs that were taught to apprentices in fishing camps before they
could graduate into fishermen.
“Nowadays, children run away from their homes and go to the fishing camps
in search of employment in fishing. These are not fishermen and do not know
anything about fishing and nobody bothers to teach them. How can they understand the history of the lake and the fish?”105

The veneration of Mugasha spirit is found far beyond Bukoba. Mulokozi
(1978:140) points out that the importance of Mugasha is recognized by about
20 million people extending into at least six countries: Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi, and Zaire. The Mugasha shrine in the study area
was located in Igabiro fishing camp (in the study area) and remained there
until the arrival of the Nile perch.
To the traditional fishermen, Lake Victoria was seen as a mother to the
land around it; nourishing it by supplying it with fish and water; and fish
were the lake‟s children. Fishing pregnant or immature fish was likened to
being ungrateful to Mugasha who supplied all the fisherman‟s and society‟s
needs as well. To the fishermen, the chief was the supreme ruler; however,
Lake Victoria was the ultimate controller of life. This scenario of the lake
was described by one lady interviewee through a poem:106
“Her children-the fish-feed her people on the land; she quenches thirst with
her waters; and waters the land when it is dry- who can be like Lake Victoria?”
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One could sense the intimacy that existed between the lake and the people of
Buhaya and the embeddedness of the fish and lake into the culture of the
people. The interviewees107 were concerned about their dying knowledge
that is not recorded anywhere and not sought by many. As mentioned above,
they are worried that the younger generation is ignoring the history of the
lake and its fish as handed down by their ancestors. They believe that the
erosion of their culture was resulting in some of the problems seen in the
lake today. This echoes Hillbur (1998:42):
“The reason for the limited acknowledgement of local knowledge is a lack of
documentation. It is derived from individuals‟ interaction with the society
and is formed and transformed by individuals in response to the environment.”

The taboos described above served as an important link between fishermen,
the lake and fish. The above interviewees indicated that their forefathers
were fully aware of their responsibility towards the resource and they wanted
their children to hold the same respect for the lake and its fish: The close
relationship between fishermen, the lake, its fish, reflect the way people culturally convert a patch of their surroundings from an abstract space into a
place endowed with meaning, effect, and history. Dominy (2000) in her
work in the highlands of New Zealand describe how sheep farmers interact
with their surroundings as part of their pastoralism. Her study resulted in an
understanding that marks the land with the history of the people and activities associated with it, and the present-day people who occupy and work the
land. While some studies show how environmental destruction is associated
with the Judeo-Christian tradition (White, 1967) traditional beliefs in Bukoba provided for fisheries conservation through embedding the fishery into
their cultural beliefs.
6.6.5 The Fishing camps- Places of meaning and practices
Igabiro and Kaarwazi in the study area are two of the many fishing camps
that existed during the pre-colonial period up to the Nile perch era. They
were all isolated from the communities by thick forests and were located on
the lake shore near the water. What was happening in these camps could not
be seen by anyone from outside. In these camps, fishermen spent six months
(from December to May) just fishing and spent the rest of the year in their
communities farming and attending to communal responsibilities. On how
seasonal fishing was done, an interviewee108 pointed out that seasonal fishing
was shaped by several factors: the June-November months were months for
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preparing farms for the next farming season; the same period was what is
known as the lake‟s monsoon climate with fierce winds and no fisherman
could dare venture into the lake; and at the same time it was spawning time
and fish needed to be given space to reproduce. These factors converged to
determine seasonal fishing but the most important factors that could be established were farming and to be with families.
Each fishing community had several camps as those of Igabiro and Kaarwazi. They were not only meant for fishing but they were also places that
embodied the culture of fishing manifested in water gods, spirits, myths and
taboos. It was a place where nature, supernatural beings, and humans converged. It was in these places that the past was revered, the present negotiated, and the future entrusted. It was also in these places that fishing knowledge was made, contested, negotiated, and where compromises were made.
Future fishermen were groomed and nurtured in these camps and where
knowledge creation and transmission to the younger generation took place.
As already indicated above, Igabiro was the shrine place for Mugasha. So,
reverence and offerings, sacrifices, and other rituals for Mugasha took place
here.
Igabiro and Kaarwazi are different from what they used to be up to the
1970s. Dense forests that used to separate the sacred from the common are
long gone. Only the abaliimba could be in these camps, they were sacred
territories. Today these areas are have been denuded of their forest cover and
only shrubs signifying the once thick-forested place. The interviewees109
pointed out the local Nile perch smoking industry that developed in the
1980s (twelve fish smoking kilns were in Igabiro and five were in Kaarwazi
before the export of the Nile perch) was to a large extent responsible for the
complete denuding of the once forested area. Increase in population and the
growth of towns and demand for charcoal were other major causes of deforestation. The camps provided fishermen a distinct place, different from other
places where they could articulate their occupation; contemplate the future
of the lake and of their descendants.
“The most important task undertaken in these camps was to make sure that
future fishermen were groomed. Fishermen had a complete sense of ownership of the lake for many generations to come. It never occurred to them that
things could change to this level”110

Even when foreign religions were introduced in the area and many were
converted, the importance of the fishing camps to many fishermen remained
and continued to function up to the post independence era which restructured
the whole society
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6.6.6 Women in fishing – myths and taboos
As indicated above, they fished for six months and the rest of the year were
with their families during which fishing was impossible as mentioned above.
During the time men were in the camps, women stayed in the communities
with the children, farming and keeping the community functioning. They
would visit their husbands in the fishing camps which were situated at a safe
distance from the landing site (omwaro) where women were forbidden to go.
Visitations were taken in turns. A group of fisherman‟s wives would visit the
camp- taking food and other necessary provisions for all the fishermen in the
camp. They would spend a few days with their husbands and go back to the
village taking with them dried and fresh fish for families and relatives. Most
of the fish was smoked and traded in the camps with traders coming from
faraway places in boats. Traded goods included salt, spears, knives, and nets.
Women in Bukoba generally were not allowed to fish and hardly got involved in commercial fish processing. On the contrary, on the eastern side of
Lake Victoria in Tanzania (Mwanza and Mara), women for centuries fished
alongside men (Onyango, 2005:47).
Thus, a traditional fisherman in Bukoba regarded himself first and foremost as a fisher, then a fish processor, and lastly a main provider for the
family‟s livelihood. In this regard male power at household level was never
in doubt. However, the contribution of women to household livelihood security through land-based food production was never taken for granted. According to the respondents,111 a fisher‟s security resided in his wife, children,
the banana farm, and the domestic animals (such as goats, and sheep):
“A woman was as important in a fisherman‟s life as his fishing gear. A fisherman without a hardworking wife, children, and a farm (ekibanja), was of
very low status among his fellow fishermen. A wife was a fisher‟s shield.”

It was expected that a fisherman adequately provides for his family through
fishing, and the woman was expected to preserve the household‟s integrity
through proper maintenance of the household and to actively represent her
husband in the community affairs while he was away. Traditionally fishing
was a male activity that was handed down through generations. Male children accompanied their fathers to learn the trade of fishing while girls stayed
at home with their mothers. The main concern for a man without a son was
about who was going to inherit the family fishing gear. A girl child was prepared to one day become a fisher‟s wife, while a boy-child was seen as a
family‟s torch bearer. “A fisherman without a son was a dead fisher”,
commented one respondent.112
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Accordingly, gender relations were based on the division of labour where
men and women had separate but distinct roles to play. They both had welldefined social places where they determined the family‟s livelihood, being,
and identity. Men were in the lake fishing and women were in the community, working on land. Each, in a socially defined role played their part.
Women were excluded from fishing not only for their physical state but because of their natural body processes. Myths and taboos were constructed
around the woman and her body to keep her out of fishing. According to the
Haya tradition, women were not only forbidden to fish but also to be near
the shore of the lake (omwaro).
Both male and female interviewees113 agreed that many of the problems in
Lake Victoria were a result of women engaging in fishing. They all agreed
that prostitution (a reality) in the fishing communities was one of the reasons
why there are problems in Lake Victoria. These interviewees admitted that
prostitution was always there in the society but was carried out outside the
fishing area. Taboos in Bukoba that were directed at the woman‟s body included, for example, a fisherman was not allowed to have sex with a woman
before going fishing; fishermen were also not supposed to talk to women on
their way to fishing.
The same taboos were noted by Ram (Ram, 1989; 219) in the southern
parts of India, where women in Tamil Nadu could not set their feet on the
landing site because bad luck would befall the whole fishing community.
Through this belief, fishermen stayed in camps away from their wives to
avoid such catastrophes. Similar taboos are also found among the communities of Buganda fishermen in Uganda. On the other hand, in places like
Ukerewe, Musoma and Mwanza on the island and the eastern side of the
lake (figure 1.1), there were no such taboos against women fishing. During
an interview a fisher114 furiously described how fishing – “a noble occupation reserved for men”- has been adulterated through policies that encourage
women to engage in fishing activities. In one of the group interview with
women, 115 the women‟s horror at women engaging in fishing was summarized in a few words: “evil”. They wondered how could there ever be peace
in Lake Victoria with women in the fishing camps. They pointed out that:
“you don‟t defy Mugasha the spirit of water and get away with it.” They
believe Mugasha is angry and that is why everything is going wrong in the
fishing camps (prostitution, alcoholism, HIV-Aids, and narcotics). Even
today, these fisherman‟s wives still accept their ascribed status in fishing.
This is reflected in the type of women involved in fishing related activities. Those found in fishing camps are mainly single, divorcees, widows, or
young girls engaged in all sorts of service provisioning. According to one
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woman in her 70s,116 “proper” woman in Bukoba does not engage in fishing.” The same feeling was conveyed by the three rich fisher‟s wives (who
prefer to remain anonymous) operating businesses in Bukoba town when I
asked for their views about women in fishing. I received the following response:
“Why should a woman fish? Only desperate women go to the mwalo to fish.
If I want to fish I hire a fisherman to fish for me.”

Larsson and Schlyter (1995:17) describe such views as “gender contract.”
Gender contract is defined as invisible social contracts that regulate relations
between men and women at all levels of the society, which once internalized
develop into gender systems According to Duncan (1994:34) a gender system arranges people into genders according to two principles: a separation of
all areas into male and female and the allocation of a higher value to the
male norm Such systems once established are maintained and reproduced
through culture, social integration in institutions and socialization. Medard
(2001) in her two studies in other parts of Bukoba -Tweyambe and Kimawaka women fishing groups- found that women, including married
women were fighting marginalization to enter into fishing alongside men.
But the attitude of women towards fishing is mixed and there is a need to
understand what kind of women are engaging in fishing and for what reason
and if they would have fished if they had other alternatives or were not in
desperate situations.
During a separate group interview,117 women revealed retrospectively
their ways of understanding the traditional marginalization of women in
fishing. Their observation is that, women were not allowed to fish alongside
men for two main reasons: first, the nature of the fish-farming economy left
no room for the women to abandon the farm, the household, and the children
to go fishing. “Someone had to be around for the children and to keep the
community going.” second, men stayed away from their families for a long
time. If women were allowed in the fishing camps as it is done now, it would
have encouraged prostitution and sexually transmitted diseases. They argued
that through such taboos and myths families were kept intact despite the long
absence. From their understanding, in the absence of any other means, one
way to enforce these ideas was to create “a myth” around a woman in fishing. “In Buhaya, nothing is ever straight- you have to understand the context”, one woman observed.118
These women pointed out that it is good for the state to insist that women
should go into fishing. It increases women‟s capabilities because with the
money they are free to do whatever they want. However, they were con116
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cerned about the outcome of this liberation. In their view, demystifying the
role of women in fishing is resulting in social problems such as high promiscuity in the fishing camps, broken marriages, poverty, and alcoholism. Their
main argument was that women should go into the fishing camps as fishermen and not as mere service providers and sex workers. Gender in fishing is
still a problem at community level. Having presented how fishing was organized, the fishing institutions and practices, in the next section the reorganization of fishing is presented with the colonial system. This is a more
recent history and therefore easier to recall by many interviewee.

6.7 Fishing re organization under the
Colonial System - institutional
reorganization
Three major factors affected in a profound way the way fishing was traditionally organized: these were cash crop production, modern fishing gear,
and forced tax In fisheries, the main preoccupation of both the Germans and
the British administrators was how to commercialize the Lake Victoria fish
(like all other natural resources that they could lay their hands on). This was
done through introducing efficient fishing gear such as nylon fishing nets
and boat engines (cf. Graham, 1929). From the traditional perspective, the
old traditional gear was not abandoned, but continued to be used along the
new ones. This was partly because the new gear was not adopted by all due
the costs that were involved in purchasing them. At the same time, many
traditional fishermen found it very difficult to abandon their traditional fishing gear to embrace new ones. They considered it to be part of their culture
and in line with the requirement of passing on to the younger generation the
traditional fishing gear that was used through generations. Mzee Mutabazi
had this to say: 119
“If you are a fisherman and failed to pass on a traditional fishing gear, then
the generation of fishing stops there. Every fisherman wanted his name to
be carried forward through this ritual. It was partly through this ritual that
some fishermen found it difficult to adapt when changes came into the society.”

Nylon fishing nets were mainly used by new comers who were now forced
into fishing to earn income to be able to pay colonial tax. They had fishing
licenses to fish anywhere under the colonial administration. According to the
interviewees in a group discussion120 as a result of poor transport facilities to
access far away markets, fishing occupation was not profitable enough to
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enable them to pay the required colonial tax. As a result, the majority of
fishermen were forced to move into coffee growing whose dynamics upset
the traditional seasonal fish-farming economy121. As indicated above, the
chiefs, instead of taxing their subjects for the benefit of their chiefdoms,
became colonial tax collectors and received salary from the colonial administration like civil servants. As the chief‟s authority was being redefined,
changes in the organization of fishing were taking place and the overall
management of the fishery was being systematically removed from the authority of the chiefs and the communities to become the property of the colonial state (Mariki, 2002). Also, as the governance structure of the society
was changing as a result of coffee production, the structure of fishing was
also changing in response to these developments from being homogenous
groups to differentiated groups.
An important social change during the British colonial period that affected fishing was when the British abolished the title of “king” and replaced
it with a lesser title of a “chief”, and hence kingdoms became chiefdoms (cf.
Ishumi, 1982; cf. Tibazarwa, 1994). As stated above, the official argument
was that, the kingdoms were too small and fragmented to constitute a viable
kingdom. However, others have observed that the overarching aim was to
facilitate easy administration of the rural areas and the people (Mamdani,
1996: 56). It was deemed easy to manage larger groupings under a group of
several chiefs, rather than having numerous fragmented groups each ruled by
one chief. As a result, the small chiefdoms of Bukoba were restructured and
amalgamated into bigger chiefdoms along the British colonial governance
and production structure as shown in figure 6.1. This had the inevitable impact on the fishing communities and on the rural structure as a whole.
As already indicated above, rural areas in the pre-colonial period were
structured along clan and sub-clan lines. Each county headed by omukungu
was made up of several communities/villages headed by a clan elder. Each
clan settled in one specific area and colonized it. The fishermen colonized
the area along the shores of Lake Victoria. The colonial restructuring mixed
up these arrangements and the rhythm that governed them. The amalgamation of the chiefdoms redrew not only chiefdom borders but also cut across
traditional fishing, boundaries mixed up clans and their ways of organizing
fishing. According to the interviewees in the previous section, there was an
elaborate system of managing the fishery along communal organization;
however, this organization was disregarded in favour of a top down approach which ensured colonial control of natural resources. According to
Tibazarwa (1994:54) the colonial government did not believe that a native
could own anything or making sound decisions. In this regard all natural
resources were brought the state control.
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Coffee required a lot of attention and little was left to move seasonally into the fishing
camps
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The ikokooro institution was one of the many traditional institutions that
were impacted by the colonial period. For example, Mr. Rugabeela122 who
was a head of the ikokooro guild in the 1930s had this to say:
“Fishermen continued to meet in camps, but fishing was no longer built on
the old system. Ikokooro guild was now mainly a fisherman‟s court. The traditional Ikokooro fishing method, which was traditionally controlled, could
now be done at family level with little regard of its impact. There was still
space for teaching the younger generation the traditional fishing rules at family level and no longer at community level. The chief who was the traditional
authority could no longer speak for his subjects. We had to accept the fact
that our way of thinking about the lake and the fish was not relevant to the
white man. Whereas we were taught that the lake was a source of life and our
future as fishermen and the society as a whole depended on this God-given
gift- Lake Victoria, the white man was thinking only about how to get fish
and did not seem to understand the importance of the lake to us as a symbol
of life.

The British system of governance was through indirect rule supported by the
Native Authority Ordinance (Cap 76) of 1926. Under this system, the colonial government conferred minimal powers to the indigenous people to control their localities. It is under this Ordinance that the traditional Ikokoro
system of fisheries governance was recognized, reformed and used as one of
the native legal systems (Cory and Hartnoll, 1945).
The fact that the ikokooro organizational system was taken in by the British colonialist is enough evidence to show that it was well organized and
could function like any modern day organization. Its capacity to operate in a
traditional way was curtailed by fishing licenses that allowed any person to
fish and be a member of a guild without necessarily coming from the area.
The guild could no longer organize the way fishing was to be done or assist
members of the communities to access the fishery equitably. The locally
made, rough and less destructive ikokooro fishing nets were now replaced by
imported ones made from nylon material. Initially, the colonial administration was not concerned with the destructive nature of the uncontrolled
ikokooro fishing practice because their main interest was to get as much fish
as possible out of the lake. As one respondent put it:123
“It was no longer possible to enforce the traditional fishing norms and beliefs
because everybody was concerned with how much to fish to be able to pay
the colonial taxes”.

The point here is that the traditions did not die but could not be enforced.
Their transmission continued, but they had to work along new realities. At
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the same time, the special position that was occupied by fishermen in the
chieftainship era as providers of fish to the majority of the chief‟s subjects
started to diminish as the traditional power and respect towards chiefs were
being undermined. It was pointed out at a group meeting124 that:
“although the British pretended to preserve the customary practices by recognizing customary institutions- the chiefdoms - it was the chiefs who had now
to bow to the district commissioner and to show respect to any junior and
young British district officers who visited them, and not the other way round.
Such demeaning gestures had a negative mark on the authority of the chiefs
in the face of their subjects.”

To a large extent, this restructuring and the shift of natural resources ownership from the community‟s control to the colonial state control created a
situation where taboos and myths, gods and spirits that governed society,
fishing, and the ways fishermen conducted themselves towards the lake and
its fish to become irrelevant. Traditional fishing grounds were open to all
with fishing licenses. Clan shrines, taboos, and myths had to be suppressed
to give way to Christian beliefs that were being spread by missionaries who
preceded colonialism in the area. Similar scenarios were taking place elsewhere in Africa. For example, Fanon (1961:32) writes of the colonialist in
Algeria:
“The customs of the colonized people, their traditions, and their mythsabove all their myths- are a sign of that poverty of spirit and the constitutional depravity. The recession of yellow fever and the advance of evangelization should form part of the same balance sheet.”

Chiefs were baptized, and many of their subjects followed them into Christianity. However, Sundkler (1980: 15) observes that in spite of the widespread
conversion to Christianity, local beliefs shared the same spiritual space as
Christian beliefs. This means that although there was an overlay of Christianity over the deep-rooted local beliefs, they did not die. One interviewee
pointed out it: “To many, Christianity was practiced but meanings could be
found in traditional beliefs.”125 In this regard, fishermen continued to practice their rituals and passing them on to their children. Teaching of fishing
practices to the younger generation of fishermen was now no longer undertaken collectively, but at household level between fathers and sons. As one
interviewee put it: 126
“During the colonial period, fishing norms and beliefs continued to be taught
to young fishermen at household level although modernity and Christianity
were catching up very fast even among the fishing clan.”
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As a result of loss of community control and authority, improved fishing
gear, demand for fish, and pressure to pay tax, and the unregulated ikokooro
fishing, overfishing of fish stocks that was recorded as early as the 1920s
(Graham, 1929). To contain this situation, the British started to regulate the
fishery through mesh-size control. They completely ignored the capacity of
the traditional fishing practices and institutions to mediate such problems.
Instead a top-down approach was applied of mesh size control. Thus, management of the fishery shifted from the traditional management to statebased technical measures of gear control and licenses.
The fishery that was central to the society had no value to the colonial
administration. This is reflected in the way the Germans left no written fisheries policy or legislation. Equally, the British had no interest in the fishery
and left without writing any policy or legislation because the fishery was
considered to be for the natives (Graham, 1929).Frustrations from failure to
commercially exploit the Lake Victoria fishery, led Graham (1929) in his
report to the British authorities in Kenya to state:
“I suggest that Lake Victoria fishery would improve if its fish fauna included
some of the Lake Albert species, such as the Nile perch (Lates Niloticus).”

According to Fryer (1973:19-25), after Grahams‟ report and recommendations were published in 1954, Nile perch fingerlings were introduced into
Lake Victoria from Lake Albert. This decision alone, it is argued, changed
the Lake Victoria fishery from what it was to what it is today (chapter 1).
Apparently, the fishermen interviewed127 had no idea as to how and when the
Nile perch was introduced. In fact they knew nothing about it until when it
was spotted in the early 1980s. It is worth noting here, that the conservation
measures that were introduced by the colonial government such as seasonal
closure and protection of breeding areas were the same measures that were
used by the traditional fishing communities in the pre-colonial times.

Summary and concluding remarks
In this chapter I have investigated and presented how the local fishing institutions and practices in the study area were organized in the pre-colonial
period and how they were impacted by the colonial regime. The overall aim
was to explore whether in these traditional institutions and practices there
were significant elements that could be related the performance of comanagement in the study area. First the general findings are presented and
then the specific elements that were identified and applicable to co-
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management in Lake Victoria are discussed in light of their relevance to the
coming chapters.
The findings show that the fishing communities in Bukoba rural district
had the knowledge and capacity to manage the Lake Victoria fish resources
sustainably through traditional norms and practices. What came out clearly is
that the environment ruled the people and the people responded and adjusted
to it. For example, the spirit Mugasha, ruled the lake, was a guardian of fish
and controlled the winds. When viewed from the ecological perspective, the
Mugasha symbol embodied environmental and human reproduction. These
findings are consistent with findings in other fisheries such as the Japanese
coastal fishery (Asada et al, 1983; Ruddle, 1989); the Alanya fishery in Turkey (Berkes, 1986); Sri Lanka fishery (Amarasinghe, 1988). The common
factor in these communities and in the fishing communities of Bukoba rural
district is that they all had specific characteristics that enabled these traditional fishing institutions and practices to flourish. They were all closed to
outside influence; the fisheries were managed in small well-defined communities with defined borders; common norms; and resource boundaries were
well-defined (see Wade, 1988; Ostrom, 1990).
These findings indicated that whereas fish conservation in other traditional fishing communities mentioned above was based on economic considerations or respect for the unseen providers (spirits and gods), in the case of
the fishing communities of Bukoba, fish conservation was mainly about
group identity and self-worth. Fishermen were a socially marginalized group
for traditional reasons; in this respect, fishing as a unique occupation accorded them strong identity and self-importance in a society that looked
down upon them. Although disdained and shunned, their risky occupation
placed set them apart from the rest of the society. From this perspective, the
importance of fishing to the fishermen in Bukoba was- first and foremostidentity and self-assertion, and the destruction of fish was considered to be a
threat to group identity and self-worth- not only for the current fishermen,
but also for the coming generations of fishermen. Fisherman‟s clans
(abaliimba) could not envisage any other life for themselves or their children
outside fishing. It was therefore the duty of every fisherman to maintain the
fishery through ensuring its reproduction, so as to pass it on to the next generation.
Another important observation concerns taboos and myths. In many
cases, questions are raised asking whether taboos, myths, and spirits were
tools for resource conservation. Baland and Platteau (1996:233) found in
some of their reviewed cases that resources were degraded by traditional
societies because many considered natural resources as god given and always there and therefore people could not see their actions as capable of
impacting these resources. In the case of Bukoba, although fishermen acknowledged the importance of Mugasha as the provider of all the fish in the
lake and their benevolent protector, it was clear that they remained aware of
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the fragility of their ecosystem evidenced by their actions- for example protecting juveniles, pregnant fish and forbidding fishing in spawning areas. All
these considerations had an impact on the future reproduction of the fish and
on their own reproduction of identity and self-worth as fishermen. It may be
recalled here that all these stringent conservation consideration were being
taken in an abundant fishery with more than 250 fish species.
Findings also revealed that during the colonial period, the society was restructured with marked impact on the chieftaincy and on the fishing communities and their institutions. A notable change that took place during the
German rule was that the power of the chiefs over their people was curtailed
and the Germans introduce direct rule that bypassed the chief‟s rule. In fishing, the management rights and resources ownership were removed from the
control of the chiefs and the fishing communities and appropriated by the
colonial state for colonial exploitation. To weaken the existing fisheries
management structure, the chiefdoms were neutralized and the communitybased traditional ikokooro system was restructured and a state led top down
fisheries management system was instituted. Management of the fishery
became technical, based on stock assessment; mesh size control; and issuing
of fishing rights through fishing licenses.
Under the British rule, the old kingdoms were amalgamated into viable
chiefdoms, the borders were redrawn; the clans were mixed up completely
disregarding the traditional ways in which the societies were configured. In
addition the intimate relationship between the fishermen and their environment that was important in conservation was ignored. Factors such as taboos,
spirits, gods and myths that shaped this relationship were considered primitive and unscientific. At the social level such norms were institutions that
provided meaning to a fisherman and were principles that guided a fisher‟s
conduct in relation to other fishermen and to the resource base. As Christianity took hold, the long- time held values did not die but their meaning and
importance gradually became less important.
The chapter has overall revealed that the changes that were introduced by
the colonial regimes did not kill the traditional/local fishing institutions and
practices that existed in the society; instead they either ignored them or employed them in the new structure (the ikokooro guild). Culture continued to
be transmitted even in the face of change. Thus, to claim that the past is long
dead to be of any use to co-management is to assume wrongly that culture
dies. Culture is about continuity and change. In the next chapter the local is
continued to be analyzed how it continued to evolve after independence up
to the implementation of co-management
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Chapter 7 – Co-management in the politicized fishery
7.1 Introduction
This chapter links the local to the wider international and national context in
which it is embedded. The governance of Natural resources is politics (refer
to chapter 1 and 5). From this perspective it is not feasible to understand the
challenges that co-management is facing in the LVF outside the political
process in which they are embedded. Co-management implementation in the
LVF is visible only in the policy document, in the Fisheries Act of 2003, and
in the Fisheries Regulations of 2005; however, the politics behind the implementation process are rarely confronted and therefore the impact on comanagement performance is not so clear. Generally, management of the
fishery takes place at the local level (cf. Schlager and Ostrom, 1992); but
governance takes place across all levels from the international level to the
local level. This fact calls to attention the role of the different actors involved in the implementation of co-management in the LVF; the power relations between them; and the kind of resources that that they access that enables them to exercise the power they possess; and finally the implication for
co-management at the local level. Co-management is defined by the responsibilities and the power devolved to the community of users. In this regard,
the actors in the implementation processes are assumed to have no powers.
The context approach has the capacity to uncover the power found at different levels and its impact to co-management. The actors will include the international donor agencies in the LVF and their role in shaping the implementation and performance of co-management. Next, the state will be examined in relation to how much it has „rolled back‟ and enhanced the role of the
community in managing the Lake Victoria and how much it has facilitated or
constrained the performance of co-management at the local level. Within the
role of the state, focus will be on the decentralization process as a governance reform in the LVF.
The chapter is structured in the following manner: first, the historical development of the state is traced from independence focusing on the relationship between the state and natural resources (to which The LVF belong). At
the theoretical level, the controversial role of the state in natural resources
was presented in chapter 5. In this chapter, the issue is addressed from the
perspective of Tanzania. Second, the management of LVF is donor-funded
(refer to chapter 1), thus, the role of donors in shaping co-management in
Lake Victoria is investigated. Third, the decentralization process is analyzed
from the national to the local level and the relationship between the two lev139

els is explored in the devolution process and the implication for comanagement. Fourth, at the local level the establishment of the BMUs as
fisherman‟s organizations is discussed in light of some of the issues that
have been raised in chapter 6
The methods employed in this chapter include the literature review of the
policy documents and fisheries regulations and interviews.

7.2 The state in natural resources- Overview
In chapter 5, the study indicated that the state‟s assumption of resource ownership has generally been predicated upon the preconceived idea that private
and communal tenure pose serious threat to resource conservation. However,
in some cases the state‟s unstated principal objective in centralizing control
can also be to assert its political authority over local interests; rather than to
introduce a new resource management regime Lawry (1989:5). Tanzania
inherited and maintained the institutional framework of a centralized approach to natural resources management that was left behind by the British
colonial government (Mwaniwasa and Shauri, 2001). In the process, the state
also inherited a fragmented society whose customary authorities had been
broken and restructured to suit both colonial regimes. Using the same colonial principle, Nyerere - the first president of Tanzania, dismantled what was
left of the colonial government and introduced his own way of governance
whose implications are still felt today both in the society as a whole and in
the natural resources sector in particular. The Nyerere era is extensively covered because of its importance in shaping the management of natural resources as a whole and the implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria in particular.

7.3 The Political Development (1961-1985)
To understand the role of the state in natural resources management in the
context of Tanzania, one needs first to examine the political and economic
development of Tanzania since independence and how this development is
linked to the management of natural resources of which the Lake Victoria
fishery is one. Julius Nyerere, the first president of Tanzania, had a remarkable influence on the political and economic, and therefore natural resources
landscape of Tanzania. His political and economic successes and failures
form the basic foundation of the Tanzania state as seen today and its role in
natural resources management (Hyden, 2005). It is this influence of Nyerere
that is presented here as a backdrop to the analysis of the implementation of
co-management in Lake Victoria.
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Tanzania became independent in 1961 after about seven decades under
colonial rule.128 Julius Nyerere who ruled Tanzania for twenty five years
created a unique political system (Hyden, 1968). As head of both the ruling
party (then TANU129) and the government, Nyerere had the power and the
benefits of a parliamentary, presidential, and political party supremacy at his
disposal. Early political scientists writing on Tanzania (Tordoff, 1967; Pratt,
1976), acknowledge that indeed the newly independent state was Nyerere‟s
state. However, Nyerere had a formidable challenge of creating the state,
consolidating, and institutionalizing it so that it would give him the tool with
which to develop a political culture within a new state formation. In this
regard, Nyerere saw the role of the new state as that of moulding the society
and directing it towards achieving the objectives defined by the state
(Mwansasu & Pratt 1979). Initially, most of the leaders of newly independent African states in the 1960s,130 privileged political over economic considerations (Bryant and Bailey, 2000:55). As a result, the vast wealth of natural
resources that existed in these countries was not targeted immediately after
independence.
Immediately after independence, Nyerere could sense the threat posed by
tribal chiefs and their institutions to the national unity. Thus, in 1962 he took
a bold step and abolished chieftaincy and other native associations that were
left behind by the colonialist. The abolished structures were replaced by state
structures from the national to the village levels. In the process, the formal
ikokooro organization (chapter 6) that was reshaped and left behind by the
colonial state as a fisherman‟s court was abolished together with other traditional institutions. These processes denied the local people the only legitimate authorities and institutions that had shaped their lives through generations (Mamdani 1996). It may be recalled here that this was another institutional layover on the traditional institutions that started with the colonial
period and was continued by the post colonial state. At this point, the takeover of community level natural resources that was started in the colonial
period was endorsed by the independent state and management of the Lake
Victoria fisheries automatically came under the independent state. Up to this
point, no attempt was made to involve communities in the management of
their natural resources including the LVF. An interview in Kaagya pointed
out:
“The colonialists changed much, and affected the lives of many people; but
still people could identify themselves as communities defined by local structures under the changed chiefdoms. But after independence, all that changed
and people had to learn how to work with the new power of the state translated at the local level through state representatives.” 131
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Through the abolition of chieftainship, Nyerere hoped to create a strong state
which would be sufficiently autonomous both from internal societal pressures and from external ones to enable him to implement his policies.
Skocpol (1985) notes that it is only an autonomous state that can act with
almost complete independence from societal pressure in formulating and
implementing policies. The unitary political structure that emerged to include a one-party132 political system was a logical development of Nyerere‟s
thought. His idea of a one-party political system was that if the established
party was identified with the nation as a whole, then the foundation of democracy was firmer than it could ever be under multi-party system (Bienen,
1967:229). Nyerere saw the state as an expression of unity and the general
will of the nation and of the people (Smith, 1973). He considered the party‟s
objectives as synonymous with the nation, not in terms of the heterogeneous
interests and divisions that exist, but in terms of homogenous and common
goals, with people bound together by a common political culture, struggle
and need (Pratt, 1976). This is how the state started to organize and regulate
the social life of its people over a unified space.
Nyerere had a rare gift of a skilled politician facilitated by the neopatrimonial tendencies that existed within the state (Omari, 1972:144).
Through this gift, a patron-client relationship developed between him and his
political appointees. This relationship ensured that his policies and ideas
would become projected at all levels in the society. Loyalty was central to
Nyerere‟s ideals Hyden (1983). This is evidenced in the way he appointed to
cabinet only those persons he knew would implement his policies to the end
irrespective of the social and economic consequences (cf. Hyden, 1968).
Central to this analysis is the fact that under the Nyerere regime, the ruling
party was the only medium through which people‟s needs and aspirations
could be articulated. There was no room for diverging from the path created
by the state. Emerging from colonialism, this is the new social organization
that traditional systems had to cope with at the local level. The next section
discusses the social and economic changes that took place after independence.

7.4 The economic development (1961-1985)
In the economic sphere, the priority of TANU133 was economic development, given the poverty situation in the country at independence. In his
speech on Independence Day (1961), Nyerere proclaimed that poverty, ignorance, and disease, must be overcome. This reflects the fact that although
poverty is now seen as a donor driven initiative, and the state promotes as if
it is a new approach to development, Nyerere had it on his agenda as early as
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1961. The urgency of this need was instrumental in the formulation of the
1961-1964 development. The advice offered by the World Bank was that
sustainable growth would only be achieved if priority was given to agriculture and leaving industrial development to private enterprises (Hartman,
1994:218) Notable here is the fact that natural resources had not yet been
identified as source of wealth and development.
The above first three year development plan failed because it was dependent on foreign funding. This led Nyerere to disengage from foreign dependence for development in order to achieve his political and economic
goals. He achieved the disengagement by intervening in many productive
sectors of the economy (Maliyamkono & Bagachwa, 1990). The intervention
was seen as means to achieve development based on internal resources and
people themselves. This necessitated that power be concentrated in the executive arm of the state with promise to bring about social services, industrial and infrastructure development. People were expected to accept a high
degree of economic control at the same time offer unified political loyalty
(cf. Hartman, 1994).This is how the state became entrenched in all productive sectors of the economy and moved from just dismantling native organizations to organizing the economy as well.
The major result of this move was the 1967 Arusha Declaration, which
established Ujamaa and villagization program as the foundations of the
country‟s development strategy. Under this policy, all the major means of
production in the economy were brought under the state‟s control. This
meant that there were to be no other independent bases of economic production other than the state. The outcome was that the government, the party,
and the middle class became dependent on the state for their political and
economical survival (cf. Mwansasu and Pratt, 1979). At the local level, the
policy was accompanied by further transformation of traditional institutions
and the dismantling of native boundaries and alterations of traditional or
colonial structures. The main objective was to create room for Ujamaa villages.
The clan system that defined communities in Bukoba was further altered,
and instead of clans colonizing areas, different clans were brought together
creating a new society consisting of fragmented clan systems. The organizational structure that emerged at the local level was meant to provide for a
bottom up approach to development that the international community is trying to forge today. Today, the former Bugabo chiefdom (where the study
area is situated, refer chapter 2) is now a division forming a larger political
unit of a modern state. In this regard the traditional fishing communities with
traditional boundaries that were restructured under the colonial regime continued to be reshaped by the post independence state as some people were
forced to abandon their traditional homes and move into modern villages. It
was after the project had failed that villagers found their way back into their
former communities. What exists today are the traditional fishing communi143

ties of the pre-colonial era, but reshaped into political villages with political
boundaries that incorporate several former traditional fishing communities.
The British colonial government restructured the chiefdoms and the post
colonial state of Nyerere restructured the communities into large viable administrative villages. The colonialist disregarded traditional ruling structures
and boundaries, and the Nyerere era also had little regard for traditional
structures, institutions and communal boundaries (Smith, 1973).
Collective interest at national level was reflected through the creation of a
large public sector where the means of production were placed under the
management of parastatals called mashirika ya uma, or people‟s cooperation.
At the intermediary level collective interests were represented by the formation of regional trading companies (RTCs), cooperative unions and crop
specific marketing boards to meet the collective needs of the peasants. At the
community level, Ujamaa villages, communal farms and community education were envisaged as mechanisms for promoting support for the concept of
collective interests. Apparently, the institutional mechanisms for collective
interests that were created under Nyerere some were successful but many
had mixed success and some were outright failures. His belief in the importance of the collective in the organization of society is well-documented by
Scott (1998). The failure of the collectivization efforts can be traced to the
way the villagization policy was carried out by the state agents. An interviewee who was affected by the villagization program put it candidly:
“The untold problems that were caused by the villagization program made us
134
think that the colonialists were better than the independence government ” .

Of importance here is the fact that the strong drive for collectivization at
community level, and the attempt at bottom-up development, the ownership
of essential natural resources remained centralized in the government departments. No effort was made to involve communities in managing their
natural resources. In Lake Victoria, the colonial policy of managing the fishery was maintained. The fishery was state property, but was seen as no one‟s
property at the community level.
An interviewee put it candidly:
“As new entrants came into fishing without any prior initiation into the fishing occupation abuse of the resource was apparent to the traditional fishermen. All kinds of nets were in use and the state could not reach all the areas
to control illegal fishing. As communities, we had no mandate to say anything. Many joined.” 135
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The dispossession of the rural people of the control of their natural resource
base, the policies of Ujamaa, and the institutional changes that followed136
led not only to the disorganization of the communities, but also of rural production, marketing, and the scarcity of basic consumer goods. These processes also undermined the emergent and development of a middle class
within the rural community. This implies that the wide economic base for
supporting the population was getting narrower and narrower, eroding the
capacity of rural people to diversify their livelihood options. The lack of
capacity to diversify will be further explored in chapter 8.
The Ujamaa policy of Nyerere did not live up to expectations. This fact
was contributed to poor planning, the inability of the state to mobilize
enough financial resources internally, and the continued dependency of the
State on under-developed agriculture as its mainstay for development. Furthermore, The parastatals- that were public enterprises became an increasing
financial drain on the central government finances, not so much through
serving the public but the private interests of those who manned them
(Chachage, 2003). Reviewing the ten Years of Arusha Declaration, Nyerere
(1977:33) had this to say:

We have reached a stage where our greatest danger is a new one. The thing
which could now most undermine our social development would be the failure in the battle against corruption….and other abuses of office .

The quote above emphasizes two important things that will be reflected in
natural resources: first that the Arusha Declaration, which Nyerere saw as a
necessity for organizing the society in such a way that the nation‟s wealth
benefited all the people had unintended outcomes of encouraging corruption
(Bagachwa and Limbu, 1995). Second, corruption that is affecting the management of natural resources today has its roots in the Ujamaa period of the
1960s and 1970s. By 1980, the political success of the Nyerere era was
marred by the economic failure. This was manifested in the failure to deliver
essential social services, absence of essential consumer goods and corruption
(Kulindwa, 2001). It became increasingly obvious that Tanzania had to implement the political and economic reforms prescribed by the WB and the
IMF, which Nyerere had resisted.

7.5 The Political and Economic Reforms
(1985- today)
In 1986, Tanzania embarked on the implementation of structural adjustment
programs (SAPs). The reforms sought to deregulate and liberalize the economy and remove the State from the economic sectors where it had heavily
136
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entrenched itself. In principle the state‟s role was relegated to that of maintaining law and order, while at the same time providing an enabling environment for efficient functioning of entrepreneurs and market forces. It is at
this point that natural resources became not only the focus of the economic
reforms, but also of those in power (Chachage, 1995; Kulindwa, 2001). As
indicated in chapter 5, economic liberalization in natural resources was encouraged because that is where many African states have comparative advantage.
As a result of the reforms, a series of Acts were passed that targeted full
liberalization of the natural resources sectors. To this end, the National Investment and Promotion Act of 1990137 was enacted to provide an enabling
environment for investors in various productive sectors. This was seen as a
way to stimulate the fledgling economy and make the country export competitive on the world market (cf. Kulindwa 2001). The natural choice for
many investors was in the most productive sectors of the economy- the natural resources sector. Economic reforms were also accompanied by political
reforms which ushered in the era of multi-party democracy. However, the
introduction of multiparty politics did not address power that is concentrated
in the hands of the few political elites. This is because political power remains concentrated in the ruling elite affiliated with the ruling party-CCM.
In this regard, the neo-liberal political and economic reforms, which were
introduced from outside, did not address this structural power imbalance
from the state to the community level. The political reforms have remained
politics of exclusion and inclusion, and of privileges and denials (cf.
Chachage 1995). Some Tanzania political analysts observe that instead of
the State being an arbiter in resolving contradictions in society as a result of
the reforms, it is now tending to openly identify itself with certain groupsespecially the business community, thus representing sectional interestsespecially those of the powerful and wealthy (cf. Hyden, 2005).
Of particular concern to many, are the ongoing contestations in the natural
resources sectors regarding the mismanagement of these resources and their
appropriation by the few. It is not only in the LVF, but also in other sectors
such as the mining, forestry, land in general- and grazing land in particular.
The contention is that the liberalization of these sectors benefits foreign investors at the expense of small-scale resource users. In chapter 4 I have indicated how natural resources in Africa are contentious and have become a
source of ill-gotten gain. Particularly, with economic and political decisionmaking under state control, there is little hesitation to extend control of the
political elite into these resources for their political gain (Reed, 2001:1).
With respect to Tanzania, during the last two decades, natural resources have
not only become the main source of government revenue (Budget Speech,
2008), but also the power base for the ruling elite. Kulindwa (2001:42) ob137

This Act was repealed by the Tanzania Investment Act 1997 which set up the Tanzania
Investment Centre (TIC) available at www.tic.co.tz
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serves that the deepening convergence of political and economic elites has
generated widespread malaise about the degree to which corruption dominates national political life. He points out that the intensification of natural
resources exploitation and the failure to create conditions in which economic
groups and actors can compete fairly, have already generated public cynicism regarding the efficacy of natural resources to generate growth and reduce poverty among resource dependent communities. World Bank (2005)
points out that many leaders in Africa are failing to promote environmental
stewardship at anything other than rhetorical level simply because that has
not been in either their political or economic interest to do so. Kulindwa
(ibid) concludes that without a transparent regulatory and management system deeply rooted in a functioning public administration, continuation of the
corruption and collusion between politicians and private economic agents
may well signal further decline and general mismanagement of the country‟s
natural resources. By and large, although economic liberalization and the
changes in the role of the state in Tanzania have produced dynamism in the
natural resources sector, mismanagement of natural resources is causing
great concern. This is the political-economic environment in which the Lake
Victoria fishery is embedded and in which co-management is being implemented.

7.6 The State in Lake Victoria – the
Tanzania Fisheries Policy
Like all other productive natural resources sectors in the economy, the Lake
Victoria fishery has not been spared the ongoing reforms and contestations
in the natural resources sector. As indicated in chapter 1, Lake Victoria fishery came into prominence after the appearance of the Nile perch and its subsequent export, which coincided with the above political and economic reforms that were taking place in the country. Prior to the Nile perch era
(which began in the early 1980s in Tanzania), the fishery was remained local, multi-species and at subsistence level throughout the social changes that
were taking place in the society up to the Nile perch era. Small-scale artisanal fishermen continued to dominate the fishery. The major difference
was that they were required to register their fishing boats and have a fishing
license. Access was no longer mediated at community level but by the state
through licenses. New comers into the fishery fished alongside traditional
fishermen and the majority of the fishermen owned their fishing gear which
they operated with family members. For the traditional fishermen, training of
young fishermen was done individually at a family boat until when the
trainee graduated and owned his boat.
At independence in 1961, Tanzania (it was then Tanganyika) found no
written policy related to the management of Lake Victoria and its fisheries.
The 1929 Legislation on trout- introduced by the Germans- did not cover LV
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and its fisheries.138 Throughout the period from the 1920s to the 1950s, Lake
Victoria was administered under the state‟s administrative orders and remained so under the post-colonial government until 1965 when the government established for the first time the department of fisheries (DoF) under
the Ministry of Agriculture. This is an indication of how Lake Victoria was
of little strategic importance- politically and economically- both to the colonial and the immediate post colonial government. It was not until 1970 that
the first National Fisheries Act- the Fisheries Act No. 6 of 1970 was enacted.139 This Act coincided also with the Ujamaa period of Nyerere and was
meant to reflect the fact that the fishery- as part of the productive sectors was
under state control. Thus the Act officially endorsed the top down control of
the fishery which was manifested in a series of regulatory measures. Notable
here is the fact that some of these measures were not different from those of
the pre-colonial and colonial period. They included: seasonal closure to protect the brooders and fingerlings; prohibition of use of beach seine, undersize mesh gillnets (less than 5″) to protect immature fish. Catch assessment,
frame surveys continued to shape management policy in Lake Victoria. The
Fisheries Act of 1970 empowered the minister to manage, protect, and develop the fishery resources. Noteworthy here is the fact that these regulations
were not implemented because the state had no capacity to monitor their
implementation and the communities were not given the responsibility to do
so. Equally, beach seine nets were no longer made from local natural fibres
but from synthetic fibres, which were stronger and durable. As one interviewee it:
“The beach seines were now stronger and durable and were no longer communally owned, but privately owned by groups of fishermen. They caught
more fish- the young and the old- and those who had access to them, made
money. Everybody was aware of the destruction caused to the fishery but,
people did not care. The traditional fishermen in the communities could not
do anything because their local authority had been first usurped by the colonial state and later by the post-colonial state”.140

The 1970 Act provided no room for community participation in the fishery.
It re-enforced a top-down approach that was inherited from the colonial regime. In 1997 a fisheries policy was introduced to
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under section 2 of the Fisheries Ordinance, Cap.36 of 1950, it is stated that: “…waters
defined as all territorial inland water of the Territory, except the water of Lake Victoria and its
islands (my emphasis) and excluded all water of the Territory under private ownership. Section 30 concluded that “nothing in the ordinance or any provision made shall have any effect
in relation to the waters of and islands of Lake Victoria” (Tanzania Notes and Records, No
60.
139
See 1970 Tanzania Fisheries Act available at http://www.gtz.co
140
Informant no. 2 Group VI (August, 2004)
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7.7 Co-management- the adoption Process
Under co-management arrangements, the state is expected to relinquish the
above held position and share the management of the fishery with the community of users. This is so under the 2003 legislation and 1997 policy. The
reasons for adopting co-management in Lake Victoria were briefly mentioned in chapter 1 and 2. The Lake Victoria fishery came into prominence
when the Nile perch fishery changed from being a domestic fishery into a
commercial export fishery, earning significant foreign currency for the state.
These developments not only coincided with the political and economic reforms that were taking place in the country, but also with a new neo-liberal
agenda of the 1980s towards development in general and natural resources
management in particular (chapter 1). With respect to small-scale fisheries
management, the neo-liberal agenda has at its core the belief that top down
management approaches are leading to degradation of natural resources
(chapter 5). Decentralization, participation, and communitarianism, did not
only become the cornerstones of natural resources management, but also
necessary conditions for receiving development aid.
According to one official at the FAO office in Dar es Salaam, 141 when
these developments were taking place at the global level, a scramble for the
Nile perch was gaining momentum in Lake Victoria. The public servants
who were retrenched as a result of privatization of the public enterprises in
the mid- 1980s, many of them found their way into the Nile perch fishery.
Further scramble was fuelled by the FAO funding (see chapter 8 and chapter
9), which was earmarked to assist the poor fishermen to buy stronger and
expensive gear to access the Nile perch. This funding was hijacked by nonfishing people and a few fishermen. Fishermen, who could not afford to access the fishery, went into beach seining and dynamite fishing. Chaos
reigned in the lake. Apparently, the three riparian states were caught unprepared by the sudden appearance of the profitable Nile perch and the chaos
that it brought in its wake. There was no financial, technical or human capacity to deal with the magnitude of the problem.
Co-management was adopted through the LVFO, the regional body for
fisheries management of Lake Victoria, which endorsed its implementation
in all fishing communities around the lake (LVFO, 1999). In Tanzania, it
was suggested that where such communities did not exist, effort should be
made through the departments of fisheries to establish them. 142 The major
problem that led to the adoption of co-management in Lake Victoria was
illegal fishing (use of dragnets; under size mesh gillnets; and dynamite fishing). Poverty among fishermen was identified as the cause and consequence
of illegal fishing in the LVF. Closing small fishing camps that had mush141

Informant no 1, Group I (September, 2007)
See the Tanzania Fisheries Policy, 1997 and the accompanying National Guidelines for
Beach Management Unit, Fisheries Division, 2005
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roomed around the lake and grouping them into permanent big fishing communities was seen as a solution to illegal fishing and hence poverty in Lake
Victoria. (DoF, 2005)
It is worth noting here that the grouping and re-grouping of the society
that started with the colonial period is not escaping and is still going on. An
informer in Igabiro had this to say:
“We do not know what tomorrow holds for us. Programs after programs are
imposed on us all promising to make our lives better. Nyerere promised us
better life if we moved into his (my emphasis) villages; now we are promised
better life if we move into fishing camps; when is better life going to come to
the fishers? We hope our children will have it” 143

All development projects have pre-defined goals to achieve (Mosse, 2001;
Ferguson, 1990). In the case of co-management, the model is promoted on
the basis of its capacity to open up space where the poor can be emancipated
to overcome their condition which in turn would lead to environmental sustainability (Berkes, 2006; Pinkerton, 2003; Wilson, 2003). In the case of
Lake Victoria, these goals also coincide with policy goals (refer chapter 1) of
poverty144 and sustainability. In this regard co-management was adopted in
the belief that it had the capacity to deliver on these goals. Whether the
state‟s explicit and implicit objective of adopting co-management was to
address the above problems will be seen in the next sections that address the
implementation process of co-management.

7.8 The political decentralization process
Co-management in Lake Victoria is implemented along the government
political decentralization structure that has been implemented and reimplemented in Tanzania since independence.145 In this regard it is useful to
present a brief history of political decentralization in Tanzania as a backdrop
for the implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria as a whole and
Bukoba rural district in particular. The table below is a summary of the de143

Informant no. 1 Group VII (6 July, 2007) Appendix 1
Point 2.4 (poverty alleviation) of the 1997 TFP states that fisheries significantly contribute
to the supply of food and employ many people. Thus development efforts in the fisheries
sector have to consider the valid objective to eradicate poverty.
145
See ‟Decentralization in Tanzania‟, a paper submitted by Hon. Hassan Ngwilizi MP, Minister of State, President‟s Office (Regional Administration and Local Government) to the
UNCDF Conference on Decentralization and Local Government in Africa, Cape Town, 26-30
March 2001; available at www.uncdf.org/english/local_development/uploads/other/2001March_Decentralisation%20in20Tanzania.updf .The paper presented at the UN Capital Development Fund Conference states as one of the lessons learned from the program design are:
the design and implementation of the reform needs to be participatory to enable the stakeholders to have a common understanding and a shared vision of the reforms that need to be
introduce (p. 6 of the paper
150
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centralization process in Tanzania beginning with the colonial period up to
today.
Table 7.1 The History of Decentralization in Tanzania
Legislation and Reforms
Native Authority Ordinance of 1926
(Cap.76) 1926-1952
Local
Government
Ordinance
1953
(Cap.333) 1953-1961
Local Government Ordinance of 1962
Local Government Election Act No. 50 of
1965
Decentralization of Government Administration Act of 1972 (1972-1982)
Decentralization of Government Administration of 1982
Regional Administration Act (No.19) of
1997
Local Government Reform Program of 1999

Main Purpose
Establishment of British Indirect Rule
Establishment of African Chiefs Ordinance
Repeal African Chiefs Ordinance
Amalgamation of Political Party (TANU) and
Government
Abolished local government authorities
Re-introduced local government authorities
Devolution of responsibilities to district and
village authorities,
participatory approaches to development and
natural resources management

Source: Adopted from Mniwasa and Shauri, 2001:3

The British system of governance was through indirect rule supported by the
Native Authority Ordinance (Cap 76) of 1926. Under this system, the colonial government conferred minimal powers to the indigenous people to control their localities. It is under this Ordinance that the traditional Ikokoro
system of fisheries governance (chapter 6) was recognized, reformed and
used as one of the native legal systems (Cory and Hartnoll, 1945). However,
during the final years of colonialism, attempts were made by the colonial
administration to democratize the system. Max (1991:24) points out that the
enactment of the Local Government Ordinance (Cap 333) of 1953 was
meant to introduce an electoral process at the local level and give political
legitimacy to the local leaders. This was the situation at independence.
The independent Tanganyika (now Tanzania), inherited this colonial local
government structure, which was later integrated into the new government
structure and its ruling party (Tanganyika National Union –TANU). The
Local Government Ordinance was revised in 1962 to abolish chieftainship
throughout the country. This step was taken to consolidate the country that
was fragmented along tribal lines. Oyugi (1998: 103) is of the view that the
1960s was the period of state power consolidation. This was manifested in
the Local Government Election Act No. 50 of 1965, which decreed that all
local councillors had to be party (TANU) members. Furthermore, party cadres replaced all government functionaries and operated as party and government heads in their respective areas, thus making local government part of
the ruling party.
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The state also needed to reorganize government administration to reflect
the socialist ideals that were adopted in the 1967 Ujamaa policy already
stated above. To achieve this end, the parliament enacted the Decentralization of Government Administration Act of 1972, which abolished Local
Government Authorities and formed much larger Regional Development and
District Development Councils (Semboja, 1991). In spite of the changes,
power remained with the party leadership and government bureaucracy at
the local level (Mwaniwasa and Shauri, 2001). Between 1972 and 1982 there
was no local government administration and provisioning of essential social
services collapsed under the heavily centralized bureaucratic structure necessitating the state to again re-introduced local government structure in 1982
(ibid).
The re-decentralization of the 1980s and 1990s was guided by the aforementioned economic and political reforms that were taking place in the
country under the neo-liberal ideas of decentralization and participation that
were gaining momentum beginning in the 1980s. This was reflected in the
insistence by the donor community for more effective democratic participation in decision-making and implementation of development projects at the
regional, district, and village levels. As a result several Acts were enacted146
to achieve this end. The one more relevant to this study is Local Government
(District Authorities) Act No. 7 of 1982. This Act was accompanied a few
years later by the 1999 Local Government Reform Program, which, among
other things, called for the devolution of powers to the lowest administrative
unit, the district level.147 The 1982 Act initiated the process of scaling down
the roles, functions and staffing at the regional and district levels. It also
provided for district and regional authorities to interact directly with the
central government ministries on issues of concern and interest in their jurisdiction.
With respect to environmental management, the 1999 Local Government
Reform Program stressed the need to devolve the framework for environmental management to the lowest unit of the government administration.
These reforms were to reflect environmental management based on decentralization, participation, and communitarianism. It is within these reforms
that the need for local communities to participate in environmental management was emphasized. In principle, the local level of participation and authority to deal with the environment was stepped up. This was to be achieved
through devolution of power from the central government to the local government and the creation of an enabling environment in which the new actors could exercise those powers. Among other things, the reforms were
expected to lead to sustainable management of natural resources and poverty
reduction. This is the complex political decentralization process, which
146

see Mniwasa and Shauri, 2001
Local Government Reform Program, 1999 available at www.gtz.org
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shapes the implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria. The next
section is the analysis of co-management within these political dynamics.

7.9 Co-management- a politicized process
In chapter 1 I point out that co-management was adopted and implemented
through the 1997 National Fisheries Policy and legally enforced through the
2003 Fisheries Act No. 22 and the 2005 Fisheries Regulations No.314 of
14/10. This policy is one of the many sectoral policies that were introduced
after the political and economic reforms that were adopted beginning of the
1980s to accommodate the new approaches to natural resources management
that involved decentralization and participation. Co-management takes a
variety of forms that range between high level state involvement (low level
community involvement) to high level community involvement (low level
state involvement). Pomeroy (2003:259) insists that whatever form of decentralization arrangement for co-management is arrived at, the process is political, involving mobilization and struggle for power.
Bryant and Bailey (1997:39) note that unequal relations of power between
actors area a key factor in understanding patterns of human-environmental
interaction and the associated environmental problems. The authors point out
that those unequal relations need to be related to the power that each actor
possesses in greater or lesser amounts, and which influences the outcome of
environmental conflicts in the third world. Power is thus seen as key to the
understanding of the politicized environment. Power is subject to a variety of
meanings ranging from Weber‟s (1947) pluralistic notion of the command of
force to Foucault‟s (1991) discourse of truth and knowledge; from the powers of informal institutions to capillary of power. The key here is that power
does not only reside with the state, but is found in all places where there is
social interaction.
Hyden (2005:8) arguing along the same line on political power in Tanzania politics, points out that “a good analysis of power must take into account
that power has many faces.” He cautions against just focusing on the state as
the only custodian of power. In fisheries, Jentoft (2007) in line with Foucault
observes that power does not reside in one person or an institution, such as
the state, but is everywhere and exercised at all levels. Given the many perspectives of power, this chapter draws on Long‟s (2001) and Giddens (1984)
conceptualization of power in chapter 5 to discuss the politicized process of
implementing co-management in Lake Victoria. This implies addressing
power relations among the different actors, the different resources they are
capable of drawing on, and their ability to use these resources to shape environmental outcomes.
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7.10 The actors
The implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria involves actors
from the international level to the local level. Figure 7.1 below outlines the
different actors involved in the implementation of co-management in Lake
Victoria.
FAO, WB, EU,
IUCN

LVFO
Other regional
institutions
Other ministries

MLF- DoF

MRLGA

Regional authority

fish processing plants
District authority
local Authority
Village government

BMUs

Fig 7.1 Organization chart – co-management in LVF adopted from “(DoF, 2005:
p10)

The arrows in the chart indicate the flow of information between the different actors. Where the arrows are in both directions, it means there is a
downward and upward communications between the actors. Where the arrows are in one direction it means the communication is unidirectional. For
example, at the top of the chart there is communication in both directions
between the different actors, which apparently ends at the regional level.
Below the regional level, communication is unidirectional.
7.10.1The international Actors
The role of donors in environmental management has also been questioned
along the role of the state. At the international level, the FAO is the UN body
responsible for the management and development of the world fisheries in154

cluding the Lake Victoria fisheries. FAO is active in the management of
Lake Victoria fisheries through the LVFO and was instrumental in the adoption and implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria (refer to chapter 1). One of FAO‟s main challenges in the management of small-scale
fisheries in developing countries is to reduce poverty among fishermen
(FAO, 1999; 2002; 2006). Its central argument is that poverty and fisheries
conservation are incompatible. It is through this argument that FAO established a fund148 to help small-scale fishermen in Lake Victoria in the 1980s
as indicated above. It is worth noting here that FAO role in fisheries is to
provide technical advice and support states and development agencies responsible for fisheries development. Thus, as an institution, FAO derives its
power and influence not from the funds it controls, but rather from the role it
plays in providing technical advice and assistance. Marshall (1991: 66) notes
that this role is not inconsequential. FAO advice and training on how best to
promote efficiency in the fisheries sector has been an important influence on
patterns of access and conflict in the third world small-scale fisheries. FAO‟s
impact is explored in chapters 8 and 9.
The European Union (EU), the World Bank (WB), and the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) are the main donors in the
management of Lake Victoria and the development of the fishery.149 According the LVFO Report (2008), the implementation of the Fisheries Management Plan (IFMP) project is funded by the EU and implemented by the
LVFO. The funding of the fisheries sector of Lake Victoria is in line with the
European Commission‟s policy in terms of providing assistance to reduce
poverty and stimulate economic development in recipient countries. The
objective of the project is to contribute to the sustainable economic growth,
resource use and development in the Lake Victoria Basin. The report concludes that this aim supports the broader objective of poverty reduction and
economic growth in each of the riparian States.
A close examination of IFMP project reveals that poverty is not tackled
directly but is mainly addressed indirectly through facilitating and enhancing
export of the Nile perch. This is evidenced by the focus on identifying productive landing sites (in terms of Nile perch fishing and landing) and providing funds for infrastructure development for handling fish destined for export. The implicit assumption is that the income earned from the export of
the Nile perch will trickle down toward poverty reduction in the fishing
communities. However, the picture encountered in the study area as a result
of this assumed trickle-down process in development is captured in the pictures (fig. 7.1). The picture shows the contrast between the neat and fenced
landing and fish handling Place standing adjacent to the fisherman‟s dwellings (R). One can‟t help wondering what counts most: the fish or fishermen.
In addition, the role of the WB in poverty reduction in fishing is highly ques148
149
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tionable. Its power and importance resides not only in its role as the third
world‟s banker, but also in its ability to influence the development trajectory
of most third world countries. These issues are explored in the coming chapters.

Fig 7.2 Fisherman‟s dwellings in Igabiro (above) and part of landing and weighing
station for Nile perch (below). Own photo (2007)
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The role of EU in the management of the Lake Victoria fisheries is also controversial. The export of the Nile perch to a large extent depends on the EU
market. An official at the department of fisheries150 was concerned and
pointed out that the benefits of opening up the EU markets to the export of
the Nile perch is far outweighed by the overexploitation of the stocks in
Lake Victoria. He was of the opinion that export of the Nile perch assists the
government to earn foreign exchange and to meet part of its balance of payments; but the impact of this policy on the resource and poverty is not genuinely addressed. According to one informer in Igabiro, 151 when World Bank
mission or EU or LVFO missions visit the camps, their main interest is on
the hygiene of the landing sites. The conditions of the fishermen and the
environment they live in are of no interest to them. These are some of the
contradictions that are raised when reviewing the role of aid in the Lake
Victoria fisheries.

7.10.2 The East Africa Community level
The Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization was established in 1994 by the
three East African states and is responsible for coordinating the overall management of Lake Victoria and harmonizing fisheries management policies of
the three East African Countries. Its supreme body is the council of ministers
from the partner states responsible for fisheries in their respective countries.
As indicated above, LVFO is financed by the EU, the World Bank, IUCN
FAO, and the East African partner states. The organization is financially and
legally empowered to oversee the implementation of co-management in
Lake Victoria. For example, in one of its mission statements, it is stated that
“LVFO is guiding, supporting, and implementing capacity building among
fishermen, in order to empower them to become equal and active partners
with government in managing the Lake Victoria fisheries” (LVFO, 2008).152
It is the implementation of this mission statement that is a problem in Lake
Victoria. Emphasis is generally on infrastructure for fish handling and export. For example, out of Euros 6.9 million disbursed by the EU to LVFO for
fisheries development, Euro 5.4 million or 78% went into the improvement
of landing sites and Euro 300,000 or 4.3% went into the improvement of
community social facilities.153
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7.10.3 The National Level / the department of fisheries
(DoF)
At the National level, the DoF in the ministry of Livestock and Fisheries is
responsible for fisheries management in the country. The 1997 Tanzania
Fisheries Policy and the 2003 Fisheries Act clearly outline the institutional
arrangements, the roles, and responsibilities of the participating actors and
the powers exercised at different levels by different actors. Prior to 1997, the
state- through its organs and agents- was responsible for policy formulation
and other technical matters related to fisheries. For example, under the 1970
Fisheries Act, the minister was empowered to formulate policy and to oversee its execution by officials in the ministry at the relevant level. The regional and district units under the regional and district fisheries officers,
were responsible for the implementation of the fisheries policy in their respective areas. It was a top-down process (a carryover from the colonial
period), with upward accountability through the elaborate line of political
authority- that is from the district, regional and to the national levels.
The 1997 fisheries policy was formulated as a policy reform to facilitate a
participatory approach to fisheries management through co-managementamong other things. The aim of the new policy was to reflect the reforms
that were taking place in environmental management- specifically a shift
form a top-down management approach to a community involvement approach, where managerial responsibilities and powers are shared between the
state and the communities of users. This aim of the policy is evidenced in the
following quote from the 1997 Tanzania Fisheries Policy (section 1 page 1):
“In the past, fisheries management relied heavily on a centralized command
and control approach. Such an approach proved inadequate in meeting the
needs of the sector….realizing the consequences of not fully involving communities in fisheries management, the government has adopted a participatory co-management approach and incorporated this in its 1997 National
Fisheries Policy”

The following table 7.2 is the distribution of the responsibilities spelt out in
the 1997 policy (found in annex 1 p.19).
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Table 7.2 Key responsibilities between different actors at different levels
Level
Department of
Fisheries
District Authorities

Village authorities
Fishing Communities (BMUs)

Key Responsibilities
Overall responsibility for fisheries administration, Policy formulation,
planning, legislation, law enforcement, licensing, and revenue collection
Implementation of national fisheries policy; enforcement of fisheries
regulation conflict resolution; approval of fisheries ordinances and bylaws; monitor and evaluate BMU performance; issuing of boat licenses
revenue collection;
The village chairperson is responsible for the overall administration of
the BMU organization.
Surveillance, monitoring , and participation in the management of protected areas

Source: National Fisheries Sectoral Policy, 1997(Annex 1: p.19).

It may be noted here that the district level, the village level and the fishing
communities make up what is known as the local level.
The difference between the 1970 legislation and the 1997 policy is that the
latter in principle adds villages and communities in the management of the
fishery. The 2003 legislation requires the director of fisheries to consult local
authorities on fisheries management; however, a closer look reveals that
little has changed regardless of the proclaimed reforms. The policy is- to a
certain degree- still promoting a top-down management approach. The
communities are basically designed to take on responsibilities that are too
cumbersome for the state (surveillance, and monitoring) that involve heavy
transaction costs,154 but with little or no input into crucial issues such as policy formulation and access to decision-making process. North (1990:28)
defines transaction costs as “the costs of defining, protecting, and enforcing
property rights”. In Wilson et al. (2003:24), Wilson points out that devolution in co-management should not be only about offloading some cumbersome responsibilities, but should also involve genuine power sharing. Furthermore, in table 7.2, the arrangement does not provide for the scrutiny of
the complex relationship between the actors at the different levels and how
they are positioned in relation to one another in terms of accountability. In
principle, the district, the village and communities are the entities where
power is supposed to evolve. In the decentralization process the regional
level under RAS (regional administrative secretary) is part of the central
government as it will be indicated below. Co-management in Tanzania,
154
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power is supposed to be devolved to the local level where implementation
takes place.

7. 10.4 The regional level
The regional administrative secretary (RAS) is in charge of regional administration at the regional level supported by technical advisors. In fisheries, the
regional fisheries officer (RFO)155 is responsible for all matters related to
fisheries. RAS is answerable to the minister for Local government. An interview with RAS of Kagera Region 156 revealed that the local government
reforms of 1999 did not change power relations and accountability that existed before the reforms. He pointed out that devolution of power to the local
level (district, village and fishing communities) is on paper; the reality is
different. Power and authority from the central government is recentralized
at the regional level. Directives for different departments under him are still
coming from above- the national level- and implemented according to the
decisions taken at that level, and not according to the existing situation at the
local level. In his capacity as a regional administrator, RAS can only suggest
causes of actions but the decision to implement is taken at the national level.
With respect to fisheries, RAS he pointed out that the regional fisheries office, like other technical offices under him, is technically answerable to the
departments of fisheries at the ministry of livestock and fisheries. In matters
of fisheries, technically the local level is answerable to the RFO.
From this perspective, the RFO is the substantive office representing the
national at the regional level and an overseer of the implementation of the
fisheries policy at this level. In this regard, deconcentration (refer to chapter
5) is the form of decentralization that has taken place between the department of fisheries and the regional level. Under this arrangement limited authority has been devolved to the rightful local level (district, village, community) authorities. The regional office remains the referral and focal point
of policy and co-management implementation. In this regard, the RFO enjoys power from various bases that include: political power (as a regional
head and national representative); financial power (controller of regional
funds allocated for the management and development of the fishery); professional power (fisheries division is a club of fish biologists157).
In terms of accountability, technically, the RFO is accountable to the DoF
at the national level and not to RAS as stipulated in the 1999 local government reforms. RAS admitted that the reforms are confusing at the regional
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level. Discussion with the RFO158 revealed that the line of authority created
by the 1999 Local government reforms was confusing. However, he was
quite clear about his position and authority. RFO takes his orders from the
department of fisheries. Power and authority are over the Lake Victoria fisheries are vested in the RFO and RAS is just a figure head. According to an
informant at the district level159, the adoption and implementation of comanagement has enhanced the authority and power of the RFO‟s office.
Such authority is manifested in office trappings such as water and land
transport and control of funds earmarked for monitoring and enforcing fisheries regulations. Such resources portray an image of power and authority at
the local level, where none exists. Because of his position and power that
comes with it, mentioning the RFO in the fishing communities strikes fear in
many. One interviewee put it: “He is a no-nonsense person.”160 The Bukoba
rural fishing communities are under the jurisdiction of the district authorities; however, the district fisheries officer in charge of fisheries extension
services relies on a bicycle/motorcycle or fisherman‟s canoes for transport to
visit all the fishing communities under his jurisdiction (see figure 2.5).
RAS has full authority over the fish processing plants in terms of issuing
permits to visit the factories. The fish processing plants (like all other investors in the country) are considered to be politically sensitive and accessibility, especially for research, is very difficult as was the case during my field
work in 2007. Access is handled with caution at a very high level in order to
protect the investors‟ privacy. In the case of this study, when fish export data
was requested, production manager had this to say:
“The data in the computer is only for internal use. You can only access it
with special permission. If you need data for your report we can prepare
something for you.”161

Due to industrial secrecy, it was obvious that the true export data of the Nile
perch from this particular factory is not public knowledge. It is this lack of
transparency that creates a climate of distrust between the public and the
investors as to what happens on the premises. The politics and power of the
Nile perch fishery is played out at the fish processing plants level. The key
players include the donor community, the LVFO, the DoF, RAS, TRA, and
RFO.
Each of these actors exercises power defined by their political position in
relation to the fishery. LVFO is the governing all-powerful body in Lake
Victoria controlling all the financial and technical resources; the fish processing plants have political connections and economic influence since they
are investors who enjoy state protection; RAS is the authority on the ground
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empowered to make decision at the regional level; and the regional fisheries
officer is an all-powerful government agent representing the department of
fisheries and is empowered to oversee policy implementation at the local
level. Hyden (2005:11) aptly summarizes the situation:
“Officials in Tanzania do not have power merely because of the position they
occupy, but also because of the connections they have. Rules and roles are
transgressed for personal or private reasons. The government continues and
remains a patronage government…..Power does not stem from the authority
vested in a particular public office but rather from the myriad of personal dependencies that are created as money or other tangible resources is exchanged.”

It would be wrong to assume that all state agents behave in the same manner
as described above; however, the observation represents a general picture
that one encounters on the ground. It may be noted here that state‟s authority, political and financial power ends at the regional level, with little or
nothing reserved for the district, village and community levels. The entanglement between political interests and the implementation of comanagement has implications for co-management performance at district
level as indicated below in the next section.
7.10.5 The local level
The local level structure was discussed in chapter 2. In this section, the level
is analyzed from the decentralization perspective. The local level refers to
the government administrative set up from district level to village level (cf.
Semboja, 1991). The local level is made up of the district authority under the
district development director (DED) and the District Councillors (DC). The
village government is made up of the village council headed by the village
chairperson (VC) and the fishing communities are made up of the community of fishermen headed by the beach management units (BMUs). The local
level administration is part of the state structures that consist of the local and
central government. The term local level also refers to a body which has
definite decision-making power, and economic means to make use of this
power. This level is seen to represent a vehicle for decentralization and participation (cf. Semboja, 1991).
It is worth recalling here from the above that throughout the 1960s and
1970s, the central government increased its own role. The reforms of 1972
that abolished local government placed emphasis on regional level and district level committees which were to guide local level development planning
along the ruling party guidelines. When local government was re-established
in 1984, this time the regional authorities were removed from the local level
structure and were retained under the central government structure and given
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wider local supervisory powers (ibid). Under this arrangement key administrators at the regional level are an extension of the central government (for
example the RFO). As a result, the local level (district and village levels)
was allocated very limited decision-making power accompanied with limited
budget. The result is that the political decision-making model in Tanzania is
a far cry from the documented bottom up model of the decentralized structure.162 A member of the village committee had this to say:
“We are caught between two forces: on the one hand we try to meet the expectations of the villagers who elect us in power and at the same time play
163
along the lines of parochial politics and fulfil demands from above”

Under this arrangement, the local administrators (district and village) are
denied any of their own legitimate aims and policies and placed into a servant-master position- a means to ends of others (Semboja & Therkildsen,
1994).
After the 1984 reforms, the local district and village authorities were
given important tasks as independent entities that could make decisions. But
at the same time they are administratively controlled by the regional authorities. Their finances and manpower are sometimes allocated from above.
Councillors for the district council- each representing a ward (chapter 2), are
supposed to be people with wisdom accumulated through age and local experience, rather than those with administrative expertise. In practice they
have little to contribute as councillors because the administrative guidelines
are handed down from above, which curtails their decision-making powers.
They are referred to as “rubber-stamps at the end of a decision-making process” (Mwaniwasa and Shauri, 2001:12). It is under this complex political
arrangement that co-management is implemented- a process outlined below
The fishing communities in Bukoba rural district are under the Bukoba
district authority. Although the district is the co-management implementing
body, limited authority is found at this level. Unlike the regional fisheries
officer, the district fisheries officer does not enjoy similar powers at his
level. The Local Government (District Authorities) Act, No. 7 1982 empowers the district executive director (DED) to provide for the protection and
management of the environment under the relevant jurisdiction. However,
he/she has no decision-making powers or the resources to do so. The managerial powers and resources supposed to be devolved from the centre164 end
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up re-centralized at the regional level. By law they are empowered to formulate by laws in their jurisdiction; however, it is the minister for local government who has a final say on whether a by-law should be adopted or not.
Experience shows that many by laws are ignored and if they are passed, are
already outdated. The process is considered to be long, and cumbersome
(Mwaniwasa and Shauri, 2001).
Although the district authorities received more powers and responsibilities in relation to the management of the fishery under co-management arrangements, they are not empowered to make any meaningful decisions in
practice. The regional headquarters makes all the major decisions regarding
management of the fishery at the local level and the district authorities are
mere implementers. An informant had this to say:165
“On paper we have power to make decisions at the district level. In reality,
we are only told what to do and we are hardly consulted on anything by the
regional authorities. All the important decision-making powers and resources
are concentrated at the regional headquarters. We are only important when
there is an official activity going to take place. Yet we are the ones dealing
with fishermen on a day to day basis.

According to the fisheries policy, revenue at this level is supposed to come
from boat registration and fishing licenses, management of the landing
beaches and other levies that can be paid by fishermen in the fishing communities. However, the money collected does not go into fisheries management and needs. It goes into the general district budget in which the fishery
and its needs are subsumed in the district priorities where fishermen and
their communities play a very minor role. The villagers, the BMUs and the
fishermen are all aware that the district fisheries officer has limited authority
except as a government agent. One fisherman put it correctly:
“The government agents from the district office have no choice except to implement directives from above, just like us.”
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Although the district authorities have political legitimacy as their power
base, the lack of resources to enforce the directives leaves them powerless in
the fishing communities when it comes to implementing co-management in
the fishing communities.
7.10.6 The Community Level and the BMUs
The fishing communities were created from the traditional fishing camps
that were scattered along the lakes shore all the way to the border with
165
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Uganda. In spite of the social changes that took place, these small fishing
camps continued to serve the traditional purposes such as sacrifices, meeting
places for fishermen away from the general public to discuss issues pertaining to their fishing occupation. In the study are, up to the Nile perch period,
these camps remained temporary camps. To the government they looked
insignificant but to the fishermen they embodied meanings. It was after the
appearance of the Nile perch that the lake shore was invaded by people in
fishing business. Camps mushroomed that had no history or connection to
the fishing villages. The whole meaning of the camps as known locally
ceased, instead they became sites for contestations over access to the fishery.
Traditional fishermen, migrant fishermen, illegal fishermen all mingled on
the lake shore to pursue the Nile perch. Amalgamation of the camps into big
fishing communities was also pursued by the state in the belief that closing
down small camps and creating larger communities would enable the government to better monitor and control illegal fishing, and implement fisheries
regulations. Igabiro and Kaarwazi are two of those former fishing camps
where fishermen lived during the fishing season (which lasted for six
months), before moving back to the village to carry out farming.
The decision to create permanent fishing communities was taken at the
national level in accordance with the co-management model but was implemented by the village government supervised by the district authorities using
the laid down procedure in the operational manual provided by the department of fisheries in Dar es Salaam. The fisheries extension officer who
comes from Bukoba rural district had this to say:167
“The fishing communities have no relation to the traditional camps I used to
know. They are more like shanty towns on the shore of the lake rather than
fishing communities”

The whole process of creating fishing communities was top down, with
funds provided by FAO to achieve this objective. Regarding the loss of their
traditional camps and fishing grounds, a village elder had this to say:
“The fishery has changed. The type of fish species that were endemic to the
lake are now long gone. Everything changed with the arrival of the Nile
perch. We can‟t carry out any of our traditional rituals because there are no
„fishermen‟ any more. Today it is business, not fishing. Modern fishermen do
not know how to care for the fish or for the lake. All that they are seeing is
the money they can get at the factory. Lake Victoria is not the same. We lost
168
it a long time ago.
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To these elders, the Nile perch sounds like a curse more than a blessing because of the social upheavals it has created in its wake.
The creation of fishing communities served many purposes. Explaining
why states create spaces, Allen (2004:7) suggests that the unique power of
the state is based on its control of territory, within which it is recognized as
offering legitimate rule. This is also reflected in Lefebvre‟s concept of space
in which he refers to space as the privileged instruments in the hands of the
state. Privileged in this context can be due to its control of territory. According to Lefebvre, the process begins with the mapping, modification and
transformation of physical or material space. These are more often carried
out through policy (Lefebvre, 1978:84). These arguments are relevant in the
formation of the fishing communities Igabiro and Kaarwazi. The organization of the communities, the membership, institutional arrangement, office
tenure, roles and responsibilities are all handed down from above. To completely deny power at the local level where co-management is actualized, the
village governments were involved in creating these villages but had no
power to alter anything to suit their local conditions. In addition, the views
of the local communities regarding the formation of the communities and the
BMUs were completely ignored. From this perspective, BMUs are a states‟
blue print on how the communities should organize and implement fisheries
regulations. The local institutions that exist in these societies in relations to
the resource base were not even considered. According to a well-placed informant,169 the outcome of this process was power struggle centred around
who should receive the promised powers to manage the fishery; who is to be
categorized as a fisher; and who needs to be empowered; The regional fisheries authorities were not prepared to cede any of the powers they had before
co-management and more was taken on board, as the main overseer of the
implementation of the policy; the cash-strapped district authorities saw a
chance to collect more revenue from the new structure, and the villages
wanted a stronger role to play as the custodian of the fishing communities to
be formed. Each actor saw the reforms as a way of enhancing his/her power
in the implementation of co-management.
The land on which to establish the communities was provided by the village government after the number of fishermen in the village was established. These villagers were expected to take residence in the communities
as selected members of the fishing communities. The result was that the rich
fishermen acquired plots, built cabins, which they rent out to fishermen in
the camps. The rich fishermen and some local fishermen have homes in the
village and temporary living places in the communities. The boat owners,
agents, migrant fishermen, crew members, and service providers all live
together on a permanent basis in these camps. In the implementation of comanagement, all fishermen living in the fishing camps are poor fishermen
169
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depending on the fishery for livelihood a case that will be explored in chapter 8.
In spite of the importance of these communities to co-management, they
have no legal status except that they house BMU offices, through which comanagement is implemented at community level. One informant in Kaagya
village put it:170
“The fishing communities are a government‟s show case for co-management
and a reason for continued donor financing; otherwise why did they establish
something that has no authority over anything?.”

To be able to keep the fishery under political influence, and to retain power
at the village level, BMUs were designated as one of the village development committees under the village chairperson. The office is made up of 15
elected members divided into sub-committees on: monitoring, control, and
surveillance; finance and production; and information dissemination. The
2005 Fisheries Regulations state that:
“The 1982 Local Government Authority (district) Act provides power to the
village government to establish functional committees for the administration
of different activities at village level. In this regard, the co-management unit
(the BMU) is a sub-committee under the village committee for defence and
security” (VII: 104).

Co-management requires that BMU leadership to be accountable to the
BMU assembly which elects them in office.171 This is not so in practice. It is
the village chairperson who has the authority to hire and fire members of the
BMU committee at the recommendation of the BMU assembly. As it will be
shown in chapter 8 and 9, BMU leadership is made up of rich boat owners
and agents who live in the village with the village government, whereas the
majority of the members of the BMU assembly are the poor fishermen living
in the communities. It also happens that the BMU committee members are
also the main employers of many poor fishermen living in the fishing communities. Most of these fishermen are linked to a rich fisherman in one way
or another through a network of relations. The fishing communities are not
run by BMU but by powerful individuals with resources and power. One
such powerful fisherman who was an important informant correctly put it:
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“Given the poverty around this area and beyond, it is very easy for boat owners to replace the entire crew in the fishing camps than for a crew to find an170
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other boat owner to work for. Many of them are in these places by the grace
of certain individuals.”

In this context, the BMU leadership does not need the assembly to vote them
in office, they perpetuate themselves in office. Assembly meetings are held
as required, but attendance is limited because they are held in the afternoon
when most of the crew members are sleeping before they sail for an overnight fishing trip. A total of three women are supposed to be on the BMU
leadership of 15 members. However, only one woman was on the committee
in the two fishing communities.
During a group interview, many women pointed out that they have nothing to contribute to these meetings that can be of relevance to their lives.
They are going about their business to feed their families away from the fish
politics which they called in Swahili siasa za samaki. A woman fish fryer in
Igabiro had this to say:
“The Nile perch fishery is for the rich. What can the poor mama ntilie get out
of it? The government does not care for our plight; but we are lucky to be
able to find something to do to support our families even if it is to fry fish.
Where do we find time to engage in fish politics?”173

Although the state has made it possible for women to engage in fishing, poverty has reduced their role from that of being processors (before the export of
the Nile perch) to struggling to make both ends meet. Women are mainly
found on the margin of the Nile perch fishing industry, only frying juveniles
to feed fishermen in the community. The picture below attests to this scenario. Further analysis of women in fishing is presented in chapter 8.

Figure 7.3a: Women „fishermen‟ in the fishing communities ( photo by LVFO, 2006)
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Figure 7.3b: Women „fishermen‟ in the fishing communities ( photo by LVFO, 2006)

The state‟s main concern and something that is monitored very closely is the
beach hygiene where the fish is landed, sorted, and weighed before they are
taken to the processing factories. According to the district fisheries officer,
the EU and the World Bank (the main financiers) require that the fishing
camps should be clean with running water and toilets before fish can be accepted. In spite of all the wealth generated by the fishery, there is no running
water in the fishing camps in the study area. The standard procedure is that a
person whoever wins the district authority‟s tender for running a fishing
community is the one supposed to also supply such amenities in the community. However, through corruption this rule is not observed. To circumvent
this requirement, the landing site is fenced and one toilet with running water
is provided for fishermen handling the fish for export. No one is allowed in
the area except those handling fish. When EU and World Bank mission visits
the communities, they are taken to the landing site away from the squalid
environment in the communities. Figure 6.4 shows the zoned area where no
one is supposed to go except only those handling fish.

Fig 7.4 the zoned no-go- area for handling the Nile perch in Igabiro (own photo,
2007)
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Summary and remarks
The chapter has presented the political process shaping the implementation
of co-management from the international to the community level, the actors
involved, and their relationship between the state and the resource base. The
chapter has indicted how the traditional fishing communities and their institutions that started to change during the colonial period (refer to chapter 6),
continued to be influenced by the political and social changes that took place
after independence. Ownership of the Lake Victoria fisheries was retained
by the post colonial state and the situation was consolidated by the 1970
fisheries Act. Some local practices continued to informally operate along the
state‟s regulatory measures of fishing licenses. Fishermen remained a distinct group in the society despite the restructuring of local social organization. It is after the implementation of SAPs accompanied by the political
reforms and economic liberalization of the natural resources sectors that the
Lake Victoria fishery came into prominence as a natural resource base for
earning foreign exchange. Like all natural resources in the country, the Lake
Victoria fishery became a politicized fishery.
Findings show the contradictory indirect role played by the international
donor community in undermining sustainable use of the resource and thus
perpetuating poverty at the local level. It is the entanglement of the state and
the international donor community that is affecting the implementation of
co-management at the local level. The state in the Lake Victoria fisheries
remains a key player. There is little evidence to show that the state‟s role has
been reduced or the role of the community enhanced in the study area. The
management remains top-down with co-management remaining at a rhetoric
level. There is no concerted effort to enhance the capacity of the local government to manage the fishery. Colman (1996:42) identifies local institutions
formation and organization as one of the major problems facing local government in natural resources management. This is evidenced by the way
decentralization was undertaken in the implementation of co-management
from the national to the local level. In practice, the state curtails the role of
the communities and retains all the power at the regional level. The obvious
role assigned to the fishing communities is that of carrying out the difficult
tasks that the state could not do such as surveillance and monitoring. Even
with these responsibilities the state does not provide financial nor legal
power to carry them out. To implement co-management according to the
principles laid out in chapter 5, would imply loss of a political and economic
base that has been established in relation to natural resources. The findings
show from chapter 6 that the fishing communities in the study area have a
long history of fishing and organization, especially in such areas as rule
making; regulations of access, capacity to monitor and enforce regulations;
and conflict resolution mechanisms. However, it is not in the state‟s interest
to devolve meaningful power to this level and tap on these traditions for the
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better management of the fishery. Such move naturally would necessitate the
redistribution of power, a clear definition of resource ownership, and a clear
definition of sustainability and conservation with respect to the Lake Victoria fisheries. Chapters 8 and 9 link the politicized fishery to the questions of
poverty and illegal fishing in the study area.
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Chapter 8 - The Politics of Poverty in The
Lake Victoria Fisheries

8.1 Introduction
This chapter seeks to understand why poverty remains a problem in the Lake
Victoria fisheries. Co-management was introduced as a management tool in
the Lake Victoria fisheries on the understanding that the model has the capacity to provide space in which the poor can be empowered to participate in
the management of their resources base and hence overcome poverty (refer
to chapter 1). However to the chagrin of the many concerned parties, poverty
has remained an illusive phenomenon in the Lake Victoria fisheries, in spite
of the wealth generated from the export of the Nile perch. This phenomenon
subscribes to what Sen (1981) observed in his study of poverty that people
can starve in the midst of plenty. Fishers are living in the midst of wealth yet
they are among the poorest. The last chapter has shown how different actors
from the international to the community level are participating in the extraction and export of the Nile perch, and the contradictory role of the state was
highlighted in the implementation of co-management at the local level. This
chapter applies a context approach and explores how the context in which
poverty is embedded constraining the capacity of co-management to address
the question of poverty in the study area. This context is analyzed from the
perspective of the processes that are generating and maintaining poverty
among fishers in the study area. FAO (2005:59) points out that: “understanding the context in which poverty is embedded and the social arenas in which
the poor operate is the starting point for poverty-focused development initiatives.” This forms part of what this chapter argues about.
Poverty is widely studied, but remains a complex multi-dimensional phenomenon that is not easy to define (Sen, 1981). It is not a characteristic of a
certain group of people, such as fishers; rather characterizes a particular
situation in which people may find themselves at a given point in time (Bastiaensen et al., 2005). FAO (2005) insists that poor people are poor in different ways and at different times in different places. In other words, people are
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poor not because they are different from other people; rather, agency174 that
lifts humans out of poverty, in their case has been constrained by a lack of
access to social, economic and political resources, and other strategic capacities available to other individuals in dissimilar situations. It is for this reason
that wealth ranking was carried out in the study of poverty in the study area.
The main aim was to reveal the fact that fishers are not a homogenous group
of poor people as portrayed in the policy documents, but are differentiated
socially and economically. In this regard, the World Bank (2004) suggests
that when it comes to articulating opportunities for poverty reduction, there
is a need to look beyond the symptoms of poverty and focus on the underlying causes of these symptoms. It is these symptoms that the chapter is
searching for. Before that, different perspectives are provided to show the
complexity of defining poverty related to fishing.

8.2 What is poverty?
From a broad perspective, poverty is a term that has defied definition Different scholars take different perspectives and definitions of poverty depending
on the context they are working with. Angelsen and Wunder (2006) point out
that choosing a definition of poverty is not a question of what is right or
wrong, but rather of how useful that definition is for a particular purpose and
context. Usefulness is defined in terms of its rationale; poverty definition has
at least three useful purposes: useful in policy debates and formulation; in
targeting and measuring the impact of specific alleviation program; and as an
analytical concept to understand and analyze poverty and also measure
changes (ibid: 86). Thus, different purposes call for different definition of
poverty. The multidimensional definition of poverty adopted by the UNDP
(1997:16) puts emphasis on the factors enabling/constraining individuals in
their attempts to sustain their livelihood and pursue their development. This
definition has a long history that can be traced back to the 1960s. The predominant measure of poverty during that time was based on income or consumption criteria. The rationale for this choice was that meeting basic food
needs is the first priority of any individual, and therefore food was the most
fundamental dimension of poverty. However, this measure of poverty was
found to be unsatisfactory because, although poverty and hunger are closely
related, are not the same, and therefore poverty cannot be measured in terms
of lacking access to sufficient food.
This limitation in the poverty-income model, gave rise in the 1970s to the
basic needs model, which was pioneered by the International Labour Organization (ILO), and the United Nations Research Institute on Social Development (UNRISD). The model was in appreciation of the fact that pov174

Agency in this respect refers not to the intentions people have in doing things, but to the
capability of doing those things in the first place (Giddens, A. 1984:9)
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erty was not just a failure to meet minimum nutrition or subsistence levels,
but a general deprivation of the material requirements to meet minimally
acceptable human needs such as health, education, clean water, and other
services required to sustain livelihoods. The basic needs model was the basis
of a multi-dimensional model which later led to the human development
model devised by the United Program (UNDP). During the 1980s, Sen received acclaim for his foundational work to improve the indicators used to
measure poverty rates and human development (Sen 1982). This work was
instrumental in the development of the Human Development Index (HDI)
and its expression in the United Nations Development Program‟s Human
Development Report. It was seen as something of an alternative to the neoliberal “Washington consensus” on poverty measures. Sen showed that human development was high in a number of countries, even though their per
capita incomes (the standard measure of growth used by the World Bank and
other international agencies) were low. He argued that development priorities should be geared more towards improving human development (capabilities), assessed though wide-ranging multivariate indices, rather than
growth-centered economic policy.
During the same period the concept of power emerged in relation to Sen‟s
entitlement concept (Béné, 2003). Powerlessness came to refer to the means
by which entitlements (access to resources) are maintained and defended.
For example, Chambers (1983) observes that the poor generally suffer from
a low level of socio-political organization and that their capacity to make
their voices heard is weak, resulting in exclusion from the decision-making
process. Eventually, it was Agarwal (1999) who introduced the much neglected concept of gender-related poverty into the definition of poverty. At
the same time new methodological changes took place in poverty assessment
in the 1990s, through the development of participatory poverty assessment
methods. These methods recognize the importance of involving the poor
themselves in the assessment process regarding the extent, cause, and nature
of their poverty (Narayan, 2000). It is now increasingly acknowledged that
these methods should be part of any poverty assessment program. To sum
up, by the end of the 1990s, a consensus on the definition of poverty seemed
to have been achieved. The World Bank‟s 2000 World Development Report
represents this new consensus.
Now with poverty very high on the international agenda, and its definition
wide and more inclusive, fear is that this new conceptualization of poverty in
a sense might become all too encompassing and therefore eventually too
vague to be useful for analytical and practical purposes (Ravallion, 1997). In
this regard, Béné (2003) suggests that in analyzing poverty, it is important to
note the great divergence between the comprehensive definitions of poverty
found in the recent literature and what is possible to operationalize and
measure on the ground both in terms of methods and data availability. This
implies that in practical work and in poverty measurement and comparisons,
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one must be prepared to make necessary changes and simplifying assumptions to be able to manage the study.
With respect to fisheries, fisheries-related poverty, as a distinct form of
poverty, is now widely acknowledged and accepted in international development (FAO, 2002:106). However, it remains marginalized and poorly
understood in the general studies and particularly in research. For example,
Béné (2003) shows that there is almost a complete absence of reference of
fisheries studies in the current literature on poverty and in the academic research. Referring to the 2000/2001 World Development Report- Attacking
Poverty - the key word “fish” appears only 3 times in the 266 pages report.
Thorpe et al. (2006) point to the gross neglect of the fisheries sector in the
African poverty reduction strategy papers (PRSPs), despite its economic
importance in these countries. The authors note that the twenty-nine African
nations (including Tanzania) that have produced full PRSPs, in the majority
of cases (51.7%) the fisheries sector warrants nothing more than a brief remark. In the case of Tanzania, the three issues of PRSP (2000; 2001; 2003)
allude to National Fisheries Strategy without further details. In official discourse, almost every policy is currently assessed in relation to its impact on
poverty.175
A major concern among scholars of poverty in fishing (for example,
Béné, 2003) is the fact that although the World Bank‟s (2000) definition of
poverty is quite relevant in illustrating and understanding the complexities of
poverty in general, there is a danger that the definition creates a picture of
poverty somehow too multifaceted, and thus diverts attention from focusing
on the nature and causes directly rooted in fisheries activities (my emphasis). The suggestion is that poverty in fishing should be addressed in such a
way that its unique dynamics are addressed. Drawing on Sen‟s treatment of
famine, Béné (2003) notes that in fisheries there is no simple linear relationship between resource availability and poverty; instead, to better understand
poverty in fishing, he suggests that it is important to shift focus away from
the resource itself and place greater emphasis on the socio-cultural aspects
and the politics (power) of access, control, and redistribution of these resources. This suggestion is relevant in the analysis of poverty in the Lake
Victoria fisheries given the fact that the fishery is politicized with actors
across scales involved in its management (refer to chapter 7).
Furthermore, Béné arguing from the entitlement approach perspective (refer to chapter 4) suggests that command over fish resources by social actors
highly depends on their position in the community and on the institutional
arrangements which legitimize and govern these commands. These perspectives are relevant to the analysis in this chapter. While analyzing poverty in
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clearly macro-economic, structural and social policy priorities to alleviate poverty.
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the study area, I tend to agree with Hulme and others who argue that if the
purpose of poverty research is to inform decision-makers on how to alleviate
it, then that decision should not just be taken by only academic specialists
and officials; but should also be rooted in the communities concerned
(Hulme, et al., 2001). Thus, the analysis in this chapter draws on the number
of individuals, households and groups of individuals who understand poverty
in their midst and from their day to day experience of it. Their voices and
views are presented and their struggles in their quest to create a path out of
fishing-related poverty are highlighted. Wealth ranking was carried out to
ascertain how the fishers are stratified (economically and socially) in the
study area. The process of carrying out the wealth ranking exercise is covered in the methods chapter (Refer to chapter 3). Only the results of the
wealth ranking exercise are reproduced in table 8.1 for analysis.

8.3 Who is poor, who is rich and why?
Table 8.1 shows the results from the wealth ranking exercise that was carried
out in the fishing communities of Igabiro and Kaarwazi and the villages of
Kaagya and Ibosa in the study area (Bukoba Rural district). It is from these
results that subsequent groups for interviews, group discussions are drawn.
Table 8.1 Categories of households from the wealth ranking exercise
FHH Categories
Area

Very Rich
(omugaiga)
21 (9.4%)

Rich
(omutungi)
29 (12.9%)

Poor
(omunaku)
97 (43.3%)

Very Poor
(omwooro)
77 (34.4%)

3 (2%)

9 (5.9%)

57 (37.2%)

84(54.9%)

14 (8.6%)

27 (16.7%)

48 (29.6%)

73(45.1%)

Kaarwazi(FC)

5 (9%)

7 (12.5%)

11(19.6%)

33(58.9%)

Total

43 (7.2%)

72 (12.1%)

213
(35.8%)

267(44.9%)

Kaagya (FV)
Ibosa (FV)
Igabiro (FC)

%Total
224
(37.6%)
153
(25.7%)
162
(27.3%)
56
(9.4%)
595
(100)

FHH=Fisher‟s Household; FV= Fishing Village; FC=Fishing communities;
HH=households

It is important to note here that only fishers with permanent residences both
in the villages and communities were ranked. This implies that migrant fishers were not included in this ranking exercise because are not considered to
be members of the fishing communities and therefore not registered with the
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BMU offices. 595 households include female-headed households whose
separate ranking is provided in table 8.2
Co-management manual for the implementation of co-management at
community level does not differentiate between categories of fishers in Lake
Victoria. The assumption is that the communities are homogenous and fishers are a homogenous group with insignificant differences. This is evidenced
by the standard procedures for implementing co-management which do not
take into consideration place-based specificities or contextual issues.176 Overlooking these factors grossly ignores the heterogeneity of these communities
related to social and economic stratification. The wealth ranking results in
table 8.1 reveal that the 595 households identified as fishers‟ households,
some are found in the fishing communities (FC) of Igabiro and Kaarwazi
(218{162+56}), while others are located in the former traditional of Kaagya
and Ibosa (377{224+123}). These findings revealed a complex relationship
that exists between the fishing communities and the traditional fishing villages because of the close historical link that exists between them (see figure
2.9). In the implementation of co-management in this area, the fishing communities and villages are separate entities, with the fishing communities
subordinated to the villages.
The results show that 37.6% of the total fishers‟ households are found in
Kaagya, while 25.7% of the total fishers‟ households are registered in Ibosa.
Igabiro fishing community which administratively belongs to Kaagya fishing
village, houses 27.3% of the total fishers‟ households, while Kaarwazi has
only 9.4% of the fishers‟ households in the area. These households were
ranked using Luhaya language (in brackets) into „very rich‟, „medium rich‟,
„poor‟, and „very poor‟ households according to the local perception of poverty and well-being.
According to the agreed criteria (table 8.3), a total of 267 households are
considered to be in the “very poor” category. This is equivalent to 44.9% of
the total fishers‟ households in the study area. In Kaarwazi 58.9% of the
households or 33 households are in the very poor category followed by Ibosa
fishing village where 54.9% or 84 households are very poor. In Kaagya,
34.4% or 77 households out of the total households are in the very poor
category; whereas Igabiro registers 45.1% or 73 household. This group is
considered to be at the bottom rung of the well-being ladder and is made up
of mainly crew, porters, net menders, boat repairers, fishers from the old
generation, and women. The higher percentage of the very poor households
found in Kaarwazi and Ibosa (Kaarwazi being part of Ibosa) is a result of
Kaarwazi fishing community being predominantly a community of the less
profitable dagaa and Tilapia fish, and by extension making Kaarwazi and
Ibosa to be poorer than Igabiro and Kaagya.
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Conversely, the ranking reveals that 43 out of 595 households are in the
very rich category of households or 7.2% of the total fishers‟ households in
the area. These are the rich fishers who are controlling fishing in the area.
The majority of these fishers are boat owners and agents and are predominantly found in Igabiro (14 households) and Kaagya village (21 households).
In contrast, Ibosa has only 3 very rich households and Kaarwazi only 5.
Next, the concentration of rich fishers is found in Igabiro and Kaagya because of the Nile perch fishery, which is exclusively undertaken in this area.
This group which is the “rich” category is made up of 72 households or
12.1% of the total fishers‟ households. Like the very rich category they are
mainly found in Kaagya (29 households) and Igabiro (27 households). The
rest are found in Ibosa (9 households) and in Kaarwazi (7 households). This
group is similar to the “very rich” category except that they have fewer assets. These are also boat owners, agents, and skippers. The group mainly
fishes tilapia and dagaa on a large scale but others combine this with Nile
perch fishing.
The category of "poor fishers" is between the very poor and rich categories and consists of 213 households out of 595 fishing households. The highest number of these households is found in Kaagya (97 households). Paradoxically, Kaagya is also a village with the highest number of rich fishers.
This reveals the fact that living in the Nile perch fishing village does not
necessarily mean access to the Nile perch fish if there is no capacity to do so
(refer to chapter 4). This issue will be further examined in the coming sections. Ibosa has 57 households belonging to the poor fishers‟ category. Igabiro houses 48 households and Kaarwazi 11. These fishers are still using
paddled canoes for dagaa and tilapia fishing and have far fewer assets than
the rich category but more endowed when compared to the very poor category. This category is mainly made up of the old traditional fishermen and
boat builders. Some own nets which they hire out for a fee, and have some
land from which they can make a living.
The very poor category is at the bottom of the well-being ladder and the
majority in this group are crew members, both employed and unemployed.
Included in this group also are the very old retired fishers and the very young
between the ages of 15 and 25. They make up the majority of the fishers in
the area (267 households or 44.9% of the total households). Out of this category, the highest percentage (58%) is found in Kaarwazi and Ibosa (54%).
The above findings show that in the study area the majority of the fishers‟
households are in the two poor categories (almost 80%), while only a handful of households (about 20%) are in the two rich categories. This shows that
the wealth generated from the fishery in the area is highly skewed towards a
handful of rich fishers, while the majority of households remain poor. Another important observation is that wealth is very much determined by the
Nile perch fishery, even though there are other species- the dagaa and tilapia. As indicated in chapter 2, a quick glance at the wealth ranking results
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reveal that the benefits of the Nile perch fishery are not accessed by all
households in the area. Table 8.2 is specific to female headed households.
Table 8.2 Single women -headed Households
Area

Very rich

Medium rich

Poor

Very poor

Total (%)

Kaagya
Ibosa
Igabiro
Kaarwazi
Total

None
none
None
2 (8%)
2 (2.2)%

None
2 (13.3%)
7 (21.2%)
5 (20%)
14 (15.6%)

7(38.9%)
5 (33.3%)
12 (37.5%)
10 (40%)
34 (37.8)

11(61.1%)
8 (53.3%)
13(40.6%)
8 (32%)
40 (44.4)

18 (20%)
15 (16.7)
32 (35.5%)
25 (27.7%)
90

Women as a distinct group among fishers, the ranking show that 90 households are female-headed in the study area. Out of these households, 57
(32+25) households are in the fishing communities and 33households are
found in the villages (18+15). Out of the total households 44% or 40 are in
the very poor category, and only 2 household in the area are considered to be
very rich and are found in Kaarwazi in dagaa fishing. In percentages,
Kaagya has the highest percentage of the very poor female-headed household (61%) followed by Ibosa (53%), Igabiro (40.6%) and Kaarwazi (32%).
The medium rich category is made up of only 15.6% of the total households.
The ranked female-headed households are mainly found in service provisioning such as food preparation (mama ntilie) and hair dressing. The rich
and medium rich are found in the dagaa fishing business, as boat owners,
traders, and dagaa dryers. These households are mainly found in Kaarwazi
and Ibosa In general, women are running their small businesses in the communities individually, although they belong to women organizations outside
the fishing communities. Kaagya with the highest number of rich fishers‟
households has none for females, so is Igabiro. This is due to the Nile perch
fishing which is predominantly carried out in these areas. Because of the
high initial costs involved in Nile perch fishing, women are excluded. The
number of female-headed household in fishing may look small compared to
the number of male households (15%), but this is a big step given the fact
that women were never allowed to engage in fishing in the traditional times
(refer to chapter, 6).

8.4 The Wealth Ranking Criteria
Table 8.2 is the summary of the wealth ranking criteria that was agreed upon
by the group of rankers as indicated in chapter 3. The criteria were applied to
both male and female headed-households.
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Table 8.3: Categories and Ranking Criteria
Category Type of Fishers
Very Rich

boat
agents

Rich

boat
owners,
agents, skippers;
and business owners in FC
Old fishers, crew,
net owners, mama
ntilie
laborers,
skippers
Old fishers; employed and unemployed crew; porters

Poor

Very poor

owners,

Ranking Criteria

Own fishing gear- motorized fishing boats and nets;
banana and coffee farms; livestock; business in Bukoba
town and beyond; educated and working children; concrete house/houses with electricity; car/cars; TV set;
hired farm laborers; fish mainly Nile perch. Some live in
the villages some in the communities
Same as above but to a lesser degree. Mainly fish tilapia
and dagaa. Some live in the villages some in the fishing
camps
Maybe a paddled canoe for dagaa fishing and tilapia; hire
out fishing nets; small plots of land; semi permanent
house usually mud-built hut; live either in FV or FC;
Less educated, sell own labour; work mainly as crew,
mend boats and nets; live on marginal plots in the FV or
in shacks in the fishing communities

The ranking criteria show the asset bases that put fishers into different strata.
Compared to other fishers, very poor fishers are the majority and have far
fewer assets that include small plots of less productive land where families
live and work. They are mainly crew members selling their labour for a living, they are less educated and their main livelihood is based on fishing and
fish related activities. They live in shacks and mud huts in the fishing communities. The poor fishers are better endowed when compared to the very
poor category. Some own canoes, and fishing gear which they can hire out.
They are involved in dagaa and tilapia fishing on a small-scale but not
enough to give them income to meet their basic livelihood needs. On the
other hand, fishers in the rich and very rich categories have a broader asset
base that includes businesses outside fishing. These are mainly boat owners
and agents, who are either employed by the boat owners or are selfemployed suppliers of fish to the processing plants. The boat owners mainly
live in the villages, but own cabins in the communities that serve as offices
and temporary accommodation when they visit to monitor progress of their
fishing business.
In the TFP of 1997, fishers in communities are one poor homogenous
group, all depending on the fishery for livelihood, facing same livelihood
options, and all in need of empowerment (TFP 1997: sect. 2.4 p.5). The economic/social and cultural stratification that exists in these communities is
assumed away. Particularly in the co-management operational manual as
pointed out above. These social and economic differentiations are not considered and their implication on co-management performance is hardly prob180

lematized. This is a problem as it will be revealed. What is obvious is that
these complexities are smoothened out in the implementation process. Although the wealth ranking and the ranking criteria are useful in categorizing
the households into various groups of well-being or poverty, they do not tell
much about these levels. One may be led to believe that the identified groups
are static. The dynamics of these groups and the processes that underlie them
are not revealed. For example, how do fishers find themselves in these particular groups and what processes enable or constrain them to move between
groups? According Narayan (2002), the mobility of households between
categories is considered to provide good understanding of the nature of poverty under study. The next stage therefore, is to examine the dynamics of
these groups and the processes underlying them.

8.5 Fisher’s social mobility
The same groups that were used for wealth ranking purpose were again used
to identify the mobility of fishers in their respective communities and villages. Their experience and knowledge of the fishers became handy. The aim
of the exercise was to understand how the Nile perch fishery affected the
movement of fishers over a given period. The current numbers of households
in table 8.4 are part of the households in tables 8.1 and 8.2. The period reviewed is between 1998 and 2005 when the exercise was undertaken. The
fishers and their assets were registered in 1998 as a co-management exercise.
The groups were asked to indicate- according to their knowledge- the households whose position of well-being/poor changed in between 1998 and 2008,
and the reasons they believed were behind these changes. Table 8.4 shows
the compiled results from the exercise.
Table: 8.4 Mobility of fishers‟ households between categories (1998-2006)
Category
Very poor- poor
Poor - very poor
Poor – M/ rich
Rich - poor
Rich - very rich
Very rich –M/rich

No. of HH=595
46 (7.7%)
202 (33.9%)
52 (8.7%)
208 (35%)
25 (4.3%)
62 (10.4%)

total

595 (100%)

The results show that only 7.7% of the total fisher‟s households (595) improved their well-being and moved from the very poor category into the poor
category. During the same time approximately 34% of the total households
(202) moved from the poor to the very poor category. However, only 8.7%
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of the total households or 52 households moved from being poor to medium
rich. Again, a significant number of households (35% or 208) households
moved from being rich to poor households. Just 4.3% or 25 households
moved from rich to very rich households. 62 households or 10.4% of the
total households moved from very rich to medium rich in the same period.
Using the assets in table 8.3 identified in the wealth ranking exercise, the
reviewed seven years (1998-2005) revealed interesting results. It maybe
recalled here that the years under review coincide with the decrease in the
Nile perch yield (figure 2.2). A total of 202 households or 33.9%) were identified as having moved from the category of poor households to the category
of very poor households. During the same period only 46 households or
7.7% managed to climb out of the very poor to the poor household category.
Deeper analysis associates this movement with the increase in the dagaa
catch 177 which created opportunities for some to improve their assets and
move out of the very poor category. Some came into this category as fishers,
local processors, or traders depending on their financial capability. At the
same time only 52 or 8.7% households moved from the poor category into
the medium rich category. As indicated in table 8.3, medium rich and rich
categories are supported by the Nile perch fishing. This partly explains the
limited movement from poor to rich category. The high cost of fishing the
profitable Nile perch is one of the major factors curtailing many from engaging in the Nile perch fishing.
On the other hand, 25 households or 4.3% moved from the rich to the
very rich category in the same period. This was made possible because of the
improvement in their financial position enhanced by ownership of diverse
assets that they were able to dispose of and increase their presence in the
Nile perch fishery. Households in the rich group were also in a position to
take out loans and improve their asset base over time. Apparently, 35% or
208 households in the rich category moved into the poor category indicating
that their asset base was mainly defined by the Nile perch fishing, which
they had difficulties to access. Many of these affected households were
agents of the fish processing factories with few assets of their own. In other
words, their asset base was not diversified. It was revealed during at a group
discussion 178 that once a Nile perch fisher reaches a very rich level, it is not
easy to fall back into poverty again. At that level, the household diversifies
its assets base such that fishing becomes only one of the many household
activities.
By and large, remarkable downward mobility is observed between the
poor and the very poor levels where a significant number of households (202
or 34%) moved downwards from the poor to the very poor category. Another
significant movement is from the rich category to the poor category (108
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households) during the same period. Apart from these two categories where
the movement is profound, there was very limited mobility between the
other categories during the reviewed seven years. For example the movement between the very rich and medium rich is marked by some rich fishers
moving into the very rich category, with a negligible number of the very rich
loosing their position and moving into the medium rich category (62 households). There is also very limited upward movement from the poor to the
medium rich category (52 households) and an insignificant number or the
very poor moving into the poor category. These findings show a movement
between groups that is characterized by a pronounced downward movement
with limited upward movement. The overall picture is that the chance of
fishers to move out of poverty as a result of the Nile perch fishing is curtailed by their inability to improve their asset base, which would enable them
to invest in the expensive Nile perch fishing. A closer look reveals that those
operating at the lower margins in any group, are likely to fall into a lower
poorer category than for those operating at the higher margin with a chance
to move upward. The position of those who live on the margins is determined by the constituents of their asset base. Drèze and Sen 1989:18; define
capability as “a set of functioning bundles representing the various alternatives that a person can achieve with his or her economic, social, and personal
characteristics." It follows, therefore, that the individual‟s capability can be
repressed or enhanced through a person‟s own agency or through a range of
institutions. It is how this capability between different fishers is enhanced or
curtailed that I now turn to.
Commenting on the results from the four groups, the village chairperson
(VC) of Kaagya179 who was also involved in the exercise, pointed out that
prior to the Nile perch fishery, the majority of households were less differentiated and had few assets that included mainly a small banana and coffee
farm (important in Buhaya); fishing gear (mandatory to all fishers‟ households); and a bicycle (for a few individuals). Fishers were hardly rich and
remained poor even after coffee production was introduce in the area during
the colonial period (chapter 6). It seems some fishers who moved out of fishing and took up farming are now more economically well-off than the fishers
who stuck to traditional fishing without improving their fishing gear. The
multi-species fishery that existed before the Nile perch was mainly for subsistence with limited trading. The profits benefited the traders in far away
places than fishers themselves. After the appearance of the Nile perch in the
early 1980s, significant positive changes took place in the study area. Some
fishers managed to move out of poverty and their assets increased significantly.
At the same time, the Nile perch fishery introduced into the fishing communities categories of fishers such as non-fishers but boat owners, absentee
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fishers hiring agents, crew members selling their labour, and service providers, all participating in the fishery with varying degrees. Beginning the
1990s, the Nile perch found external markets, a move that basically removed
the Nile perch from the local market. Within a short period of time, its access dynamics changed in favour of those who had the means and resources
to access it. One can conclude here that poverty in the fishing communities
in the study area is not a Nile perch phenomenon; poverty has always been
there. What the Nile perch did was to structure fishers into various categories
depending on the capacity to access the fishery. It is noteworthy here that
findings in table 8.4 reveal only the movement of fishers between categories
as a result of the nature of their asset base. However, informative as these
findings are, they do not reveal the processes that underlie these movements.
Thus, the next step is to examine the processes that determined the mobility/lack of mobility amongst the two categories of fishers, the rich and the
poor180.

8.6 The rich category- enabling processes
To understand the process shaping the movement of fishers between categories, interviews were held with key informants who are old time fishers rich
and hold respectable position in the communities and villages. A total of five
informants were identified and interviewed on the processes that shape the
movements between categories.181 Looking at the assets of the rich fishers as
identified in the criteria ranking table 8.3, it is clear that the rich households
have the possibility of combining different assets to access fish resources
and to protect themselves from the fluctuating resource base. It transpired
during an interview with an informant182 that it is the ability to access the
Nile perch that determines movements between categories of fishers. This
echoes Ribot and Peluso (2003) who argue that it is not the right to access
the resource base (which all fishers have), but the ability to convert that right
into capability. It is this capability that makes a difference between rich and
poor households. According to this informant, the initial wealth among the
rich fishers was obtained from Nile perch fishing. Without the ability to access the Nile perch, the right to access the fishery does not mean much.
The ability of rich fishers to access the profitable Nile perch and other
fish resources has a history. Trawl fishing that was used by the fish processing factories to access the Nile was banned in Lake Victoria in the early
1990s. In principle, this move was supposed to exclude fish processing
plants from controlling the harvesting part of the fishery. This was important
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The four categories were collapsed into two categories of rich and poor fishers. This was
possible because the asset base between the very rich and medium rich; and between the poor
and the very poor is not significantly different to affect the analysis
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so that the small-scale artisanal fishers could access the profitable fishery
and benefit from it. However, what was ignored is the fact that access to the
Nile perch fishery is not artisanal183. My personal observations on the various
landing sites, revealed that the Nile perch fishery is semi-industrial supported to a certain extent by small-scale fishers. In order to fish profitably, a
rich fisher requires several boats and several fishing nets and ice boxes to
enter into Nile perch fishing. In Igabiro no one very rich fisher was found to
have less than ten fully-equipped fishing boats.
FAO in 1998 recognized the problem of capital for small-scale fishers in
Lake Victoria and established a fund to facilitate small-scale fishers to purchase gear for fishing the Nile perch. FAO being the United Nations body
responsible for global fisheries believed that the Nile perch boom could be a
solution to poverty among small-scale fishers in Lake Victoria. To that end,
a special fund was established through the credit and rural development bank
(CRDB) to assist poor fishers to purchase the expensive fishing gear. Approximately US$ 7000 is required as start up capital in the Nile perch fishing.184 As Chambers (1983) observes in many development projects meant
for the poor, the money never reached the targeted group (the poor fishers).
It was captured by powerful interests and local elites with influence and
connections.185
Those who were smart enough invested heavily in fishing gear and had a
head start before the arrival of the processing plants. In this regard, the FAO
fund helped to consolidate the position of the already well-off fishers with
connections, and the targeted poor fishers missed the opportunity. It is
through some of these processes that new classes of fishers that never existed before started to emerge in the study area. A fishery that was based on
abaliimba clan (see chapter 6) now included absentee fishers, boat owners,
crew, and agents. By the time the two processing plants were built in Bukoba
in 2002 and 2005, the rich fishers were already well-established in relation to
their capacity to access and control fish resources.
As it happened, when the processing plants were excluded from the harvesting sector of the fishery through the ban of trawl fishing, they still managed to access and control the important part of the fishery- the harvesting
part. The symbiotic relationship that exists between the rich fishers and the
processing plants enables the processing plants to control the fishery through
credit facilities in form of boat engines, fishing nets, or financial loans. In
return, these fishers are „tied‟ to the plants and can only supply these plants
at an agreed price regardless of the fluctuations in fish price on the global
FAO (1998) defines artisanal fishing as small scale commercial or subsistence fishing practices. The term particularly applies to coastal or island ethnic groups using traditional
technique.
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market. Apart from controlling fishing, the factories also commission agents
to collect all the Nile perch fished in remote landing sites for eventual delivery to the processing plants. It is these agents who run the day to day fishing
business of the rich boat owners from the fishing communities. Through
these processes, the Nile perch is “mopped” from the local market.
The other advantage that keeps rich fishers in that category is a welldiversified asset portfolio. From table 8.3, the rich fishers own productive
coffee-banana farms, keep livestock, and run various businesses in Bukoba
town. An informant who is also a rich fisher revealed that most of the income/profit realized from fishing is not re-invested in fishing, but in other
businesses outside fishing. To cover themselves up for any eventuality, reliable activities such as farming, transport, and trading are pursued, with fishing remaining and important source of income that supports these core activities. He underscored the point:
“Fishing is very important to us because of the other businesses (uvuvi unatuwezesha).186 All that we own is from fishing. I come from a generation of
fishers, but my future in fishing or my children is in doubt. Our fear is that
the future of this fishery is not so clear. Everyone is getting out as much as
187
possible.”

It is for this reason that many fishers in the very rich category are not
likely to fall into a lower category because fishing is no longer the only
source of livelihood, but one of among many. When it happens that some
rich fishers or agents fall into the poor category, it is because of the vulnerability of their asset base or a failure to meet other obligations such as loan
repayment to the processing plants. Failure to repay a loan advanced by the
owners of the processing plants, puts a fisher out of fishing because no other
plant can buy his/her fish as are closely connected. As already mentioned, it
is the asset bundle that keeps the very rich and the medium rich from falling
into poverty.

8.7 The poor category- constraining
processes
As shown above, within the rich category, in order to be a rich fisher, one
needs to develop a broad asset bundle as a means for accessing different
livelihood options on which one can access different base with a diversified
livelihood portfolio to cover a wide range of shocks or stress. According to
Chambers et al (1981) and Sen (1981:45), combinations of activities that are
pursued are regarded as a livelihood portfolio. Livelihood diversification is
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individually shaped; and the rich have managed to diversify their livelihood
portfolio to include activities outside fishing that act as a buffer in times of
shocks. It is also pointed out that livelihood diversification is often heavily
reliant on the social, economic, political, and cultural assets and the capability to claim and access them (Giddens, 1994:15 Chambers and Conway,
1992:10). From this perspective it is important not only to understand how
the rich manage to diversify their assets but also how the poor are constrained from doing so.
As already indicated in table 8.3, the poor and the very poor category is
group that consists mainly of crew members, old retired fishers who are trying to make a living in the fishing camps after having failed to adapt and
move into to the profitable Nile perch. Traditional fishers (those born in
families of fishers) in Bukoba, are generally considered to be the lowest of
the low in society and they are supposed to be perpetually poor (refer to
chapter 6). This notion still exists up to today. For example when I asked the
VC188 about the squalid conditions in which the fishers live, he was of the
opinion that: “for many traditional fisher, living in such conditions is an
ideal picture of a true fisher.” I again inquired at the district office189 the reason for the poor fishers to live like that. DED indicated that no amount of
effort can improve the life of a fisher. What was clear to me was that the
term fisher within the context of the study area is used only in official settings: however, amongst the fishers themselves they differentiate between
agents, boat owners, and fishers. Fishers are the poor category and a rich
fisher is not expected to be addressed as a fisher in an informal setting.
Hence poverty in this category of fishers is in order and expected. This confirms what Béné (2003:25) observed in his study on poverty in fishing and
labelled as “the poverty trap in fishing: fishers are poor because they are
fishers and they are fishers because they are poor.”
In order to understand why the poor fishers are poor and remain poor in
this particular study area five group discussions were held:190 one in Igabiro,
another one in Kaarwazi and the final two discussions with women fishers in
Igabiro and Kaarwazi. Some common themes emerged from the discussion:
first, the poor fishers acknowledged the fact that they missed the opportunities that were provided by the abundant Nile perch to consolidate their position in fishing- in terms of switching from weak nets for fishing ngege to
heavier and stronger nets for the Nile perch. This did not happen because
many traditional fishers were not conditioned to invest heavily in fishing
gear; many of them believed the simple gear they had were enough given the
abundance of the fish at that time.
Second, the Nile perch was seen as a permanent blessing in their lives and
they saw no need to change their ways of fishing. They had no way of telling
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that the fishery was going to be a problem in the near future. They admitted
that initially their lives improved significantly materially. However, whatever money that was made during that period, did very little to help them
improve their lives and diversify their livelihood portfolio. Without proper
fishing gear to access the Nile perch, they were left in a vulnerable position
and more dependent on the fishery as indicated in table 8.3. One discussant
put it sadly191:
“We did not know that the Nile perch would ever go away. We thought the
fish was going to remain in the shallow waters and our canoes were good
enough. We did not know what was going to happen.”

Furthermore, early rich fishers of the Nile perch had capacity to access the
abundant Nile perch in tons, which they smoked, sundried and salted for
eventual export to the markets in the regions far away from Lake Victoria
such Dar es Salaam and to other regional markets in Rwanda, Burundi, and
Zaire (see also Gibbon, 1997; Geheb and Crean, 2003). With many who
could not afford the expensive fishing gear, turned to illegal fishing (beach
seining, dynamite and poison fishing), as a way of accessing the Nile perch
in large quantities to be able to make profit. Through illegal fishing, some
fishers managed to move from the poor into the rich category (to be discussed in chapter 9), while others just improved their lives. The most significant aspect of this period, which is still etched in the poor fishers‟ memories,
is that many poor fishers for the first time in their history of fishing in the
area felt significant improvement in their wellbeing.
With the advent of the processing factories and foreign markets for the
Nile perch, the poor fishers had no capacity to adapt because they had no
resources with which to adapt to the new realities of the fishery. As a result,
access to and control over the resource base was further and further removed
from the poor fishers and became a monopoly of the rich semi-industrial
fishers who had the ability to supply the factories.192 The poor fishers- with
their asset base limited to only small-scale fishing- lost initial position of
wellbeing which they had attained as a result of the Nile perch and sank and
are continuing to sink into poverty as the Nile perch gets scarcer and scarcer.
As Chambers (1983) notes, “lack of buffers against contingencies is one of
the many ways of making people poorer and more vulnerable to becoming
poorer still.” One fisher had this to say:
“Our traditional paddled canoes and nets cannot fish the Nile perch. We cannot afford to buy the expensive gear for fishing the Nile perch. The Nile
perch is now for the rich fishers. Even the dagaa and Nile tilapia (ngege) that
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Discussant from Group discussion 2
Initially, the processing plants were not accepting less than 1000kg of fish per delivery –
personal interview with manager of Kagera processing plant (2004)
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we used to fish have also been taken over by some rich fishers. We live near
193
the resource but it is not longer ours.”

Dependence on the shrinking resource base and limited livelihood diversification which have their roots in the above processes led to a significant
downward mobility of fishers from just being poor to being very poor and
vulnerable. It is taken as common knowledge that fishers depend on the resource base. However, this notion of dependence on the resource is hardly
examined for what it means, because it is taken for granted that fishers- rich
and poor are all dependent on the resource base. TFP 1997 refers to the term
„community of fishers‟ without indicating how the different groups of fishers
are dependent on the resource base and the impact of this dependence or
non-dependence on the fishery as a whole. My argument is that since fishers
are differentiated along social and economic divisions as shown above, it
then follows that their dependence on the fishery is also differentiated. The
next section examines the dynamics of dependence on the fishery in the
study area.

8.8 Livelihood options
In order to understand the degree of dependency that different fishers have
on the fish resources, a livelihood analysis was carried on a selected number
of households from the groups identified in the wealth ranking in table 8.1.
The categories were collapsed into two major categories: the rich and the
poor. However, households in each group were included in the sample. A
total of 58 interviews were conducted on 58 households. Ten percent of the
households in each category was the threshold selected for sampling. According to Boyd et al (1981), under certain circumstances- such as resource
and time constraints, five per cent of the population is considered as a satisfactory representative. However, for statistical analysis the sample has to be
at least ten per cent of the population sampled. In this case, a ten per cent
sample was chosen and was found to be good enough for the required information. As explained in chapter 3. Household interview were undertaken
with the two field assistants Mr. John Lwiza and Philemon Kanywani.194 The
households selected are presented in table 8.5. It should also be remembered
that, “a fisher”, according to the Tanzania Fisheries Act of 2003 (sect.2 on
definitions), is anyone engaging in fishing or fishing related activities including service provisioning in a fishing designated area. It is for this reason also
that rich fishers have homes in the fishing communities in order to conform
to the official definition of who is a fisher.
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Interviewee Group
See interview schedule appendix 1
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Table 8.5 interviewed households
Area

Rich HH

Poor HH

Total

Kaagya

50 (5)

174 (17)

224(22)

Ibosa

12 (1)

141 (14)

153 (15)

Igabiro

41 (4)

121 (12)

162 (16)

Kaarwazi

12 (1)

44 (4)

56 (5)

Total

115 (11)

480 (47)

595 (58)

NB: the numbers in brackets indicate 10% of the households from each category

The households were asked to name the activities that were important to
their family‟s livelihood matrix. The list of activities is shown in table 8.6
represents a compiled list of livelihood activities pursued by both the rich
and poor fishers in the fishing communities and villages.

Table 8.6: Summary of the significance of livelihood options fishers face
Activity

1. Fishing and fish related activities
2. Farming
Businesses in Bukoba town:
3. Transport, restaurants, hotels, bars, shops etc.
Activities in fishing communities:
4. Cabins for renting
5 Food vending (mama ntilie)
6. Kiosk
7. Hair dressing
8. Bars

Rich HH
N=11

Poor HH
N=47

63%
91%

89%
0

91%

0

63%
0

0
61.7%

54.5%
0
72.7%

42.5%
32.2%
0

Percentages represent the number of households that indicated the activity as important
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The ability to pursue different livelihood strategies is dependent on the tangible and intangible assets that people have in their possession. Such livelihood resources maybe seen as the capital base from which different livelihoods are constructed (Scoones, 1998). From table 8.6, 63% of the rich
households indicated that fishing was important in their family livelihood
matrix, whereas the overwhelming 89 % of the households indicated that
fishing was important. It is obvious that households from both categories are
significantly dependent on fishing with the poor households more dependent
than the rich households. Again, the overwhelming majority (91%) of the
rich households also identified farming as important to their households livelihood. None of the poor fishers identified farming as being important to
their livelihood. Commercial businesses in Bukoba town were also identified
as being significant in the rich fishers‟ livelihood matrix, whereas to the poor
fishers‟ households the activity has no significance. Renting cabins in the
fishing communities is a monopoly of the rich fishers, and therefore carries a
high degree of significance. Food vending is an activity in which the poor
feature most (61%). Most of the women in the fishing communities are
found in this activity. Kiosk business is undertaken by both the poor and the
rich households and its significance in both categories is not very high. Hair
dressing which is mainly for women fishers carries some significance
amongst the poor households (32%), whereas running drinking places (bars)
in the fishing communities is a significant activity for the rich fishers.
The overall picture that emerges is that the poor fishers are far more dependent on fishing and fishing related activities than the rich. The fishers are
dependent on fishing activities but it is mainly to support their other core
activities such as farming and business in Bukoba town. In other words, fishing is financing other activities. Chambers (1983) points out that the poor
depend on many activities to meet their livelihood needs while the rich need
not diversify their activities. In the LVF and specifically in the study area, it
is the rich who are diversifying their activities while the poor are constrained
to do so. It was revealed during the cause of interviews that although the
poor count fishing as their main livelihood option, in fact they have no direct
access to fish resources except through the rich fishers.
Apart from their core activities (such as fishing, farming and other businesses in Bukoba town), the rich fishers also have access to important income generating activities found in the fishing communities such as cabins
for renting. These are important activities in the fishing communities because a large part of the income earned by the crew and other fishers is
mainly spent on the above provided by rich fishers. For example, a tworoomed log cabin in Igabiro costs around US$ 35 (TSHs 35,000) per month,
while in Kaarwazi is about US$ 20 (TSHs 20,000). Such cabins can only be
afforded by migrant fishers who stay in the camp for a short time about six
months. Otherwise the majority of poor fishers rent log-built shacks as
shown in the picture for about US$ 10 (or TSHs 10,000).
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Fig. 8.1 Poor fishers‟ accommodation in the fishing communities- (own picture,
2006)

Kiosks and bars in the fishing communities also form a significant livelihood
activity amongst the rich fishers‟ category because of their income generating capacity (vitega uchumi). These mostly cater for the young crew members who have no time to go out of the fishing communities and have fun in
town. Many crews are tied to these bars and kiosks because they are allowed
to obtain their provisions and drink on credit from these enterprises. The
crew members end up spending all that they earn on these credit undertakings. What is important to note here is that food vending is mainly a
woman‟s business in the fishing camps and most of the households that indicated food vending as significant in their livelihood portfolio are femaleheaded. The majority of the poor fishers (crew members and retirees) depend
on fishing and the other income generating activities in their category are
done by the not so poor fishers.

8.8 1. Barriers to livelihood diversification
Having analyzed the categorization aspects of how the rich fishers managed
to diversify their livelihood assets and how the poor fishers failed to do so,
there is a need to examine the maintainers of poverty among the poor fishers.
In other words, how are the factors identified above maintained and reinforced? A total of five group discussions were carried out in the communities and in the village to seek the views of the fishers on barriers to livelihood diversification.195 The groups were formed on a voluntary basis and did
not include the rich fishers. Each group was made up of 15 people. Other
people, like the elderly fishers were formerly invited to attend. The following are the barriers that were commonly brought up during discussion.
195

See interview schedule Appendix I
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Access to fish resources
Lack of access to the profitable part of the Nile perch fishery was agreed
upon as one of the key constraints to the ability of the poor to overcome
poverty. They believe all other problems stem from their lack of access to
fish resources. Apparently, other studies have identified this as a major problem behind poverty in small-scale fishing (for example: Thorpe et al. 2006;
IFAD, 2001; Béné, 2003). However, it is the processes that shape access to
fish resources that are important because they are unique to every situation.
In other words, what are the processes and mechanisms that constrain the
fishers‟ ability to access fish resources? In the Tanzania Fisheries Policy
(1997:6), fishers in the fishing communities are considered as resource users
and controllers. However, the poor fishers in the study area, view themselves
as facilitators of others (the rich fishers and the state) to access and benefit
from the fish resource. They argue that as long as they lack the capacity to
own and make decisions over what they catch, they are not owners and controllers of the fish resources. According to their understanding, access to fish
resources is a process of being able to physically fish and make decisions
about the catch.
This argument is in line with Ribot and Peluso (2003), refer to chapter 3
above, where they note that access is about the ability to benefit as opposed
to the right to benefit (my emphasis). Co-management was adopted on the
understanding that it was able to provide for equity in access to fish resources (chapter 5). However, the poor fishers in Igabiro had the following
to say:
“Co-management is headed by the rich fishers and agents who are only looking after their own interests. We have representatives on the committee but
what can a poor fisher argue with a rich fisher? They are our employers; we
depend on them for earning our living. If they terminate our employment on
the fishing boats we go hungry. They are well connected and some are party
bosses at the regional level. What can co-management do?”196

From this perspective, dependence is on the rich fishers than on the fishery
as such or as one is led to believe.
Access to credit
Access to financial resources through credit facilities was discussed as being
the key problem that contributes to lack of access to fish resources by the
poor. The majority of the poor fishers have no collateral against which to
credit facilities. Even the credit facilities extended by the fish processing
factories in terms of fishing gear, are not available to the poor fishers because they are meant for only trusted and well-off fishers. The poor fishers
find this unequal access to financial facilities as one of the major constraints
196
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that squeezes them out of the profitable Nile perch fishery. According to an
official at the department of fisheries,197 fishers are supposed to register
themselves with SACCOS- the savings and credit cooperative society found
in their area and make their own financial arrangements. An interview with a
SACCOS insider198 in Bukoba town, revealed the following:
“It is not easy for the fishers especially crew members to be members of
SACCOS. Like all lending institutions, they need guarantee and strong backing from their employers- the boat owners. In many cases boat owners are not
willing to do this because of the movement of crew members from one camp
to another.

SACCOS is a lending institution with stringent conditions not very different
from commercial banks. For the poor fishers, the institution is not an easy
option. Women in the fishing communities have managed to organize and
form an informal credit and loan facility to which members contribute and
take out loans depending on their financial position and credit worthiness.
Access to land
Fishers in Bukoba are by tradition fish-farmers or seasonal fishers. However,
Nile perch fishing is an export fishery that is fished throughout the year leaving little time for farming. The creation of permanent fishing communities
also contributed to the distortion of the fish-farming practice that sustained
fishers in the area. Many young and energetic people sold their inherited
land and permanently moved into these engineered communities to fully
participate and reap the Nile perch profits. However, they didn‟t consider
investing in land which would have sustained them through difficult times.
Owing to lack of land, many poor fishers are stuck in the communities,
drinking as they age and lose their labour power in fishing. Even land that
was considered marginal land is being converted into productive land by the
rich fishers and farmers.
Access to education
Table 8.7 level of education among the poor fishers in Igabiro and Kaarwazi

sex

PE

SE

Total

Men

105

27

132

Women

78

8

86

Total

183

35

218

PE=primary education; SE=secondary education;
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Education is a resource that actors can draw on to exercise power over others
(Cleaver, 2007). Analyzing the level of education among poor fishers can
help one understand how education is facilitating the poor fishers to manage
their condition. Figures in the table indicate that literacy among the poor
fishers in the two fishing communities is still very low with the majority
having attained only primary school education. Only 35 fishers in the two
fishing communities have secondary education and out of these 8 are
women. Compared to their past history (refer to chapter 6), fishers hardly
went to school in Bukoba. Boys were prepared to become fishers and carry
on the fishing occupation on behalf of the family. Girls were groomed to
become fishers‟ wives. Even after independence, fishers‟ interest in school
hardly developed. The few who managed to go to school never went back to
fishing. As a result, many fishers were condemned to a life of ignorance by
their occupation. In the case of rich fishers, they now have resources and
they can afford to send their children to expensive boarding schools very far
away from the family fishing activities. The aim is to provide them with
good education so that they can move into white collar jobs. When asked
about who was going to take over when the current generation will get old
and retire- the following response was received from one of the rich fishers:
199

“I do not want my children to be fishers. Fishing is no longer an occupation
as it used to be with our forefathers. Fishing is business like any other business. I want my children to have good education so that they can lead good
life. If they want to go into fishing business, they can hire people to fish for
them.”

The rich fishers are not only diversifying their assets base but also investing
in the human capital of their children. For the poor fishers the majority can
hardly afford to send their children to village primary schools. The higher
the education in the study area the higher one is in the fishers‟ groups. In any
case, the nearest schools available are about five kilometres away and there
is no single pre-school or primary school in the communities. Although primary education is universal and the poor fishers are contributing to the
building of schools in the villages, they are still unable to move their children out of illiteracy. Whereas the rich are preparing their children to one
day become wealthy boat owners if they choose to, the poor are forced to
reproduce illiterate fishers.
David et al. (2001:14) define intergenerational transmitted (IGT) poverty
(as in the case of the poor fishers) as both a characteristic and cause of
chronic poverty. The authors argue that IGT poverty is usually transmitted
through lack of investment in human capital and social, financial and material capital. It can be at household level or national level. Without the assets
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to bequeath to the next generation, generally poverty is passed from one
generation to the next creating what is known as the culture of poverty
(Lewis, 1959). However, the culture of poverty is contested on the ground
that through human agency, the poor have coping and survival strategies that
are also passed on from one generation to the next facilitating their survival
in the midst of deteriorating conditions (Gaiha 1989).
On the other hand it is argued that these intergenerational survival strategies can also help to reproduce conditions that obstruct escape from poverty,
particular when the context in which they were fashioned changes drastically
(Hulme et al, 2001). For example in the case of the Lake Victoria, some of
the intergenerational coping strategies that were passed down were to a large
extent based on the closed, subsistence multi-species fishery. Today, the new
generation of fishers has to cope with only three species dominated by one
valuable export species- the Nile perch, which is putting their coping and
survival strategies to test. Apart from being unable to educate their children,
the poor fishers stuck in the fishing communities have no access to electricity and television to enable them to follow what is going on around them.
The rich fishers in the fishing communities have access to television via
satellite dishes and generators.
The poor fishers were disheartened when the only development that was
brought into their communities was a game of pool, where young crew
members spend time playing pool. The question the poor older fishers in
Igabiro posed was:
“What can we learn from playing pool? Could they not have brought us electricity instead? We have mobile phones but there are no signals or electricity
to charge them. We are really backward and we are busy creating wealth for
200
the state and fish processing factories.

Exploitation by boat owners
Some fishers acknowledged that boat ownership is not so much of a problem
as equity in sharing income. They acknowledge the fact that not everyone
can be a boat owner; however, they argued that equity in the sharing of catch
was very important. One crew member had this to say:
“Year in year out we see our bosses amassing wealth while we who create all
that wealth continue to live in poverty. We do everything including risking
our lives in water but have no insurance, medical care, or saving in case of
201
permanent injury. When we are sick we are not paid”

From the above quote, the problem is not to be crew members, but rather, the
conditions under which they work and the remuneration they receive is what
is considered to be a major problem. The crew is a group within the poor
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category which is mostly affected by the exploitation in terms of sharing
income from catch, expenses, and profit. Generally, the exact income a crew
member earns is not known or predictable because it depends on the catch,
the price at the fish processing factory, and the expenses of the boat owner.
The price to be paid is always agreed upon before the sale of the fish to the
factory. Whether the boat owner gets more or less, the price paid is the same.
In many cases it is set so low that even when less is received at the factory,
the boat owner does not need to pay more than the agreed price. All boat
owners collude and have similar payment structure to control the movement
of crew members from one boat owner to another in search for better remuneration.
The standard procedure in the study area is that, the boat owner gets 60%
of the proceeds from the catch and crew members receive 40% which they
share among themselves.202 The boat owner then deducts 30% from each
crew for food, drinks, and cigarettes (through credit facilities); 10% is deducted to cover for the depreciation of the boat engine; 10% for boat repair
and fuel. This means that over and above collecting 60% of the catch value,
a boat owner further takes half of each of the crew‟s income. At times crew
members go without pay when there is no fishing done or when they are
sick. During these days they are extended credit which they can‟t control.
When a rich boat owner203 was asked what he had to say about this- he
pointed out that the 60% they keep is to keep the business going and the
crew employed. Crew members used to receive part of the catch as their
payment. However, with the diminishing Nile perch, and the high demand
for it, the boat owners are not willing to part with fish.

8.8.2 Social exclusion
Social exclusion is defined as a process through which individuals or groups
are wholly or partially excluded from fully participating in the society in
which they live for reasons beyond their control (European Foundation,
1995). The poor fishers believe that the traditional system of supporting and
helping each other in time of need has broken down in the area. Before the
Nile perch era, fishers knew each other, supported each other, borrowed
from and lent money to each other. In their traditional ways they used to care
for the sick, the old and the needy; but now, it is money that counts. Even the
village organizations that used to support their members in times of need no
longer admit the poor because they have no money to contribute. Before,
fishers were poor but they had social networks that connected them with the
rest of the society. However, today, they are not even sure who the fisher is
202
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in their midst. The Tanzania Fisheries Act, 2003: section 2, defines „fisher‟
(„fisher folk‟) as:
“As an individual who takes part in fishing, conducted from a fishing vessel,
a platform whether fixed or floating or from the shore”

This definition creates confusion and some fishers especially the older fishers from the traditional fishing practices still do not understand the definition
of a fisher provided by the state. In this regard they had this to say: 204
“A fisher is a person who goes into the water and fishes physically (omuliimba). A boat maker is a boat maker (omubaizi wamaato); a fish trader is a fish
trader (omuchuruzi wenfuru); and a processor is a processor (omukazi we nfuru). These groups do not mix. But we are now told that even ―mama ntilie;”
is a fisher, a person living in Dar es Salaam but having fishing boats in Bukoba is also a fisher. This is really puzzling.

Ignoring the traditional way of defining who is a fisher in favour of the development language of “stakeholders” has more or less changed the way the
traditional fishers view themselves and how they are viewed by others. Anyone living in the fishing community is considered a fisher, disregarding the
cultural definition of a fisher. Interestingly, in the villages, a farmer, a businessman, or a hairdresser living next to a fisher‟s household is not referred to
as a fisher. No wonder the fishers find if puzzling that no one can live in the
fishing communities without being categorized as fishers. Fishers are still
marginalized and regarded as the lowest of the low. This is evidenced by the
kind of environment they live in, in the fishing communities. On the other
hand, the rich fishers are respected because they are known as “boat owners”
not as fishers and they do not live in the squalid environment of the fishing
communities.
The re-categorization of fishers in the fishing communities denies them a
forum where they can interact as fishers, which distorts the idea of a fishing
community. Being a BMU member is just symbolic for many poor fishers.
When BMU meetings are held- usually in the afternoons, many of them
can‟t participate because they are either out fishing, resting waiting to go
fishing again, or prioritizing between attending meetings and searching for
livelihood. In any case, even when the poor do find time to attend meetings,
they are intimidated because the 15 members on the council are mostly boat
owners and rich fishers to the extent that the BMU is labelled a “rich fishers‟
organization”. It was revealed by one interviewee that the poor cannot have a
meaningful voice on the BMU council:
“To a large extent the poor fishers are dependent on the rich fishers for survival in the fishing communities and the rich fishers know it. The village
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chairperson who could have handled our cases is with the rich fishers because
205
he also very much depends on their goodwill” .

In the case of the study area it is an overstatement to say that say that BMU
can provide space in which the poor can find voice and participate in the
management of the fishery. As indicated in chapter 5, Promoters of participation portray a picture of arenas where actors come together to negotiate
and discuss on equal terms. However, Even though co-management is promoted for its capacity to create space for participation, these spaces for participation do not exist in isolation from social and power relations (Nygren
2005) as shown above. The possibility of poor fishers to occupy spaces that
were denied to them previously is very limited. BMUs are not serving the
purpose of space creation as was envisaged. BMUs are built on weak foundation that does not address local dimension in these communities.

Summary and concluding remarks
The chapter set out to understand why and how poverty is persisting in the
fishing communities in spite of implementing co-management in the LVF.
The aim was not only to identify the factors but also to seek to understand
what drives these factors. This was done through exploring the context in
which poverty is embedded in the study area. This context was addressed
through examining the processes and mechanisms that are generating and
maintaining poverty in this particular study area. The aim was to explore
how these processes are a challenge to the performance of co-management.
Several major observations were made. Fishers are not a homogenous
group and neither is poverty. In the policy and Act 2003, fishers are grouped
together without differentiating them. They are portrayed as a mass of people in need of empowerment. Table 8.1 reveals the fact that fishers are stratifies into several groups as identified by the fishers themselves in the wealth
ranking exercise. The findings also show that the groups the fishers are in
are not static but shifting in response to the changes internal and external to
the fishery. The chapter went further and examined the mechanisms behind
these shifts between different groups. The picture that has emerged shows
that there is more of a downward push towards poverty than an upward push
towards well-being. One of the major factors identified in this trend is that
the limited asset base of the poor constrains their capacity to convert their
right to access the fishery into the capability to do so. This leads to concentrating access to the profitable Nile perch in a few hands of well off fishers
(facilitated by the fish processing factories) and condemning the majority of
fishers into just extractors for the benefit of others. In addition, the rich no
longer depend only on the fishery for livelihood. Fishing has become one of
the many activities making up their livelihood portfolio. It seems that fishing
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is mainly pursued in order to finance the more promising and stable activities as shown in table 8.6. In this regard, the poor fishers who now almost
solely depend on the fishery are at the mercy of the rich fishers who are controlling when to fish, how to fish, where to fish and who should fish.
The overall picture that has emerged from the analysis in this chapter
show that co-management in the study area cannot lead to poverty reduction.
This is for the simple reason that it is expected to do so in an environment
where the nature of poverty it is supposed to address is poorly defined and
understood. In chapter 1, I indicated that co-management goals or objectives
are donor driven and incorporated into policy with little regard to the context
in which they arise. In chapter 7, I have touched on the incongruence between poverty reduction goals promoted by the donor community- especially
the IFIs- and the extractive nature of the technical and financial assistance
given towards this end. While the extraction of fish resources is facilitated
(in terms of infrastructure and processing facilities) and operating smoothly,
the institutional factors that are constraining the capacity of the majority of
poor fishers to climb out of poverty are not addressed or outright ignored.
BMUs that are supposed to be fishers‟ organizations are state crafted organizations that lack any local content. This implies that BMUs lack legitimacy
at the local level and therefore cannot address place-specific and contextual
factors. Co-management as a partnership between the state and the communities of users is supposed to open up new spaces that previously didn‟t exist
under the top down management regime in the LVF. In these new spaces, the
poor and the marginalized are expected to be empowered and participate in
the management of their resource base so that they can meet their present
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs. However, the chapter has shown that co-management is constrained from opening up such spaces for the poor simply because it is not in
the state‟s interest to do so. The adoption of co-management in the LVF is
serving several strategic interests that are incongruent to the principles of comanagement itself. The next chapter 9 takes further this argument.
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Chapter 9 - Poverty-Illegal Fishing Nexus

9.1 Introduction
This chapter is a continuation of chapter 8 in a sense that the assumed link
between poverty and illegal fishing is explored. The question addressed in
this chapter is: How and in what ways is the local and wider context in which
illegal fishing is embedded a challenge to the capacity of co-management to
address it in the study area? To answer this question the study explores the
processes that are generating and sustaining illegal fishing in the study area
with a view of exploring how they constraint the performance of comanagement to address the problem of illegal fishing in the study area. Illegal fishing in Lake Victoria is defined in TFP, 1997 under the broader term
“unsustainable exploitation” of fish resources. Although the problem is considered to be one of the major problems threatening the long-term sustainability of the fishery, it has remained on the margin of research in LV and
little is known about what actually drives it and why it has remained resilient
despite all efforts to eradicate it and the „zero tolerance‟ declared by the
LVFO (2008). The view is that poverty drives illegal fishing and in turn
illegal fishing exacerbates poverty. Eradication of poverty in the fishing
communities is seen as the right step towards addressing the question of
illegal fishing in Lake Victoria. This view is supported by FAO (2007) with
a message that sustainability in Lake Victoria cannot be achieved alongside
poverty. However, many are questioning this simple link between poverty
and illegal fishing (see below) which ignores other intervening variables that
make the link more dynamic than the portrayed static relationship. Others
have argued that illegal fishing cannot be eradicated without involving the
local fishing communities in monitoring and enforcing fisheries regulations
(FAO, 2007). This step has been taken in Lake Victoria through BMUs.
However, this move has not resulted in collective action to address illegal
fishing. All indicators show illegal fishing is on the rise and is taking place
in the very communities that are supposed to participate in eradicating it
(refer to chapter 1). Globally, illegal fishing is one of the main aspects of
fish resources degradation; therefore the case of illegal fishing in Lake Victoria can benefit from the on-going poverty-environmental degradation discourse presented in the next section. This chapter is an attempt to explore
this paradox of poverty-illegal fishing nexus in the study area and its implication on co-management.
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The chapter first presents a brief discourse on the relationship between poverty and environmental degradation. Next the methods employed in the investigation are presented, then the findings, and finally the summary and
concluding remarks.

9.2. The poverty- environmental
degradation (illegal fishing) nexus
One of the influential statements that link poverty and environmental degradation comes from the World Commission on Environment and Development. According to WCED (1987:3), “poverty is a major cause and effect of
global environmental problems.” This powerful statement captures widely
held beliefs that poor people are compelled to exploit their environment for
short-term survival and are assumed to be the ones most exposed to natural
resources degradation. Leonard (1989:6) observes that, “the interaction of
poverty and environmental destruction sets off a downward spiral of ecological deterioration that threatens the physical security, economic wellbeing and health of many of the world‟s poorest people.” The point made by
Leonard is that poverty inevitably leads to environmental degradation. Dasgupta (1993) describes how poor people are closely dependent on their environmental resource base for their livelihood, and how poverty can be a driving force to environmental degradation. Based on extensive rural studies, a
good number of authors commonly observe that poor people‟s economic
dependence on natural resources makes them particularly prone to degrading
the environment on which they depend (for example, Cavendish, 2000;
Bosch et al. 2001; Ambler, 1999; Kepe, 1999). Particularly, it is noted that
poverty-constrained options induce the poor to deplete resources, and degraded resources precipitate a “downward spiral” by further reducing the
income of the poor. The World Bank- a leading body in povertyenvironment studies- proposes that one of the basic forces behind the vicious
circle of poverty and environmental degradation is that poverty limits people‟s options and induces them to deplete resource that is compatible with
long-term sustainability. In my opinion and based on findings in chapter 8
above, these arguments assume unconditional access to the resource base. As
I have demonstrated in the last chapter, the poor can be constrained from
accessing their resource base and hence unable to degrade it.
On the short-time horizon adopted by the poor, Pearce and Warford
(1993:72) suggest that there is a link between poverty, high discount rate,206
and environmental degradation and argue that:
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High discount rate in this case means devaluing the future by preferring today‟s as opposed to future consumption (Nigel 2006)
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“High discount rates are one cause of environmental degradation because
they encourage individuals to opt for short term measures that satisfy immediate needs or wants and to ignore more environmentally appropriate practices, which in turn leads to poverty and high discount rate.”

Some literature suggests that the generalized link between poverty and environmental destruction is not conclusive and straight forward as portrayed. It
is argued that the debate on the link between poverty and environmental
degradation is still in flux, where pieces, crucial links, and features have
been identified but still lack the entire picture (Prakash, 1997). This view is
supported by the extensive studies that reveal how locally designed resource
management institutions have managed to provide resilience towards risks
and exogenous shocks and facilitate sustainable use of natural resources
overtime (Ostrom, 1990; Rhoades, 1988; Prakash, 1997; Jodha, 1986; and
Bromley 1992). In particular, Ostrom (1990) has managed empirically to
show how rural people can utilize fragile ecosystems and common-pool resources sustainably over long time periods, even centuries in some cases, if
some specific conditions or “design principles” are fulfilled (refer to chapter
4). The above authors specifically argue that it is too deterministic to allege
that poor people inherently have relatively short-time horizons. They point
out that in many cases the poor are forced to diminish their time horizons
only when they are subjected to external shocks or events. Prakash (1997:7)
aptly summarizes this argument:
“……it is not the short-time horizons so much as the exogenous factors that
are primarily responsible for the environmentally degradation attributed to
the poor.”

In chapter 8 above, it was clear that not only the poor but also the rich fishers
have adopted a short-time horizon in their relationship with the resource
base, because of the uncertainty surrounding the future of the Nile perch.
In relation to external shocks, Dasgupta and Mäler (1994) particularly
note that poverty and many environmental problems stem from or are exacerbated by inequality. The authors emphasize that unequal distribution of
resources access may be the driving force behind deforestation, overfishing
and land degradation. They observe that in the presence of inequality, many
local common property management schemes break-down, which in turn,
results in negative impacts on the poor and the resources. On the other hand,
Mahar (1988) and Binswanger (1989) view government policies as forces
that can create or reinforce a vicious circle of poverty-environmental interaction. They point out that governments do this through policy failures, which
can be described as policy makers‟ actions or failures to act and which may
result in environmental degradation.
Repetto and Gills (1988:388) on their part suggest that corruption and the
existence of large resources rents may lead to environmental degradation.
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Drawing on examples from forestry, they demonstrate that harvesting timber
has attracted politicians as well as businessmen to the opportunity of immediate gain, which indirectly has fed into deforestation. Ambler (1999) and
Barbier (2000) conclude that the link between poverty and environmental
destruction is complex and is mediated by factors as diverse as cultural, economic, and political. From this discourse, it is clear that the direct relationship between illegal fishing and poverty that is put forward in the LVF is
assumed and not well established. It is within these arguments that illegal
fishing in Lake Victoria is explored and discussed.

9.3. Methods
The samples for interviews/group discussions were drawn from fishers identified and profiled in the wealth ranking exercise (chapter 8). Group discussions, key informants, individual interviews, and field observations were the
key methods employed in this investigation. A total of sixteen (16) group
interviews were carried out in the fishing communities of Igabiro and Kaarwazi, and in the villages of Kaagya and Ibosa. Separate group meetings were
held with women. The group interviews were also supplemented by eight
individual interviews conducted with community members who preferred
not to participate in group discussions. A total of twelve (12) key informants
who have an inside knowledge of illegal fishing in the area by virtue of their
position were interviewed. These included: two informants at the regional
fisheries office; four key informants from the villages of Ibosa and Kaagya;
one informant at the district fisheries office; three informants from the department of fisheries. At the village level, the village government from
Kaagya and Ibosa were interviewed regarding different perspectives they
had on illegal fishing as village leaders. Each village government leadership
has 15 members, five of them are women. Some of whom are active fishers,
retired fishers, while others are farmers. Group discussion was the most preferred method for several reasons: illegal fishing is a sensitive issue and few
were willing to discuss it at household level. On the other hand group discussion was an open forum where it could be discussed in general terms
without having to accuse anyone in particular. The method also helped to
contain exaggerations that would have been used to serve individual‟s interests. The fact that fishers were willing to discuss the problem openly, demonstrates its prevalence in the area.

9.4 Illegal fishing gear
Although various methods are employed in illegal fishing, this study focuses
on drag nets or beach seines, the main illegal methods commonly employed
in the study area. Other gears include gillnets with mesh sizes of less than
10cm and mosquito nets. Below are the diagrams showing how beach sein204

ing is carried out (figure 9.1) and the shape of the seine net used in the study
area (figure 9.2).

Figure 9.1 hauling a seine net and Figure 9.2: picture of a seine net (LVFO, 2002)

Most of the beach seines found in the area are factory-made from nylon fibre
and are 100 feet long with mesh size of 1/4 of an inch. To surround a school
of fish, a single boat is used (see left of fig.9.1). After the net has surrounded
the school, fishermen on the beach haul in the "wings" of the net (right corner figure 9.1). As the net approaches the beach, fish are driven into the
"bag" (figure 9.2) and are hauled up on shore. The method is very destructive because of its small mesh size that is non-selective.
Through personal observation,207 beach seining in the fishing communities of Igabiro and Kaarwazi takes place between 10 pm and 4 am in the
night when the moon is out and the Nile perch and fingerlings are swimming
near the surface of the water (refer to chapter 2). The exercise involves participants not only from the fishing communities but from the villages as well.
Although beach seining is destructive, it is an exciting time for the young
people from the villages to participate in it. Historically (refer to chapter 6)
beach seining has always been a communal practice and is embedded in
people‟s minds. The young people from the villages regard it as an opportunity to participate in fishing and to get fish for themselves. Observing the
exercise from the beach, I could see that more than half of the fish hauled
was made up of immature Nile perch and Nile tilapia and a large amount of
fingerlings which are in many cases discarded or collected for deep-frying. I
could see the reason why illegal fishing is considered to be one, if not the
major source of fish resource degradation in Lake Victoria. Particularly, the
Nile tilapia has been adversely affected by the practice because of its very
low reproductive rate and inshore waters habitat (Refer to chapter 2).
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I was invited by the BMU chairman to witness beach seining during field work in 2007
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9.5 Perceptions on illegal fishing
9.5.1 Village committee members (VCM)
A Group discussion with the two village leaders of Ibosa and Kaagya208 revealed that illegal fishing in the form of beach seining is a fact of life in their
areas of jurisdiction which extends beyond the study area. They clarified this
point by first tracing the history of beach seining in the area, which is also
partly covered in chapter 6. They pointed out that beach seining209 is part of
the fishing tradition in the area from the pre-colonial period, and that idea
has never changed. It has become a problem because of the Nile perch fishery. During the pre-colonial period beach seining was a fishing exercise designed to provide plenty of fish to members of the communities who could
not fish but claimed ownership on the water body within their boundaries.
Even when the colonial government took over the management of the fishery
from the communities, beach seining continued to play this role and was
encouraged, with better and stronger nylon nets with smaller mesh sizes. The
aim of the colonial administration was to extract as much fish as possible by
whatever means. It was only when signs of overfishing started to emerge in
the late 1920s that minimum mesh sizes of 12 cm were instituted. The effect
of the colonial regime on beach seining was that it changed from owned and
regulated communally to groups of individuals or families. There was no
longer collective action around beach seining. Recalling from chapter 6, the
ikokooro guild that was traditionally regulating and monitoring the use of
beach seine nets was turned into a colonial tool for just resolving fishing
conflicts on behalf of the colonial state.
After independence, Lake Victoria was minimally managed (chapter 7)
because its fishery was of little economic importance to the state. Licenses
and boat registration were the main regulations that affected fishers directly.
Away from the gaze of the state and the dismantling of community ownership of the resource, beach seining continued to operate as a livelihood activity carried out mainly by young fishers in villages. In addition, the state continued to import the nylon beach seines, which could be purchased from Dar
es Salaam. Although drag nets were no longer communally owned, beach
seining continued to serve a meaningful purpose of supplying plenty of fish
to the communities at a cheaper price. When the Nile perch came along, the
practice intensified and mesh size became smaller. This was because of the
scramble for the Nile perch that could not be accessed by all because of the
start up costs involved in the Nile perch fishery. It is at this time that illegal
fishing (which also included dynamite fishing) came to the serious attention
of the state and international community.
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Thus, as the poor and very poor fishers became marginalized in the Nile
perch fishery, working as beach seiners became an attractive option. Others,
who were not so poor, considered beach seining a quick way to plenty of
fish, and hence to profit. Particularly in Bukoba, drag nets and dynamite
fishing were used extensively and intensively by “foreigners” who came
from as far away as Ukerewe and Mwanza to look for new fishing grounds.
Many of these were retrenched people from the privatized public enterprises.210. They considered fishing as an opportunity to invest in and make
money. “They had no respect for fish” pointed out the VC for Kaagya. 211 It
was seen by local people as a sudden change from the beach seining they
were used to. The exercise changed from being a social fishing practice and
a source of livelihood for many in the area, to an illegal practice of today‟s
magnitude. The village leaders believe that such a strong communal mentality towards beach seining is hard to change through the state-designed model
of co-management, even though its negative impacts are written everywhere
and known by everyone.
The village leaders today, believe that beach seining has assumed a new
identity because it is no longer a fishing tool for the young fishers in the
community, but a powerful economic tool in the hands of the few rich people. One of the VCs put it candidly:212
“It is only the rich, the powerful and the connected who own the sophisticated and expensive nylon drag nets, which costs around US $ 1200, a price
that is out of the reach of many poor fishers.”

However, the village leaders were quick to add that in spite of the changes
in the beach seining practice, it still has its place in the area. This was clarified by the following quote from a lady member of the village committee:213
“Given the profits generated by the Nile perch, to own a beach seine has an
important meaning to the owner and the community at large. To the owner, it
is a quick path to wealth; to the majority of unemployed crew in the camps
and the villages, is an opportunity to earn quick money for themselves or for
their families; to some of the well-paid and the poorly paid government officials in the area it is a source of extra income; for the fish fryers and food
vendors it is a source of fish for business. It also brings development in the
village. Everyone is benefiting in beach seining one way or another- and that
is a fact.‖

The village leaders are of the opinion that part of the development in their
midst is from the Nile perch- legally and illegally fished. This is seen in the
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The economic reforms of the 1980s coincided with the appearance of the Nile perch (refer
to chapter 7)
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light of nice houses, cars driving around the villages, shops selling imported
items, internet cafes, and telephone call houses. Figure 9.2 shows cars waiting for the owners who were out transacting business in Igabiro fishing
community. They pointed out that a decade ago no one could have thought
that a fisher would own a decent house let alone a car.

Fig 9.3 cars waiting for rich fishers (own photo, 2006)

Walking through the villages, one notices a remarkable difference between the rich fishers‟ households and the ordinary people in the villages.
The ordinary people own small plots of poor land planted with few coffee
trees, bananas and yams. The rich fishers have farms of flourishing banana
trees and coffee trees and keep livestock. Their houses are modern with electricity, iron gates and satellite dishes. The leaders pointed out that without
the rich fishers in their midst, it would not have been possible for the village
residents to know what was going on in the world. Simple amenities such as
access to television news, charging mobile phones, access to transport, and
in some cases- financial loan are met by these fishers. These are simple
needs but important to the people living in rural areas, but nevertheless
touched by modernity. Furthermore, these are facilities that cannot be provided by the far-off and hands-off state. In this way the rich manage to find
their way into the poor people‟s hearts and gain acceptance.
However, these leaders could sense the problem for the fishery through
this unequal access to wealth among people who share a common resource.
They were overly concerned with the younger generation.
“These rich fishers are role models for many young boys in the village. The
poor young fishers‟ aspiration in the fishing communities is to become a rich
fisher by any means possible including illegal fishing. They do not want to go
to school because they know that although many of these rich fishers are
poorly educated, they managed to become rich. The state‟s efforts to eradi-
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cate illegal fishing through the impounding of drag nets and destroying them
is not going to bear fruits under the prevailing conditions.” 214

The village leaders believe the state is not very serious on the issue of
eradicating illegal fishing in the area. Their main concern is the state‟s reluctance to involve the village governments in its efforts to deal with illegal
fishing in the area. They were of the opinion that the state knows very well
that illegal fishers live in the communities and are known by all members of
the communities. Why can‟t the state work with us? I pointed out to them
that the fisheries Act 2003 and the 1997 policy,215 clearly state that the responsibilities of the village government is to monitor and control such activities. Their response was that it is beyond their ability to implement those
directives without working together with the state. At the same time, the
state on its own cannot implement them either without working with the
people on the ground. They believe if the state was serious, it would have
sought the wisdom of the local people on how to deal with such issues in
their midst. The following quote is from one of the village leaders: 216
“As village leaders and some of us are descendants of the old traditional fishers, we know that drag nets are not good for the lake and the fish. But this is
about the Nile perch, and this fish is not an ordinary fish. We are told it is
overfished. When the Nile perch will go, another type of fish will come.
Maybe the fish will not be as profitable, but still the local fishers will continue to fish. It is the government and the fish processing plants that are going to
be the main losers. It is not we the communities living by the lake. We have
lived along this lake for centuries through generations. Why can‟t our knowledge be respected by the state? Everyone is pretending to protect the fishery
(uvuvi endelevu) but what we see happening in practice is frightening.

There is a lot of scepticism regarding the curbing of illegal fishing. The wide
held views by these leaders are that the state‟s interest in the profits generated by the Nile perch far outweighs the long-term sustainability of the resource base. They pointed out that Lake Victoria Nile perch is not different
from other rich sectors like forest, mining or Masai grazing land. Through
multi-party politics that are very active in the area, the villagers are aware of
the political debates in parliament surrounding the natural resources sectors
(chapter 7). The program on national television concerning parliamentary
discussions- “Leo Bungeni”- is the most popular program watched (apart
from soccer) in the village. The leaders‟ main question that they wanted me
to answer was: why should the state care about us and our fishery when it is
failing in other sectors?
The tension between the state agents in the area and the villages was
made evident by what they call the partnership (ubia) between these agents
214
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and the fish processing plants. The general feeling expressed by the village
leaders in the area is that the state is protecting the interests of the investors
at the expense of the well-being of the majority of the fishers. This is manifested in the way the constant conflicts between the fish suppliers and the
factory owners are handled by state agents in the area. The conflicts normally include: under-pricing, cheating in fish weighing at the factory, cheating in fish quality - to mention just a few. The costs that arise out these
transactions are transmitted along the Nile perch supply chain and are borne
by crew members at the harvesting end. This is creates tension among the
different categories of fishers. Unfortunately, the village leaders pointed out
that they have no authority over these plants. Only state agents can mediate
such conflicts. The solution is always that fishers should learn how to work
in a liberalized economy or that the conflicts might scare away investors- an
action that will rob fishers a ready made market for their fish, which will
lead to “untold” poverty. In an angry tone, a female committee member retorted:
“Whom are they cheating? What are the industrial processors doing for the
communities? If they are investors, where are they investing? We only see
“harvesters” (wachumaji) and nothing more. If they want to move out let
them move, and let our fish rot.”

At the same time, the village government is concerned about its role of implementing the TFP 1997 at the community level. They are not comfortable
with this role because it places them at odds with the rest of the community,
especially the fishers. They pointed out that they are always asked: for whom
are you conserving this fishery? What has the government done for you? The
leaders believe these are valid questions. I could also see for myself that they
are not in the rich category but ordinary fishers and non-fishers with a powerful position that carries no material value. What they found to be very irritating was the fact that the state agents at the regional level come from other
regions outside Kagera region. They consider them as having no real interest
in the protection of the fishery because the lake is not part of them. They
note that the DFO who is also the extension officer for Bukoba Rural district
is from Bukoba. The village leaders confidently claim that he empathizes
with the communities and the fishery. They view the “foreigners” as just
serving their short term interests. The leaders believe that when the Nile
perch goes, no government fisheries officer will visit their villages. They
pointed out that before the Nile perch, there was no government fisheries
officer who came to preach conservation and sustainability in their communities.
Concerning the relationship between poverty and illegal fishing- and
whether poverty alleviation measures could lead to the eradication of beach
seining in the area- the general feeling among these leaders is that poverty
has a lot to do with and at the same time very little to do with illegal fishing
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in the area. It has a lot to do with illegal fishing in the sense that it is the poor
fishers who are carrying out beach seining. At the same time, poverty has
very little to do with illegal fishing because the owners of drag nets are not
poor fishers, but rich fishers and some influential people outside the fishing
communities. Beach seining involving the Nile perch cannot be carried out
by the poor fishers without the support of some powerful people. Most of the
poor fishers apprehended are crew members employed by the owners of the
beach seine nets who collude with some influential people outside the fishing communities. That kind of fishing cannot be done without the knowledge
of all the people around the area including us who are supposed to monitor
the situation. Illegal fishing is a network involving many people. We do not
know who are the powerful people involved outside our villages. It is for this
reason the state should recognize the importance of the local capacity (in
terms of ideas) in dealing with illegal fishing. But without good working
relations between the state agents and the communities, stamping out illegal
fishing is going to remain a dream. In addition, the village elders did not
agree on the suggestion that poverty alleviation is going to lead to the eradication of illegal fishing in the area. The VC of Ibosa had this to say:
“Poverty is not an exclusive club of fishers (sio chama cha wavuvi). If for
example poverty is eradicated in the fishing communities as we are told it can
be done, other poor people will fill in the gap left behind and beach seining
will continue. The government ought to know that beach seining is not about
poverty; it is about the profits generated by the Nile perch, the greed by some
rich fishers and corruption of law enforcers and some state agents. The poor
217
are just facilitators of the process and not owners.”

The above observation reveals the intentional or unintentional lack of understanding of the relationship between poverty and illegal fishing in Lake Victoria. The goal of co-management is to lead to the reduction of poverty in the
fishing communities. However, as the quote above shows, poverty in fishing- although has its own specific dynamics- still is part of the overall poverty situation in the country or in the area. This gives rise to the question of
how can illegal fishing be tackled through poverty alleviation among fishers
when poverty is everywhere? It was clear from the discussion that the resource-strapped poor have little chance of being the main drivers of illegal
fishing in the Nile perch fishery- as the elders put it- they are just facilitators
of the process.
On the capacity of co-management to provide an environment in which
beach-seining could be eradicated in Lake Victoria, the general consensus
among these village leaders was that co-management is a government designed project that is supposed to be implemented at the local level through
the village government and supervised by the local government. Co217
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management is perceived as one of the many government projects that
hardly made any difference in the lives of the rural people. They pointed out
that only organizations that emerge from people‟s ideas made sense to them.
They gave an example of the Bukoba Native Cooperative Union (BNCU) 218
which had roots in the rural farmers. Otherwise, all state imposed projects
failed to take roots amongst the rural population and left no tangible mark in
people‟s lives. They cited the villagization program in the 1970s (chapter 7)
and other post-independence programs that had good intentions but could
not be sustained for lack of the local input. These leaders believe comanagement is a good idea because the Nile perch fishery is too complicated
to be managed without the joint effort of the communities and the state. This
observation echoes Berkes (2008) who points out that many local natural
resources systems are now intertwined with global systems and neither the
state nor the communities have the capacity to manage them singularly.
However, they were disappointed with the way co-management was introduced in their communities. The VC of Ibosa who has secondary education had this to say and I quote extensively:
“The state treated us like school children. We were only asked to reorganize
the fishing communities, create committees, and start the implementation of
co-management. Our views did not count. In the villages we have a history of
organizing our lives around problems. We come from generations of fishers.
We know the sensitivities of fishers and their occupation. We have our elders
with wisdom who know how to organize around fishing, and how to make it
work. Our ways and the government‟s ways would have intersected and a
good co-management we believe would have emerged. We believe we could
have advised the government on how to go about it. Instead, the government
came with a set of instructions,219 which were not compatible with the ways
fishing is organized traditionally. Such terms as “stakeholders”, “fishing
communities” “participation” “committees”- are good terms but not relevant
to the ways fishing was done in the area. As a result, people are doing what
they have to do because the state says so, but co-management lacks legitimacy because it does not work within the existing rules on the ground hence it is
ignored. ”220

The village leaders concluded by saying that co-management is a cover for
satisfying the donor community (wafadhili): but in the eyes of the villagers
and the communities of fishers, the state does not give the picture of a serious partner in co-management. They believe that until when the villages and
their experiences of managing the fishery will be taken seriously then comanagement will work.
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Cooperative unions worked well in their original form before the central government
interfered with them, because they were strong political basis. Their wings had to be clipped
just as the chiefdoms had to be abolished (refer to chapter 6)
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9.5.2 Women perspectives
The literature on sustainable development clearly states that sustainable development is not possible without the empowerment of women and gender
equality (WCED, 1987). In recognition of this, the 1997 Tanzania Fisheries
Policy took a deliberate step to emphasize the importance of women in the
management and conservation of fish resources. Co-management guidelines
drawn by LVEMP in 2005 stipulate that a BMU committee should be made
up of fifteen persons, have a minimum of five women, and that the latter
should be involved in all decisions regarding the management of the resource. It is in this context that the study sought the perspectives of women
regarding illegal fishing in the study area.
Two groups of women were interviewed. From Table 8.2 in chapter 8 above,
there are 32 women fishers‟ households in Igabiro and 25 in Kaarwazi. The
first group was from Igabiro which was made up of food providers (mama
ntilie), fish vendors, and small business owners was made up of 10 women.
The second group was from Ibosa which also included these groups but also
women dagaa fishers. The group consisted of seven women.221 The general
picture is that women in the fishing communities are either divorced, widowed, or single. They moved into the fishing communities to take advantage
of the opportunity offered by the Nile perch fishery and the state in order to
participate in fishing and make a living. They generally prefer to be known
as business women in fishing rather than fishers because this is something
that has not yet been accepted in the male-dominated occupation in the area.
Although everything looks normal around these women, they however recounted how they have to deal on a daily basis the gender related discrimination in the fishing communities.
One of the difficult situations women have to endure is that they are
viewed as prostitutes in the fishing communities. Their right to have relationships and earn a decent living according to their own choice is judged by
men in the communities and also by married women in the villages, as that
of prostituting themselves. The male dominated environment prefers to see
these women enduring poverty and sometimes abusive relationships with
husbands in the name of “decency”, rather than seeing them independent and
making free choices about their lives. Booth et al. (1993) observe that “decency” is a socially constructed concept and contextual. Mascarenhas and
Mbilinyi, (1983) expanding on this view note that in many rural societies,
the primary role of women is defined as that of being dependent on the male
head of a household, which in turn restricts her economic and social opportunities. Whenever they try to break out of these circumscribed circumstances, they are treated as outcasts. In spite of this negative attitude, women
in these communities are strong from the fact that their presence and participation in fishing, is no longer constrained by taboos and myths. They are
221
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recognized and have the state‟s legal support. Most of them have been living
in the communities for more than 10 years. The difficulties they encounter as
pioneer women fishers in the area were summarized in one sentence: “It is
difficult to be a woman in the fishing communities in the Buhaya society.”222
Given their vulnerable position, the overriding concern of these women is
the sustainability of their fish business. Most of them are involved in different forms of credit schemes provided by non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) that enable them to remain in fishing. However, they are finding it
difficult to repay loans. Before the export of the Nile perch, these women
were mainly involved in fish processing (drying, salting, and smoking), but
now they have to survive on rejected fish. Their main fear is that they may
one day lose their business to their creditors.
Concerning illegal fishing in their communities, the women admitted that
beach seining is a practice that has engulfed the whole area and that many
are involved in it or just supporting it as part of being a member of the fishing communities. They are aware of its destructive capacity on the fishery
and they are concerned about the future of the fishery to which their businesses are attached. They are sure the Nile perch is going to be overfished
because of its economic value, but they are also confident that the lake will
always be there. One dagaa woman trader had this to say:
“Our main concern is the lake because we know it will always provide fish;
even if it is not Nile perch. This is Lake Victoria.”223

The belief in the lake to continue producing fish stems from the traditional
belief that the vast lake is the giver of life (fish) which she determines to or
not to give (refer chapter 6). This belief is widely held and kept coming up
during the various interviews held with other fishers. The general feeling one
gets in this area is that may doubt the future of the Nile perch; but the future
of the vast lake is not in doubt. Like the women above, there is always hope
and expectation that the lake will continue to be productive. They view the
„artificial‟ Nile perch224 not as an ecological disaster (as it is normally portrayed) but as one of the mysteries of Lake Victoria. These perceptions are
borne out of the belief that the existence of the Lake and “her” fish are not in
the hands of human beings but in the hands of the unseen and more powerful
forces. Such beliefs are still alive and are still being reproduced through
generations. A woman dagaa fisher had this to say: “Since the state has not
been able to convince us on the future of the fishery, we shall continue to
believe in what we were told by out ancestors.”225 Such beliefs were also
observed among artisanal fishermen in Kerala (India) who view “mother
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ocean as a life-giving system, rather than a hunting ground” (Kurien,
1991:3). In the West African inland fisheries, local water spirits are thought
to be the sources which activate or withdraw fish (Baland and Platteau,
1996:212).
Women fishers from Igabiro see high demand for the Nile perch and the
price it fetches at the processing plants as the main driving force behind
beach seining in their respective communities. One woman in the group
pointed out: “Everyone is rushing to make as much money as possible before
the fish disappears.”226 For these women in fishing, access to fish for their
business to meet their financial obligations, and future plans is far more important than the future of the fishery. Their future plans include: building a
house in the village, taking their children to good schools, and making
enough money to enable them to start business in Bukoba town outside fishing. Financial obligations are mainly about loan repayment. Leach and
Mearns, (1991) observe that environmental destruction can be worsened by
the poor because they often have to borrow in informal, high rate markets,
which in turn create an urgent need for immediate gains. Women fish fryers
and food vendors admit that without illegal fishing- especially beach seining,
it is difficult to access fish for their business.
“Our business depends on the availability of fish and without beach seining
we would have been out of business a long time ago. We have to compete
with men to access fish and in such competition it is the men who win because they know and protect each other. We have to depend on illegal fishing
for economic survival.” 227

For these women, discards and the fish rejected by the factory agents, is
what forms the backbone of their fish food business. “No matter how small,
or young, or rejected the fish is, they can always be deep-fried and eaten,” as
pointed out by Theresa, the fish fryer in figure 9.4. 228
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Figure 9.4 Fish-frying in the fishing communities

The Nile tilapia which is locally available is too expensive for commercial
business and dagaa, which is affordable, is not preferred by many customers. The women engaging in other business outside the food business also
admitted to benefiting from illegal fishing indirectly as one kiosk owner
pointed out:
“A night after beach seining, business is really good. Crew members who are
the majority of our customers have money. Many businesses flourishing here
to a large extent depend on money made from illegal fishing. For me money
is money; legal or illegal we are here to make money.” 229

Even with their everyday struggles, these women have room for reflecting
on what is going on around them. Their opinion is that fishers in their communities and some villagers with influence are involved in illegal fishing.
They attributed the resilience of illegal fishing in the area to its capacity to
provide quick profits not only to the owners of the nets but also to other people within and outside the fishing communities and villages. This causes
people to willingly be co-opted in the illegal fishing ring and protect it.
“Where do you go for a loan, money for medical services, school fees for
children? Where is the state? It is only these people who can help us out.” 230

Many fishers are struggling to access such basic services and for many their
circumstances have failed to adapt (chapter 8) and pay for these services. To
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a certain degree, the gap that is created between their means and the livelihood options they face is filled by the only possible option open to themillegal fishing. In this context, illegal fishers take the advantage of the situation to fulfil their own ambitions. For many, illegal fishing is survival and to
some it is sheer greed and selfishness.
On the other hand, women in Kaarwazi- some of whom are boat owners
fishing dagaa- regard the Nile perch fishery to have been a blessing in their
lives because it has enabled women to participate in fishing for the first time
in Bukoba. “If it was not for the government‟s policy to insist that women
should engage in fishing, we would not be here today.” commented one
woman boat owner.231 The TFP 1997 section 3.3.10 p.14 states in part that:
“encourage gender equity at all levels of fisheries development….”In the
past, women in Bukoba were kept out of fishing by taboos built around their
bodies (chapter 6). The women seem to be confident now that they can live
in the fishing communities alongside male fishers. Unlike other women in
the service sectors, they believe their position as fishers puts them on equal
footing with men and they command their respect. A woman dagaa trader
had this to say:
“Women in Bukoba never had the opportunity to benefit directly from fishing
before the Nile perch. Fishing was always about men and still is. However,
since the government opened doors for us to participate in fishing we feel
confident and we are reasonably happy (inatosha).”232

However, they are worried about their future in fishing given the level of
destruction that is caused by beach seining. Its impact is felt through the way
women are being squeezed out of the dagaa fishery by all fishers who are
falling off the pedestal of the Nile perch fishery.
Like the women in Igabiro, they believe the decrease in the fish catch, the
increase in the demand for the Nile perch at the processing plants and the
high price it fetches, drive and attract even non-fishers into illegal fishing.
They refused to accept the suggestion that poverty may be driving illegal
fishing in the communities. Instead, they see poor fishers, who are mainly
crew members as just employees and it is mainly the rich inside and outside
the communities in collusion with certain authorities that are responsible for
illegal fishing. These women have little faith in co-management as a tool for
eradicating illegal fishing from their communities for the reasons given
above. They view BMUs not as their organizations, but something formed
from above by the government, which represents the interests of the state.
“Before the Nile perch, fishing was going on and was organized according to
the fishers‟ ways and there was no co-management or BMUs to refer to. It
was the fishery for the poor and the poor were left alone. However the Nile
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perch is for the state and the rich fishers and therefore co-management and
BMUs are about the Nile perch and the state.” 233

The BMUs are considered clubs of the rich fishers and agents, who have
little sympathy for the majority of their members, namely the poor fishers;
but are there to serve their interests and the states‟ interests. Like all fishers
in the communities, women are members of BMUs and attend meetings
whenever they can to listen to what is being discussed. Their non-active
participation is shaped by the fact that they do not understand or believe in
many of the issues discussed during such meetings, such as poverty reduction, sustainability and participation. However, they believe that if it was “an
all-fishers organization”, it would have served a useful purpose of providing
a forum in which the poor fishers could express themselves.”
9.5.3 Perspectives from the BMUs
Perceptions from the BMUs leadership indicate that the prevalence of illegal
fishing and its resilience in the fishing communities is also linked to the
State‟s approach towards the implementation of co-management. BMUs are
given heavy responsibilities of enforcing and monitoring the implementation
of fisheries regulations but with limited authority to carry them out and
without any resources allocated for the exercises. For example, in the Comanagement Operational Manual (section, 3.4: p.12) the roles of comanagement executive committee are as follows:
“To prepare a surveillance program involving all members; disallowing the
sale of juvenile fish, use of illegal fishing gears and fish trade without license; take care of beach hygiene; collect fisheries data; ensure fishing vessels are registered; ensure fishers have valid fishing licenses; all impounded
gears should be surrendered to relevant authorities.”

All these responsibilities are expected to be carried out on a voluntary basis.
The reason given in the manual (page 4), is quoted here:
“the benefits accruing from the fishing industry…..require an appropriate
management strategy taking into consideration that the fishing communities
live very close to the resource are the immediate beneficiaries.”

Arguing about these responsibilities, the BMU leaders234 were of the opinion
that not all fishers are benefiting equally from the resource. There are some
rich fishers, poor fishers and very poor fishers. They pointed out that the
majority of the fishers are poor and they spend nights out fishing for the boat
owners. They rest during the day ready for another round trip of fishing. This
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goes on for the whole week, whole month, and whole year. Fishing is what
gives them income and working on a boat as a crew member is a highly
competitive business. From where does one get volunteers? These responsibilities can only be undertaken if the fishery is communally owned as in the
old times of Ikokooro guild. But as long as the state owns the resource, no
one is willing to volunteer. The general feeling is that the state benefits more
from the resource than the fishers themselves.
The leader‟s initial understanding of co-management when it was introduced in the communities was that the role of the fishers in the fishing communities was going to be stepped up- in practice- by taking an active part in
the management of the fishery and policy formulation. Indeed, the Tanzania
fisheries policy strategy states:
“……encourage the involvement of the fishers‟ communities in policy formulation and implementation through their relevant institutions i.e. village/council, associations etc….facilitate and promote sharing and exchange
of skills……and empower them to conserve and manage the aquatic resource……” (TFP, 3.3.8)

They pointed out that they do not know how the policy looks like and no one
has ever asked the traditional fishers for their views on how the fishery
should be managed at the local level. These leaders believe the fact of ignoring the traditional fishers- to a certain extent- is constraining the proper implementation of co-management at community level.
Furthermore, the BMU leaders noted that although co-management arrangements meant shifting the centre for decision-making from the national
to the local level nothing tangible has taken place. The following is a quote
from the TFP in this regard:
“Considering the devolution of powers from the central to the local government, the management responsibility of the local government in the fisheries
sector has been expanded both in scope and scale. The responsibilities include: issuing of license; extension services; law enforcement and surveillance; revenue collection ….”(TFP, Annex 1:19)

The leaders observe that it is at the regional level that the devolved powers
are centered, and a little of it trickles the local level and end up at the village
level where the fishing communities become part of the village government
(chapter 7). This means that the fishing communities which are at the interface between the resource and the reset of the society are only recognized on
paper but not in practice. This problem was compounded by the fact that it
was not the fishers who were designated to monitor illegal fishing in the
area, but the local militia (sungusungu) from the security committee of the
village government. They view this arrangement as categorizing fishers in
the fishing communities as criminals to be watched rather than active participants in the management of the fishery. The decision left them as mere
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spectators. In the end, the approach proved a failure as the militias became
inefficient in the face of powerful illegal fishers without the support of the
fishing communities. It is now the regional fisheries office and its trusted
team of police officers who carry out surprise patrols on a regular basis (after
every three months), involving a lot of money to control illegal fishing but
achieving very little in terms of curbing illegal fishing in the area.
While the district council is clearly provided for in terms of funding (issuing of license and revenue collection from the communities), the BMUs are
not provided with such opportunities. They view themselves as “cash cows”
for the district and village authorities. Furthermore, the BMU leaders were
puzzled by the decision in the co-management manual to completely subordinate BMUs to the village government. They wonder why the government
created the fishing communities in the first place and why BMU offices were
located in these communities and not in the villages, if the government had
no intention of recognizing them as autonomous entities in the management
of the fishery. The general understanding was that the communities are serving a certain purpose for the government to assist the export of the Nile
perch. Why did we suddenly need permanent communities?
It was clear that the lack of trust between the fishing communities and the
regional fisheries office creates an environment where alliances are forged
between corrupt officials at the regional level and law enforcers (police) and
illegal fishers, resulting in the sabotage of these well-meaning patrol exercises. In many cases, those who are apprehended in the exercise (crew members) are released after a short period, sometimes shorter than it took to bring
them before the law. According to an informant235, sometimes the drag nets
impounded find their way back to the owners in the villages or fishing communities. The owners of the nets are rarely apprehended because they use
agents, while they themselves remain anonymous. When the “beach boys”
(as they are known in the communities) are out fishing illegally, the agents
keep watch for any surprise patrol. The agents who fail to meet the secret
deals are the ones usually caught. The lack of recognition, authority, resources, and morale among BMU leaders, converged to provide an environment in which illegal fishing flourishes.
Lack of ownership of the resource is seen as part of the problem in illegal
fishing. The communities and their BMUs have no say in what is going on in
the fishery. Their main responsibility is that of making sure the landing site
for handling the Nile perch for export is very clean to meat European standards. Their views are hardly considered in how the management of the fishery should be undertaken. For example, the idea of closing the lake for at
least three months every year to provide space for the recovery of the fishery
has been falling on deaf ears on the pretext that the fishers will “starve”. In
actual fact, the BMU leaders argued that, if the processing plants are closed
235
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during this period, the poor fishers can continue fishing for the local market
without harming the fishery and at the same time without going hungry.
“Maybe it is the processing factories that will “starve” and those who depend
on them,” one BMU leader observed.236 Another suggestion that has been
ignored is the idea of using huge stone boulders237 in the inshore waters to
prevent beach seining, as a cheap way of controlling one aspect of illegal
fishing in the communities‟ waters. They don‟t understand why the state
prefers a far more expensive state-sponsored patrol method. As one BMU
leader put it:
“Everything is at the state level and the communities are only used as a cover
for what is going wrong in the fishery”. 238

The BMU leadership is also concerned with the state‟s attitude towards illegal fishing in general. When asked to clarify this point, the leaders from
Igabiro pointed out that without demand and market for fish caught illegally
there would be no widespread use of drag nets in the area. Calculations
showed that in a single night a drag net can be cast out three times (at six in
the evening; at midnight; and at five in the morning). Each haul can yield
roughly up to 500 kg of fish. This means that on a single “good night”, one
drag net can yield approximately 1500 kg of fish. Given the scale of illegal
fishing (about ten owners can be operating on one given night in Igabiro
fishing community alone) taking place in the area, it is quite surprising that
at the time of this study (2007), there was no Nile perch traded on the local
market in Bukoba town, and none in the fishing communities. It is only the
discards that form the basic diet in the fishing communities. The question is:
where does all the fish go? The BMU leaders believe the demand for the
Nile perch at the processing plants is the main cause of illegal fishing and
their advice is that the state should shift its focus towards that direction if it
wants to address the question of illegal fishing.239
9.5.4 Boat Owners/Agents’ Perspective
Understanding the destination of the Nile perch fished illegally the perspectives of the boat owners and agents supplying fish to the processing plants
were sought. Two group discussions were held one in each fishing commu236
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nity. The discussion revealed that the factories are now not only demanding
more and more fish to run the underutilized plants, but the suppliers are also
confronted with the demand for the younger fat-free Nile perch for specific
orders from abroad.240 As the demand increases, the price also increases 241
putting more pressure on the Nile perch of all sizes. The boat owners (some
of whom are accused of illegal fishing) were of the opinion that the initial
investment of entering into the Nile perch fishery was another factor in the
illegal fishing matrix. To acquire a boat, outboard engine, and seven fishing
nets,242 an outlay of about US $ 9,000 (approximately Tanzania Shillings 10
million) was required. With the Nile perch almost overfished and moving
further into the deeper part of the lake it makes little economic sense to go
very far out into the lake with only one boat. This implies that more fishing
effort is required than in the 1980s and 1990s when the Nile perch was plentiful.
At the same time fishers and other interested parties have too little confidence in the future of the fishery to invest that kind of money in fishing gear.
The rich fishers already have their focus on “life after the Nile perch”. This
implies that with such financial capability, investment would be in other
ventures regarded more secure. Those who have already invested heavily in
fishing gear are heavily exploiting the resource to recoup their investment
before the Nile perch runs out. This involves mainly the use of legal but
under-size mesh nets for fishing the Nile perch. To be able to obtain enough
fish, the processing plants are giving loans or boat engines to trusted fishers
to fish for the plants. Through these arrangements, many boat owners are
„tied‟ to the processing plants servicing loans. During discussion it was
noted that illegal fishing is sometimes undertaken to fulfil such private obligations between the boat owner and the fish processing plants if enough fish
can‟t be caught legally. An informant in the community from Igabiro had
this to say:
“The rich boat owners are not interested in remaining fishers for ever. They
will continue fishing as long as there is money to be made; but their future
investments will always be in non-fishing businesses that are more secure.
No one is a fisher nowadays; what you see is a collection of business people
making money in the fishery.” 243

Even in the few instances where there are no loans to be repaid, still the
profits of beach seining are alluring. According to one informant,244 profit in
one night can be as much as US $ 1000 to US $2000; whereas, it would take
a legal fisher using one fishing boat about a week to make that kind of profit.
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The risks are very high, so are the profits. It is for this reason that many are
involved in illegal fishing. Although the profits involved far outweigh the
risks of getting caught, the fine also imposed when caught does not match
the offence committed. For example, when caught, a culprit is required to
pay a fine not exceeding Tanzania Shillings 300,000 (about US $ 250) or a 2
years jail term or both.245. Money is usually promptly paid and offenders are
rarely jailed. Both groups involved in the discussion agreed that poverty
forms a fraction of the processes behind illegal fishing. Impounding of and
destroying drag nets makes little difference if the root causes of illegal fishing are ignored.
The boat owners‟ views on co-management were not different from the
other views already given by the previous interviewees. Their concerned is
that co-management was overlaid on long-held traditions of fishing institutions which were ignored in favour of the state led management approach.
The traditions mentioned include: ownership; rules of access, local conflict
resolution mechanisms and legitimacy of authority.246 They believe that fishers (in a traditional sense) are capable of organizing themselves and sustainably managing the resource when given a chance and a reason to do so. I
pointed out to them that this chance is given under section 3.3 page 10 of the
Operational Manual which states among other things:
“Traditional leaders, in the villages/beaches are highly recommended to join
the BMUs in order to exploit their experience for the best achievements in fishery resources management”

The boat owners explained at length that the operational manual is statedesigned and invites the traditional leaders to join what has already been
formulated from above. It does not invite the leaders to design a manual
based on their experiences and on the needs of their particular communities
(my emphasis). In turn the locally designed manual would have invited the
state to support it legally and materially. This way co-management would
have been a true partnership between the state and the communities of users.
“However, we all know that this is not in the interest of the state and its
agents,” concluded an agent from Igabiro.247

9.5.5 Crew’s perspectives
The majority of crew members are between the ages of 15 and 29 (they grew
up in the Nile perch era) and are among the poorest of the poor. They are
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also the ones employed in illegal fishing; thus their perspective was considered important. Two group discussions were each held in Igabiro and Kaarwazi. The general feeling among these young fishers is that they are always
the victims and targets of law enforcers as far as illegal fishing is concerned.
They claimed that they are being used as statistics in the fight for illegal
fishing in Lake Victoria, while the real culprits are not seen. They admitted
that without them illegal fishing of drag nets cannot be done by the rich net
owners. It is regarded as a difficult and dangerous exercise that can only be
undertaken by the young and strong with little to lose. Being poor and dependent on boat owners, they regard beach seining as an honest way of making a living and rewarding as well when compared to other activities both
within and outside the fishery. It was pointed out that this is partly due to the
fact that crew members are paid the agreed upon proportion of the adult fish
landed, which they can sell at a competitive price to factory agents or food
vendors. Accordingly, working as crew on the boats earns them cash, but in
many cases this is spent by boat owners on various costs they deduct before
the crew can receive it.
According to these crew members, beach seining is regarded as the only
legitimate way of making a living where no other viable options exist in the
fishing communities. “We have to protect beach seining because, if it is
cleared out of the area, how are we going to survive- especially when many
of us are not even employed on boats?” queried one crew member from
Kaagya.248 This is equivalent to what Sen termed as extended entitlement,
which include looting, where other options have been curtailed (refer to
chapter 3). Although concerned like everybody else with the destruction
caused by beach seining, the crew members believe there is enough fish in
Lake Victoria and that the Nile perch multiplies too quickly to be overfished
(refer to chapter 2). This assumption, to a certain extent contributes to their
expenditure pattern- mainly on alcohol, cigarettes, food, and prostitutions. At
the time of this study (2007), only a handful of crew members had a savings
account. Many of them tend to spend their income as they earn it. For this
reason, crew members in Lake Victoria are regarded as a group of fishers
that cannot be helped because of their irresponsible behaviour (for example
Abila, 2005). While this is a genuine impression that one gets in the fishing
communities, the root causes of such behavior- which are important in addressing their needs- largely remain unexplored. While it is not my intention
to go into that, a more focused study on these issues would go a long way to
inform poverty measures taken in the fishery.
All crew members- employed and unemployed- are members of BMUs.
They understand the necessary terminology of sustainability, illegal fishing;
conservation, that are at the centre of co-management in Lake Victoria.
However, what was apparent to me through deeper discussions was that
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there is a huge gap between what they are required to do under comanagement in the study area and what is happening around them. It should
be remembered that these are the fishers who are operating at the interface
between the resource and the rest of the society, and therefore the processes
that are taking place in the LVF impact them more acutely than anyone else.
They have been witnesses to how fishing regulations are contravened by the
very people who are supposed to enforce them; they witness the level of
corruption when they encounter some law enforcers; and more disturbing
they see the hypocrisy of the state in implementing co-management. One
crew member put it candidly: “If we can‟t comprehend the world around us,
then we will act not according to the proclaimed rules, but the rules in
use.”249In conclusion one can say that, the poor crew members are not driving illegal fishing, but participating in it in response to the wider processes
that are shaping it of which they are a part.

9.5.6 The national level perceptions
Discussion with the principal fisheries officer at the fisheries division (who
is also responsible for co-management project) was meant to establish
whether the findings from the study area were unique to that particular area
or whether there were some elements that could be related to other areas
around Lake Victoria. The problem of illegal fishing- particularly beach
seining and its resilience is acknowledged at the national level and its threat
the fishing industry and the livelihoods of small-scale fishers. It was also
clear that the current approach to curbing illegal fishing by arrests, impounding, and destroying illegal nets was not working as expected. The officer
admitted that the current level of drag nets in the lake is far higher than those
destroyed. Although fishers in the study area expressed doubts about the
capacity of co-management to deliver on illegal fishing, the department‟s
stand is that co-management will deliver at some stage. This view is supported by the quote taken from the study contributed in Mgaya (2005:199):
“The involvement of the fishing communities in the management of the fishery through the establishment of BMUs has created a forum for exchange
of ideas, knowledge, and experience. The strategy has made the communities
understand the importance of self-compliance and effective management and
environmental protection is more evident now among the fishing communities than before…”

I called his attention to the situation in the study area which does not in any
way relate to his observation of the impact of BMU on the communities. He
pointed out that the department remains aware of the incongruence between
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the co-management rhetoric and the outcomes on the ground. In this regard
the official had this to say:
“We are aware that co-management in Lake Victoria is proving not to be a
solution especially on the issues of poverty and sustainability and we are
aware that some state‟s agents are involved in the illegal fishing network, but
it is hard to prove. This makes it very difficult to deal with illegal fishing at
community level. But what can we do? Do you have any suggestions from
the field?”

Allowing the communities adjacent to the lake to own that part of the lake
and the fishery and to manage it communally as suggested during interviews
remains a problem for the state. The argument is that Lake Victoria fishery is
a common pool resource which should be enjoyed by all Tanzanians. In this
regard, no individual or groups of individuals can have any claim on any part
of the lake‟s waters. According to TFP, 1997 annex 1, the main responsibility of the department of fisheries is to formulate policy and to oversee its
implementation at the local level, which include- monitoring and enforcement at community level. Specifically, “the fishing communities are the
implementers of the fisheries policy that include “conservation and management of aquatic resources” (see TFP, 1997:20 {III}). On the question of
availing technical and financial resources to the communities to carry out
responsibilities of such magnitude, the official was quite clear that the fishing communities are the owners (my emphasis) of the resource and therefore
the main beneficiaries. However, this ownership is not clearly defined or
differentiated in relation to state and community ownership. For example,
who owns and controls access to fish resources? It is this ambiguous ownership with undefined rights and responsibilities that is creating a problem.
From the findings, the fishers are contesting obligations that are not accompanied with rights.250 Fishers in the study area it seems are not ready to act
on artificial ownership of the resource base.
The policy also states that: “surveillance and enforcement of fisheries
regulations and other related legislation should be conducted jointly between
fishing communities and other related agencies in the field” (TFP, 1997:8). It
was noted from interviews, personal observations, and key informants that
patrol funds are allocated to the regional fisheries office, which does not
involve the village governments, or the BMUs in carrying out these duties.
The reaction I got from another officer in the department of fisheries was
that the regional level was the lowest unit of the department and the fisheries
advisor to RAS was responsible for the operations at the local level. When
the question of conflicts between the fishers and the processors at the local
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level and the implications for management was brought up, this was the response:
“Investors need- as an incentive- a healthy social, political and economic environment in which to conduct their business. In many cases, it is the fishers‟
lack of understanding of the market forces that are governing the industry
that is a problem. Investors need protection and fishers need to be enlightened.”251

On the question of closing the lake temporarily, another official252 was of the
opinion that it is not wise to close the lake temporarily, because such a
measure is considered not feasible given the competition for fish market
niches on the global market. Closing the lake would mean losing a market
niche already established and re-capturing it after a season of closure would
be a big problem for the processors and fishers. In addition, it was pointed
out that it would not be possible to get all the three East African countries to
agree on the move and enforce it. It remained quite unclear as to why the
department can‟t consider such measures. But then, as indicated in chapter 7,
it might not be in the short term interest of the state and the donor community to close the lake.
On the question of the factories processing small-sized Nile perch and the
proposed link between demand and illegal fishing, the response at the department of fisheries253was that the regulations were clear on processing fish
below a certain size (50cm) and weight (5kg). Fish inspectors are in place at
factory level to monitor the situation. The possibility that the fish inspectors
can collude with the processing plants to bend the regulations was acknowledged but seen as a problem that cannot be handled at departmental level.
Expansion of the processing capacity (refer to beginning of chapter 1) is
considered to be a political decision which can be taken by individual East
African countries, well outside the scope of one individual fisheries department. The overall concern at the department is that without harmonizing the
processing capacity between the three countries, the expansion was expected
to continue regardless of the status of the fishery.

9.5.7 The district level perspective
According to the decentralization process in Tanzania the local level is made
up of the district council, the village government and the fishing communities (chapter 2). In this regard, the bottom-up approach adopted in the management of the Lake Victoria fishery is supposed to be implemented starting
from this level. It is within this structure that illegal fishing is discussed at
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this level. I had two interview sessions with the DFO254 who was responsible for the launching of co-management in Bukoba rural district in 2000. The
aim was to seek his views in connection with co-management and illegal
fishing in the area and the discussion is summarized in this section. The picture that emerged from the interviews shows that the problem of illegal fishing is not going to go away easily, partly because of the poor implementation
of co-management in the particular case of Bukoba. He was of the opinion
that the poorly defined TFP of 1997 is part of the problem of illegal fishing
in the area. He believes that it is within the capacity of the fishing communities and villages to enforce the fisheries regulations and control illegal fishing, for the simple reason that they know who the illegal fishers are amongst
them. According to his observation, for this collective action to take place,
the communities need to know in clear terms for whose benefit they were
protecting the fishery.
He observes that the state does not seem to (or chooses not to) understand
that the income accruing from the fishery in the area is individually earned
and not equally distributed among the fishers. The state is also aware- if it
chooses to- that not all fishers have the same capacity to access the fish and
therefore the majority of fishers are poor despite living within the vicinity of
the fishery and interacting with the resource everyday. He insisted that it is a
well-known fact that accessing the fish resources- especially the Nile perchis exclusively for the rich fishers. First and understandably so, only those
with licenses are allowed to access it; secondly, only those with financial
capability to buy strong fishing gears can enjoy the benefits of the resource.
“How can the rich and poor fishers think and act alike when they have different priorities, needs, and means?” He queried.
He pointed out that legally, any person has a right to access the fish resources provided one is in possession of a fishing license. But if there is not
start up capital, what use is the fishing license? Most poor fishers end up
selling their fishing rights to the boat owners. Ribot and Peluso (2005), note
that the right to access a resource should also be accompanied by the capability to convert that right into the capacity to access the resource if a right is
to have any meaning (my emphasis). The DFO pointed out that to achieve
collective action at community level, community members need to feel a
sense of resource ownership and to be able to access to the tangible benefits
from the fishery they are purported to own and control. This is far more empowering to the majority of fishers than all the expensive capacity building
seminars that make little sense to the poor struggling fishers if they are not
translated to their level. He noted:
“By preferring technical approaches of co-management to the management of
the fishery over practical realities of the fishers, the state is unknowingly
creating a void in which illegal fishing is flourishing. Lack of political will to
254
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empower fishers to implement and monitor the fisheries regulations is the
key to the problem of illegal fishing.”

The restructuring of the temporary fishing camps into permanent fishing
communities (which he supervised) created more problems than solutions.
For example the Operational Manual clearly states that:
“A co-management unit is made up of fisher‟s residents of a beach with the
following qualifications: should be a fisher, a fish trader, a fish processor or
any stakeholder; should be residents of the beach/fish landing site and has
stayed in that particular beach for at least six (6) months; should be a conservator of the fishery resources; should be honest trustful and ready to work
with others ….any fisher who is not a member of the unit shall not be issued
with a fishing license ”255

The DFO cited the lack of flexibility in the implementation of comanagement as another major problem for co-management in the area. With
respect to Bukoba, the restructuring of the fishing camps into permanent
fishing communities did not take into consideration the history of fishing in
the area. Fishers never lived in fishing camps on a permanent basis in Bukoba (refer to chapter 6). They were fish-farmers. This form of social organization kept unnecessary pressure away from the resource base and
helped fishers to diversify their livelihood options. However, with the advent
of co-management, fishers had to make a decision about where to live in
order to be identified as fishers/stakeholders. Apart from a few genuine fishers who decided to take residence in the engineered communities, most of
these communities‟ residents moved there as a mass of jobless and tired
people looking for a living in the newly created fishing communities as
stakeholders. Hopes were high that development will soon follow in these
communities. There was no limit to the term “stakeholders”- anyone with
“two hands and legs” could be categorized as a stakeholder in the fishing
communities.
To this end, the Nile perch succeeded to mobilize people where the Villagization program failed. Rich boat owners and other fishers with families in
the villages took up cabins256 just to make their mark in these communities
as fishers. He pointed out that the majority of the community residents are
poor and in one way or another are tied to the rich boat owners living up in
the villages. This re-organization by-passed the well-established local fishing
organization that could have served as a solid foundation on which comanagement could have been built in the villages. But then going back to
chapter 7, this type of organization calls for the devolution of management
power to these villages, and this is not in the interest of the state or of the
donor communities in the LVF. The picture that emerges is that the poor in
255
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the fishing communities serve as a reference point for poverty reduction
programs and financing.

Summary and discussion
This chapter was an attempt to address the questions raised within the goals
context defined in chapter one. Specifically, it was addressing the question:
what are the processes driving and maintaining illegal fishing and how are
these processes a challenge to the implementation of co-management in the
study area? The research question was addressed in light of the views that
are linking poverty to illegal fishing and illegal fishing to poverty. Interviews and group discussions were conducted across a range of people in the
study area and beyond the communities up to the national level in order to
assess the context in which illegal fishing is embedded. Within this context
the processes that are shaping illegal fishing were investigated and the drivers behind them. Different perspectives were presented in this regard. The
following is the discussion on the main findings
Findings show that illegal fishing is a fact of life in the study area in spite
of implementing co-management. This has been acknowledged by all who
were interviewed over the issue across levels. It was also revealed that fishers- including ordinary people- are fully aware of the threat posed to the
fishery as a result of beach seining. It is also an acknowledged fact at the
village and community level that illegal fishing is a source of livelihood for
many in the area who have no access to the Nile perch fishery. Poverty as a
driver of illegal was refuted by all the poor and the rich fishers who were
interviewed. What came out clearly is that the poor fishers have no economic, social or political resources to make them key players in illegal fishing. Illegal fishing- especially beach seining, needs some degree of protection from some corrupt state agents and law enforcers. It is only the rich and
the connected who can afford such protection. In addition, to own a beach
seine net needs capital which cannot be afforded by poor fishers. Robert
Chambers (1997:83) observes that in environmental degradation, the normal
reflex is for the upper to blame the lower and the prescription is that which
requires the lower to change. In this regard, blaming the poor for generating
and maintaining illegal fishing in Lake Victoria is the popular defence of
blaming the long-term victim (the poor fishers) and exonerating the short
term exploiters. What is observed instead is that the poor have become willing accomplices out of sheer necessity, but are not determinants of illegal
fishing. Where the state has overlooked or ignored to recognize and address
the specific needs of the poor crew members in this important fishery, illegal
fishers have found willing accomplices who now consider illegal fishing the
employer of the last resort. It was revealed that the poor crew members have
no access to credit facilities, medical care, and schooling for their children.
In this regard, illegal fishing steps in and provides these basic needs to those
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who participate in it- directly or indirectly. Even at the village level, the non
fishers are directly and indirectly benefiting from the rich fishers wealth. The
women and other service providers indicated how their business flourishes
on illegal fishing. Since the livelihood of many is now dependent on illegal
fishing, the tendency is to protect it and those recruiting them into it. From
this perspective, the link between poverty and illegal fishing is mediated by
other factors outside this link, which converge to create an environment in
which illegal fishing flourishes. However, this should not taken to mean that
all rich fishers are illegal fishers, rather, some rich fishers are the ones with
the capacity to engage in illegal fishing
Also the popular belief (as indicated at the beginning of this chapter) that the
poor have short term horizons which leads to high discount rate of the future
and hence environmental degradation is not entirely true in the study area.
Findings reveal that both the rich and the poor have short time horizons for
different reasons. The rich are opting for short-term measures (overexploitation- legally and illegally) to satisfy their long-term needs (business
outside fishing) and the poor are responding in order to meet their basic necessities. It is for this reason that there exists a symbiotic relationship between the poor fishers and illegal fishers because all the crew members are
working on the rich fishers‟ boats. Their first loyalty is to their employersthe boat owners and not to state regulations and rules. Therefore, to think
that poverty is driving illegal fishing is to underestimate the economic power
of the Nile perch in Lake Victoria. Illegal fishing is also an activity that is
maintained through a wide network of visible and invisible actors who act
direct or indirectly to generate, drive, and maintain illegal fishing. These
include international actors, the state through its policies and agents, processing factories, rich fishers and crew members. At the international level,
demand for the Nile perch in the EU and other countries is fuelling the demand for fish down to the harvesting level. This was discussed in chapter 7.
Furthermore, the Nile perch supply chain is consumer driven. This kind of
supply chain in the LVF is supported by the heavy investment seen in the
extractive facilities (at the expense of poverty reduction among fishers-refer
to chapter 8) and the sophisticate traceability procedures that ensure consumers‟ preferences and hygiene standards are met. In this context, the demand for undersized Nile perch that was identified in this chapter is meant to
meet the tastes of specific consumers in the export countries. As long as
demand exists for such fish, it will be met regardless of the rules laid down.
On the part of the state, it was quite clear that the implementation of comanagement is carried out in a dogmatic way and hence lacks legitimacy.
For example, community leaders with long history and knowledge of fishing
are invited to join an institution of co-management through BMUs. Ideally,
they believe it should have been the other way round. The communities believe they should have been invited to make suggestions about the kind of
BMUs arrangements that were suitable in their areas. This would have given
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a degree of legitimacy to co-management arrangements in the area. As it
stands, all communities have to adhere to the manual rules regardless of the
historical and cultural differences that exist between localities and communities. As a result co-management remains a “toothless dog” in the face of
illegal fishing, because it lacks the communities‟ legitimacy. It was also
apparent from the discussions that illegal fishing is poorly addressed at the
community level. Fishers are expected to handle the heavy responsibility of
enforcing and monitoring the fisheries regulations without their rights to the
resource properly defined and without providing them with the financial and
technical resources to carry out these responsibilities. The expectation that
the fishers are owners of the resource and therefore should conserve it for
future generations on a voluntary basis is a fallacy. The fishers are fully
aware that the state owns the resource and controls its access; and the way it
should be managed, without consulting the so-called resource owners. The
fishers are also aware of the fact that the state has a major stake in the fishery- both as a source of foreign exchange and as a source of power. Their
unanswered question is for whom should they conserve the resource and for
whose benefit?
The findings revealed that it is to the processing factories that all the
fished Nile perch goes. The Fisheries Act of 2003 is clear on the size of the
Nile perch to be caught, sold and processed at the factories. However, the
factories are exporting fish according to consumers‟ demand, and for them to
process undersize Nile perch is in response to demand generated elsewhere,
which in turn generates demand down the supply chain up to the harvesting
level. In chapter 7 I indicated how the secrecy surrounding the fish processing factories is creating an environment of suspicion and allegations. At the
same time it should be borne in mind that the Nile perch is a valuable resource that earns substantial income for all those involved in it- from the
state to the crew members. Therefore, to all these stakeholders the fish is of
greater value when it is captured than when it is alive and swimming. As
long as it has this use value, its conservation and the motive for conserving it
for the next generations need to be qualified. The Nile perch is not an indigenous fish to the lake (refer to chapter 2) and therefore it has no historical
or cultural value to the local people, things which count in natural resources
conservation (Leach and Mearns 2001). As the findings indicate, every one
is out to get as much as possible out of the fishery before it collapses. More
disturbing is the fact that the eminent collapse of the fishery is not considered a disaster in making, but is seen as a phase that will usher in another of
the lake‟s mysteries (chapter 6). While the state is struggling with how to
save the Nile perch fishery (refer to speech by Minister of livestock and fisheries chapter 1) the rich and the poor in the study area are already thinking
and planning for a life after the Nile perch.
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Chapter 10 - Concluding Discussion
10.1 Introduction
This study‟s main objective was to understand the challenges to comanagement performance in the Lake Victoria fisheries. The fishing communities of Bukoba district, Tanzania were chosen as a location for this
study. The co-management performance was defined in relation to the two
problems of poverty and illegal fishing in Lake Victoria, which are threatening the sustainability of the resource base and the communities dependent on
it. The fact that poverty and illegal fishing are on the increase in the fishing
communities around Lake Victoria, was taken as an indication that comanagement was facing some challenges in addressing these two problems
in Lake Victoria. Although three main species are found in Lake Victoria
(refer to chapters 1 & 2), this study has focused mainly on the Nile perch,
which is the dominant fish in the lake.
As indicated in chapter 2, the Nile perch fishery is a complex fishery governed by various actors across scales from the local level to the international
level. This implies that the challenges to its management are also complex
and multi-scale. Although the study is carried out on a small area (compared
to the whole lake with 69,000 sq km), the challenges studied in this area
cannot only be locally generated. In this regard, a multi-level analysis was
employed with a view that processes happening on the local level also impact and are in turn impacted by cross-scale processes. Indeed, Folke et al
(2007:30) point out that without a proper understanding of ecosystems
within their local, regional, continental and global context, it is impossible to
move into the challenges of sustainable development in its three interdependent dimensions: ecological, economic, and socio-cultural.
Thus, the study is broad in terms of scale (from the local to the international) and deep (by singling out two communities and two villages in Bukoba Rural district of Tanzania). Given the fact that the study was addressing
complex issues across scales, no one theory was found to be sufficient to
address all the issues. In this regard, the study drew some insights from a
host of theories and approaches that formed a framework in which the issues
raised were analyzed (refer to chapter 4). These included: the CPR theory,
which is a meta-theory in natural resource management and in which comanagement has roots. This theory provided insights in the analysis of local
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level process. The actor oriented approach provided insights for the understanding of the role of different actors in the implementation of comanagement. The structuration theory helped in the analysis of power of
different actors involved in the implementation of co-management and the
various resources that they draw on to exercise power. The entitlement
framework provided insights for the analysis of how capability shaped the
actors‟ agency in the implementation of co-management across scales. The
state is the focal point around which these issues are addressed; therefore,
the role of the state in the implementation of co-management in the LVF was
examined within the theory of the state in relation to natural resources. The
combination of theories/framework provided synergy for the analysis of the
study.
The study took as its premise the fact that the context in which comanagement is implemented is posing challenges to its performance in the
LVF. This is a departure from the mainstream thinking that has tended to
focus on and question the efficacy of co-management as a management tool
in small-scale fisheries- especially in the context of sub-Saharan Africa (refer to chapter 1). My central argument has been that focusing on the comanagement model and assuming the context in which it is implemented as
given, masks the crucial role played by the context. This, to a certain extent,
leads to partial analysis and hence partial conclusions. I pointed out early on
in the study (chapter 1), that this argument should not be taken as a critique
of the model approach in the analysis of the problems in the management of
the LVF; and neither do I claim that the context approach is the best way to
do it; rather, my aim has been to bring to the fore the under-researched aspect in the investigation of the management problems in the LVF. As noted
in chapter 1 above, understanding the context in which the co-management
model is implemented not only has a bearing on but also provides an understanding of the performance and outcomes of co-management (Jentoft,
2003:10). I suggest therefore, that both approaches should complement each
other in seeking a solution to the management of the LVF. Given the size of
the lake, the multiple processes that are shaping its performance and the
multiplicity of heterogeneous fishing communities around the lake, this
study can only be a contribution to the general understanding of the challenges facing co-management in Lake Victoria. The main aim has been to
show that behind the façade of co-management‟s poor performance in Lake
Victoria, there are processes and mechanisms at work that influence the observed co-management outcomes.
The main research question that has been addressed in this study is: how
and in what ways is the context in which co-management is implemented in
the Lake Victoria fishery shaping its performance? The context has been
taken to mean the environment in which co-management is implemented in
Lake Victoria. Inevitably, the contexts that are shaping co-management are
broad and complex, and therefore no one study can capture it in its entirety.
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Thus, for the purpose of this study, the context has been explored through
three interrelated dimensions: the local level dimension; the political dimension; and the problems/goals dimension. In the process of exploring the challenges that may arise from the examining these dimensions, my aim has also
been to assess the opportunities that may be found within them and which
may be of use to the enhanced performance of co-management in the LVF.
The three dimensions are summed up below.
The local level dimension, which has been explored in chapter 6, was motivated by the fact that co-management is implemented across scales from
the international to the local level/community scale. However, it is at the
local/community level that co-management is translated into concrete reality.
It is also at the local/community level that the cultural and historical factors
in which this level is embedded come to bear on co-management performance. Yet, the implementation of co-management in Lake Victoria is rigid
and has tended towards sweeping away a rich diversity of local practices.
Experience shows that traditional fishing institutions and practices involve
locally adapted resource management practices and institutions (Berkes and
Folke, 1998). The analysis of the local level dimension has managed to bring
to the fore the traditional fishing institutions and practices in the study area
(refer to chapter 6) that have survived through generations of fishers and
their implications on co-management performance have been explored in
chapters 8 and 9.
The aim of the political dimension, which was explored in chapter 7, has
not only been to scale up the local into the wider context (international and
national) in which it is embedded, but also to demonstrate how international
and national politics are played out in the implementation of co-management
in LVF and the impact on its performance at the local level. Particular to this
analysis was the need to establish whether the state as a major actor had the
capacity to remain a neutral disinterested party in the implementation of comanagement from the state to the fishing communities‟ level and provide an
environment in which co-management ideals could be actualized. Comanagement is about the devolution of power from the state level to the
community of users (Jentoft, 2003). Thus, the aim within this dimension has
also been to examine how the decentralization process was implemented,
how and whether power was devolved; if so, to whom and to what effect.
This has been necessary because the adoption and implementation of comanagement in Lake Victoria is only visible in policy documents; however,
the power and politics behind its implementation is not made so obvious.
This has been made possible through the perceived belief under neo-liberal
ideas that the state in co-management is supposed to roll back and scale up
the role of the communities. Under this notion, the state is not viewed as an
interested partner/stakeholder in the implementation of co-management, but
only as the facilitator of the process. However, chapter 7 has revealed that
the state has not only failed to scale down, but has increased its own role in
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the management of the Lake Victoria fisheries with negative consequences
on co-management performance.
The problems/goals dimension (which has been explored in chapters 8
and 9) was premised on my desire to understand the inability or the inertia
portrayed by co-management when it comes to addressing the problems of
poverty and illegal fishing in Lake Victoria. The paradox has been that these
problems- rather than abating under co-management arrangements- are on
the increase (refer to chapter 1). Also in chapter 1, the question of the time
factor in which these issues are being raised was touched on. I have clearly
argued that it is not the quantifiable outcomes that are of relevance to this
study, but the trajectory that co-management is taking in the LVF. All along,
my conviction in this study has been that the sooner this trajectory is assessed, the higher are the chances of shaping it for the enhancement of comanagement performance in Lake Victoria.
Thus, using the context approach, the study has explored the environment
in which poverty and illegal fishing are embedded and how this context is
constraining the ability of co-management to address these problems. The
motivation to problematize the environment rather than the problems themselves was borne out of the conviction that poverty and illegal fishing are
twin problems that have been threatening (and still continue to threaten) the
sustainability of the fishery. Therefore, my suggestion has been that these
problems are not occurring in a vacuum; they are rather embedded in a certain context- and it is this context that has been the focus of this study. Overall, my choice to address the context in which co-management is implemented, rather than the model itself, has been useful in a sense that it has
illuminated on certain themes that would not have necessarily emerged if I
had employed the model approach. These themes are summed up below.
The overall conclusion in this study is that the context in which comanagement is implemented in the LVF does not provide enough space in
which the capacity of co-management to achieve its intended objectives can
be enhanced. In the study, I have managed to show how this space is constrained rather than enhanced. The first constraint provided by the context is
the overlooking of the existence and the capacity of traditional/local fishing
institutions and practices to inform policy and therefore the implementation
of co-management at the community level. The value and the relevance of
some of these practices have been ignored in favour of the top-down institution (co-management). What has been grossly missed is the solid base on
which co-management could have been built at the local level. This omission
has resulted in the incongruence between co-management ideals and the
local understanding of fisheries management and practices that have been
passed down through generations. This incongruence has been revealed
throughout in chapters 7 to 9.
The second constraint that has been identified is the lack of political will
on the part of the state to implement co-management in accordance with its
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ideals of decentralization and participation. This is a common finding in
many co-management studies. However, this study has gone further and
established how this political will is shaped. The study has established in
chapter 7 that this lack of political will is largely shaped by the political
strategies and the economic objectives of the state and other key actors from
the international to the local level who are involved in the management of
the LVF. Drawing on the historical role of the state in natural resources and
the role of the international donors and international financial institutions
(IFIs) in natural resource in Africa, the study has shown that the scope for
co-management performance in Lake Victoria is to a large extent indirectly
and directly shaped by these main actors.
The third constraint identified as a challenge to the performance of comanagement is the rigid approach towards addressing poverty and illegal
fishing in the Lake Victoria fishing communities. It maybe recalled from
chapter 1, that these problems fall within the framework of the international
donors and financial institutions that are funding the management and development of the Lake Victoria fisheries, under the broad themes of development and sustainability. As a result, the nature of poverty and illegal fishing
in terms of how they are generated, their drivers, and maintainers are rather
ignored and taken as given, with little or no effort expended on understanding the context in which they arise. My expectation was that these problems
should have been defined at the community level where they are found and
addressed from the communities‟ perspectives and supported by the state
and the international donor community. What is apparent is that the state has
taken an easy way out by recycling the international development rhetoric on
poverty and sustainability in the mistaken belief that this rhetoric can materialize. Findings from the study show that this is not the case. The simplification of these problems the Lake Victoria fishing communities is evidenced
by the standard procedures of implementing co-management - crafted from
above- that are applied to all communities without any regard for the historical and socio-cultural aspects of the different areas in which the fishing
communities are embedded. Rather than turning this rhetoric into reality, the
state‟s policies supported by the international donor community and financial institutions are unwittingly exacerbating poverty and illegal fishing in
the studied fishing communities. As the fishers in Igabiro and Kaarwazi put
it, “these problems seem to be a means to the states‟ unstated end.” These
constraints are summed below.

10.2 Co-management- an institutional
overlaying
The study of the traditional institutions in the study area presented several
things at the same time. It was a brief historical revisitation of the traditional
fishing institutions of Bukoba rural district. The analysis also provided an
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insight into how the fishing communities, the fishery and their institutions
were traditionally organized and how they have evolved over time from the
pre- colonial period up to today. The study‟s effort has produced its own
significance and rewards. Its significance and rewards lie in the insights and
lessons uncovered that are central to the understanding of the challenges to
co-management in Lake Victoria in the study area. The findings also serve as
a signification of what maybe happening in other areas as well.
The analysis of the traditional fishing institutions and practices in the
study area has confirmed the fact that culture/traditions never die. Gyekye
(1997: 122) points out that institutions in all cultures do not die but evolve
over time as a result of lessons garnered from experience, and occasionally
through lessons learned as a result of interactions with other cultures and
good aspects of which are incorporated into a pre-existing culture. Thus,
historical practices involve locally adapted resources management practices
and adaptations. He also notes that roots of traditional/local institutions
maybe ancient; but they are also a repository of the history and the collective
experience of people, on which solid modern institutions and new concepts
are built. This, he defines as a foundation which enables the people to incorporate new ideas into their body politic. From the perspective of the villages
and fishing communities in the study area, the age old fishing practices and
institutions still serve as frame of reference for the fishers in the area.
The study has also revealed the incongruence between the state‟s comanagement institution and the existing knowledge at the local/community
level on how the fishery ought to be managed. Chapter 6 clearly demonstrates that the fishing communities of Bukoba rural district in which comanagement is implemented have a long history of fishing institutions and
practices that have span generations of fishers up to the present generation
and which can be recalled and retold with exceptional clarity. Through time
and space, chapters 6 and 7 have demonstrated how these institutions have
been overlaid by other institutions- from the colonial period up to the implementation of co-management in the area. In spite of that, the findings
show that some of these fishing institutions continued to be transmitted practically and orally through generations up to now when they can still be coherently recounted and appealed to. This is evidenced in chapter 7 where the
mismatch between the ways the local people understand how the management of the fishery should be organized and the way the state-designed
BMU is structured is clear. Chapters 8 and 9 reveal how the neglect of incorporating the local content in the implementation of co-management is
leading to actors at village and community levels to operate not according to
the laid down official rules in co-management, but according to the realities
pertaining in the communities. Ignoring the local fishing institutions and
practices that could have informed policy at the national level makes comanagement be regarded as a state-sponsored development model with little
impact on the ground. Comparing the traditional practices and institutions
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with modern day fisheries management, the study found that there were
some features that were relevant today that could have been useful in the
formation and implementation of BMUs at the local level. These features
include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Organization structure
Resource ownership
Decentralization and devolution of power
Access rules and regulations
Equity issues
Conflict resolution mechanisms

The analysis in chapter 6 shows that in the pre-colonial period, the society
was divided into two distinct groups: fishers and farmers. Although there
were other groups, these two groups were the main ones. Furthermore, this
division signified the importance of fishing in that period and the position a
fisher had in the society. During this time, a fisher‟s definition was clear; he
(women were not fishers) was a boat owner, he engaged in active fishing and
lived in the communities well-recognized as fishing communities along the
shore of Lake Victoria. In these communities, people were grouped under
similar clans and natural resources were owned along clan lines and passed
on from one generation to the other. Fishing belonged to the sub-clans of
Abaliimba who were responsible for the lake and its fisheries within their
communities on behalf of the wider society. These attributes are more or less
similar to the attributes found in the CPR theory regarding traditional societies studied by Wade (1988), Ostrom (1990) and Baland and Platteau (1996).
Although such societies are no longer in existence in many areas, including
the study area, yet their attributes endure. It is these attributes that I discuss
in chapter 6 in relation to co-management in the Lake Victoria fisheries.
Arguing from the above perspective, the study found that the state, in the
LVF weakly defines a fisher as: “an individual who takes part in fishing,
conducted from a fishing vessel, a platform- whether fixed or floating or
from the shore” (The Fisheries Act, 2003). This definition takes on a neoliberal broader definition where a fisher is considered as one of the stakeholders in the management of the LVF. This broader definition might serve
the interest of the donor community that promotes the concept of „stakeholders‟, but at the local level, this new definition robbed the real fishers
their self worth and meaning. This has resulted in an identity crisis when it
comes to: (1) who is a fisher targeted for partnership in co-management arrangements? (2) What is a fishing community through which comanagement is implemented at the local level- is it the villages or the fishing
camps? It is partly for this reason that co-management at the local level is
like a floating balloon owned by all and by no one at the same time.
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The findings from the analysis also show that traditionally fishers were
not only recognized as a distinct group but their interests were articulated at
the highest organ (the chief‟s court) through their clan elders (figure 6.2) as
well. The British anthropologist, Meyer Fortes, and E.E. Evans-Pritchard
(1940:12) wrote: “the structure of the traditional African State implies that
kings and chiefs rule by consent. A ruler‟s subjects are as fully aware of the
duties he owes to them as they are of duties they owe to him, and are able to
exert pressure to make him discharge his duties.” In the case of the LVF,
where are the fishers‟ interests articulated in the higher organs of the state?
Thorpe et al. (2006) - see chapter 8 in this study- point to the gross neglect of
the fisheries sector in the African poverty reduction strategy papers (PRSPs),
despite its economic importance in these countries. In the case of Tanzania,
the three issues of PRSP (2000; 2001; 2003) allude to National Fisheries
Strategy without further details. The fishers‟ interests are defined within a
broader political structure where their interests are subsumed in broader local level issues and therefore completely ignored. Not even in the fisheries
policy formulation are the fishers‟ views made visible. Instead within the comanagement arrangements, the fishers‟ needs and interests are defined from
above and therefore do not reflect the reality on the ground faced by different communities in different areas. The impact of this anomaly was clear in
chapter 9.
In relation to the concept of resource ownership, the findings from chapter
6 show that although a chief was the ultimate owner of all natural resource in
his land, his subjects managed them through an elaborate system of Nyarubanja, on behalf of the chief and in some cases for the benefit of all. At the
same time, the chiefs ruled through a decentralized system where power was
devolved to the relevant units (figure 6.2). In relation to fishing, fishing
communities were the legitimate owners of the part of Lake Victoria adjacent to their communities and the fish resources found there. In this way, the
resource was managed for the fishing communities and on behalf of all the
society. This role was recognized and respected by the rest of the society
(other clans also had their own specialization). The LVF are state owned
since the colonial period. It is this forced ownership that robbed the communities of their resource base and eroded the traditional practices and institutions of fisheries management. Co-management was introduced as an appeal
to the traditional communities after the state had failed to manage the fishery. Yet, the state is hesitant to recognize traditional fishing institutions and
practices in the implementation of co-management. This is because the state
knows the political and economic costs of doing so. It means that the state
will have to cede some of its economic and political power in the LVF to the
communities of users. Chapter 7 has clearly revealed that given these vested
interest of the state in the LVF, there is little- if any- space for recognizing
and incorporating traditional institutions and practices that are relevant to the
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effective implementation of co-management. This deliberate omission has
created contradictions at the local level as revealed in chapters 8 and 9.
Chapter 6 also revealed that fishers in the traditional communities were
organized in guilds known as Makokooro. Each fishing community had its
own guild, although the principles behind all guilds were similar. Within
these guilds, membership was clearly defined and was determined by members of the guild. Fishing regulations, that included access rights, where to
fish, when to fish, and how to fish were determined within the guild. The
guild also had the right to conduct trials to resolve conflicts related to fishing
communities (entegeka yabajubi). Schlager and Ostrom (1992) made a distinction between three levels of rules: collective-choice level, the constitutional-choice level, and the operational level. They associated each of these
levels with different rights. The right to management- defined as the right to
regulate internal resource use patterns (for example, right of exclusion) takes place at the collective-choice level. At this level those having rights of
management determine how, when and where harvesting from a resource
may occur (ibid: 251). From this perspective, in the traditional fishing communities, regulation of internal resource use patterns was exercised at the
collective choice level, which was at the community level.
At the same time, members of these guilds were fully empowered to carry
out these responsibilities. In other words the right to own fish resources was
also accompanied by the responsibility to manage them. The sophistication
of these guilds is evidenced by the way the British colonial system found
them worth incorporating into the formal traditional legal system which they
created to replace the old one. When one looks at the BMUs created under
co-management, to a large extent they resemble in form these traditional
guilds. Whereas the guilds were genuine fishers‟ organizations created and
evolved through processes of shaping and re-shaping through generations,
BMUs are modern organizations created from above. They are defined by
modern terms such as committees, terms for office holders, representation,
and participation. The question is: do people who have interacted with the
resource base for centuries through generations of fishers need to be told
how to organize around the resource they know so well? It is logical to propose that the process should have been the other way round where the communities would have informed the state on how they would prefer to organize themselves under the new management of co-management. This would
have given legitimacy to co-management as a locally informed foreign development project. The incongruence between the BMU institution and the
local institutions is played out in chapter 9.
The overall picture emerging from the analysis of the historical/traditional
context shows that there is a lot that the traditional institutions in the study
area can offer which co-management can build on and become an efficient
model for managing the LVF. However, the political and economic cost of
effectively incorporating the local level into co-management arrangement is
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too high for the state to pay. To quote Gyekye again from above, the traditional/local institutions maybe ancient; but they are also a repository of the
history and the collective experience of people, on which solid modern institutions and new concepts are built. If co-management is to evolve into a
viable management model in Lake Victoria, the state cannot afford to ignore
the realities on the ground.

10.3. Co-management and the politicized
fishery
The political process of implementing co-management has been explored in
chapter 7. In this chapter, the complexity of the conflict between differently
positioned key actors- from the international to the community level; and the
divergent interests that are pursued in the management of the Lake Victoria
fisheries has been presented. From the state‟s perspective, the changing role
of the state in natural resources management is central to the broader international development rhetoric. However, the observations made in relation to
the Lake Victoria fishery do not conform to this view. Within this rhetoric,
the expectation of this study was that the state under co-management arrangement in the LVF had scaled down and devolved power to the local
authorities and scaled up the role of the communities in the management of
the fishery. On the contrary, management of the Lake Victoria fishery is
mainly designed and conducted at the state level (department of fisheries)
and whatever is devolved to the local level is re-centralized at the regional
level where political decentralization ends.
Like many other newly independent states in Africa, Tanzania inherited
the centralized approach to natural resource management from the colonial
government. This approach was maintained throughout the 1960s, 1970s and
early 1980s. Although natural resources were not exploited during this period, the state retained their control partly as a means of asserting political
authority over local interests, to weaken local organizations, and break the
independent local customary power, as it was shown at the beginning of
chapter 7. The literature review reveals that in spite of the poverty situation
that was inherited at independence by the Tanzania (it was then called Tanganyika) state, natural resources were not considered to be a major source
for economic growth. Bryant and Bailey (2000) - see chapter 4 in this studypoint out that immediately after independence, many countries in Africa
were keen on consolidating political independence at the expense of economic development.
In the case of Tanzania, this was also partly due to the socialist principles
that were adopted after independence. It was up to the mid- 1980s that natural resources- including the LVF- came into prominence in Tanzania. This
was after the political and economic reforms that followed the implementa242

tion of the World Bank-led structural adjustment programs (SAPs). Under
these programs, Tanzania- like many other African states- was encouraged to
open up and intensively exploit its natural resources in order to meet its balance of payments obligations. Today, mining, tourism, forestry and fisheries
sectors are the major foreign exchange earners in the country. The refocusing of the state by the IFIs towards natural resources exploitation was also
accompanied by political reforms that introduced multiparty politics in the
country. Through these reforms- supported by the international donor community- the natural resources formed the economic and political base for the
ruling elite. This was the political and economic context in which comanagement was adopted and implemented.
Focusing on the Lake Victoria fishery, the study found gross discrepancy
between what is written in the Tanzania fisheries policy document and the
implementation on the ground. It is clear from chapter 7 that Fisheries development priorities, planning and management are formulated at the national level and are heavily influenced by the international development
agenda. A closer scrutiny of the TFP, 1997 reveals that this agenda neither
matches the state‟s priorities nor the local realities. In chapter 5, what comanagement is and what it is not is clearly defined. One, the most important
aspects in the implementation of co-management is the devolution of power
from the state to the community of users and their meaningful participation
in the management of the fishery, including policy formulation. Findings in
chapter 7, clearly show that co-management is top-down and its presence is
heavily felt in the corridors of the department of fisheries than anywhere
else. The policy documents and co-management pamphlets that litter the
offices of the department of fisheries in Dar es Salaam are nowhere to be
found in the fishing communities at the time of this study in 2007.
According to the co-management principles, power is supposed to devolve to the lowest level which is the district authority. However, on examining the decentralization procedure in chapter 7, the devolved power in the
co-management arrangements, has been recentralized at the regional level,
which technically, is part of the central government. This has- in practiceleft the district authority, which is the implementing body, starved of financial resources and power. This is a deliberate move on the part of the state
and reflects the lack of political will to devolve meaningful power to the
community of users. What is seen is at the local level is the heavy responsibilities of surveillance and monitoring but without rights and resources to
carry them out. This raises the question of how serious the state is in involving the communities in the management of their resource base. The study
went further and examined the different roles played by the different actors
in shaping policy. This was done through exploring the history of the major
donors in the LVF and their role in shaping policy, issues which are fully
covered in chapter 7. Meaningful and important as these donors are in the
management and development of the LVF, their genuine concern for the
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conservation and sustainability of the Lake Victoria fish resources and the
reduction of poverty among fishers is not reflected on the ground.
What the study found in the study area was a contradiction in the stated
goals within the donors‟ technical and financial assistance and the conservation measures and outcomes on the ground. In chapter 8, it was quite obvious
that the visible development found in the fishing communities that is donorfunded is in what I may refer to as the „extractive infrastructure‟ for the export of the Nile perch. The understanding is that the revenue realized from
the intensification of the harvesting of the Nile perch will trickle down to the
concerned communities. Yet, experience shows that the trickle down process
in development has never worked anywhere, and there is no sign of it working in the study area. This situation raises more questions than answers regarding the motive behind all the financial and technical assistance given by
the donors in the development of the LVF.

10.4 Poverty – Illegal fishing nexus–the
poverty of policy
As stated above, the combination of unstated objectives on the part of the
donor community in Lake Victoria and the lack of political will on the part
of the state to implement co-management are manifested at the community
level in the form of growing poverty and illegal fishing. The argument in this
study (chapter 1) was that the state was promoting the eradication of poverty
and illegal fishing in the fishing communities rhetorically without understanding the nature of these problems in terms of what drives and maintains
them. These issues have been fully examined in chapters 8 and 9. Findings
show that the simple approach taken in addressing these two twin problems
that are threatening the sustainability of the fishery points to the lack of seriousness on the part of the state to tackle them. The poor are considered to be
the drivers of illegal fishing in Lake Victoria, while patrols and confiscation
of illegal fishing gear is seen as a solution. What is ignored or overlooked is
the fact that poverty has very little to do with illegal fishing in Lake Victoria
and that illegal fishing is not a fishing communities‟ phenomenon. As shown
in chapter 9, the department of fisheries is at least aware of the existence of
the illegal fishing network (it may not know who is who) in Lake Victoria
and that it involves not only fishers but also some corrupt state agents and
law enforcers at different levels. Research on the Lake Victoria fisheries
(refer to chapter 1) reveal that confiscation of illegal fishing has not made a
dent in the problem of illegal fishing in Lake Victoria. This implies that
these measures need to be supplemented by other practical measures to make
the exercise worthwhile.
In chapter 9, the fishers in the study area revealed the fact that the state
has shown little interest in utilizing the wisdom found in the fishing communities and villages regarding the problem of illegal fishing. What is obvious
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is that the state prefers top down measures while ignoring the communities
with all their knowledge of the resource. It is clear that the state has not even
bothered to try and understand why illegal fishing is protected instead of
being fought at community level. Findings in chapter 9 show that beach seining in the study area is an age long fishing practice and even without the
BMUs, fishers and non-fishers are fully aware of its destructiveness to the
fish resources. The state needs to listen to these people. The conclusion from
chapter 9 clearly shows that illegal fishing in the study area is flourishing in
an environment that has been grossly neglected by the state in pursuit of
economic and political strategies in the LVF. This is evidenced in the way
the poor fishers have been easily recruited into illegal fishing and have come
to regard it as the employer of last resort. As Sen (1985) points out (refer to
chapter 4 in this study), when the capability of an individual to meet his/her
livelihood needs is curtailed through processes beyond ones control, then,
even looting becomes a livelihood option.
Poor fishers in the communities have the right to access the fish resources
for livelihood; however, they lack the capability to convert this right into the
capacity to access the fish resources. Ribot and Peluso (2003) - chapter 4 in
this study- argue that access is about the ability to benefit as opposed to the
right to benefit. In chapter 8 it is clearly shown that the poor fishers lack
financial and social resources that would have otherwise enabled them to
convert their legal right to access fish resources into capability to do so. The
poor fishers are also aware of the fact that the wealth they are producing
everyday is bypassing them. Their conviction is that the state and other key
actors in the management of the LVF are the ones benefiting. In this regard
the question put forward by the fishers- “for whom are we conserving the
fish resources when not even the state cares about what is happening to the
resource base?”- is quite valid. Sikor (2005) notes that such conflicts are
generally a result of competing claims between the state and the community
over single resources; overlapping and nested claims; conflicting sources of
legitimacy; and negotiations over the meaning of resources.

10.5 Women and fishing- a reality or
statistics
Finally, this study has introduced the question of gender- particularly the
role of women in fishing in the study area. An institution that seems to endure time in Igabiro and Kaarwazi fishing communities is that of gender.
Historically, women‟s role at community and household levels was clearly
defined (chapter 6). Women were prohibited from entering fishing camps or
have any association with fishermen or their fishing gear a night before fishing. Men fished and farmed but women farmed. Although this may be regarded as marginalization of women in fishing, it should also be remembered that it was the women who kept the communities functioning for six
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months while their husbands were away fishing (not all men fished). This
implies that women were not helpless, but had an important role to play,
which was also recognized by men. They were at the centre of family production and reproduction. With the advent of the Nile perch fishery, opportunities opened up for women to engage in fishing backed by the state. Although it is no longer politically correct and possible to keep women out of
fishing based on traditions, the study found that their acceptance as fishers in
the study area is problematic.
Today participation has become an important method for project implementation (chapter 5). However, to institutionalize it in local context remains
a challenge especially in my study area. Hyden (2005) points out that the
discrepancy between bureaucratic formal institutions based on western models and the local informal institutions affects the way the poor and the marginalized- especially women- participate. In Igabiro and Kaarwazi fishing
communities, the fishing policy has the good intention of providing space in
which women can participate in the management of the fishery. However, it
fails to appreciate the different cultures found at the local level in different
locations that have always marginalized women from fishing. Specifying the
number of women who should be on the BMU committee and to state that
women should participate in fisheries management is not good enough to
dismantle long held views of women in fishing. The findings show that instinctively the institution of BMUs in the fishing communities is defined
along power and gender lines, which are part of the local culture. The poor
crew cannot sit on the same committee with their bosses (the boat owners)
and participate as equals. As chapter 6 demonstrated, the poor and the rich
fishers do share similar concerns. Equally, women cannot sit on the same
committee as those who go out and fish physically such as crew members
and expect to be listened to on matters concerning fishing. As mere service
providers in the fishing communities, BMUs do not mean much to these
women. My observation is that, the institution of BMU has failed to adapt to
local institutions in the management of the fishery, and therefore, different
groups are operating within their cultural understanding of their everyday
realities. As long as these cultural boundaries are not crossed, the communities on the surface seem to function accordingly.
With the diminishing resource and poverty taking its toll on many fishers,
women are becoming victims of the long forgotten marginalizing taboos in
fishing. Subtly, they are considered to be the source of all „evils‟ taking
place in the lake. Such myths and taboos that were constructed around a
woman (chapter 6) in order to marginalize her from fishing are being revisited, affecting the way they are participating in fishing. This reflects the
fact that when local people can‟t comprehend what is happening around
them naturally they seek answers from the sources best known to them. In
this regard, it would be quite presumptuous to expect such women to overcome gender impediments through participation in co-management. Chap246

ters 7 to 9 showed the dramatic changes that have taken place, and accorded
women a space in fishing alongside men as equals. This has been made possible by the state‟s effort to make sure that women are not marginalized in
major decision-making processes across sectors. Now women have a legal
right to participate in fishing as any other people. However, like poor male
fishers, they are finding it difficult to translate this legal right to participate
in fishing into capability to fish. And without this capability, women are
relegated to the role of service providers in the fishing communities, rather
than real stakeholders. Without breaking through this limited capability,
marginalization of women in fishing will be removed from the society at
large, but re-institutionalized at the fishing community level. There, they will
remain invisible and just serve as “women empowerment” statistics, without
any empowerment.

Conclusion, recommendations and scope for
further research
The study set out to understand the challenges to co-management in the Lake
Victoria fisheries from the context perspective. Overall, the findings show
that the context in which co-management is implemented is constraining its
performance in relation to poverty and illegal fishing reduction in the lake
and the lake‟s communities. Exploring this context using a multilevel analysis has not only revealed the challenges but the opportunities for comanagement in the Lake Victoria fisheries as well. The general observation
is that in spite of the challenges provided by the studied context, it is still
logical to conclude that the principles behind co-management are relevant in
the management of the Lake Victoria fisheries if there is enough political
will to implement them. The 2009 World Bank/FAO Report stresses this
point.257 In particularly, a meaningful participation of resource users in policy formulation, with ideas emanating from below can go a long way to
shape the path that co-management is taking in this fishery. Although the
state is expected to roll back and provide space for community level management, its importance as a provider of the basic financial, technical, and
legal infrastructure on which to build co-management should not be ignored.
What should be observed is the fact that place specifics and contextual factors should be offered reasonable space in which to guide policy implementation at the local level. As far as this study is concerned, the complexity of
the lake and the fishery encountered, have offered a unique opportunity in
which to apply a multi-level approach to studying co-management. At the
same time the context approach offered me a rare occasion to gaze down
257 World Bank, 2009. The Sunken Billions: Economic Justification for Fisheries Reform.
World Bank, Washington DC
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beyond the present into the past; and up across scales into the complex national and international arenas. The general observation made by this study
is that a combination of findings from the model oriented studies and the
findings from this particular context approach can form a basis for reshaping
the trajectory of co-management in the Lake Victoria fisheries. If I may reiterate here, the study explored just one aspect of the context in which comanagement is implemented in Lake Victoria and in only one particular
area; this implies that the findings in this study can be further enhanced by
other studies from other areas exploring other contexts.
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APPENDIX I
INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
Chapter 6; Interviews were carried June – September 2006
Group 1: Village elders – Group interviews
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

N. Kiirukibi
Mr. O. Mutabazi
Mrs. A. Byabachwezi
Mrs Z. Kaabye
Ms P Baliho
Ms Z. Kalisizo
Mr A. Litira
Mr. Mugasha
Mr. L. Bajungu
Mr M. Biita
Mr. P. Ndwaniro
Mr. B. Ichwekeleza
Mrs R Bahendwa

Group II: Village elders- Individual interviews
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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Mr. E. Rwebangira
Mr. J Kanati
Mr. R. Rwehumbiza,
Mr. B. Rugabeela
Mr. A. Sosthenes
Mr. I. Rutuku
Mr. M. Bajunanaki
Mr. B. Mujungu
Mr. I Buberwa
Mrs. H. Kyompailwe
Mr O Kashaigili
Mr R. Bebwa
Mr M. Kalikawe
Mr. S. Bushirila
Mr R. Bigambo
Mr. B Lwinama
Mr. A. Kazoba
Mr. R. Muchunguzi

Group III: Women Elders -Group interview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mrs Kaabye
Mrs Rwabyoma
Mrs Mushala
Mrs Bahendwa
Mrs Kyompailwe
Mrs Rwenkizi

CHAPTER 8; Interviews carried out April - July 2005
Section I.Group of key informants for wealth ranking exercise in the study
area

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

Kaagya
Igabiro
Ibosa
Kaarwazi

10 fishermen
15 fishermen
10 fishermen
10 fishermen

Section II. Group discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.

Group discussion - Kaagya
Group discussion – Ibosa
Group discussion – Igabiro
Group discussion - Kaarwazi

Section III Interviewees Kaagya village
1. Village chairperson (VC)-

Section IV. Interviewees- Ibosa village
1. Village chairperson (VC)
2. Elderly fisherman

Section V. Interviewees Igabiro
1. Rich category

Section VII Interviewees – Kaarwazi
1. Poor category
2. Rich boat-owner

Section VIII group discussion women
1.
2.

Women Group discussion – Kaarwazi
Women Group discussion - Igabiro

Section IX- informants- Igabiro, Kaarwazi, Kaagya and Ibosa
1.
2.
3.

Informant
informant
informant
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Section X Officials at national regional and district level
1.
2.
3.
4.

official- department of fisheries
FAO officer – Kagera
DED
SACCOS – informant

Section XI group discussion Barrier to livelihood access
1. Group discussion – Igabiro
2. Group discussion- Kaarwazi
3. Group discussion- Ibosa
4. Group discussion – Kaagya

CHAPTER 7 and 9; Interviews carried out June - October
2007
Section I Group discussions – total 16
1.
2.
3.
4.

Group one – Kaagya
group two – Igabiro
group three- Ibosa
group four –Kaarwazi

Section II Women group discussions1.
2.

Igabiro
Kaarwazi

Section III Officials interviewed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DoF- 5 officials
RFO- 2 officials
RAS
DED- 1 official
DFO
Village government- Ibosa and Kaagya

Section IV Key informants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

informant – Kaagya
informant –Kaagya
informant- Ibosa
informant- Ibosa
informant Igabiro

Section V individual interviews- total 8
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Ibosa
Igabiro
Kaarwazi
Kaagya

Section VI BMU leadership – group discussions (two discussions)
1.
2.

Igabiro
Kaarwazi

Section VII Boat Owners /agents – group discussions (two discussions)
1.
2.

Kaarwazi
Igabiro

Section VIII crew members – group discussions (two discussions)
1.
2.

Kaarwazi
Igabiro

Table of key informants
Level
National Dar es
Salaam
Regional office
Bukoba
District
Village
Community

Key informants
DoF officials, Tanzania investment centre (TIC), Fisheries
research institute, FAO office
RAS, regional fisheries advisor, LVEMP officer, managers fish
processing plants
DED, district fisheries extension officer,
ward secretary, village chairman, community elders,
BMU officials, some crew members, women, boat owners,
skippers, migrant fishermen

Interview table for historical account

Age groups

Group

60s

70s

80s

Total

Men

15

19

5

39

Women

6

3

none

9

Total

21

22

5

48
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